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Foreward:

Interpreting the Value Estimates from the NOAA Fleet Societal Benefit Study

NOAA managers and scientists routinely make difficult decisions about how to allocate public investments to study,
protect and restore the nation’s oceans and coasts. One of the most important considerations in these decisions is the
value that will be returned to the public. Thus, NOAA is often asked to demonstrate the economic benefits of its
investments, preferably in dollar terms. Despite the uncertainty associated with such estimates, they provide evidence
that investments are being managed to produce societal benefits and a basis for comparing benefits and costs. For some
decisions, such as those involving public health or safety, economic considerations are secondary. However, even in
these situations, managers need to make choices that involve tradeoffs – decisions that call for economic analysis.
The NOAA Fleet Societal Benefit Study provides important new evidence about the value of NOAA’s ships to the nation
and how the cost of using these assets compares to that of contract vessels. Major results from this study include: “value
chains” describing how data from the fleet support products and users; estimated annual dollar values of selected
products; and mission-specific cost comparisons between NOAA and contract ships. The study, funded by NOAA and
completed by Abt Associates in 2017, was conducted to support NOAA’s on-going efforts to modernize the current
NOAA fleet.
As the senior NOAA staff managing this project, we concluded, after receiving the final report and fielding questions
about the value estimates in particular, that some additional context on interpreting the study results would be useful. We
therefore added this Forward to provide additional comments on methods, to introduce some similar recent value
estimates for NOAA ships, and to reinforce the challenges of estimating economic value for public goods, even when
methods, assumptions, and sources are fully described.
Key considerations when interpreting the Societal Benefit Study findings
The following topics are particularly important considerations regarding the methods and sources used in the Societal
Benefit Study and the overall interpretation of the value estimate results.
Data denial: The model used by NOAA to set priorities across its observing systems provided important inputs to this
analysis, particularly for estimating the degree to which the quality of final products would be affected by the absence of
data from NOAA ships. This model is designed to minimize bias towards any one system and provides estimates of the
impact of data denial that are based on extensive input from the subject matter experts who also use the data to generate
final products. However, these estimates of the impact of data denial have not been confirmed via “denial of data
experiments.” Denial of data experiments are commonly used for this purpose but were beyond the scope of this study.
Further, the role that could be played by the private sector in responding to any future diminished capacity of the NOAA
fleet was not assessed. Any such role would result in private sector costs and benefits whose analysis was also beyond the
scope and resources of this study.
Use of existing data: All estimates of value for the Societal Benefit Study were based on existing data and past research.
And although the products selected for the Study was based, in part, on the availability of existing analyses, these
materials were often dated or incomplete. This affected both the absolute value of dollar estimates and the comparability
of dollar estimates between the products analyzed. For example, the value of nautical charting products is based on a
2007 study conducted before the now widespread use of electronic nautical charts. This study estimated the value of a
marginal improvement in nautical charts, not their total value, and excluded key beneficiaries such as commercial
fishermen and military users. The probable result is that the value of nautical charting products is understated in the
Societal Benefit report.
Accrual of value to users versus the economy: Estimating the value of environmental goods and service is challenging not
only because the price people would be willing to pay for clean water or healthy marine mammals is not revealed in
economic markets, but also because much of the presumed value accrues directly to individual users or consumers whose
interests and behaviors are difficult to discern. While economists have methods to estimates of these values such as
through the use of surveys to estimate society’s willingness to pay for the benefits that they receive, these methods are
expensive and time
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consuming to employ. Therefore, even when existing studies were not sufficient to precisely estimate values for the five
products selected, additional investigations or analyses were beyond the scope of our study.
Product quality versus value: The study team assumed a direct correspondence between product quality and value. For
example, if the loss of data from the NOAA fleet was expected to reduce the quality of a product by 5 percent, a
corresponding 5 percent decline in value to users was assumed. In some use cases, however, the impact of a 5 percent
degradation in product quality might be negligible whereas, in other cases, the product might be rendered useless. The
simplifying assumption used in this study is reasonable but has not been verified by independent studies.
Comparability of product value estimates: The summary value estimates presented in the Societal Benefit report are all
reported in 2016 dollars. However, because different methods were used to derive these estimates, combining the results
may present challenges. For example, a value estimate derived from market values (sea level rise viewer) is perhaps not
comparable to a value estimate derived via contingent valuation (corals). Readers of the final report are advised to
consider these factors before using or referencing the study results.
Comparable recent value estimates
In 2012, NOAA conducted an internal, preliminary assessment of the economic benefits of the NOAA fleet. Although
the 2012 study remains unpublished, there are some interesting and useful intersections with the Societal Benefit Study
that highlight the challenges of estimating economic value. This is most usefully revealed by contrasting the methods and
results for two products or themes where the studies overlapped – Nautical Charting Products and National Marine
Sanctuaries Condition Reports.
Nautical Chart Products . NOAA’s 2012 study estimated that the NOAA fleet accounts for $12 million annually to the
overall value of nautical charts, compared to a lower-bound estimate of $17 million annually in the Societal Benefit
Study. Although the results are similar, the methods used to generate these two estimates vary significantly. The 2012
study is based on estimates of the increased loadings of commercial vessels, reduced number of groundings of
commercial and recreational vessels, and reduced loss of life associated with the use of nautical charts. The Societal
Benefit Study estimate is based on surveys that assessed the willingness of nautical chart users to pay for improved
nautical charting. While the Societal Benefit Study estimate is larger, it also likely understates the full value of nautical
charts because, as stated above, (a) it assesses the only the marginal value of improved nautical charts and not their full
value, and (b) some users were not included in the results, notably commercial fishermen and military users.
National Marine Sanctuaries Conditions Reports. NOAA’s 2012 study estimates that the NOAA fleet contributes $10
million annually to the value of products and services developed by the Office of National Marine Sanctuaries that
manages the sanctuary sites (though not specifically the Conditions Reports), compared to a lower-bound estimate of
$605 million annually in the Societal Benefit Study for the Conditions Reports. There are several probable reasons why
these findings are so different. First, the 2012 study reflects an older estimate of the total value of the economic impact of
the National Marine Sanctuaries sites ($4 billion annually) while the Societal Benefit Study reflects the more recent and
more commonly cited figure of $8 billion annually. However, the most important factors may be that (a) differences in
estimates of the degree to which economic values from the National Marine Sanctuaries sites are likely to be eroded
without the products and services provided by ONMS, and (b) the degree to which these products and services depend on
the NOAA fleet. The value estimates could certainly be improved by a closer investigation of these two factors.
Interestingly, NOAA’s 2012 study also recommended that future studies of the economic value of the NOAA Fleet
should employ a value or logic chain relationship between products and users - the method used to underpin the Societal
Benefit Study - to ensure more accurate value estimates.
In Summary
The table below contrasts the analysis methods and underlying basis of the value estimates for each of the products
evaluated in the Societal Benefit Study. We suggest these contrasts are important to note for two reasons in particular.
First, adding the dollar value estimates of different products together, even though they are all rendered in 2016 dollars,
presents challenges that readers should be aware of. And second, further, more refined analysis of these products would
likely lead to different dollar values – some lower and some higher – than the current study results.
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Methods and Underlying Basis for Benefit Estimates
Coral Status and
Trend Report

contingent valuation
(willingness to pay)

reflects values derived from NOAA‐funded meta‐
analysis of recent work

Sea Level Riser
Viewer

market‐based

based on an EPA study of net benefits from
implementation of climate change adaptation
measures

Nautical Chart
Products

contingent valuation
(willingness to pay)

because key sectors/users (e.g. military, commercial
fishermen) were not included in source studies, these
products are almost certainly undervalued

El Nino Southern
Oscillation Outlook

market‐based

reflects value of ENSO data for agriculture sector only

National Marine
Sanctuaries
Condition Reports

economic impact
analysis

economic impacts of site use, including commerical and
recreational fishing and research

The value chains developed for the Societal Benefit Study will help support NOAA’s capacity to write “value stories”
that explain how data from the NOAA fleet contribute to the quality of its products, and how specific users benefit in
specific ways. These value stories provide a useful context to help decision-makers assess the reasonableness of dollar
estimates by explaining the manner, extent, mechanisms, and degrees of impact. They also provide a basis for conducting
sensitivity analysis to identify the assumptions under which investments in the NOAA fleet break even which, in turn,
allow subject matter experts to make subjective judgements about the reasonableness of those assumptions. Value chains
also provides a basis for soliciting input that can improve future estimates. Finally, understanding how users benefit from
NOAA products can provide insights into how to modify these products to make them even more beneficial.
In summary, the primary objective for the Societal Benefit Study was to estimate the societal benefits of NOAA fleet.
The results strongly indicate that the benefits associated with operation of the NOAA fleet, even when only five of more
than 600 fleet-dependent NOAA products are assessed, significantly exceed the cost of operations. Stated another way,
the savings realized by not operating NOAA ships would appear to be more than offset by a loss of societal benefits.
Charles Alexander
Chief, Planning and Performance
Management Division
NOAA Office of Marine and Aviation Operations
8403 Colesville Road, Suite 500
Silver Spring, MD 20910
charles.alexander@noaa.gov

Jeffery Adkins
Senior Economist
ISS Management
Office of the NOAA Chief Economist
2234 Hobson Avenue
Charleston, SC 29404
jeffery.adkins@noaa.gov
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this study is to identify and monetize the benefits associated with a subset of key NOAA products and
services that are dependent on the NOAA Fleet, and assess the cost-effectiveness of using charter vessels as a substitute
for NOAA’s ships for some data collection efforts. The project team developed estimates of the societal benefits for five
of the 638 products and services supported by the NOAA Fleet, finding that the value added by the NOAA Fleet to these
five products alone significantly exceeds annual operating costs.

Value of Products and Services Dependent on the NOAA Fleet
The NOAA Fleet supports over 600 products and services across the agency’s 26 mission service areas. To demonstrate
the societal benefits associated with fleet data collection activities, the project team developed qualitative “value chains”
for 12 products (Table ES-1) that are highly dependent on the fleet and/or have a relatively large societal benefit,
meaning they affect decisions made in important sectors of the economy and/or result in significant savings or increased
well-being for U.S. households.
Table ES-1. Product Value Chains developed for this report
(see Table 3 in main report for descriptions of the value chains)
1. CORAL REEFS: Coral Reef Status and Trends
Report

7. TSUNAMIS: Tsunamis Inundation Forecast Model

2. SEA LEVEL RISE: Sea Level Rise Viewer

8. HARMFUL ALGAL BLOOMS (HABS): HAB Forecasts
and Mitigation Capability (Gulf of Maine)

3. BATHYMETRY/ HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS:
Nautical Chart Products

9. HYPOXIA: Hypoxia Watch (Gulf of Mexico)

4. SEASONAL FORECASTS: El Nino Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) Outlook

10. OCEAN NOISE: Ocean Noise Mapping

5. ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT: National Marine
Sanctuary Conditions Report

11. HURRICANES: Hurricane Outlook

6. FISHERIES MANAGEMENT: Fisheries Stock
Assessments

12. EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Next, we selected five products for further evaluation based on criteria developed in coordination with the NOAA Office
of Marine and Aviation Operations (OMAO) project team and NOAA’s Observing Systems Council. For these products,
we developed monetary estimates of the anticipated benefits that the product provides, and estimated the portion of this
anticipated benefit that is attributable to the NOAA Fleet. This study found that, for these five products, 15 to 37 percent
of their value is directly attributable to the NOAA fleet ($0.77 billion to $3.39 billion, Table ES-2). In addition to the five
products included in this study, the project team also recommended monetization of a sixth NOAA product – fish stock
assessments conducted by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). However, during this study, we learned that
NMFS recently initiated research to estimate the value of this product. To avoid duplication of effort, OMAO will
incorporate the results of NMFS’ analysis, when it is completed, with the findings of this research.

Cost-effectiveness of NOAA Ships and Contract Vessels
The second component of this study is an assessment the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the use of contract vessels
as a substitute for NOAA’s ships for some data collection efforts. We examined several case studies that compared the
marginal cost of using NOAA ships for specific individual missions to estimated costs for using contract vessels to
provide the same services and support as the NOAA ship and meet the same mission requirements.
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Table ES-2. Societal benefits (billions of dollars) of select NOAA products and associated
value of NOAA Fleet (see Sections 2-3 of main report and Appendix A for more details)
Value Chain/Product

Annual Anticipated
Benefit of Product

Annual Anticipated Benefits
Attributed to NOAA Fleet
Value

Percent

$0.590 - $1.190

$0.090 - $0.710

15.0% - 60.0%

$1.480

$0.030 - $0.560

2.0% - 37.5%

BATHYMETRY/HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS: Nautical
Chart Products

$0.058 - $0.120

$0.017 - $0.048

30.0% - 40.0%

SEASONAL FORECASTS: El
Nino Southern Oscillation Outlook

$0.560 - $1.300

$0.026 - $0.270

4.6% - 20.0%

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT:
National Marine Sanctuary
Condition Reports

$2.420 - $5.180

$0.610 - $1.800

25.0% - 35.0%

CORAL REEFS: Coral Status and
Trends Report

SEA LEVEL RISE: Sea Level
Rise Viewer

The single case study involving a single purpose mission of limited scope (TAO maintenance without supplemental
scientific research) showed a contract vessel to be the most cost-effective option. The case studies of multi-disciplinary
research missions indicated that there are examples where contract vessels are more cost effective and others where
NOAA ships are more cost effective.
These case studies were not conclusive regarding the factors that determine cost-effectiveness. Geography could be one
factor. NOAA ships appeared more cost effective for the research missions conducted in the remote tropical Pacific,
while contract vessels appeared more cost effective for those conducted in U.S. coastal waters. These results, however,
could also be related to the specific NOAA ships examined. These case studies where contract vessels were more cost
effective involved NOAA ships with higher marginal costs than the average for NOAA’s fleet overall.
We also conducted a limited examination of the capacity and availability of contract vessels, along with other factors that
could affect NOAA’s use of contract vessels. NOAA successfully contracts with a large number of different contract
vessel providers and individual vendors report good availability to provide support. Specific projects, however, may have
requirements (e.g., vessel capabilities, project scheduling, or location) that are not a good match for a very large number
of contract vessels. Of NOAA contracts for vessel services active in fiscal year 2015, just over half received only one
offer and almost 70 percent had two or fewer offers. Data are not available on the number of solicitations that received no
bids.
In general, contract vessel availability appears to be greater for smaller vessels with more limited capabilities. The
individual vessels that are the most obvious substitutes for NOAA ships (UNOLS vessels) are also the least available.
There may, however, be opportunities for NOAA to make greater use of contract vessels during periods when those
vessels have greater availability (i.e., outside of the summer months).
v
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Lessons Learned
This study provides NOAA with a systematic process for assessing the value of individual observing systems and data
streams through the development of value chains for the products and services that depend on them. NOAA can use the
general approach to assess the value of Fleet-dependent products and/or additional observing systems (e.g., OMAO
aircraft).
While this study represents a significant first step in demonstrating the value of the NOAA Fleet, it is limited in scope.
Under this contract the project team was only able to develop value chains for 12 Fleet-dependent products, and quantify
the value of 5 products. In addition, we were not able to conduct original valuation analyses; our monetary estimates of
value therefore depend on existing studies and estimates from the literature, which are also subject to limitations and
caveats. We were also only able to conduct a limited number of interviews, which we conducted with product experts
from within NOAA.
In addition, throughout the study we learned that it is difficult to isolate the effect of individual data streams on the
performance of a given product, given the interdependency of data that most products rely on. Thus, it is difficult to
attribute an exact percentage of product value to the NOAA Fleet. We have attempted to reflect this uncertainty by
providing a reasonable range of values using Fleet data-dependency estimates provided by TPIO and the subject matter
experts.
The data used as inputs to this analysis represent the best available information. However, the studies upon which the
quantifications are based were often few in number and, as with any study, limited in their accuracy, completeness, and
broader applicability. Estimates of the contribution of the NOAA fleet to final products and services are based on
extensive research and analysis by NOAA’s Technology, Planning, and Integration for Observation office (TPIO) but
this work has its own limitations and the results have not been independently verified (as with a “denial of data”
analysis). In short, the resulting values represent an empirical first step in the direction of developing more accurate and
complete estimates of the value of NOAA products and services and the share of that value attributable to the NOAA
fleet. A more scientifically rigorous analysis would require additional primary data collection and analysis which, if
performed comprehensively, would be cost-prohibitive. This study does establish a scientifically sound process for
assessing the societal benefits of the NOAA fleet and identifies critical information requirements that should be used to
inform future research agendas.
Despite these challenges, which are inherent in most economic analyses, our use of published studies and extensive
interviews with subject matter experts established a highly credible range of value estimates. We are confident that these
estimates establish the significant value of the fleet’s contributions and provide materially relevant data to support future
decisions at NOAA regarding the fleet.
We also learned that a number of factors complicate comparing the cost-effectiveness of contract vessels to NOAA’s
fleet. When using contract vessels, contract costs alone may not account for the full cost to NOAA of completing a given
mission. Furthermore, a day at sea aboard a contract vessel is not necessarily equal to a day at sea aboard a NOAA
vessel. NOAA ships often collect multiple data streams and/or conduct multiple missions simultaneously. Although some
contract vessels have similar multi-data stream/multi-mission capabilities, many such vessels are better suited for
individual projects and a more limited set of data. These “economies of scope” mean that multiple contract vessels can
sometimes be required to replace the output of a NOAA vessel.
NOAA ships also have greater endurance than many smaller contract vessels. Therefore, they can remain at sea for the
duration of long projects without returning to port. In addition, NOAA ships often can be scheduled and positioned to
transition directly from one project to the next without significant travel time. Therefore, the use of contract vessels can
entail more transit days (i.e., at the start and finish of the discrete projects for which they are hired and, in some cases, to
resupply during longer projects).

Given these factors, it is not appropriate to compare aggregate data on the cost of contract vessels to the cost of using the
NOAA fleet. Instead, the comparison must account for mission-specific details. The case study approach we used here
attempts to account for these factors and provide a one-to-one comparison of contract vessel costs to NOAA fleet costs.
vi
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Recommended Next Steps
There are several ways that NOAA could further refine the value chain and monetary value estimates from this study.
First, many of the value chains and quantitative study estimates could benefit from additional interviews with NOAA
experts as well as external product users. These interviews would provide a better understanding of the decisions that
users make based on the information that the products provide, as well as how the NOAA Fleet contributes to each
product. Additional analyses could also be conducted to further refine our monetary estimates. However, this would
require primary data collection. Finally, to further inform investment decisions and focus resources, NOAA may also
want to expand this analysis to include more fleet-dependent products and/or additional observing systems.
To better examine the factors that determine the cost-effectiveness of contract vessels, NOAA could conduct additional
case studies. If carefully selected, additional case studies could help isolate the factors that contribute to costeffectiveness (e.g., geography, specific NOAA ships used, length of mission, time of year).
A more detailed assessment of existing and future contract vessel capacity and availability would also be useful. The
voluntary interviews with vendors that we conducted for this study were limited in number and not geographically
representative. A more thorough, perhaps statistically selected, survey incorporating more detailed questions about vessel
availability and capabilities could provide a greater understanding of the industry. A detailed examination of NOAA’s
contract records, beyond the limited descriptive data in USAspending, might also provide more comprehensive data on
the industry’s size and capabilities.
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1. Introd
duction
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
A
Ad
dministration’ss (NOAA’s) fleeet of ocean veessels provides significant valuue to
society throug
gh its data colleection activities and the produ
ucts and servicees that these acctivities supporrt. To maintain these
important soccietal benefits, and
a meet grow
wing demands for
fo environmenntal data collecttion, NOAA wiill need to makke
significant inv
vestments in itss fleet resourcees. To inform itts investment ddecisions, NOA
AA’s Office of Marine and Avviation
Operations (O
OMAO) initiateed the NOAA Fleet
F
Societal Benefit
B
Study. T
The purpose of this study is too identify and
monetize the benefits
b
associiated with a sub
bset of key NO
OAA products aand services thaat are dependennt on the NOAA
Fleet, and assess the cost-efffectiveness of using
u
contract vessels
v
as a subbstitute for NO
OAA’s ships forr some data
forts. This reporrt provides an overview
o
and summary
s
of keyy findings from
m the NOAA Flleet Societal Beenefit
collection effo
Study, which Abt Associatess and Corona Environmental
E
Consulting (Coorona) conductted under Abt A
Associate’s priime
M
(B
BPA EA-133C
C-14-BA-0039)), Task Order C
C-007.
contract with NOAA’s Officce for Coastal Management

1.1

Backg
ground

NOAA is resp
ponsible for co
ollecting, sharin
ng, and utilizing
g scientific info
formation to hellp the U.S. undderstand, manage, and
protect the 3.4
4 million squarre nautical milees of ocean in our
o Exclusive E
Economic Zonee, as well as to understand annd
predict chang
ges in weather, climate, oceans, and coasts. This
T mission reequires extensivve data collectiion capabilitiess,
which OMAO
O supports. OM
MAO maintainss and operates a fleet of vesseels and aircraft that serve as thhe mobile platfforms
for NOAA’s data
d collection infrastructure. NOAA also co
ommissions coontract vessels and aircraft forr some types daata
collection, wh
hen availability
y coincides with
h data collectio
on needs.
The NOAA Fleet,
F
managed by OMAO and
d operated by NOAA
N
Corps, includes 16 ressearch and survvey ships, rangging
from large oceanographic reesearch vessels capable of exp
ploring the worrld’s deepest occeans to smalleer ships responsible
for charting th
he nation’s coaastal waters (Taable 1).1 NOAA
A ships are stattioned in homepports around thhe U.S. and opeerate
across the Excclusive Econom
mic Zone and internationally; they are speciially equipped aand designed too support the
agency’s prog
grams. Many of the ships fulffill multiple misssions, enablinng the collectionn of a wide varriety of atmosppheric,
fisheries, hydrographic, and oceanographicc data in suppo
ort of NOAA’s long-term goalls and mission service areas ((Figure
1). NOAA lin
ne offices, otherr U.S. governm
ment agencies, communities,
c
aand businessess around the nattion rely on thiis
information to
o keep U.S. porrts open to marritime commerce, understandd changes to thee planet, monitoor the health off fish
stocks, and make
m
important economic and policy decision
ns.2
Per NOAA’s Office of Tech
hnology Plannin
ng and Integrattion for Observvation (TPIO), data collected from NOAA sships,
and/or the opeerational platfo
orms that the sh
hips maintain, support
s
the devvelopment of 638 NOAA products and serviices
across NOAA
A’s 26 mission service areas. As
A described in
n the 2016 NOA
AA Fleet Plan,, these productts and services are
vital to the economy and heaalth of the natio
on. For examplle, the National
al Ocean Servicce relies on fleeet charting and
hydrographic survey activitiies to map and develop nauticcal charts, whicch in turn faciliitate safe and efficient marinee
navigation an
nd support the $4.6
$ trillion in economic actiivity generatedd by U.S. seapoorts each yearr. Accurate maapping
of coastal areeas also inform
ms tsunami inu
undation modeling and storm
m surge predicttions, which arre critical for u
urban
planning and
d emergency management.
m
Physical, chem
mical, and biollogical observaations from fleeet vessels allow
w NOAA to efffectively managge and protect kkey
species and reesources, includ
ding National Marine
M
Sanctuaaries, which geenerate nearly $$8 billion in loccal economies each
year.3 These types
t
of observ
vations also serv
ve as the basis for fisheries sttock assessmennts, which allow
w fishery manaagers to
set accurate catch limits for the $54 billion
n domestic fish
Table
T
1. NOAA
A Fleet Comp
position

1

NOAA. 2016
6. The NOAA Fleet Plan: Buildin
ng NOAA’s 21stt Century Fleet. A
Available:
https://www.om
mao.noaa.gov/sittes/default/files//documents/The%
%20NOAA%200Fleet%20Plan_F
Final_31OCT.pddf. Accessed 5/33/2017.
2,
Ibid
3
NOAA Officee of National Maarine Sanctuaries. 2015. Nationaal Marine Sanctuuaries and Locall Economies. Avvailable:
http://sanctuariies.noaa.gov/scieence/socioecono
omic/factsheets/w
welcome.html. A
Accessed 5/3/20117
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Ship

Length

Class

Primary
Mission1

Homeport

Ship Age
(years)

Rainier

231 ft.

Ocean

2

Newport, OR

49

Fairweather

231 ft.

Ocean

2

Ketchikan, AK

49

Oregon II

170 ft.

Regional

1

Pascagoula, MS

49

Hi'ialakai

224 ft.

Ocean

1, 2, 3

Honolulu, HI

32

Oscar Elton Sette

224 ft.

Ocean

3

Honolulu, HI

29

Okeanos Explorer

224 ft.

Ocean

1, 2

Davisville, RI

28

Gordon Gunter

224 ft.

Ocean

1

Pascagoula, MS

27

Nancy Foster

187 ft.

Ocean

1

Charleston, SC

26

Thomas Jefferson

208 ft.

Ocean

2

Norfolk, VA

25

Ronald H. Brown

274 ft.

Global

3

Charleston, SC

20

Oscar Dyson

209 ft.

Ocean

1

Kodiak, AK

13

Henry B. Bigelow

209 ft.

Ocean

1

Newport, RI

11

Pisces

209 ft.

Ocean

1

Pascagoula, MS

9

Bell M. Shimada

209 ft.

Ocean

1

Newport, OR

8

Ferdinand R. Hassler

124 ft.

Regional

2

New Castle, NH

7

Reuben Lasker4

209 ft.

Ocean

1

San Diego, CA

4

1.

Mission 1: Assessment and Management of Living Marine Resources
Mission 2: Charting and Mapping
Mission 3: Oceanographic Monitoring, Research, and Modeling
Source: NOAA. 2016. The NOAA Fleet Plan: Building NOAA’s 21st Century Fleet.

harvest,5 directly affecting the $153 billion U.S. commercial fishing industry.6 In addition, NOAA ships and buoy
systems collect oceanographic monitoring data that directly feed weather models, forecasts, and
oceanographic circulation models. Without this data, weather and climate forecasts would be less accurate, resulting in
adverse impacts related to severe storm and emergency planning, coastal management, and planning for the U.S.
agricultural industry, which supported $992 billion of economic activity in 2015.7
The NOAA Fleet also serve as an important component of the nation’s ocean-related emergency and disaster response
network. Fleet emergency response services include surveying commercial ports following hurricanes and major storms
to ensure their channels are free from debris and other navigational hazards. These surveys must be conducted before
affected ports can be re-opened. The ability of NOAA vessels to immediately provide these surveys can significantly
reduce the amount of time ports remain closed, allowing

4

NOAA Ship Reuben Lasker did not start operations until 2014
U.S. Department of Commerce. 2014. Fisheries Economics of the United States. NOAA Technical Memorandum NMFS-F/SPO163, p. 6. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
6
NOAA. 2016. The NOAA Fleet Plan: Building NOAA’s 21st Century Fleet.
7
U.S. Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service. 2016. Ag and Food Sectors and the Economy. Available: Accessed
5/3/2017. Value includes agriculture and related food sectors.
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NOAA Fleeet data collectio
on activities are critical to the development
d
of a 638 products and services that support the
agency’s lo
ong-term goals and
a 26 associateed mission service areas. The ffollowing showss NOAA’s longg-term goals, perr
NOAA’s Next
N Generation
n Strategic Plan, and the numbeer of fleet-depenndent products th
that directly suppport each goal.
NOA
AA Next Generration Strategicc Plan Goal

Fleett-Dependent Prroducts

Clim
mate Adaptatio
on and Mitigattion
An informed
i
societyy anticipating and
a
resp
ponding to clima
ate and its impa
acts

137

Weather-Ready Nation
N
Sociiety is prepared
d for and respon
nds
to weather-related
w
events

195

Hea
althy Oceans
Marrine fisheries, habitats, and bio
odiversity are
susttained within heealthy and produ
uctive ecosystem
ms

206

Ressilient Coastal Communities
C
and
a Economiess
Coa
astal and Great Lakes communities are
enviironmentally an
nd economicallyy sustainable

63

Entterprise-wide Capabilities
C

37

Figure 1. NO
OAA’s Next Geeneration Stra
ategic Plan Long-term Goalls
for the deliverry of emergenccy supplies and
d important eco
onomic activityy to resume. Addditional emerggency responsee
activities inclu
ude locating an
nd mapping deb
bris fields in th
he ocean for avviation disasterss, conducting scientific surveyys in
response to major
m
oil and ch
hemical spills, and
a surveying our
o nation’s poorts and waterw
ways in responsse to national security
threats. NOAA
A ships are also often called upon
u
to provide routine searcch, rescue, and evacuation serv
rvices.
While the NO
OAA Fleet and
d associated daata collection activities provvide importantt benefits to so
ociety and acro
oss
economic secctors, OMAO faces several challenges
c
in managing
m
the fleet, includinng expanding/cchanging misssion
requirementss, aging ships, evolving techn
nologies, and limited resourrces available for maintenan
nce and
recapitalization.8 To addresss these challen
nges, NOAA deesires to undersstand how to opptimize the vallue of its marinne fleet
by maximizin
ng the socioeco
onomic benefitss derived from fleet data colleection activitiess and leveraginng the use of coontract
vessels, when
n appropriate. Accordingly,
A
NOAA
N
retained Abt Associate s to 1) estimatee the societal bbenefits of a subbset of
fleet-dependeent NOAA prod
ducts and servicces, and 2) asseess the cost-efffectiveness of uusing contract vvessels to
complement the
t NOAA Fleeet’s data collecction efforts.

1.2

Overv
view of Research Apprroach

To demonstraate the societal benefits associiated with fleett data collectionn activities, thee project team ffocused on 12 oof the
638 NOAA products and serrvices that the NOAA
N
Fleet su
upports. For eaach of the 12 prroducts, we devveloped a quallitative
“value chain”” (Figure 2), describing how data
d from the flleet support/feeed into the prodduct, the users of the product,, the
decisions they
y make based on
o the informattion the producct provides, andd how this resuults in value to ssociety.

8

NOAA. 2016. The NOAA Fleeet Plan: Buildin
ng NOAA’s 21st Century Fleet.
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Figure 2. Va
alue Chain Dia
agram for NOA
AA Products

i
subset of 12 products for
f which we deeveloped valuee chains, we woorked with OM
MAO and TPIO
O to
To select the initial
identify produ
ucts and servicees that are high
hly dependent on
o the fleet andd/or have a relaatively large soocietal benefit,
meaning they
y affect decision
ns made in imp
portant sectors of the economyy and/or result in significant ssavings or incrreased
well-being forr U.S. househo
olds. In addition
n, we aimed to select a subsett of NOAA prooducts that refleect the many diifferent
activities acro
oss NOAA linee offices and miission service areas.
a
As descrribed in more ddetail in Sectionn 2, to develop the
value chains, we relied on in
nformation from
m the NOAA Observing
O
Systtem Integrated Analysis (NOS
SIA-II) Value T
Tree, a
hierarchical model
m
developeed by TPIO, an
nd conducted in
n-depth intervieews with subjecct matter experrts from the varrious
line offices within
w
NOAA
Next, the reseearch team worrked with OMA
AO and NOAA
A’s Observing S
Systems Counccil to select fivee products for ffurther
evaluation. Fo
or these produccts, we develop
ped monetary estimates of thee benefits that th
the product proovides, and estim
mated
the portion off this benefit that is attributablle to the NOAA
A Fleet. The prroducts we seleected for furtheer evaluation annd
monetization ranked highestt among the folllowing criteriaa (Table 2):





ociety
The product likely has significantt benefits for so
s
depeendency on datta from the NO
OAA Fleet
The product has a significant
t robustly quaantify/monetizee the societal beenefits of the pproduct within tthe scope of thhis
Dataa are available to
contrract
The product has ou
utput data that can
c be validated as being critiical for a speciffic use and shoows improvemeent
h additional meaasures.
with
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In addition to the five produ
ucts included in
n this study, thee project team aalso recommennded monetizattion of a sixth N
NOAA
product -fish stock assessmeents conducted by the Nationaal Marine Fisheeries Service (N
NMFS). Howeever, during this
study, we learrned that NMFS recently initiiated research to
t estimate the value of this product. To avooid duplication of
effort, OMAO
O will incorporrate the results of NMFS’ analysis, when it iis completed, w
with the findinggs of this researrch.
The second co
omponent of th
his study is an assessment
a
the efficiency andd cost-effectiveeness of the usee of contract veessels.
This componeent of the study
y includes seveeral quantitativee case studies aassessing the coost-effectiveneess of conductinng
selected data collection activ
vities using con
ntract vessels as
a a substitute too NOAA’s maarine fleet. It alsso summarizess
available info
ormation on thee capacity and availability
a
of contract
c
vessells. The case stuudies compare tthe marginal coost of
using the exissting capacity of
o the NOAA Fleet
F
to the costt of using contrract vessels. Ass a basis for annalysis, this porrtion of
the study usess cost data for the
t NOAA Fleeet for fiscal yeaar 2015, the moost recent year for which com
mplete cost dataa were
available at th
he outset of thiss project. It also
o relies on costt data from NO
OAA’s recent contracts with vvessel providers, as
well as inform
mation, both qu
uantitative and qualitative, fro
om interviews w
with NOAA suubject matter exxperts and vesssel
providers, botth private and public
p
sector.

1.3

Rep
port Organiization

The remaindeer of this reportt describes the general
g
method
dology and resuults of our reseearch, as follow
ws:


Section 2 presents the
t value chain
ns for each of th
he 12 productss and services thhat the project team analyzedd.



Section 3 summarizzes the results of the economiic valuation forr the five produucts and servicces we selected for
her evaluation.
furth



Section 4 summarizzes and presents the findings of the cost-effe
fectiveness anallysis, comparinng the use of N
NOAA
Fleett and contract vessels
v
for speccific data collecction activitiess.



Section 5 provides a summary of key findings



ue chain write ups
u for the 12 pproducts we annalyzed as part of this researchh.
Appendix A contaiins the full valu



ort on the cost-eeffectiveness oof using NOAA
A ships versus ccontract vessels,
Appendix B contains the full repo
uding supportin
ng details.
inclu



Appendix C provid
des a summary of the project team’s
t
intervieews with contraact vessel proviiders, which w
we
cond
ducted as part of
o the cost-effecctiveness analy
ysis.



Appendix D provid
des the names of
o the authors of
o this report, thhe project team
m from OMAO
O, and the namees and
affiliiations of the dozens
d
of NOA
AA subject mattter experts whoo contributed too the report.
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Table 2. NOAA Products and Services Evaluated for NOAA Fleet Societal Benefits Study9

Value Chain/NOAA
Product Qualitatively
Assessed

9

NOAA Mission Service
Area

NOAA Line
Office/Owner

Societal
Benefits

Dependence
on ship‐
based data
collection

Value can
be
assessed

Output/
value is
validated

1. CORAL REEFS: Coral
Reef Status and
Trends Report

RESILIENT COASTS –
Re s i l i ence to
Coa s ta l Ha za rds a nd
Cl i ma te Cha nge

NOS/Cora l Re e f
Cons e rva ti on
Progra m

Med/High

Medium

Yes

Yes

2. SEA LEVEL RISE: Sea
Level Rise Viewer

RESILIENT COASTS –
Re s i l i ence to
Coa s ta l Ha za rds a nd
Cl i ma te Cha nge

NOS/Offi ce for
Coa s ta l
Ma na ge me nt

High

Med/Low

Yes

Yes

3. BATHYMETRY/
HYDROGRAPHIC
SURVEYS: Nautical
Chart Products

RESILIENT COASTS –
Ma ri ne
Tra ns porta ti on

NOS/Offi ce of Coa s t
Surve y

Med/High

High

Yes

Yes

4. SEASONAL
FORECASTS: El Nino
Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) Outlook

CLIMATE – Cl i ma te
Pre di cti ons a nd
Proje cti ons

NWS/Na ti ona l
Ce nte rs for
Envi ronme nta l
Pre di cti on/Cl i ma te
Pre di cti on Ce nte r

High

Medium

Yes

Yes

5. ECOSYSTEM
MANAGEMENT:
National Marine
Sanctuary Conditions
Report

RESILIENT COASTS –
Pl a nni ng a nd
Ma na ge me nt

NOS/Offi ce of
Na ti ona l Ma ri ne
Sa nctua ri e s

Med/High

Medium

Yes

Yes

6. FISHERIES
MANAGEMENT:
Fisheries Stock
Assessments

HEALTHY OCEANS –
Fi s he ri e s
Moni tori ng
As s e s s me nt a nd
Foreca s t

NMFS/Offi ce of
Sci e nce a nd
Te chnol ogy

Medium

High

Yes

Yes

7. TSUNAMIS:
Tsunamis Inundation
Forecast Model

WEATHER READY
NATION ‐ Ts una mi

OAR/Pa ci fi c Ma ri ne
Envi ronme nta l
La bora tory

High

Med/Low

Likely

Yes

8. HARMFUL ALGAL
BLOOMS (HABS): HAB
Forecasts and
Mitigati on Capability
(Gulf of Maine)

RESILIENT COASTS –
Coa s ta l Wa te r
Qua l i ty

NOS/Na ti ona l
Ce nte rs for Ocea n
Coa s ta l Sci e nce

Medium

Med/Low

Likely

Yes

9. HYPOXIA: Hypoxia
Watch (Gulf of
Mexico)

RESILIENT COASTS –
Coa s ta l Wa te r
Qua l i ty

NESDIS/Na ti ona l
Ce nte rs for
Envi ronme nta l
Informa ti on

Med/Low

High

No

Yes

10. OCEAN NOISE:
Ocean Noise Mapping

HEALTHY OCEANS –
Prote cte d Speci e s
Moni tori ng

OAR/ Pa ci fi c Ma ri ne
Envi ronme nta l
La bora tory

Medium

Medium

No

Yes

Assessing the value of products with a “No” ranking would require original data collection beyond the scope of this project.
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2. Value of Produccts and Services Dep
pendent on
n the NOA
AA Fleet
This section co
ontains a summ
mary of the valuee chain descriptiions that the prooject team developed for 12 NO
OAA products aand
services that depend
d
on data collected
c
from NOAA
N
ships and/or observing nnetworks that thhe ships maintaiin. For each vallue
chain, we desccribe:





How
w data from the fleet
f
feed into th
he product
Segm
ments of society
y that use the pro
oduct
How
w users make deccisions based on
n the informatio
on the product pprovides
The outcomes or values resulting frrom those decisions. These deccision outcomess or values ultim
mately represent the
beneefits that these products providee to society.

To develop thee value chains, we
w conducted in
n-depth intervieews with NOAA
A subject matterr experts, who pprovided inform
mation
on how data frrom the NOAA Fleet informs th
he product, the users of the prooduct, and the prroduct’s value tto society. We aalso
used informatiion from TPIO’s NOSIA-II Vaalue Tree to bettter understand hhow data from thhe fleet supportts each product.
NOSIA-II is a hierarchical mo
odel that docum
ments the relation
nship between ddata sources, m
mission requirem
ments, and respecctive
o more than 500 NOAA subjecct matter expertts, NOSIA-II alllows NOAA to
mission servicce impacts. Baseed on a survey of
understand thee impact of sing
gle or multiple observing
o
system
ms on the key prroducts and servvices it supportss. The model is
organized baseed on NOAA’s Strategic Plan Goals
G
and 26 associated missioon service areas..
The following sections provid
de a summary of the value chains for each of thhe 12 products, including a brief description oof the
product, key users,
u
and the so
ocietal benefits associated
a
with the product (sum
more
mmarized in Taable 3). Appenddix A contains m
detailed value chain descriptio
ons, as well as diagrams
d
that trace the flow of data from the N
NOAA Fleet thrrough to the product’s
value.

2.1

Coral Reefs: Coral Reef Status and
a Trend
ds Report

Product Back
kground: NOAA
A’s National Co
oral Reef Monittoring Program (NCRMP), as ppart of the Coraal Reef Conservation
Program (CRC
CP), is developin
ng Coral Reef Status
S
and Trend
ds Report Cardss for high-level decision-makerrs, along with m
many
other more dettailed reports fo
or local resourcee managers. Thee Status and Treends Report Carrds are a new prroduct, currentlyy under
development, that will provid
de a summary off standardized in
ndicators for alll U.S. coral reeff jurisdictions m
monitored by NO
OAA’s
t more detaileed reports inform
m the managem
ment of specific ccoral reef areas.. Prior to this efffort to standarddize
CRCP, while the
sampling meth
hodologies across jurisdictions,, CRCP could not
n roll-up indicaators across sitees and thereforee could not provvide a
national picturre of coral reef health.
h
Dependency on
o NOAA Fleet: The Report Cards
C
and underrlying indicatorss require the colllection of data by multiple
observation sy
ystems over a wide geographic region. The straatified random ssampling designn that NCRMP uuses to collect ddata for
the Status and Trends Report Cards is heavily
y reliant on ben
nthic and other hhabitat mappingg surveys, perforrmed in part by
d during NOAA
A ship marine bioological surveyys also feed into the report card’s
NOAA projectts. Ocean profille data collected
climate indicattors.
Using NOAA ships and obserrvation systems to perform dataa collection helpps the CRCP addhere to the stanndardized samplling
t underpins th
he national statu
us and trends reeport. Other shipp-based data colllection optionss, such as contraact
methodology that
personal dive boats,
b
are more expensive and scarce, limiting
g the timeframe for critical sam
mpling. Some effforts associated with
coral reef mon
nitoring could no
ot be done with
hout the use of NOAA
N
vessels. F
For example, N
NOAA vessels aare the only shipps that
can cover the long
l
distances and
a access the reemote locationss associated withh the Pacific Reeef Assessment and Monitoringg
Program.
Users: The Staatus and Trendss Report Card will
w be viewed by U.S. Congresssional leaders aand NOAA leaddership as they m
make
decisions to alllocate resources to coral reef protection.
p
Educcators and local resource managgers will use thee Status and Treends
Report Card, and
a the more deetailed jurisdictio
onal reports, to monitor reefs aand design education programs that further enhhance
the ecosystem’s health. Thesee management actions
a
protect coral
c
reefs and th
their associated benefits. Outsidde of the decisioonndicators also provide
p
useful in
nformation for aacademic and prrivate researcheers, as well as thhe
making spheree, the data and in
public.
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Benefits to So
ociety: Coral reefs
r
provide th
he U.S. with vaaluable goods aand services inccluding food, ccoastal protectioon, and
opportunity fo
or recreational activities. These goods and services in turn provide differeent types of ecoonomic benefitts: use
values (such as
a snorkeling or
o recreational fishing)
f
and asssociated tourism
m benefits; nonn-use values, suuch as willingnnessto-pay for thee existence of coral reefs; and amenity values, which are inncreases in propperty values duue to proximity to
coral reefs.
Several studiees have estimatted these beneffits for the U.S.. using standardd economic tecchniques. In 20013, CRCP
commissioned
d a study with the
t objective of
o producing an
n aggregate totaal economic vaalue for coral reeefs from the seeven
states and terrritories with co
oral reefs.10 Thee results of thiss study, which iincluded a metta-analysis of existing literatuure,
indicated thatt the total econo
omic value of coral
c
reef services in the U.S. amounts to moore than $3.95 billion per yeaar
1
(2016 USD),11
including dirrect use values such as swimm
ming, diving, annd snorkeling; indirect use vaalues such as cooastal
protection and
d habitat functiions for commeercial and recreeational fisheriees; and welfaree values associated with the
existence of diverse
d
natural ecosystems (no
on-use values)..

2.2

Sea
a Level Rise:: Sea Level Rise Viewerr

Product Back
kground: Sea Level Rise threeatens many co
oastal areas in tthe U.S., includding some of thhe most develooped,
populous, and
d economically
y viable areas in
n the country. Low-lying
L
coasstal areas are esspecially vulneerable to floodiing,
erosion, habittat loss, and seaawater intrusion
n. The Sea Lev
vel Rise and Cooastal Floodingg Impacts View
wer (SLR View
wer) is a
web-based maap viewing too
ol that provides coastal manag
gers, communitty planners, andd other users w
with visuals,
corresponding
g data, and exp
planatory inform
mation concern
ning sea level riise inundation,, flood frequency, marsh impaacts,
and socioecon
nomics. This in
nformation allo
ows users to ideentify potentiall community vuulnerabilities annd assess approopriate
adaptation options and strateegies. As of 2015, the SLR viiewer covers alll coastal territoory in the U.S. except Alaska.
NOAA’s Offiice for Coastal Management (OCM)
(
develop
ps and updatess/maintains the SLR Viewer.
Dependency on NOAA Fleeet: NOAA ships contribute to
o the SLR View
wer through thhe collection off hydrographic and
geospatial datta for US coasttal areas (note that
t the Nauticaal Charts produuct described inn Section 2.3 aand the Tsunam
mi
Inundation Fo
orecast Model product
p
describ
bed in Section 2.7
2 also dependd on hydrograpphic survey datta provided by the
NOAA Fleet)). VDatum, a seeparate softwarre tool developed by multiplee NOAA line offfices, combinees the data thatt the
NOAA Fleet collects into baathymetric-topo
ographic Digitaal Elevation M
Models (DEMs) for specific areas. OCM
incorporates these
t
DEMs, ass well as LIDA
AR12 and Condiitioned DEMs ((DEMs conditiioned to a highher specificationn), tide
gauge observaations, coastal flooding thresh
holds, and otheer jointly develooped inputs, innto the SLR Vieewer. OCM uppdates
the SLR View
wer as new dataa inputs as beco
ome available.
Several other federal agencies and educatio
onal institution
ns contribute daata to the SLR vviewer. For exxample, the U.S
S.
Geological Su
urvey provides base elevation
n data for Louissiana, and the N
NOAA Center for Operationaal Oceanographhic
Products and Services condu
uct analyses thaat support tool’’s flood frequen
ency capabilitiees. The Universsity of Hawaii
performed maapping for seveeral outlying co
oastal territories, and the Univversity of Southh Carolina Hazzards and
Vulnerability Research Instiitute provides Social
S
Vulnerab
bility Index datta.
Users: Primarry users of the SLR viewer in
nclude coastal planners,
p
floodp
dplain managerss, municipal reepresentatives, and
scientists and engineers interested in assesssing communitty-level vulneraability and plannning for sea leevel rise and cooastal
flooding. Several U.S. comm
munities have already
a
incorpo
orated the SLR Viewer or undderlying data innto their adaptaation
planning. Forr example, begiinning in 2013,, the City of Ch
harleston, Southh Carolina, anaalyzed sea leveel rise impacts oon the
city. As part of
o this process, OCM demonsstrated sea level rise effects onn streets, landm
marks, and infraastructure to ciity
planners and engineers
e
using
g the SLR view
wer. The City su
ubsequently deeveloped a Seaa Level Rise strrategy, and has
received a coaastal resilience grant to impleement the strateegy. In another case, the City of New York iincorporated daata
from the SLR
R viewer into a post-Hurricanee Sandy comprehensive resilieence plan.

10

Brander, L. M.,
M Van Beukeriing, P. 2013. The Total Econom
mic Value of U.S.. Coral Reefs: A Review of the L
Literature. NOA
AA
Coral Reef Con
nservation Progrram, Silver Sprin
ng, MD.
11
Unless otherrwise indicated, values
v
in this rep
port updated to 2016
2
USD were updated using thhe Bureau of Laabor Statistics
Consumer Pricce Index.
12
LIDAR is a remote
r
sensing method
m
that stan
nds for Light Dettection and Rangging http://oceannservice.noaa.goov/facts/lidar.htm
ml
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Other users in
nclude universiities, scientific and engineerin
ng groups, privaate entities, andd NGOs who uuse the viewer aand
data for research.
Benefits to So
ociety: The SL
LR viewer allow
ws users to quickly and easilyy visualize poteential coastal fllooding due to future
sea level rise. Users can evaaluate potential impact on coastal properties and associatedd resources andd help focus
contingency plans
p
to protectt critical infrasttructure and miitigate propertyy damage.
Several studiees have estimatted the costs off sea level rise and
a coastal floooding. Zillow, using its propeerty value databbase
and NOAA’s SLR maps, esttimates that app
proximately 1.9 million homees worth $882 billion are at riisk of being losst due
to flooding naationally by 2100.13 And, the U.S. EPA estim
mates that natioonal costs of prroperty abandoonment and prootective
adaptation acttions (plus som
me additional co
osts) associated
d with sea levell rise and storm
m surge will am
mount to $5 trilllion
cumulatively over time throu
ugh 2100 (disccounted at 3%)..14

2.3

Batthymetry/Hy
ydrographicc Surveys: Nautical
N
Ch
hart Productts

Product Back
kground: NOA
AA’s National Ocean Servicee (NOS), Officee of Coast Survvey (OCS) produces over 1,000
nautical chartt products that cover
c
the coastts of U.S. statess and territoriess, as well as thee Great Lakes. NOAA is authhorized
to provide nau
utical charts an
nd related hydro
ographic inform
mation by the C
Coast and Geoddetic Survey A
Act of 1947 andd the
Hydrographicc Services Imprrovement Act of
o 1998 (and am
mendments). T
The charts servee as navigationnal aids, supporrting
safe and efficient maritime transportation
t
and
a commerce.. They also proovide importantt information ffor at-sea enginneering,
scientific, and
d commercial activities,
a
coastal zone management and plannning, and hom
meland securityy efforts along oour
nations’ coastts. Nautical Ch
harts come in tw
wo forms, papeer and digital. D
Digital charts arre more populaar, particularly among
commercial mariners.
m
Theree are two digitaal formats for ellectronic chartss, Raster Nautiical Charts (RN
NC) and Electroonic
Navigational Charts (ENC). The RNC is a simple digital image of the ppaper chart, whhile the ENC includes much m
more
information th
hat can help waarn mariners off dangers ahead
d and provide oother informatiion critical to a safe passage.
Dependency on NOAA Fleeet: Four ships in the NOAA Fleet are dediccated to hydroggraphic surveyss that provide
bathymetry daata NOAA uses to develop naautical charts (ssee Table 1 forr a listing of eacch NOAA vesssel and its prim
mary
mission). Theese ship's officeers and crew usse special techn
nologies to acqquire and process data on boarrd. They send tthe
processed datta to NOAA hy
ydrographers an
nd cartographerrs, who compille it into the naation’s nautical charts (note thhat the
Sea Level Risse Viewer prod
duct described in
i Section 2.2 and
a the Tsunam
mi Inundation F
Forecast Model product descrribed in
Section 2.7 allso depend on hydrographic
h
su
urvey data prov
vided by the N
NOAA Fleet). C
Crew members immediately report
any hazardous features foun
nd during these surveys that might
m
endanger vessels to NOA
AA cartographhers, who updatte the
corresponding
g nautical chartt right away. The U.S. Coast Guard
G
Navigattion Center alsoo publishes thiss information iin the
appropriate Local Notice to Mariners to en
nsure that the pu
ublic is made aaware of the chhange.
NOAA also purchases
p
hydro
ographic survey
y data and otheer information for nautical chharts from severral other sourcees. In
general, it is the
t intent of NO
OAA to contracct for hydrograaphic services w
when qualifiedd commercial soources exist, annd
when such co
ontracts are the most appropriaate and cost efffective methodd of conductingg these functionns. NOAA proccures
hydrographic data and servicces from qualiffied sources in accordance wiith its legal auth
thorities, the Feederal Acquisittion
Regulations (F
FAR) and the Federal
F
Propertty and Administrative Servicees Act of 19499 (40 U.S.C. 5441 et seq.), incluuding
Architect/Engiineering (A/E) contracts, Titlee IX is
Title IX wherre appropriate. Commonly kno
own as the "Brrooks Act" for A
a contract mechanism for usse in situations where the proffessional naturee of the servicees to be procureed requires thatt
potential conttractors have sp
pecialized techn
nical expertise. NOAA obtainns approximateely half of its hhydrographic suurvey
data from hyd
drographic surv
veys services co
ontractors and from OCS’s N
Navigation Respponse Teams. O
Other significaant
sources of infformation inclu
ude the U.S. Arrmy Corps of Engineers
E
(USA
ACE) surveys oof Federal channnels and anchoorages,
and the U.S. Coast
C
Guard an
nd the U.S. Pow
wer Squadrons..
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ns require many
y vessels to carrry nautical chaarts and relatedd NOAA produucts.
Users: Federaal and internatiional regulation
For example, The U.S. Coasst Guard requirres commerciall and light com
mmercial sector vessels that traansit the same U
U.S.
waters on eacch trip (e.g., cru
uise lines, ferriees, tug boats) to
o carry large-sccale, detailed ppaper charts of the waters in w
which
they operate. Larger vessels regulated undeer the Safety off Life at Sea coonvention are rrequired by fedderal law to usee
ENCs. Recreaational boaters are not requireed to use NOAA
A nautical charrts; however, thhey often use m
mobile chart plootters
or GPS mapping application
ns from third-paarty software companies
c
that are based on N
NOAA’s nauticcal charts. Nauttical
charts are also
o mandatory fo
or the internatio
onal shipping in
ndustry. As new
w cargo ships ccontinue to inccrease in size, thhey
need addition
nal navigationall support. Nauttical charts are essential to hellping ship crew
ws understand w
water depths annd
shoreline infrastructure as th
hey enter ports with which theey are unfamiliiar.
NOAA’s nauttical charts are also the authorritative source for maritime reegulation (incluuding accidentt disputes) and
political boun
ndaries (e.g., EE
EZ). The inform
mation contain
ned in NOAA’ss nautical chartts also directly informs severaal
NOAA produ
ucts and servicees, as well as prroducts/plannin
ng efforts deveeloped by otherr government aagencies and the
private sectorr. This includess products and information
i
rellated to protectted species habbitat, placementt of marine
infrastructure, tsunami inund
dation modelin
ng, and more.
Benefits to So
ociety: By prov
viding the mosst up to date nau
utical informattion, NOAA heelps ensure thatt ships do not
navigate blind
dly and can chaart out the safesst and most effficient route to their destinatioon. They can allso avoid naviggational
hazards with confidence,
c
wh
hich in turn allo
ows them to av
void unnecessarry slow-downss. Thus, much oof the value of this
product can be
b estimated based on avoided
d losses from co
ollisions and grrounding, injurry and possiblyy death. Becausse ship
time is expenssive, nautical charts
c
also prov
vide value in terms of savingss in the amountt of time spent at sea.
Because of un
nique use of naautical charts in
n the national an
nd internationaal shipping induustry, one wayy to understand their
value is to exaamine the value of U.S. ports to the nationall economy. Acccording the Am
merican Associiation of Port
Authorities, U.S.
U seaports su
upport nearly $4.6
$ trillion in total
t
economic activity, and pprovide $1.2 billlion in personaal
income and lo
ocal consumptiion (2014 USD
D).15 This would
d be significanttly lower withoout up-to-date nnautical chart
information.
In addition, by
y collecting hy
ydrographic datta using NOAA
A ships, NOAA
A develops andd maintains its hhydrographic
expertise, whiich ensures thaat it remains an informed conssumer of the hyydrographic daata that it purchhases. This helpps
maintain overrall data quality
y and provides benefit to all products
p
that deepend on hydroographic data fo
for which NOA
AA is
responsible.

2.4

Sea
asonal Foreccasts: El Nin
no – Southerrn Oscillatioon Outlook

Product Back
kground: The El Nino – Sou
uthern Oscillation (ENSO) cyccle represents aannual changess in sea surfacee
temperatures, convective raiinfall, surface air
a pressure and
d atmospheric ccirculation oveer the equatoriaal Pacific. El Niino
describes a yeear in which sea-surface temp
peratures are ab
bove the long-teerm average, w
while La Nina ddescribes a yeaar in
which sea-surrface temperatu
ures are cooler than average. During
D
El Ninoo and La Nina years, changess in Pacific Oceean
temperatures affect seasonall tropical rainfaall patterns from
m Indonesia to the west coastt of South Ameerica. These chaanges
in tropical rain
nfall affect weaather patterns throughout
t
the world, includinng the frequenccy and severityy of storms, flooods,
droughts, hurrricanes, tornad
does, and other weather-related events, as weell as temperatuure and precipiitation. To helpp the
public and priivate sector bettter prepare forr ENSO-related
d conditions in each season, N
NOAA Nationaal Weather Servvice’s
Climate Prediiction Center (C
CPC) creates an
nd disseminatees the ENSO O
Outlook. The EN
NSO Outlook ddescribes the sttatus of
El Nino and La
L Nina conditiions. CPC usess the ENSO Ou
utlook and otheer tools to inforrm seasonal tem
mperature and
precipitation predictions
p
for the U.S.
Dependency on NOAA Fleeet: One of the main inputs to
o the ENSO Ouutlook is data frrom the Tropiccal
Atmosphere/O
Ocean (TAO) array.
a
The TAO
O array consistss of 70 buoys m
moored in the P
Pacific Ocean tthat collect
oceanographic and meteorollogical data. Th
he NOAA Fleeet maintains thee TAO array inncluding the sollar panels and rradios
needed for thee TAO buoys to
t transmit the data
d from thesee moorings elecctronically throough satellites. Basic measureements
on TAO moorrings include wind
w speed, air temperature, reelative humiditty, salinity proffiles, sea surfacce temperaturee, and
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subsurface tem
mperatures. Occean profile infformation, whicch is collected directly from N
NOAA vessels, is assimilatedd into
NWS models that are also used
u
to inform the
t ENSO Outllook.
The ENSO Outlook also dep
pends on data from
f
the ARGO
O array, a glob al array of 3,8000 free-driftingg profiling floatts that
provides data on ocean subssurface temperaatures, salinity, and velocity. T
These floats arre deployed by the NOAA Fleeet (the
Hurricane Ou
utlook product is
i also dependeent on the TAO
O and ARGO arrrays – see Secction 2.11) In aaddition to fleettdependent datta, the ENSO Outlook
O
relies on
o a variety of in-situ and sateellite data to deevelop prediction products.
Users: The in
nformation prov
vided in the EN
NSO Outlook affects
a
the decissions and manaagement actionns of many diffferent
stakeholders. Public sector users
u
of this infformation inclu
ude NOAA, Feederal Emergenncy Managemennt Agency,
Department of
o Defense, U.S
S. Agency for In
nternational Deevelopment, U
U. S. Departmennt of Agriculturre, and state annd local
agencies whose operations or
o decisions aree impacted by short-term
s
clim
mate variations.. For example, water resourcee
management agencies, such as the Tampa Bay Water Autthority, use preedicted precipittation levels foorm the ENSO
Outlook to maake decisions about
a
reservoir releases. Emerrgency manageement agenciess use informatioon from CPC
products theree are informed by the ENSO Outlook
O
to prep
pare and allocaate resources too areas that willl likely experieence
adverse effectts from El Nino
o or La Nina. Other
O
state and local agencies affected by EN
NSO-related coonditions include
those related to
t agriculture, water resourcees, transportatio
on and energy.
There are also
o many private sector users off CPC outlookss that use the E
ENSO outlook aas a prediction tool. These incclude
agriculture, reetail, energy, fisheries, and ou
utdoor recreatio
on/tourism. Forr example, CPC
C outlooks cann inform farmerrs’
decisions on which
w
crops to plant and when
n to plant them
m. Private retaillers or grocery chains can usee the data makee
decisions about quantities off seasonal item
ms to stock. Indiividual househo
holds also use C
CPC products too make approppriate
preparatory decisions (e.g., undertake
u
main
ntenance to preepare for anticippated winter sttorms).
Benefits to So
ociety: Severall studies have shown
s
that pred
dicting the life cycle and strenngth of a Paciffic warm or colld
episode is crittical in helping
g farmers and other types of bu
usinesses plan for, avoid or m
mitigate potentiial losses. For
example, Adaams et al. (1995
5) found that im
mproving ENSO
O forecasts by 33% would reesult in $151 m
million (2016 US
SD)
per year in economic benefitts for the agricu
ultural sector in
n the southeastt U.S., while a 100% accuratee forecast woulld yield
$228 million (2016 USD). At
A the time the study was cond
ducted, these eestimates repressented about 2 to 3 percent off farmgate value of total crop prod
duction for the southeast
s
regio
on.16
ENSO-related
d forecasts of th
he potential forr extreme climaate episodes likke floods and ddroughts can also save the U.S
S.
billions of dolllars in damagee costs. For exaample, nationall and state emeergency manageers can use CP
PC forecasts to bbetter
prepare for prredicted events, which can red
duce response costs.
c
Individuual households aand businessess can also use C
CPC
Outlooks to make
m
appropriaate preparatory decisions, resu
ulting in avoideed damage costts.

2.5

Eco
osystem Man
nagement: National
N
Ma
arine Sanctu
uary Condiitions Reporrts

Product Back
kground: NOA
AA manages 13 National Marrine Sanctuariees and two natiional marine m
monuments. Toggether,
these protecteed marine ecosy
ystems encomp
pass more than 600,000 squarre miles of marrine and Great Lakes waters. T
The
sanctuaries su
upport endangeered species and
d a variety of habitats
h
rangingg from coral reefs, to deep-seaa canyons, to
underwater arrcheological sittes.
National Marine Sanctuary Condition
C
Reports serve as an
n important toool for managingg and protectinng the resourcess
within marinee sanctuaries from outside preessures. The Co
ondition Reporrts help manageers determine if they are achieeving
their resourcee protection and
d improvementt goals, and info
form future mannagement plans for the sanctuuary. The reporrts are
updated every
y five years to examine
e
trendss, identify how the status of vvarious resourcees has changedd, and establishh
management responses.
r
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A Fleet providees key data thatt supports manyy conclusions iin the Conditioon
Dependency on NOAA Fleeet: The NOAA
Reports. For example,
e
NOA
AA vessels colleect data throug
gh seafloor mappping surveys tthat characterizze sanctuary haabitat.
They also collect data throug
gh observation
n stations and accoustic surveyss on fish and m
marine mammall species diverssity,
abundance, an
nd distribution.. NOAA weath
her buoys, many
y of which are serviced by thhe NOAA Fleett, also serve as a
source of oceaanographic datta for the Cond
dition Reports of
o each sanctuaary.
While most saanctuaries havee access to on-ssite vessels, theey serve differeent roles than th
the NOAA Fleeet. NOAA vesssels can
be critical for gathering dataa in seasons and
d locations wheere conditions are too harsh ffor the operatioon of smaller veessels
(i.e. they can handle weatherr and sea statess during which small craft woould be limited under a small craft advisory)).
NOAA vessells also have suffficient crew to
o be able to con
nduct operationns 24 hours perr day, and can m
maintain operaations
for longer perriods. This allows sanctuary staff to spend more
m days at seaa, and reach deeeper parts of thhe sanctuary thhat are
not accessiblee using the sancctuary vessel because of the distance
d
from pports.
Users: The prrimary purposee of the Conditiion Reports is to
t inform sancttuary managem
ment decisions. Specifically, N
NOAA
uses data from
m the Condition
n Reports to deevelop Sanctuary Managemennt Plans, whichh guide future pplanning and
management actions related to resource pro
otection, conseervation sciencee, research, andd education.
The Condition
n Reports are also
a an importaant tool for the sanctuaries’ edducation and ouutreach program
ms. The inform
mation
in the Conditiion Reports hellp sanctuary staaff design site-specific educattion and outreaach programs thhat teach membbers of
the public abo
out resources in
n the sanctuary
y, why they are important, andd what behaviooral changes aree needed to prootect
them. Universsities and indep
pendent non-prrofit organizatio
ons often use thhe Condition R
Reports to identtify research neeeds,
and to fill in gaps
g
that furtheer contribute to
o management and
a protection of marine resoources.
Benefits to So
ociety: The Naational Marine Sanctuaries Co
ondition Reporrts directly conttribute to regullations, policiess, and
education pro
ograms related to
t marine sancttuaries, which in turn helps too protect the im
mportant benefiits the sanctuarries
provide. Natio
onal Marine Saanctuaries prov
vide a range of benefits, includding on-site usser benefits (e.gg., through
recreational activities
a
such as
a fishing and snorkeling)
s
and
d benefits accruuing to individuuals who do noot use the marinne
ecosystem dirrectly but who value their exisstence. Furtherr, many on-sitee activities geneerate income diirectly to particcipants
and indirectly
y to coastal economies that serrvice the activiities. For examp
mple, NOAA ressearch indicatees that together,
national marin
ne sanctuaries generate appro
oximately $8 biillion annually (2015 USD) inn local coastal aand ocean depeendent
economies fro
om diverse actiivities like com
mmercial fishing
g, research andd recreation/touurism-related acctivities.17

2.6

Fish
heries Mana
agement: Fiisheries Stocck Assessmeent

Product Back
kground: NOA
AA conducts sttock assessmen
nts to help mannage commerciial and recreatioonal fish speciees. A
stock assessm
ment involves co
ollecting, analy
yzing, and repo
orting populatioon informationn to determine cchanges in the
abundance off fishery stocks and, to the exttent possible, predict future trrends in stock aabundance. NO
OAA’s Nationall
Marine Fisherries Service (N
NMFS) manages roughly 475 fish stocks (thee number has vvaried as new stocks are addedd),
with data and resources to asssess approxim
mately 200 stock
ks each year.
NOAA fisherries managers primarily
p
use NOAA
N
stock assessments to seet catch limits aand to set and enforce other
regulations th
hat prevent overrfishing and prrovide optimal yield for comm
mercial fisherm
men. This includdes eight Regioonal
Fishery Manaagement Counccils in the U.S.,, which are requ
uired by mandaate of the Maggnuson-Stevenss Fishery
Conservation Act to set annu
ual catch limitss for their regio
on based on besst available sciientific data. Cooastal, state andd
international organizations
o
also
a rely on NO
OAA’s stock asssessments for nnon-federal annd joint jurisdicctional managem
ment
of fish stocks.
Dependency on NOAA Fleeet: NOAA usees three primary
y types of dataa to develop staandard fish stocck assessments:
abundance, caatch, and biolog
gical. NMFS uses
u NOAA Fleeet vessels and contract vesseels to conduct aabundance survveys,
and to collect biological dataa that inform sttock the assessments. Catch ddata typically ccomes from docckside monitorring,
fishermen’s lo
ogbooks, obserrvations from fishing
f
vessels, and telephonee interviews. Coollecting abunddance and bioloogical
fish stock dataa is a primary purpose
p
for 10 of the 16 shipss in NOAA’s fl
fleet (see Table 1 for a listing of each NOAA
A
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vessel and its primary missio
on). These ship
ps are equipped
d with special ttechnologies annd experiencedd crew to suppoort data
collection.
Users: Fish sttock assessmen
nts support susttainable fisheriies by providinng fisheries mannagers with thee information
necessary to maximize
m
the lo
ong-term sustaainable yield off the fishery. Foor example, byy providing histtorical and currrent
data, stock assessments allow
w scientists and
d regional fisheeries managem
ment councils too compare the sstatus of stockss to
established taargets, and adju
ust catch limits and stock targeets accordinglyy. The data alloows managers tto determine hoow
much catch iss sustainable in
n general. In add
dition to fisherries managemennt councils, staates use stock aassessments to
manage non-F
Federal fish sto
ocks. Internatio
onal managemeent entities simiilarly use the aassessments to ooversee jointlyymanaged stoccks that straddlee international boundaries.
Fish stock asssessments also enable regionaal management councils to deevelop short-, m
medium-, and loong-term projeections
of fish populaation and catch trends. This in
n turn helps thee management ccouncils develoop appropriate management pplans,
and scientists and public ageencies to develo
op research priiorities. Stock aassessments aree also used in oother NOAA
products such
h as the Living Oceans report,, which informs the public off the status of fiish stocks, and FishWatch, a
ws users to seee which
national datab
base that helps inform consum
mers of the susttainability of seeafood. This innformation allow
fish species arre under pressu
ure and adjust their
t
consumption or recreatioonal fishing hab
abits accordinglly.
Benefits to So
ociety: Effectiv
ve managemen
nt of fisheries iss essential for tthe commerciaal fishing industtry as well as thhe
populations th
hat rely on them
m for food conssumption and recreation.
r
U.S
S. commercial ffisheries contribbute $153 billion
($54 billion without
w
importss) and 1.4 millio
on jobs to the U.S.
U economy each year (0.811 million jobs w
without importts).
Recreational saltwater
s
fishin
ng generates $6
61 billion in salles.18
NOAA’s fish stock assessm
ments provide Regional
R
Fishery
y Managementt Councils and other fisheriess managers withh stock
status informaation so that they can more acccurately set caatch limits, therreby allowing ccommercial fisherman to catcch
more than wo
ould otherwise be
b permitted. As
A an example,, 3.1 billion pouunds of Walleyye Pollock werre landed in 20114,
worth $400 million
m
dollars. NOAA
N
estimattes that withou
ut the accurate sstock assessmeents, regional fiishery managerrs
would have to
o reduce their catch
c
quotas by
y approximately
y 10%, a $40 m
million annual iimpact.19

In addition, seeveral studies have
h
shown thaat U.S. residentts are willing too pay to protecct many differennt types of fishh
species, refleccting the value that society plaaces on them. Fish
F stock asseessments contriibute to this vallue by ensuringg
sustainable caatch limits and preventing oveerfishing of key
y species.

2.7

Tsu
unamis: Tsu
unami Inund
dation Foreccast Modelss

Product Back
kground: NOA
AA’s Tsunami Inundation Fo
orecast Models are used to preedict the potenttial height and extent
of tsunami flo
ooding in U.S. coastal regionss. These models, also known aas standby inunndation modelss (SIMs), are uused in
real-time tsun
nami forecastin
ng and to createe tsunami inund
dation maps (T
TIMs) for speciffic regions andd communities. SIMs,
and the site-sp
pecific TIMs, play
p an importaant role in com
mmunity responnse and evacuattion activities dduring tsunami
events. They also support co
ommunity risk assessments, planning,
p
and prreparatory/mitiigation actionss.
Dependency on NOAA Fleeet: The Inundaation Forecast Models
M
dependd on DEMs creeated by NOAA
A’s National Centers
for Environm
mental Informatiion (NCEI), paart of the Nation
nal Environmeental Satellite D
Data and Inform
mation Service..
DEMs map ou
ut the elevation
n of various feaatures in a certaain geographic area. This infoormation is impportant for knoowing
how tsunamiss of various waave heights and
d amplitudes wiill translate intoo inundation zoones/levels. Too develop the D
DEMs,
NCEI relies on
o high resolutiion bathymetry
y data, some off which is colleccted from NOA
AA vessels (noote that the Sea Level
18
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p
in Secttion 2.2 and thee Nautical Charrts product desscribed in Sectiion 2.3 also deppend on the
Rise Viewer product
hydrographic//bathymetry daata provided by
y the NOAA Flleet).
In addition to data from the NOAA Fleet, NCEI
N
also usess coastal and m
marine LIDAR data, historic ssoundings, and
bathymetry daata collected by
y private vesseels to develop DEMs.
D
To deveelop the inundaation forecasts, NOAA incorpporates
data from the National Wateer Level Observ
vation Network
k (NWLON) annd the Deep-O
Ocean Assessmeent and Reporting of
Tsunami (DA
ART) network. NWLON
N
is a network
n
of 210
0 long-term conntinuously operrating water levvel stations
throughout th
he U.S. and its territories.
t
DAR
RT is an array of 39 buoy sysstems that detecct and measuree tsunami wavees.
While the fleeet does not currrently maintain
n the DART neetwork, NOAA ships have beeen charged withh this task as reecently
as 2014.
Users: Inform
mation from thee Inundation Fo
orecast Modelss directly inform
ms communityy and regional pplanning effortss
related to tsun
nami response and evacuation
n. NOAA work
ks with local em
mergency manaagers to converrt SIMs and siteespecific TIMss into evacuatio
on plans for varrious tsunami scenarios.
s
Duriing an actual tssunami, commuunities referencce the
TIMs to undeerstand how thee forecasted tsu
unami wave heiight will affectt their communnity, and take apppropriate respponse
actions.
States and ind
dividual commu
unities also usee SIMs and TIM
MS to develop tsunami mitigaation plans. Foor example, plannners
use informatio
on from SIMs and TIMs to asssess inundatio
on risks and to m
make decisionss about the locaation of criticall
infrastructure, such as nuclear power plantts, water and wastewater infraastructure, and hospitals, and implement othher
preparatory acctions. There iss also a large demand for the data from SIM
Ms and TIMs froom U.S. univerrsities. Academ
mics
use this data to
t conduct furth
her research on
n tsunamis, inclluding examiniing ways to bettter predict tsunnami threats.
Benefit to So
ociety: The Inun
ndation Forecaast Models help
p communities better plan forr and respond too potential tsunnami
events, thereb
by decreasing th
he impacts of these
t
events, in
ncluding numbeer of lives lost, property damaage, and other
economic lossses, such as unnecessary response and evacu
uation costs av oided by more accurate foreccasts. The valuee of
tsunami mitig
gation and respo
onse practices is still relativelly unknown. W
While some studdies have calcuulated the amouunt of
damage causeed by tsunamis, it is difficult to
t quantify the damages that w
would have occcurred if effecttive evacuationns
and/or mitigattion actions had not been imp
plemented. In addition,
a
the exxtent of damagees depends on tthe magnitude and
location of thee tsunami, the amount
a
of timee available to im
mplement respponse actions, thhe accuracy off the forecast, aand the
effectiveness of the warning
g system.
However, welll-planned resp
ponse actions an
nd mitigation efforts
e
can signnificantly reducce the impacts oof tsunamis. Foor
example, expeerts often cite the
t difference in
i damages associated with tw
wo tsunami eveents that impacted Crescent C
City,
CA in 1964 an
nd 2011. A tsu
unami produced
d by the 1964 Great
G
Alaska E
Earthquake caussed over $50 biillion in damagge and
11 deaths in Crescent
C
City, while
w
a tsunam
mi produced by the 2011 Greatt Tohoku, Japaan, earthquake rresulted in $5 bbillion
in damage and
d no deaths in the
t same locatiion. These even
nts produced w
waves with sim
milar amplitudess and duration. The
1964 event diid not benefit frrom having a reesponse plan in
n place, but thee 2011 event diid.20 While thiss significant decrease
in impacts can
nnot all be attriibuted to tsunam
mi response, itt does speak to the potential bbenefits associaated with tsunam
mi
response and mitigation plan
nning, as well as
a the value of information inn models such aas SIMs and TIIMs. An additioonal
value of the in
nundation foreccast is the inforrmation it prov
vides to academ
mic researchers, who are usingg this data to im
mprove
forecasting ab
bilities. The ressults of this research will imprrove the effectiiveness of respponse/mitigatioon actions, furthher
reducing lossees and injuries or deaths assocciated with tsun
nami events.

2.8

Harrmful Algal Blooms: Fo
orecasts and
d Mitigation
n Capabilityy, Gulf of M
Maine

Product Back
kground: Algaae are simple plants
p
that live in
i both saltwatter and freshwaater. In some caases, colonies oof
algae can grow
w or “bloom” out
o of control creating
c
Harmfful Algal Bloom
ms (HABs), whhich result in tooxic or harmfull
effects on peo
ople, fish, shellfish, marine mammals
m
and biirds. There are several speciess of HABs thatt can lead to wiild and
domestic anim
mal deaths, sheellfish toxicity, adverse publicc health effects including shelllfish poisoningg, and taste andd odor
problems in drinking
d
water.

20

Personal com
mmunication witth Rocky Lopes, National Tsunaami Hazard Mitiggation Program A
Administrator D
Deputy Program
Manager, on Jaanuary 5, 2017.
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HABs have occurred in all coastal areas of the U.S., with different species affecting different regions. This study focuses
on HABs in the Gulf of Maine because NOAA ships contribute data that support HAB forecasts in this region and several
studies have estimated the economic value of these forecasts. Blooms of the species Alexandrium fundyense in the Gulf
of Maine have resulted in restrictions on commercial and recreational shell fishing. The toxins from Alexandrium
fundyense can accumulate in shellfish, and if consumed by humans, can cause severe illness or death from paralytic
shellfish poisoning (PSP).
In response to HAB and hypoxia threats, Congress passed the Harmful Algal Bloom and Hypoxia Research and Control
Act in 1998, which led to the development and funding of integrated regional HAB and hypoxia research programs
through NOAA’s National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science (which is part of NOAA’s National Ocean Service). Today
large regional ecosystem programs addressing HAB issues have been implemented in three areas of the U.S., including
the Gulf of Maine, Gulf of Mexico (in Florida and Texas), and the Great Lakes. These programs make up the NNCCOS’s
Harmful Algal Bloom Operational Forecast System (HAB-OFS).
The HAB-OFS forecasts assess and predict the extent of the algal blooms, allowing state and local managers to more
effectively sample and monitor these areas. This allows managers to make decisions about beach closures, shell fishing
restrictions, and other HAB-affected activities. In the Gulf of Maine, NOAA plans to transform the HAB-OFS from a
pilot program started in 2008, to operational seasonal and weekly forecasts starting in 2017.
Dependency on NOAA Fleet: The HAB forecasts for the Gulf of Maine rely on several data sources that depend on the
NOAA Fleet, including NOAA’s HAB cyst maps 21, Northeastern Regional Association of Coastal Ocean Observing
Systems (NERACOOS) moorings, and the National Marine Fisheries Service Northeast Fisheries Science Center
hydrographic surveys.
Aside from data collected by the NOAA Fleet, the HAB-OFS also relies on satellite imagery, other remote sensing data,
atmospheric data, field observations, models, public health reports and buoy data to provide large spatial scale and a high
frequency of observations required for these forecasts. Much of this data comes from NOAA or other federal sources.
However, institutions outside of government are also involved in research that supports HAB forecasts. In the Gulf of
Maine, three universities help gather and analyze data. Canadian scientists have also been involved in research for HAB
Forecasts in the Bay of Fundy, which borders both Maine and the Canadian provinces of New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia.
Users: Local authorities use HAB forecasts to guide management decisions and protect public health. In the Gulf of
Maine, state shellfish managers are responsible for sampling and testing different areas of the coast to assess the toxicity
levels of the water and the shellfish. These managers use the HAB forecasts to determine where they should sample and
perform these tests. If toxic levels of shellfish poison are detected, state shellfish managers must determine how much of
the beach or the intertidal and submerged lands will be closed to shell fishing until subsequent tests show that the HAB
has dissipated. In Maine, weekly forecasts also help managers carve out exception areas where shell harvesters can work
even when much of the coast is closed.
The aquaculture industry also uses HAB forecasts to make management decisions. In the event of a HAB, states may
monitor the area more frequently and companies may try to harvest their shellfish early.
Benefits to Society: HAB forecasts allow state shellfish managers and public health officials to close fishing areas and
beaches more selectively and precisely, minimizing economic impacts associated with lost landings, and lost tourism
while effectively protecting against adverse public health outcomes. Several studies have estimated the socioeconomic
impact of HABs. For example, Athearn (2008) estimates lost sales of soft-shell clams associated with a strong 2005 HAB
event in Maine amounted to approximately $2.21 million (2016 USD).22 A separate study estimated the direct economic
21

Alexandrium fundyense forms toxic blooms annually, depositing seed-like cysts in the ocean bottom sediments in the fall that
remain dormant in the winter and bloom again in the spring. NOAA maps these cysts, and uses these data to initiate HAB forecast
models for the upcoming algal bloom season in the spring and summer.
22
Athearn, K. 2008. Economic Losses from Closure of Shellfish Harvesting Areas in Maine. University of Maine at Machias.
Available: http://www.machias.edu/ assets/docs/appliedResearch/eco_losses_shellfish_jan08.pdf.
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23
n Maine and Massachusetts,
M
mpacts for Maiine,
impacts of thee same event in
at $2.7 millionn (2016 USD) in economic im
and $20 millio
on (2016 USD) for Massachu
usetts. These esstimates includde lost revenue and associatedd economic effeects in
the softshell clam
c
and musseel fisheries.

Knowing the extent of past economic
e
impaacts due to strong HAB eventts, it becomes cclear how valuaable a timely annd
accurate HAB
B forecast can be.
b Before thesse forecasts werre available, puublic health offficials would haave to close larrge
portions of beeaches to ensurre public safety
y. However, as forecasts improove, decision-m
makers can narrrow the scope of
these closuress and cut the len
ngth of time th
hat they are clossed, minimizinng economic im
mpacts. One stuudy examined tthe
value of HAB
B forecasts in th
he Gulf of Main
ne, assuming a HAB occurs eevery 10 years,, the forecast iss 100% accuratte, and
the responses are highly effeective. The resu
ults of this stud
dy indicated thaat the annual vaalue of a 100%
% accurate HAB
B
forecast is app
proximately $7
795,000 (2016 USD).
U
This value falls to $688,000 (2016 US
SD) per year iff a HAB event iis less
frequent, the forecast
f
is not 100% accuratee, and the respo
onses are not efffective. Howevver, if a HAB eevent occurs evvery
other year and
d the responsess are effective, the total value of a 100% acccurate forecast iincreases to ovver $3 million
annually. Thee study estimateed the net preseent value of thee forecasts overr 30 years rangges from $57.2 million to $1 m
million
(2016 USD), depending on HAB
H
frequency
y, accuracy of prediction, andd responses.24

2.9

Hyp
poxia: Hypo
oxia Watch,, Gulf of Meexico

Product Back
kground: The hypoxic zone in the Gulf of Mexico
M
is the llargest area of ooxygen-depleteed coastal wateers in
the US, and th
he second largeest in the world
d’s coastal oceaan. In addition to impacting fi
fisheries, hypoxxic conditions ccan
cause food weeb alterations, faunal
f
mortalitties, and habitat loss. Since 20001, NOAA’s G
Gulf of Mexicoo Hypoxia Wattch
program (Hyp
poxia Watch) has
h published near
n real-time, web-based
w
mapps and data on Gulf region dissolved oxygenn (DO)
for the peak annual
a
hypoxic period. The maps
m
and data fo
orm an importaant part of the sscientific basis upon which
researchers, policymakers,
p
fishermen,
f
the public,
p
and oth
hers base their uunderstanding oof the Gulf Hyypoxic Zone. Inn
addition, Hyp
poxia Watch maaps and data prrovide a 15-yeaar baseline of thhe Gulf hypoxiic zone.
Dependency on NOAA Fleeet: Each year from
f
early Junee through mid--July, as part off the combinedd state/federal
Southeast Areea Monitoring and
a Assessmen
nt Program (SE
EAMAP), scienntists aboard thhe NOAA reseaarch vessel Oreegon II
take measurem
ments of DO an
nd other water quality variablles near the seaa floor over thee continental shhelf from Texass to
northwest Flo
orida. Every on
ne to three dayss, they transmit the data to NC
CEI scientists aat Stennis Spacee Center, MS, w
who
create dissolv
ved oxygen map
ps based on theese data, publissh the maps andd underlying daata online for ppublic use, and
transmit the laatest data and maps
m
to Gulf hy
ypoxia sciencee partners.
Users: The in
nformation prov
vided in Hypox
xia Watch is ussed to inform m
managers that ccontrol the amoount of nutrientts
entering upstrream of the Gu
ulf of Mexico of the progress of
o their efforts.. It also serves as an essential baseline datasset and
educational to
ool for research
hers, educators,, and decision-m
makers. For exxample, the inteeragency Missiissippi River/G
Gulf of
Mexico Wateershed Nutrient Task Force, which
w
has a goaal to reduce the size of the hyppoxic zone throough watershedd
nutrient reducctions, relies on
n Hypoxia Wattch maps and data
d for informaation on the cauuses and seasonnal dynamics oof the
hypoxic zone. In every year since 2010, Hy
ypoxia Watch products
p
have also been usedd to inform procceedings of thee
Annual NOAA/NGI (Northeern Gulf Institu
ute) Gulf Hypo
oxia Research C
Coordination W
Workshops. Theese workshops and
the follow-up activities stren
ngthen commun
nication and co
oordination bettween physicall, biological, annd socioeconom
mic
modelers of Gulf
G of Mexico hypoxia, and the
t users and sttakeholders, reesulting in betteer planning for adaptive meassures.
Hypoxia Watch data is also critical to the success
s
be used
d in of three neew projects suppported throughh the NOAA
Northern Gulf of Mexico Eccosystems and Hypoxia Assesssment Program
m, that are focuused on advanccing ecologicall
models used to
t predict fisheries responses to future scenaarios of hypoxiaa extent and seeverity.
Benefits to So
ociety: Hypoxiia impacts the food
f
supply for commerciallyy and recreationnally-importannt fish species iin the
Gulf of Mexicco. The econom
my of the Gulf of Mexico inclludes significannt fishery and ttourism activityy. For examplee,
Louisiana and
d Texas accoun
nted for approx
ximately $470 million,
m
or two--thirds, of totall U.S. revenue for shrimp

23

Jin, D., E. Th
hunberg, and P. Hoagland. 2008. “Economic imp
pact of the 20055 red tide event oon commercial shellfish fisheriess in
New England.”” Ocean and Coa
astal Managemeent, 51, 420-429.
24
Jin, D. and P.
P Hoagland. 200
08. “The Value of
o Harmful Algal Bloom Predicti
tions to the Nearrshore Commerccial Shellfish Fishhery in
the Gulf of Maaine.” Woods Ho
ole Oceanograph
hic Institution Marine
Ma
Policy Cennter.
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landings.25 While
W
knowledge gaps still exisst on the impacct of the hypoxxic zone on indiividual speciess, scientists andd
economists haave already dem
monstrated hab
bitat loss, migraation shifts, andd reproductive disruption. Thhese impact
commercial and
a recreationall fishing pattern
ns, reducing th
he economic vittality of these iindustries. Whiile the hypoxicc zone
has not yet beeen demonstrated to affect oveerall population
n levels of brow
wn shrimp in thhe northern Guulf of Mexico, dduring
hypoxic cond
ditions, there is an economic lo
oss to fishermeen. Hypoxia neegatively affectts the growth off shrimp resulting in
26
higher numbeers of smaller sh
hrimp, which sell
s for lower prices
p
than largeer shrimp.

2.10

Oceean Noise: Ocean
O
Noisee Mapping

Product Back
kground: Hum
man induced occean noise, whiich is caused byy commercial sshipping trafficc, oil and gas
exploration an
nd extraction, military
m
sonar, and other sourrces, threatens m
marine life andd ecosystems inn many ways. O
Ocean
animals use so
ound signals to
o communicatee with other aniimals, such as w
when communicating with pootential mates oor
offspring. Theey also rely on environmentall sound cues th
hat are vital to ssurvival.
To better understand the imp
pacts of rising ocean noise lev
vels on marine life, NMFS, O
Office of Sciencce and Technollogy
(OST) develo
oped two web-b
based mapping tools through NOAA’s
N
Cetaccean & Sound Mapping efforrt (CetSound) w
which
consists of tw
wo working grou
ups that develo
op mapping too
ols, and two unnique products - CetMap and SoundMap.
CetSound’s cetacean27 mapp
ping working group,
g
or CetM
Map, produced tiime-, region-, aand species-speecific maps thaat use
predictive env
vironmental facctors to estimatte density and distribution
d
of cetacean and ffish invertebrates, and their
migratory pattterns. CetSoun
nd’s underwaterr sound mappin
ng working grooup, SoundMapp, generated m
maps of temporaal,
spatial, and frrequency charaacteristics of maan-made underrwater noise. C
Cetacean and soound maps enabble ocean plannners to
better understtand the effect of
o man-made noise
n
for propo
osed activities.
Dependency on NOAA Fleeet: CetMap inccorporates the best available ddatasets for speecific areas andd species, incluuding
data collected
d from NOAA vessels,
v
as well as by outside entities such aas universities aand conservatioon groups. CetM
Map is
heavily relian
nt on data from NOAA Fleet habitat
h
and prottected species ssurveys. SounddMap similarlyy utilizes a variiety of
data collected
d from NOAA vessels
v
and oth
her sources to map
m ocean noisse. NOAA shipps contribute daata to this produuct by
servicing 10 ocean
o
noise refference stationss placed throug
ghout U.S. wateers to track chaanges in ocean noise trends ovver
time and colleecting empiricaal evidence man
n-made noise and
a its impacts.
Users: Resou
urce managers use
u both mappiing tools and asssociated data tto plan, analyzze, and make deecisions on how
w to
reduce adversse impacts of ocean noise on marine
m
life. Forr example, the U.S. Navy, Buureau of Oceann and Energy
Management,, and other gov
vernment agenccies routinely use
u these tools tto comply withh environmentaal standards. In
addition, CetS
Sound’s produccts formed the initial scientific basis for NO
OAA’s 10-year vision for addrressing ocean nnoise
impacts, know
wn as the Oceaan Noise Strateg
gy, including th
he implementaation of the Oceean Noise Policcy and Ocean N
Noise
Procedure. Bo
oth CetMap and SoundMap are
a web-based products
p
availaable to the publlic. Additionallly, NOAA makkes
available underlying data (in
ncluding geogrraphic informattion system layyers) and metaddata for both m
mapping tools, eeither
through the website
w
or by reequest.
Benefits to So
ociety: Reducing the impacts of man-made ocean noise caan protect speciies by allowingg natural defense and
mating sound
d cues to operatte normally and
d by permitting
g normal migrat
atory patterns. E
Economists andd scientists havve
conducted num
merous studiess over the past several decades to estimate ecconomic valuees for similar sppecies protectioon and
rehabilitation. These studiess use established survey metho
ods to determinne how much ppeople are williing-to-pay for
programs thatt protect speciffic species. While these prograams are not speecifically tied tto man-made oocean noise, thee
overall benefiits can be simillar. These studiies28 have show
wn that househoolds are willingg to pay up to $$82 (2016 USD
D) per
household perr year or more to benefit charrismatic mamm
mal species in U
US waters (suchh as right whalees), which can add up
25

NOAA Natio
onal Marine Fish
heries Service. 2016.
2
Fisheries Economics
E
of thee United States, 2014. U.S. Deptt. of Commerce..
Highlights from
m the Annual Reeport. Available: https://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/A
Assets/economiccs/publications/F
FEUS/FEUS2014/Outreach
h-materials/NOA
AA%20FEUS201
14%20web_read
dy3.pdf. Accesseed 2/3/17.
26
Seafood pricces reveal impacts of a major eco
ological disturbaance. Available: http://www.pnaas.org/content/1114/7/1512.abstraact.
27
A cetacean is a member of classification of large
l
aquatic maammals that incluudes whales, dollphins, and porppoises.
28
Lew, D.K (2
2015). Willingnesss to Pay for Thrreatened and En
ndangered Marinne Species: A Reeview of the Literature and Prosp
spects
for Policy Use.. Front. Mar. Scii. 2:96. Available: http://journal.frontiersin.org/aarticle/10.3389/ffmars.2015.000996/full.
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nt value for speecies preservatiion and habitat improvement. Society’s willlingness-to-payy to protect thesse
to a significan
species repressent the value that
t society places on them.

2.11

Hurrricanes: Hu
urricane Ou
utlook

Product Back
kground: NOA
AA’s CPC prod
duces the Atlan
ntic Hurricane Outlook in colllaboration withh hurricane expperts at
NOAA’s Hurrricane Researcch Division and
d National Hurrricane Center. T
The Hurricanee Outlook servees as a general gguide
on expected activity
a
for the upcoming
u
hurrricane season in
n the Atlantic R
Region, includiing the numberr of named storrms,
hurricanes, major
m
hurricaness, and accumulated cyclone en
nergy. The Outtlook is probabbilistic in nature, which means that
it states the “llikely” ranges of
o activity for the
t upcoming season.
s
CPC reeleases the Hurrricane Outlookk in late May (pprior to
the start of thee hurricane seaason), and updaates it in early August
A
(mid-seeason). The Huurricane Outloook is one of thee most
widely used/aaccessed onlinee NOAA produ
ucts. Communitties, businessess, and other staakeholders use the Outlook to
initiate and im
mprove hurrican
ne preparednesss.
Dependency on NOAA Fleeet: The Hurriccane Outlook reelies on data froom various souurces, includingg data collectedd by
the TAO and ARGO arrays (note that the ENSO
E
Forecastt product also ddepends on thee TAO and AR
RGO arrays; seee
section 2.4 for a discussion of
o the TAO and
d ARGO array
ys). The Hurricaane Outlook allso uses sea surrface and weathher
data collected
d through the Voluntary
V
Obserrving Ship Program, which thhe NOAA Fleeet is a part of.
Additional sources of globall temperature and
a weather datta come from laand-based statiions, weather bballoons, and saatellite
measurementss. CPC synthessizes data from
m these various sources and feeeds it into clim
mate models to m
make predictioons
about the upcoming hurrican
ne season.
Users: More than 80 million
n U.S. citizens are potentially
y threatened by hurricanes eacch year. State aand local emerggency
managers, fed
deral agencies, and members of
o the public usse the Hurricanne Outlook to ffocus their resoources and preppare for
the upcoming
g hurricane seasson. Members of
o the businesss sector also usee the Hurricanee Outlook. Forr example, coasstal
tourism comp
panies make seaasonal operatio
onal changes baased on the info
formation foundd in the Outloook. The Small
Business Adm
ministration pro
omotes the Outtlook and recom
mmends preparredness efforts for small businnesses. In addittion,
agencies like FEMA with th
heir ready.gov website,
w
the Naational Hurrican
ane Center, andd the Red Crosss, use this Outloook to
instruct the pu
ublic on preparring for these sttorms.
Benefits to So
ociety: Since 1980,
1
35 major hurricanes (tho
ose causing at least $1 billionn in damages) hhave struck thee U.S.
with total lossses exceeding $500
$
billion. Th
he average ann
nual losses from
m these 35 storm
rms is nearly $116 billion.29 Thhe
Hurricane Ou
utlook helps key
y stakeholders better prepare for the hurrican
ane season, whiich can lead to reductions in
property damage, mortality and morbidity,, societal costs associated withh evacuation, aand lost business activity. Forr
example, Jam
mieson and Drurry (1997) deterrmined that loss of life associaated with hurriicanes exponenntially decreaseed
30
between 1900
0 and 1990 because of improv
ved hurricane forecasts.
fo
Connsidine et al. (22004) estimatedd the value of
improved hurrricane forecastt information to
o oil and naturaal gas producerrs in the Gulf oof Mexico. They found that exxisting
hurricane foreecast informatio
on helped to av
void $10 millio
on (2016 USD)) per year in unnnecessary evaccuation costs, aand
that this valuee would increasse to more than
n $19 million (2
2016 USD) perr year with a 500% improvemeent in forecast
accuracy.31 Em
mmanuel et al. (2012) also fo
ound potentially
y significant saavings for the innsurance indusstry associated with
improvementss in seasonal hu
urricane forecaasts.32

2.12

Fleeet Emergency Responsee Services

Background:: NOAA ships are a key part of the U.S. oceean-related emeergency and disaster responsee network, and are
often called upon
u
to providee the following emergency ressponse servicess:

29

NOAA Natio
onal Centers forr Environmental Information (NC
CEI) U.S. Billionn-Dollar Weatheer and Climate D
Disasters
(2017). https:///www.ncdc.noaaa.gov/billions/
30
Jamieson, G., and Drury, C. 1997. Hurricanee mitigation effo
orts at the U.S. F
Federal Emergenncy Management Agency, FEMA
A,
Washington, D.C.
D
31
Considine, T.,
T Jablonowski, C., Posner, B., and
a Bishop, C. 2004.
2
“Value of hhurricane forecaasts to oil and gaas producers in thhe Gulf
of Mexico.” Jo
ournal of Applied
d Meteorology, 43,
4 1270–1281.
32
Emmanuel, K.,
K F. Fondriest, and J. Kossin. 2012.
2
Potential Economic
E
Valuee of Seasonal Huurricane Forecastts. Weather, Clim
mate,
and Society, 4((110 – 117).
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Survey our nation’s ports and waterway in response to national security threats, helping enable the ability to
rapidly re-open ports after they have been secured
Deliver emergency supplies, conduct hydrographic surveys so that ports can be re-opened, and assess hazardous
materials, during and after hurricanes and other major storm events
Locate and map debris fields in the ocean for aviation and shipping disasters
Conduct a range of scientific surveys in response to major oil spills
Perform search, rescue, and evacuation services.

Dependency on NOAA Fleet: NOAA vessels have unique technologies and experienced crew members that, when
combined with their availability across an expansive geographic area, can provide superior, timely, and cost-effective
response services in many emergency situations.
NOAA Fleet emergency response activities most commonly include hydrographic surveys/data collection and mapping.
For example, after hurricanes and large storm eventsat the request of the U.S. Coast Guard, crewmembers on NOAA
vessels conduct hydrographic surveys to ensure safe navigation and re-opening of affected ports. NOAA also uses ship
hydrographic survey technologies, which include complete seafloor mapping systems, to map debris fields from aviation
disasters. This enables the quick recovery of victims and flight recorders. In addition, many of fleet’s vessels are
equipped with biological, chemical, and acoustic data collection equipment necessary for toxicity and water quality
testing. NOAA is frequently called upon to employ these capabilities in response efforts for major oil and chemical spills
and hurricanes, where a range of immediate testing is often required.
The vast geographic area across which the fleet operates also contributes to NOAA’s response capabilities, because it
typically means that at least one NOAA vessel can respond to an emergency location in a timely manner. Fleet vessels
can also enter areas that require military or security clearance (e.g., military ports), whereas most contract vessels cannot.
Finally, as the administrator of all NOAA Fleet activities, OMAO can easily coordinate across line offices to ensure that
NOAA’s other critical needs are being met throughout the emergency response period.
Together, these factors often make it much more feasible and cost-effective to utilize NOAA fleet vessels for emergency
response activities, rather than having to pay contract vessels, which will likely charge premium prices (e.g., through time
and materials contracts) for emergency situations, or other potential responders.
Benefits to Society: NOAA ships’ disaster response capabilities are often essential to subsequent efforts in each
emergency scenario. For example, pre- and post-event hydrographic surveying allows major ports and harbors to reopen
to commercial shipping after hurricanes and other disasters, as well as following national security threats. The ability of
NOAA ships to immediately survey ports allows important economic activity to resume. In 2015 alone, 1.39 billion short
tons accounting for $1.56 trillion worth of U.S. goods moved through U.S. ports. Imports and exports via water
represented 71% of U.S. imports and exports by weight and almost 42 percent of cargo value in 2015.33
Debris field location and mapping helps other federal, state, and local groups tailor search and rescue operations for air
disasters. Ships already designed for scientific data collection can easily be redeployed to help with critical sampling after
major oil spills. These efforts save lives, allow for the continuation of commercial activities and the assessment of natural
resource damages. In addition, crew members on NOAA Fleet vessels often perform relatively routine search and rescue
activities as required by International Maritime law and provide relief supplies to affected populations during
emergencies. These activities have saved many lives over the course of the fleet’s history.
The ability of NOAA’s fleet to respond to emergencies also can result in cost savings relative to other potential
responders. As noted above, NOAA Fleet vessels have unique technologies and are staffed with scientists and engineers
33

Foxx, A., Perez, T. and Pritzker, P. (2016, March 7). U.S. Ports: Investing in Engines of Economic Development and American
Competitiveness [U.S. Department of Transportation Blog]. p.1. Retrieved March 14, 2017 from
https://www.commerce.gov/news/blog/2016/03/us-ports-investing-engines-economic-development-and-american-competitiveness.
Statistics available at North American Transportation Statistics at http://nats.sct.gob.mx/go-to-tables/table-7-international-merchandisetrade/table-7-1-international-merchandise-trade-by-mode/
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with expertise in hydrographic and scientific data collection, which accounts for a large majority of response activities,
thus gaining significant efficiencies compared to finding vessels and forming crews specifically to respond to
emergencies. In addition, NOAA ships are typically relatively easy to reroute with minimal impact to normal program
activities. Thus, NOAA vessels can often provide superior, more cost-effective and timely response capabilities
compared with other potential responders that may first need formal contractual authorization from the government.
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3. Monetized Benefits of Select Products and Services
As detailed in Section 1, we worked with the NOAA/OMAO project team, TPIO, and the National Observing
Systems Council, to select five NOAA products for further evaluation and quantification:






Coral Reefs: Coral Reef Status and Trends Reports
Sea Level Rise: Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding Impacts Viewer
Bathymetry/Hydrographic Surveys: Nautical Chart Products
Seasonal Forecast: ENSO Outlook
Ecosystem Management: National Marine Sanctuaries Conditions Reports

For these five products, we estimated the monetary value or benefits that the product provides to society, and the
percentage of this value that can be attributed to the NOAA Fleet. To estimate the benefits associated with each
product, we relied on estimates from existing studies and literature, and applied these estimates (or range of estimates)
to the relevant product. Collecting primary data to support an original valuation analysis was beyond the scope of this
contract.
To estimate the percentage of the products’ value that can be attributed to the NOAA Fleet, we relied on data
provided by TPIO from the NOSIA-II model, as well as input from NOAA subject matter experts. Our estimates for
the contribution of the NOAA Fleet are based on “denial of service,” which is intended to capture the percentage
decrease in performance that the product would experience if the NOAA Fleet was not available to provide necessary
data inputs. Section 3.1 provides additional detail on the methodology we used to assess the contribution of NOAA
ships to the value of individual products.

Table 4. Societal Benefits of Select NOAA Products and Associated Value of NOAA Fleet1

Value Chain/Product

CORAL REEFS: Coral Status and
Trends Report

Annual Anticipated
Benefit of Product

Annual Anticipated Benefits
Attributed to NOAA Fleet
Value
Percent

$0.590 - $1.190

$0.090 - $0.710

15.0% - 60.0%

$1.480

$0.030 - $0.560

2.0% - 37.5%

BATHYMETRY/HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS: Nautical
Chart Products

$0.058 - $0.120

$0.017 - $0.048

30.0% - 40.0%

SEASONAL FORECASTS: El
Nino Southern Oscillation Outlook

$0.560 - $1.300

$0.026 - $0.270

4.6% - 20.0%

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT:
National Marine Sanctuary
Condition Reports

$2.420 - $5.180

$0.610 - $1.800

25.0% - 35.0%

SEA LEVEL RISE: Sea Level
Rise Viewer

1.

Benefits of El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) Outlook represent benefits associated with U.S. crop
agriculture only. However, many other sectors benefit from ENSO information
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3.1

Methodology
M
y for Estima
ating Value of NOAA F
Fleet

As noted above, we relied
d on two sourcees of data to esstimate the perccentage of totall product beneffits that can be
attributed to
t the fleet: the NOSIA-II mo
odel and input from
f
NOAA suubject matter exxperts. The NO
OSIA-II model
contains in
nformation on how
h individual data sources and
a observing ssystems contribbute to the perfformance of speecific
products. To
T develop thiss data, TPIO su
urveyed more th
han 500 NOAA
A subject matteer experts with knowledge of
specific pro
oducts, asking them to rate ho
ow well their products meet uusers’ and stakeeholders’ needss and expectatiions.
Based on a scale of 1 to 100,
1 the average rating across subject matterr experts repressents the produuct’s “status quoo
score.” A score
s
of 1 indiccates that the prroduct providess no value, whiile a score of 100 means that the product meeets
all expectaations and exceeeds some.
TPIO also asked the subjeect matter expeerts to considerr the impact of removing indivvidual data souurces (such as tthe
NOAA Fleeet) from produ
uction of the prroduct, and how
w that would afffect the status quo score. Forr a given data source
contributin
ng to a given prroduct, the “pro
oduct delta” is the
t difference bbetween the prroduct’s status quo score and the
reduced product score corrresponding to removal of thee data source. C
Characterizatioon of data sourcce impacts to
products iss known as “sw
wing weighting”” in NOSIA-II.. The product ddeltas are also rreferred to as ““swing scores.”” 34
TPIO adjussted the swing scores provideed by the subjecct matter experrts to better refl
flect the impactt of various data
streams on
n NOAA’s misssion service areeas, rather than
n individual prooducts.35 This rresulted in “weiighted” swing
scores. Forr this study, wee were interesteed in using the unadjusted
u
scoores from NOA
AA subject mattter experts becaause
these scorees provide a bettter assessmentt of the ship’s full
f impact on pproduct perform
mance. Therefoore, TPIO provvided
us with raw
w “unweighted”” swing scores for NOAA shiips and the obsserving systemss they support (e.g., buoy systems).
We used th
he unweighted swing scores to
o help us determ
mine the contriibution of the N
NOAA Fleet too the value of
individual products.
In addition
n to the unweigh
hted swing sco
ores, we also reelied on input ggathered directlly from NOAA
A subject matterr
experts. When
W
interviewing experts at th
he product leveel, some expresssed concerns tthat the TPIO sswing scores diid not
fully reflecct the impact orr value of NOA
AA ships on theeir individual pproducts We theerefore asked tthe NOAA prodduct
experts to estimate
e
the peercentage of theeir product’s to
otal data inputs that comes froom the NOAA Fleet and/or thhe
buoy system
ms it supports. We also asked
d the subject matter
m
experts too estimate the ppercentage decrrease in producct
performancce that would occur
o
if data fro
om the fleet waas not availablee.
The unweighted swing sccores and inform
mation from su
ubject matter exxperts allowed us to develop a reasonable raange
of estimatees for assessing
g the contributio
on of the NOA
AA Fleet as a peercentage of thhe product’s oveerall value to
society.
The data used as inputs to
o this analysis represent
r
the best available innformation. Hoowever, the studdies upon whicch the
quantifications are based were often few
w in number an
nd, as with any study, limited in their accuracy, completeneess,
and broadeer applicability.. Estimates of the
t contribution
n of the NOAA
A fleet to final pproducts and seervices are bassed on
extensive research
r
and an
nalysis by NOA
AA’s Technology, Planning annd Integration for Observatioon office (TPIO
O) but
this work has
h its own limitations and thee results have not
n been indepeendently verifieed (as with a “ddenial of data””
analysis). In
I short, the ressulting values represent
r
an em
mpirical first steep in the directtion of developping more accurrate
and compleete estimates of the value of NOAA
N
productts and services and the share oof that value atttributable to thhe
NOAA fleeet. A more scieentifically rigorrous analysis would
w
require aadditional primaary data collecttion and analyssis
which, if performed comp
prehensively, would
w
be cost-p
prohibitive. Thi
his study does eestablish a scienntifically soundd
34

NOAA National
N
Environm
mental Satellite,, Data, and Inforrmation Service. 2015. NOAA O
Observing System
m Integrated Annalysis
(NOSIA-II) Methodology Report.
R
NOAA Technical
T
Reportt. doi:10.7289/V
V52V2D1H. Avaailable:
docs/NOSIA-II-M
Methodology-Reeport-v1.93-NOS
SC.pdf. Accesseed 5/25/2017.
https://nosc..noaa.gov/tpio/d
35
When dev
veloping the swin
ng scores for ind
dividual data streeams, TPIO founnd that the “total product delta,” w
which representss the
sum of a pro
oduct’s swing scores across all daata sources, amo
ounted to greaterr than 100% for m
most products, w
which is indicativve of
the interdependency of data sources. To addrress excessive to
otal product deltaas, TPIO adjusteed the swing scorres for individuall
products. Th
his adjustment reesulted in “weigh
hted” swing scorres, which providded a better assesssment of the daata streams on NO
OAA’s
mission serv
vice areas.
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process for assessing the societal benefits of the NOAA fleet and identifies critical information requirements that
should be used to inform future research agendas.

3.2

Coral Reefs: Coral Reef Status and Trends Report

Monetary Value of the Coral Reefs in the U.S.: Coral reefs provide the U.S. with valuable goods and services
including food, coastal protection, and opportunity for recreational activities. These goods and services in turn
provide different types of economic benefits, including: recreational use values and associated tourism benefits; nonuse values, such as willingness-to-pay for the existence of coral reefs; and amenity values, which can be measured by
increases in value of properties located near coral reefs.36,37
Brander and van Beukering (2013) summarized studies of the benefits of coral reefs for U.S. states and territories with
coral reef areas, including American Samoa, Florida, Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Commonwealth of the North
Mariana Islands, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.38 Across all locations and benefit categories, the authors estimated the
total economic value of coral reefs in the U.S. to be approximately $3.954 billion per year (2016 USD, Table 5).
Table 5. Annual total economic value of coral
reefs in the U.S. (2016 USD)

State/Territory

Area of coral reef
value (ha)

Total value
(millions)

American Samoa

22,200

$13

Florida

36,000

$201

Guam

7,159

$161

165,990

$2,022

12,642

$1,265

Hawaii
Puerto Rico
North Marina Islands
U.S. Virgin Islands
U.S.

6,494

$75

34,400

$217

284,885

$3,954

This estimate does not completely cover all coral reefs in each geographic location – for instance the study for the
North Mariana Islands only covered Saipan, for Puerto Rico, the study only covered the reef areas in the eastern part
of the territory, and for Hawaii, only the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands are covered. Brander and van Beukering
(2013) do not expect the underestimation of total value due to lack of geographic coverage to be large. However, the
studies also do not cover all of the ecosystem service values in each location. For instance, Florida only covers direct
use values but not non-use values, which can be significant.
Value of Report Cards and NOAA Fleet Contribution: The Status and Trends Report Cards will inform decisions
by U.S. Congress and NOAA leadership regarding the allocation of resources to protect coral reefs, while the
associated jurisdictional-level reports will play a significant role in the direct management of these resources. For
36

Non‐use values reflect the fact that many individuals who do not use a specific resource (e.g, National Marine
Sanctuaries, national parks, Great Lakes) for recreation or other purposes still value their existence. Individuals
may value these resources for the ecosystem services they provide, because they may want the option to use
them in the future, or because they recognize their importance for future generations. Economists often use
willingness‐to‐pay studies to assess the non‐use value of specific resources and environmental goods and services.
37
Brander, Luke and Pieter van Beukering, 2013. “The Total Economic Value of U.S. Coral Reefs: A Review of the Literature”.
Coral Reef Conservation Program. National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration. Available:
https://data.nodc.noaa.gov/coris/library/NOAA/CRCP/other/other_crcp_publications/TEV_US_Coral_Reefs_Literature_Review_2
013.pdf. Accessed 1/20/17.
38
Ibid.
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purposes of this report, we
w estimate thatt between 15% and 30% of thhe $3.954 billioon coral reef vaalue for the U.S
S. can
be attributeed to these prod
ducts. Thus, thee value of the Coral
C
Reef Stattus and Trendss Report Cards amounts to
approximately $0.593 to $1.185 billion per year.
Based on TPIO’s
T
unweighted swing sco
ores from NOSIA-II, 15% of tthe value of Cooral Reefs Statuus and Trends
Report Carrds can be attrib
buted to the NO
OAA Fleet. On
n the other handd, NOAA subjeect matter expeerts in coral reeefs
estimate th
hat 60% of the data
d used in thee report cards comes
c
from NO
OAA ships. Thherefore, the peercent of valuabble
attributablee to the NOAA
A Fleet is estimaated to be 15%
% at the lower ennd and 60% at the upper end.. Thus, $90 milllion
to $711 miillion (2016 US
SD) of the value of the Reportt Cards can be directly attribuuted to the NOA
AA Fleet (Tablle 6).

ble 6. Annual Benefits
B
of NO
OAA Fleet,
Tab
Coral Reefss Status and Trends Report Cards (2016 U
USD)
Value of co
oral reefs (billions)

Lower-bo
ound estimate
$3.95

Upp
per-bound esttimate
$3.95

Percent of coral reef valu
ue attributable to
Status and Trends Reportt Card

15%

300%

Value of Status and Trend
ds Report Card
d

$0.593

$1.185

Percent of Status and Treends Report Carrd
value attrib
butable to NOA
AA Fleet
(billions)

15%

600%

$0.090

$0.7711

Total Ann
nual Benefits of
o NOAA Fleett
(billions)

3.3

Sea
a Level Risee: Sea Level Rise Vieweer

Value of Potential
P
Dama
ages in the U.S
S. From Sea Level
L
Rise: Gloobal sea levels have risen by 8 inches since 1880,
and are pro
ojected to rise 2 to 6 or more feet
f by 2100, depending
d
on thhe emissions sccenario modeleed.39 A 2014 stuudy
by the U.S. EPA estimatees that sea levell rise impacts from
f
inundationn of coastal prooperty and from
m storm surge tthat is
amplified by
b sea level rise will total $5 trillion
t
for the coterminous U
U.S. by the yearr 2100 (2014 U
USD). Adaptatioon
measures can
c reduce this impact. For ex
xample, the stud
dy estimates thhat protective ccoastal measurees such as armooring
shorelines could reduce th
he impacts asso
ociated with seea level rise to $$810 billion thhrough 2100. Thhis includes thee
value of ab
bandoned propeerty, residual sttorm damages, and costs of prrotective adapttation measuress. Results of thhe
study also indicate that mitigation
m
measu
ures to reduce greenhouse gaas emissions coould further redduce total costs to
approximately $790 billio
on, if these meaasures are adop
pted.40
The Valuee of the Sea Leevel Rise View
wer and NOAA
A Fleet Contrib
bution. The EP
PA study of seaa level rise imppacts
estimates th
hat implementiing effective ad
daptation optio
ons will reduce the impacts/coosts of sea level rise from $5 ttrillion
to $810 billlion by 2100 (2
2014 USD),41 a savings of $4
4.19 trillion, inccluding the cosst of adaptationn measures. Wee
divide this value over 86 years from 201
14 to 2100 to get
g an annual vaalue of $48.7 bbillion (2014 USD). Escalating this
to 2016 US
SD, total annuaal avoided costss associated wiith adaptation m
measures amouunts to $49.4 biillion.
To estimate the value of the
t SLR Vieweer, we need to account
a
for how
w it contributess to the reductiion in avoided ccosts
associated with adaptation
n planning and
d implementatio
on. The SLR viiewer is a mappping product thhat decision maakers
can use as a first step in assessing
a
vulneerability and deciding on actioons to mitigate impacts. Basedd on input from
m
39

Melillo, J., T. Richmond, and G. Yohe, Ed
ds. 2014. Climate Change Impaccts in the United States: The Thirrd National Clim
mate
Assessment. Appendix 5: Sccenarios and Models. U.S. Globaal Change Researrch Program. DO
OI:10.7930/J0Z331WJ2.
40
U.S. EPA
A. 2014. “Climatte Action Benefiits: Coastal Prop
perty”. Coastal A
Action Benefits R
Report. Availablle at:
https://www
w.epa.gov/cira/cllimate-action-ben
nefits-coastal-prroperty. Accesseed February 5, 20017.
41
This study
y applied a 3% discount
d
rate to estimate
e
the valu
ue of damages inn future years in 2014 USD. Thee discount rate
accounts forr the time value of money.
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subject maatter experts and
d our understan
nding of the pro
oduct, we use 33% as a rough value represennting the SLR
Viewer’s contribution
c
to the overall valu
ue of adaptatio
on and associateed avoided seaa level rise impaacts.42
In addition
n, data from thee NOSIA-II mo
odel indicates th
hat approximattely 2% of the bbenefits associiated with the S
SLR
Viewer can
n be attributed to the NOAA Fleet.
F
On the other hand, NOA
AA subject maatter experts esttimate that 50%
% of
the data used in the vieweer comes from Vertical Datum
m Transformatiion (VDATUM
M), and that appproximately 755% of
the data in VDATUM com
mes from NOA
AA ships. Therrefore, 37.5% oof the value of tthe SLR Vieweer can be attribbuted
to NOAA ships
s
(50% of total
t
data from VDATUM * 75%
7
ships sharre of VDATUM
M). For estimattion purposes, w
we
use the 2%
% TPIO estimatee as the low en
nd of the range and 37.5% as tthe upper end oof the range off the percent of value
from the SL
LR Viewer attrributable to NO
OAA ships. Thiis yields an annnual benefit esttimate for the N
NOAA Fleet off
approximately $30.0 milllion to $556 miillion (2016 US
SD, Table 7).
Table 7.
7 Annual Beneefits of NOAA
A Fleet, Sea Leevel Rise View
wer (2016 USD)
Annual Vaalue of Sea Lev
vel Rise
Adaptation
n (billions)
Percent of value attributab
ble to SLR
Viewer
Value of SLR Viewer (biillions)
Percent of SLR Viewer value
v
attributablee to NOAA Fleeet
Total Ann
nual Benefits of
o NOAA
Fleet (billiions)

3.4

Lower-b
bound estimatte

Upper-boun
nd estimate

$49.4

$499.4

3%

3%
%

$1.48

$1.48

2%

37.55%

$0.0296
$

$0.5556

Batthymetry/H
Hydrographiic Surveys: Nautical
N
Ch
hart Produccts

Value Estiimates for Nau
utical Chart Products:
P
NOA
AA’s nautical ccharts support ssafe and efficieent navigation aat our
nation’s po
orts and through
hout U.S. wateerways. Nauticaal charts also suupport improveed environmenntal/ecological
planning an
nd analysis, inccluding hazardous material sp
pill response, aas well as effortts related to homeland securitty,
protection of the marine environment,
e
and coastal zonee management. In 2007, Kite-Powell conduucted a study foor the
NOAA Off
ffice of the Coaast Survey to esstimate the benefits of nauticaal charts for reccreational and ccommercial vessels,
based on a survey asking users what theey would be willing-to-pay foor ‘ideal’ nauticcal charts (i.e., nautical charts
containing specific characcteristics identiified
by users).433 Assuming a minimal
m
differeence between th
he nautical chaarts that were avvailable at the time and ideal
charts, the author estimated that the com
mbined benefitss of nautical chharts amounted to $47.5 millioon (2007 USD)),44
including $15.3
$
million/y
year in consumeer surplus for recreational
r
useers, $27.5 milliion/year in connsumer surplus for
commerciaal users, and $2
2 million/year in producer surp
plus. We estim
mate that today,, this value amoounts to
approximately $57.9 milllion/per year (2
2016 USD), acccounting for thhe increase in fooreign flag shipps visiting U.S. ports
4
between 20
007 and 2016.45
While this study providess an order of magnitude
m
estim
mate of the valuue of nautical chharts, the authoors acknowledgge that
it serves ass a lower bound
d estimate, larg
gely because the study did nott include militaary and other feederal users,
commerciaal fishing vesseels, or marine reesource manag
gers, among othhers. In additionn, since the stuudy was conduccted in
42

The 3% estimate
e
is bassed on our und
derstanding of how stakeholdders use the prroduct to makee decisions. Th
he
project teaam believes thiis represents a conservative estimate of th e value of the data and toolss incorporated into
the SLR Vie
ewer in terms of
o reducing po
otential impacts of SLR.
43

Kite-Pow
well, H. 2007 Usee and Value of Nautical
N
Charts and
a Nautical Chaart Data in the U
United States. Preepared for NOAA
A
Office of Co
oast Survey.
44
Leveson, I., (2012). Socio
o-Economic Stud
dy: Scoping the Value of NOAA
A’s Coastal Mappping Program Final Report. Levveson
Consulting. p. 47
45
Values fo
or recreational an
nd commercial consumer surpluss and producer ssurplus increasedd to 2016 USD uusing BLS Consuumer
Price Index..
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2007, digital nautical charts have become even more popular, now allowing for weekly updates that provide
additional value to users.46
In a more recent study, NOAA (2013) evaluated the benefits associated with the Physical Oceanographic Real Time
System (PORTS), a decision support tool that combines nautical charts and other data critical for navigation (e.g.,
information on water levels, currents, waves, water temperature, bridge heights, winds, visibility, atmospheric
pressure, and air temperature) to provide mariners with accurate and reliable real-time information about
environmental conditions in seaports. This “coastal intelligence” helps mariners make better safety and economic
decisions. PORTS was first introduced in Tampa Bay in 1991 and as of 2013, was available at 58 of the nation’s 175
major seaports (which account for 75% of the total tonnage that passes through U.S. seaports). NOAA estimates that
the value of PORTS amounts to more than $238 million per year at the 58 major seaports where it is available, in
terms of reduced marine accidents, increased marine transportation efficiency (including increased cargo capacity
and reduced transit delays), and oil spill reduction and containment benefits (Table 8).
Table 8. Value of NOAA PORTS to the U.S. Economy
Benefit
Commercial traffic – increased
cargo capacity
Commercial traffic – reduced
delays in transit
Oil spill reduction and
containment
Reduction in commercial
marine accidents
Property damage
Morbidity and mortality
Reduction in recreational
boating accidents
Property damage
Morbidity and mortality
Total

Annual Benefits at 58 Ports
w/access to PORTS ($,
Millions)a,b

Potential Annual Benefits
from 117 Ports without
access to PORTS ($,
Millions)

Total current and
potential benefits
($, Millions)

$131.6

$44.8

$176.4

$ 84.1

$31.7

$ 115.8

$3.9

$1.9

$5.7

$ 18.7

$10.8

$29.5

$0.3
$238.6

$0.3
$89.5

$0.7
$328.1

Source: Wolfe, K. and McFarland, D. 2013. An Assessment of the Value of the Physical Oceanographic Real-Time System
(PORTS) to the U.S. Economy. NOAA National Ocean Service.
a. Benefits associated with enhanced commercial and recreational fishing experiences were excluded from this table because
they mostly relied on data/information that was not derived from nautical charts.
b. All values updated from 2010 USD using Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index.

Value of Nautical Chart Products and NOAA Fleet Contribution. While the NOAA PORTS 2013 study included
benefits associated with the entire PORTS system and associated data inputs, PORTS is heavily reliant on nautical
charts. For this analysis, we assumed that 50%, or $119.4 million (2016 USD), of the $238.6 million value of PORTS
can be attributed nautical charts; we used this estimate as an upper bound value for the benefits of nautical charts for
marine transportation. As a lower end of the range, we used the willingness-to-pay estimate of $57.9 million per year.
Based on information from TPIO and NOAA subject matter experts, approximately 30% (TPIO estimate) to 40%
(subject matter expert estimate) of the value of nautical charts can be attributed to the NOAA Fleet. Thus, the annual
value of the NOAA Fleet contribution to nautical charts amounts to between $17.4 million and $47.8 million per year
(Table 9). While we provide a range of estimates, we believe they both represent a lower bound for several reasons.
First, they reflect benefits associated with marine transportation only; they do not reflect the other benefits and uses of
nautical charts, such as those related to coastal zone management, homeland security, and ecological management. In

46

In addition, because survey respondents knew how much they paid for nautical charts, this could have resulted in an anchoring
bias, leading to more conservative estimates of value.
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addition, th
he value of POR
RTS focuses on
n 58 of the natiion’s major seaaports – it doess not capture beenefits associatted
with nauticcal charts at thee remaining 117
7 major ports, or elsewhere w
within the U.S. Exclusive Ecoonomic Zone.
Tablle 9. Annual Benefits
B
of NOA
AA Fleet, Nau
utical Charts ((2016 USD)
Lower-bound
L
estimate
Annual valu
ue of Nautical Ch
harts for
Marine Tran
nsportation (billiions)
Percent of nautical
n
chart vallue
attributable to NOAA Fleet
Total Annu
ual Benefits of NOAA
N
Fleet
(billions)

3.5

Upp
per-bound estiimate

$0.0
0579 million

$0.1119

30%

40%

$0.0174
$

$0.0478

Seasonal Forrecasts: ENS
SO Outlook
k

Value of ENSO
E
Informa
ation: Over th
he last 40 years,, NOAA and otthers have drasstically improvved the accuracy of
ENSO foreecasts, and can now predict th
hese events, and
d their expectedd impacts on ddifferent regionns, with 70% too 80%
accuracy a year before they occur.47 Seaasonal outlookss of temperaturre and precipitaation make use of ENSO
information
n and other too
ols. ENSO is th
he largest driverr of climate varriability on thee seasonal timescale. Decisionnmakers in sectors
s
affected
d by seasonal variations
v
in tem
mperature and precipitation too help turn clim
mate events to ttheir
advantage (Table 10). Forr example, farm
mers can use seeasonal forecassts of precipitattion and temperature to make
decisions about
a
what crop
ps to plant. Sim
milarly, energy distribution coompanies can inncrease stockpiiles of heating oil
and gas if the
t coming win
nter is forecast to be colder th
han usual, thereeby avoiding shhortfalls that arre costly to bothh
distributorss and consumerrs.48 Private rettailers or groceery chains can uuse seasonal cllimate forecastss to rearrange
merchandise to anticipatee shifts in seaso
onal needs.
In addition
n to private indu
ustry sectors, decision-maker
d
s working in thhe public intereest can use seassonal climate
forecasts to
o make decisions that result in
n significant so
ocietal benefits.. For example, a 2016 study aanalyzed the
potential benefits of using
g ENSO forecaasts to manage water resourcees in small to m
mid-sized comm
munities of the
southeasterrn U.S. Using Auburn,
A
Alabam
ma as a case sttudy, the researrchers found thhat the city could have saved $$1.2
million and
d $490,000 in avoided
a
water purchases
p
durin
ng 1999-2000 aand 2007-20088, respectively, if they would have
developed a drought man
nagement plan based
b
on seasonal forecast infformation. Studdy results also showed that hiigher
savings weere associated with
w more seveere drought con
nditions.49
In addition
n, ENSO can reesult in a range of natural disaasters, includingg severe drougghts, floods, willdfires, and dissease
outbreaks. In the absencee of any forewaarning of near future
fu
climate cconditions, mitiigation optionss tend to be reaactive
in nature. Emergency
E
man
nagers and oth
her decision maakers can use seeasonal climatee forecast inforrmation to deveelop
proactive mitigation
m
strategies and alloccate resources accordingly,
a
whhich can resultt in significant ccost savings. F
For
example, prior
p
to the 1997-1998 El Niño
o, NOAA’s Naational Weatherr Service (20111) reports that C
California’s
emergency
y management agencies
a
and FEMA
F
spent an
n estimated $2445 million (2016 USD) preparring for stormss and
heavy rain.. Actual storm losses in the 19
997- 1998 El Niño
N were closee to $1.6 billionn (2016 USD),, compared to oover
$3.2 billion
n (2016 USD) in
i damages ressulting from thee intense 1982--1983 El Niño,, for which littlle preparatory
actions werre taken. Altho
ough portions of
o the $1.6 billion difference aare due to diffeerent intensitiess and durationss of
storminess during each El Niño, NOAA
A believes that a significant poortion of the saavings came froom heightened
preparedneess.50
Value of ENSO
E
Outlook
k and NOAA Fleet
F
Contribu
ution: In the U
U.S., one of the sectors most im
mpacted by EN
NSO is
crop agricu
ulture. Several studies have sh
hown that indiv
vidual farmers can use forecaasts to maximizze revenues or
increase ecconomic gains, relative to a “n
no forecast” sceenario (e.g., byy planting crops that perform best under exppected
47

Availablee at: http://citeseerx.ist.psu.e
edu/viewdoc/download?doi==10.1.1.210.381&rep=rep1&ttype=pdf
Weiher, R.
R and H.L. Kite--Powell. 1999. Assessing
A
the Eco
onomic Impacts of El Niño and B
Benefits of Imprroved Forecasts.
49
Sharda, V.
V and P. Srivastaava. 2016. Valuee of ENSO-Foreccasted Drought Innformation for thhe Management of Water Resouurces of
Small to Mid-Size Commun
nities. Dollar yeaar not reported.
50
NOAA National
N
Weatherr Service. 2011. Value
V
of a Weatther-Ready Natioon. http://www.pperformance.noaaa.gov/wpcontent/uplo
oads/PPI-Weatheer-Econ-Stats-10
0-13-11.pdf
48
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ENSO conditions). Chen et al. (2002)51 estimated the value of ENSO forecasts for both U.S. agricultural producers
and consumers, accounting for changes in supply and demand, and the associated impact on prices for agricultural
goods. Assuming farmers optimize their decisions based on forecast information, the authors estimated that the total
economic benefits of ENSO forecasts ranged from $295 and $700 million per year (1996 USD) for crop agriculture,52
depending on forecast accuracy and ENSO phase definition.

51
Chen, C., B. McCarl, and H. Hill. 2002. Agricultural Value of ENSO Information Under Alternative Phase Definition.
Climatic Change. 54:305-325.
52
Including wheat, sorghum, corn, and soybeans.
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The authors also estimated that ENSO forecasts resulted in an additional $54 - $104 million (1996 USD) in benefits to
foreign producers and consumers, due to global nature of the agricultural markets.
Agricultural yields for the crops assessed in Chen et al. have increased by 90 percent since 1996, the year assessed in
their study.53 For this reason, we increased the figures in Chen et al. by 90 percent, reflecting the assumption that the
additional crop production would also benefit from the use of ENSO forecasts. This yields an estimated value of
ENSO information for U.S. crop agricultural producers and consumers of between $560 to $1,328 million per year
(2016 USD). Including foreign surplus, total annual benefits amount to between $719 to $1,410 million (2016 USD),
with higher foreign surplus associated with lower U.S. benefits.54 However, benefits to foreign nations are not a
strong argument for U.S. investments in the NOAA Fleet. For this reason, we did not include benefits accruing to
foreign nations in our benefit estimates for this product.
The unweighted TPIO swing score representing the NOAA ship impact on the ENSO Outlook is 4.6%. This estimate
includes the TAO and ARGO arrays, which the fleet support. NOAA subject matter experts estimated a much higher
dependence on the NOAA Fleet, indicating that the ships and observing systems they support account for
approximately 50% of the Global Ocean Data Assimilation System (GODAS), which supports ENSO prediction and
monitoring reflected in the Outlook. In addition, the subject matter experts indicated that there is no substitute for the
data collected by the TAO array, and therefore, by maintaining the TAO buoys, the NOAA Fleet contributes
significantly to the value of the Outlook. Recognizing that GODAS accounts for only a part of the total production of
the Outlook, we attributed 20% of total benefits of the ENSO Outlook to the NOAA Fleet as the upper end of our
range. Given that NOAA data serve as the primary resource for ENSO forecasts/publications in the U.S. (not just the
ENSO Outlook), we did not attempt to separately value the Outlook as being distinct from other forecast products.
Based on existing studies we know that seasonal climate forecasts that are dependent on ENSO information can result
in $560 to $1,328 million dollars in benefits each year in the U.S. agricultural sector alone. Approximately $26 to
$266 million (2016 USD) of this total can be directly attributed to the NOAA Fleet (Table 11).
Table 11. Annual Benefits of NOAA Fleet, ENSO Outlook (2016 USD)
Lower-bound estimate

Upper-bound estimate

Annual value of ENSO Forecast for U.S.
agricultural (crop) producers and consumers,
$0.560
$1.33
and associated foreign surplus (billions)
Percent of forecast value attributable to the
100%
100%
product
Percent of value attributable to NOAA Fleet
4.6%
20%
Total Annual Benefits of NOAA Fleet (2016
$0.0258
$0.266
USD)a
a. Represents benefits for U.S. crop agriculture sector, including U.S. producer and consumer surplus

3.6

Ecosystem Management: National Marine Sanctuaries Conditions Report

Background: The National Marine Sanctuary Conditions Reports directly contribute to regulations, policies,
management actions, and education programs related to marine sanctuaries, which in turn helps to protect the
important benefits that the sanctuaries provide, including:
53

The 90% increase in production value accounts for price changes from 1996 to 2016 for each of the four crops included in the
study, which included inflation-related effects, increases in the acreage cultivated, and increased productivity (output per acre).
54
Foreign surplus updated to 2016 values based on Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index.
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Market benefits, which reflect the positive local economic impacts associated with sanctuary-related
activities, such as tourism, recreation, and commercial fishing



Non-market benefits, including benefits for individuals and recreators who directly use and/or passively
enjoy sanctuary resources, as well as benefits for those who do not visit or use the sanctuaries, but who value
the important habitat and species protection services they provide.55

The market benefits associated with National Marine Sanctuaries represent the direct spending/revenues generated by
sanctuary-related activities, and the additional economic activity (i.e., sales, income, employment) that this spending
creates as it ripples through the local economies in which the sanctuaries are located.
NOAA and others have conducted several studies to examine the market benefits associated with individual
sanctuaries. Most of these studies have focused on tourism and recreation because these activities account for the
largest portion of sanctuary-related economic activity. In total, NOAA estimates that spending on coastal tourism and
recreation in areas adjacent to all National Marine Sanctuaries amounts to $5.2 billion (2015 USD) per year. After
accounting for multiplier effects in the economy, this spending generates more than $7.3 billion in total economic
activity (i.e., sales/output).56
In addition, NOAA estimates that commercial fishing activity associated with the sanctuaries generates approximately
$463 million (2015 USD) in total economic activity per year. This estimate includes revenues associated with
commercial fish landings, as well as for businesses that supply the fishing industry, and spending by individuals (e.g.,
fishermen) that benefit from the increase in commercial fishing revenues. Finally, NOAA estimates that spending by
the federal government, educational institutions, and non-profit groups for sanctuary-related research generates
approximately $200 million (2015 USD) in economic activity per year.57
In total, NOAA reports that tourism, recreation, commercial fishing, and research activities associated with the
sanctuaries generate more than $8 billion (2015 USD) per year in economic activity in adjacent local economies.58
In addition to positive economic effects for local economies, National Marine Sanctuaries provide benefits to
individuals who directly use sanctuary resources for recreational activities such as boating, fishing, snorkeling, or
other more passive beach activities. The values associated with these activities result in what economists refer to as
“use benefits.” There are also many individuals who may not use the sanctuaries directly, but who value their
existence for various reasons. The values that these individuals derive from National Marine Sanctuaries are known as
“non-use benefits.”
Economists refer to use and non-use benefits as non-market benefits because there is no market in which their price,
or value, is determined. For example, when users of sanctuaries go on a scuba diving trip, there is no cashier taking
their money as they enter the water. Similarly, it is difficult to capture the value that individuals hold for the species
protected by the sanctuaries. While there is no established price for these services, economists employ a variety of
methods for measuring these benefits indirectly.
While NOAA has not conducted a comprehensive study of the nonmarket benefits associated with all marine
sanctuaries, several studies provide insights into the magnitude of different types of use and non-use benefits at
individual sites. For example, in 2012 NOAA conducted a national survey to assess how much households within the
U.S. would be willing to pay to expand the boundaries of the Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary (Gulf
of Mexico) from its current three banks to nine additional banks. Results of the study indicated that households were
willing to pay $36 to $111 (2015 USD) per year to expand the sanctuary – a total of $4.1 to $12.7 billion (2015 USD)
55

Wiley, P. 2003. Valuing Our National Marine Sanctuaries. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - National Ocean
Service Office of Management and Budget - Special Projects
56
Personal communications, Bob Leeworthy, Chief Economist, NOAA/NOS/Office of National Marine Sanctuaries. April 11,
2017. Based on studies of market benefits at individual National Marine Sanctuary sites.
57
Ibid.
58
NOAA Office of National Marine Sanctuaries. National Marine Sanctuaries and Local Economies. Available:
http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/science/socioeconomic/factsheets/welcome.html. Accessed 5/3/2017.
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across all U.S. households. Since most of the survey respondents did not use/visit the sanctuary, these totals represent
non-use values.59
Another study estimated the use values associated with recreating on artificial and natural reefs in Monroe County
(Florida Keys) for residents and visitors. Employing an on-site survey, the authors estimated that the total use benefits
associated with these resources amounted to more than $69 million (2015 USD) per year at this site. This included
values for residents and visitors for reef -related activities such as boating, fishing, scuba diving, and snorkeling.60
Total Value of National Marine Sanctuaries: The amount that individuals spend to participate in sanctuary-related
tourism or recreation (or the amount that businesses benefit from these activities) provides an indication of how much
they value these activities, and therefore how much they value the sanctuaries themselves. Similarly, commercial
fishing revenues made possible by the sanctuaries provides an indication of sanctuary value for this industry. Thus,
the $8 billion in market benefits associated with all sanctuaries serves as order-of-magnitude estimate for the
sanctuaries’ total use value. However, the market benefits represent a lower-bound estimate of value for several
reasons. First, individuals may be willing to pay even more to enjoy National Marine Sanctuaries – in this case, total
spending is not equal to total value. In addition, NOAA’s market value estimates include only the money spent or
revenues generated in the economies adjacent to the sanctuaries; it does not represent for example, the amount that
tourists spend to get to the sanctuary location (e.g., on plane tickets, etc.).61
The market benefits associated with the sanctuaries do not capture non-use benefits. However, based on the study on
the Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary, we know that U.S. households would be willing to pay $36 to
$111 per year to expand just one site. This means that across the 116 million households in the U.S., total non-use
values amount to between $4.2 and $12.9 billion per year (2015 USD) for the expansion of that Sanctuary. Thus, it is
not hard to imagine that households would be willing to pay at least this much to maintain the non-use benefits
associated with all 13 National Marine Sanctuary sites.
Based on the studies described above, the total use and non-use values of the sanctuaries amount to at least between
$12.2 and $20.9 billion per year (Table 12).

59

Stefanski, S. F., and J. Shimshack. 2015. Valuing Marine Biodiversity in the Gulf of Mexico: Evidence form the Proposed
Boundary Expansion of the Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary. Marine Resource Economics. 31(2): 211-232.
60
Johns, G. M., Leeworthy, V. R., Bell, F. W., & Bonn, M. A. Socioeconomic Study of Reefs in Southeast Florida. NOAA
Office of National Marine Sanctuaries.
61
To estimate use value, economists use well-established methods such as travel cost models or willingness-to-pay surveys.
Economic impacts/market benefits are not typically included in benefits analysis. However, due to limited available data, we are
applying market benefits to provide an order of magnitude estimate of use value.
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Table 12. Annual Economic Value of
National Marine Sanctuaries (billions, 2016 USD)
Lower-bound estimate

Upper-bound estimate

Annual use value of National Marine Sanctuariesa
(based on market benefits)

$8.0

$8.0

Annual non-use value of National Marine
Sanctuaries

$4.2

$12.9

Total annual economic value

$12.2

$20.9

a.

Includes $8 billion in use benefits and $4.1 to $12.9 billion in non-use benefits per year.

Value of National Marine Sanctuaries Condition Reports and NOAA Fleet Contribution: NOAA and other
stakeholders rely heavily on the National Marine Sanctuary Conditions Reports to make decisions about sanctuary
management. Thus, they contribute significantly to the sanctuaries’ value by protecting the important benefits they
provide. Based on input from subject matter experts, we estimate that 20% to 25% of the total value of National
Marine Sanctuaries can be attributed to use of the Conditions Reports, which improve management actions that
maintain the benefits associated with the Sanctuaries and prevent their future degradation. Thus, the total value of the
Conditions Reports amounts to between $2.4 and $5.2 billion per year. Based on information from TPIO and NOAA
subject matter experts, 25% to 35% of the value of the Conditions Reports can be attributed to the NOAA Fleet. Thus,
the benefits associated with fleet inputs amounts to approximately $0.61 to $1.8 billion per year (Table 13).
Table 13. Annual Benefits of NOAA Fleet,
National Marine Sanctuary Conditions Reports (2016 USD)
Lower-bound estimate

Upper-bound estimate

Annual value of National Marine Sanctuariesa
(billions)

$12.1

$20.9

Percent of National Marine Sanctuary value
attributable to Conditions Reports

20%

25%

Value of Marine Sanctuary Conditions
Reports (billions)

$2.42

$5.23

Percent of Conditions Reports value
attributable to NOAA Fleet

25%

35%

$0.605

$1.83

Total Annual Benefits of NOAA Fleet
(billions)
a.

Includes $8 billion in use benefits and $4.1 to $12.9 billion in non-use benefits per year.
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4.

Cost-Effectiveness of NOAA Ships and Contract Vessels for Select Data
Collection Efforts

This project included an assessment of the effectiveness and efficiency of using contract vessels. Specifically, we
examined several case studies to compare the cost-effectiveness of using contract vessels as a substitute for NOAA’s
Fleet for certain data collection activities. We also examined available information on the capacity and availability of
contract vessels. This section summarizes and presents conclusions from the cost-effectiveness analysis. Appendix B
presents complete details.

4.1

Marginal Cost of Using the NOAA Fleet

As a basis for the cost-effectiveness analysis, we used cost data for the NOAA Fleet for fiscal year 2015, the most
recent year for which complete cost data were available at the outset of this project. Specifically, we used these data
to compare the marginal cost (as opposed to total cost) of operating the NOAA Fleet to the cost of using contract
vessels to accomplish the same goals. This approach assumes that NOAA will not make dramatic changes to the
overall mix of contract versus fleet ship time employed or radically alter the composition of its fleet in the immediate
future. In other words, we assumed that substitutions would take place at the margins.
Given this assumption, it is not appropriate to account for the entire budget associated with NOAA’s marine
operations in the comparison. Some elements of the budget (e.g., fixed maintenance costs, certain support and
management costs) are not reduced when NOAA Fleet missions are accomplished using contract vessels. Some of
these fixed costs would be reduced only by extreme substitution to the extent of eliminating one or more ships from
the NOAA Fleet. Other fixed costs would still be required even in a hypothetical scenario where the NOAA fleet were
completely replaced by contract vessels. These costs are associated with functions (e.g., safety and compliance) that
would be required regardless of which vessels NOAA uses to acquire ocean observations.
With this approach in mind, we used data from OMAO’s Office of the Chief Financial Officer for fiscal year 2015 to
estimate the variable (or marginal) operating cost for each ship in the NOAA fleet.62 We used data provided by
OMAO on fiscal year 2015 days at sea for each ship to calculate the cost per day at sea (Table 14). These costs
include only variable costs that are proportional to the level of effort expended. They exclude fixed costs that would
not be reduced by substitution at the margins. Therefore, they are not comparable to costs for the NOAA fleet
reported in certain other sources. For example, costs developed for the NOAA Fleet Recapitalization Team63 cover
the total cost of all of OMAO’s observing systems, including fixed costs. Appendix B provides more details on the
derivation of these costs.

62

“OMAO Ship Cost Effectiveness Combined Submission_022317.xlsx.” Spreadsheet received via e-mail from Linda Mallinoff,
OMAO Office of Chief Financial Officer. February 23, 2017.
63
The NOAA Fleet Recapitalization Team was a team of senior subject matter experts from across NOAA established to
summarize the relevant legal, policy and programmatic at-sea mission needs to describe the NOAA Fleet core capabilities to
support NOAA’s missions. The Team documented the extent to which these needs are currently addressed and describe the
capability gap that will exist absent fleet recapitalization. The Team developed a Fleet Plan, sequencing the planned end of
service life of current vessels, and acquisition of new vessels (to include all phases of acquisition).
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Table 14. Fiscal Year 2015 Marginal Cost of Using the NOAA Fleet

Ship

Marginal Cost
Total ($)
$/Day at Sea

2015 Days at Sea

Bell M. Shimada

190

8,803,356

46,333

Fairweather

136

8,027,114

59,023

Ferdinand R. Hassler

203

5,180,034

25,517

Gordon Gunter

175

6,290,749

35,947

Henry B. Bigelow

172

6,151,592

35,765

Hi’ialakai

202

6,332,617

31,350

Nancy Foster

166

5,345,956

32,205

Okeanos Explorer

168

9,722,189

57,870

Oregon II

191

5,079,373

26,594

Oscar Dyson

192

8,538,806

44,473

Oscar Elton Sette

145

5,366,281

37,009

Pisces

131

6,169,307

47,094

Rainier

141

8,100,746

57,452

Ronald H. Brown

233

8,427,715

36,170

Reuben Lasker

80

4,754,080

59,426

Thomas Jefferson

119

6,278,611

52,761

2,644

108,568,526

41,062

TOTAL

Note: The totals presented here include variable direct cost along with those indirect costs that are proportional to level of
effort, but exclude fixed costs. Therefore, they are not comparable to costs derived elsewhere (e.g., for the NOAA Fleet
Recapitalization Team), which cover the total cost of all OMAO observing systems, including fixed costs.

4.2

Cost-Effectiveness Case Studies

NOAA currently uses contract vessels to support a variety of operations. Examples include fisheries surveys,
deployment and maintenance of buoys, and collection of hydrographic data. Vessels employed by NOAA also include
research vessels, both public sector and privately owned, for scientific data collection. NOAA also uses vessels from
partner federal agencies, including the U.S. Coast Guard and the National Science Foundation. In some cases, this
usage is a no-cost exchange of ship time. In other cases, NOAA reimburses the partner agency.64,65
In fiscal year 2015, NOAA used approximately 2,700 days at sea aboard contract vessels, roughly equal to the total
days at sea executed by the NOAA fleet (2,644, as shown in Table 14). NOAA’s use of contract vessels has remained
fairly stable during the last few years: contract vessel days at sea varied by 11 percent or less from fiscal year 2014 to
fiscal year 2016.66 Although data are also available on the total cost of these contracts, it is not appropriate to compare
64

NOAA. 2016. The NOAA Fleet Plan: Building NOAA’s 21st Century Fleet. V3.1. NOAA Internal Use Only – Pre-decisional.
October 4.
65
O’Clock, Bill. 2016. “Charters.” Presentation at NOAA Fleet Independent Review Team Meeting and Supporting
Spreadsheets. Office of Marine and Aviation Operations. May 10.
66
O’Clock, Bill. 2016. “Charters.” Presentation at NOAA Fleet Independent Review Team Meeting and Supporting
Spreadsheets. Office of Marine and Aviation Operations. May 10. Data do not include no-cost exchanges of days at sea with
partner agencies.
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these aggregate data to the cost of using the NOAA fleet. Factors that must be considered in comparing unit costs for
NOAA ships and contract vessels include the following:


Data on contract vessel costs generally reflect the contract price only. Some contracts cover “bare boat” costs
only, while others encompass a more complete scope of support for the mission (e.g., fuel, crew to operate
deck equipment supporting the mission). Even when the contract covers more than “bare boat” costs, there
can be other costs associated with the use of contract vessels that are not reflected in the contract price.
Examples of these additional costs can include: costs for provisions for NOAA staff aboard the contract
vessel, mobilization and demobilization of NOAA staff and equipment, and calibration of instruments used
aboard the contract vessel. On the other hand, some contracts encompass other services in addition to use of
vessels. In particular, NOAA contracts for hydrographic surveys are structured as data buys that purchase a
quantity of data instead of a number of days at sea. In addition to providing ship time to collect the data, the
contractor also provides quality assurance/quality control and data processing and formatting according to
detailed specifications.67



A day at sea aboard a contract vessel is not necessarily equal to a day at sea aboard a NOAA vessel. NOAA
ships often collect multiple data streams and/or conduct multiple missions simultaneously. Although some
contract vessels, such as certain University National Oceanographic Laboratory System (UNOLS) ships,68
have similar multi-data stream/multi-mission capabilities, many vessels are better suited for individual
projects and a more limited set of data. These “economies of scope” mean that multiple contract vessels can
sometimes be required to replace the output of a NOAA vessel. In addition, NOAA uses NOAA ships for
advancing technology through testing new equipment and procedures, maintaining and building expertise
within the science field and marine operations.



NOAA ships have greater endurance than many smaller contract vessels. Therefore, they can remain at sea
for the duration of long projects without returning to port. In addition, NOAA ships often can be scheduled
and positioned to transition directly from one project to the next without significant travel time. Both of
these factors mean that the use of contract vessels can, in some cases, entail more transit days (i.e., at the
start and finish of the discrete projects for which they are hired and, in some cases, to resupply during longer
projects).



Contract vessels used for missions with NOAA personnel aboard must meet certain safety standards.69
Aggregate data on contract vessel costs include missions without NOAA crew aboard. The vessels used for
these missions might not meet these standards and, therefore, not be comparable to NOAA ships. In addition,
some contract vessels provide services that the NOAA fleet cannot (e.g., data collection in shallow waters).
The aggregate data include such missions.

Given these factors, a comparison of cost-effectiveness must account for mission-specific details. Accordingly, we
used a case study approach to account for these factors and provide a one-to-one comparison of contract vessel costs
to NOAA fleet costs. Table 15 identifies the example missions we examined, along with key mission parameters and
estimated costs.
The case studies reflect missions that support three different NOAA line offices. Each of the cases studies involves a
different NOAA vessel. Three of the case studies (TAO array maintenance, sanctuary ecosystem assessment surveys
for Greater Farallones and Cordell Banks, and reef assessment and monitoring in American Samoa) are of missions
that support NOAA products and services evaluated in detail in preceding sections of this report.

67

NOAA. 2016. NOS Hydrographic Surveys: Specifications and Deliverables. Office of Coast Survey, National Ocean Service,
NOAA, U.S. Department of Commerce. March.
68
NOAA’s use of UNOLS ships includes both no-cost exchange of ship time and cases where NOAA pays the institution
operating the UNOLS ship in a manner similar to a commercial charter.
69
“Vessel Chartering Info.” Office of Marine and Aviation Operations. Available at:
http://www.omao.noaa.gov/learn/headquarters/safety-environmental-compliance/vessel-chartering-info. Accessed January 12,
2017.
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For each case study, we estimated the cost of using the NOAA ship based on the marginal costs estimated in Table
14. The contract vessel cost estimates in each case study cover providing the same services and support as the NOAA
ship and meeting the same mission requirements. The contract vessel cost estimates include adjustments necessary to
make an equivalent comparison. Appendix B provides complete details of the cost estimates. It also includes further
discussion of the results for each case study. The following paragraphs provide a summary:
1.

The case study of TAO array maintenance covers two scenarios. The first scenario is a mission with scope
limited to routine maintenance and servicing of the TAO array, along with deployment of Argo and surface
drifting floats. The second scenario is a mission that also incorporates scientific research that is directly
related to operating the array. If the scope is limited to the first scenario, a commercial contract vessel can
complete the mission more cost-effectively than the NOAA ship Ronald H. Brown. The commercial contract
vessel would not be equipped, however, to supply all the requirements of the second scenario. Substituting
for the Ronald H. Brown in the second scenario requires the use of a UNOLS ship equipped to collect the
underway ocean observations and support the related supplemental science. In this scenario, the Ronald H.
Brown is more cost-effective than the alternative of using a UNOLS vessel.

2.

The 2014 California Current Cetacean and Ecosystem Assessment Survey (CalCurCEAS) expedition was
originally planned for the NOAA ship Reuben Lasker. When the Reuben Lasker did not come on line as
scheduled, the expedition was instead conducted aboard the R/V Ocean Starr, a contract vessel that was
formerly a NOAA ship. Even after accounting for certain adjustments required to make the comparison
equivalent, the cost of using the Ocean Starr for CalCurCEAS 2014 was much lower than the estimated cost
of using the Reuben Lasker. Although fiscal year 2015 marginal costs for the Reuben Lasker may not be
representative of normal operations,70 more recent cost data are unlikely to change the conclusion. The cost
per day for the Ocean Starr for CalCurCEAS 2014 was lower than the marginal operating cost for any
NOAA vessel (even the Ferdinand R. Hassler, which had the lowest marginal cost in 2015, as shown in
Table 14). Although the Ocean Starr reportedly is nearing the end of her useful life and not being maintained
for longevity,71 she was still in operation as of July 2016.72 Information about the Ocean Starr’s future
availability and price is not available.

3.

The 2016 Sanctuary Ecosystem Assessment Surveys (SEAS) project in the Greater Farallones and Cordell
Banks National Marine Sanctuaries was conducted aboard the NOAA ship Bell M. Shimada. Commercial
contract vessels available near the project location have endurance and/or berthing limitations such that
multiple vessels or trips would be required to substitute for the Bell M. Shimada.73 The transit time involved
in bringing in a more capable vessel from farther away could be significant, particularly compared to the
relatively short nine-day project duration. Given these limitations, a NOAA subject matter expert suggested
a vessel operated by the nearby Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) as a potentially
efficient substitute if the Bell M. Shimada were not available.74 The MBARI ship Western Flyer could
supply the mission requirements at a slightly lower cost than the Bell M. Shimada. MBARI, however, does
not actively seek out research assignments for its vessels from other organizations, so the Western Flyer
would be available only under specific, case-by-case circumstances.

4.

The 2015 Pacific Reef Assessment and Monitoring Program (RAMP) in American Samoa was conducted
aboard the NOAA ship Hi‘ialakai. Given the remote location and length of mission, commercial alternatives
to using the Hi‘ialakai are limited. Outside of the commercial sector, however, an alternative would be the
R/V Tangaroa, operated by the New Zealand National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research
(NIWA). The Tangaroa could supply the mission requirements, but the cost would be substantially higher
than using the Hi‘ialakai. Scheduling the Tangaroa could also require substantial lead time.

70

The Reuben Lasker was at the start of her service life in 2015 and only executed 80 days at sea.
E-mail communication with Michael Gallagher, National Marine Fisheries Service. February 9, 2017.
72
“2017 Cruise Schedule.” California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations. Available at: http://calcofi.org/cruises/561cruise-schedule.html. Accessed March 8, 2017.
73
Ship Time Request for Sanctuary Ecosystem Assessment Surveys: GFNMS and CBNMS v3. January 12, 2015.
74
Personal communication with Jan Roletto, Research Coordinator at the Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary.
January 10, 2017.
71
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For the case study considering a mission of limited scope (the first TAO maintenance scenario, which excludes
supplement scientific research), the commercial contract vessel was more cost effective. This result is not surprising,
given that the NOAA ship included in the comparison is better equipped than necessary for the limited scope. The
case studies also show, however, that even for the multi-disciplinary research missions to which NOAA ships are best
suited, cost-effective contract vessel alternatives can sometimes be available. The case studies are not conclusive
regarding the factors that determine cost-effectiveness for these research missions. The two case studies where
contract vessels came out ahead (CalCurCEAS and SEAS) were for missions in U.S. coastal waters, while the
research missions where NOAA ships were more cost-effective (TAO maintenance including research and RAMP)
were in the more remote tropical Pacific, suggesting that region of operation is a key factor. This result, however,
could be related to the specific NOAA ships examined instead of geography. CalCurSEAS and SEAS involved
NOAA ships with marginal costs higher than the average for NOAA (Reuben Lasker and Bell M. Shimada). TAO
maintenance and RAMP involved NOAA ships with marginal costs below NOAA’s average (Ronald H. Brown and
Hi‘ialakai).75

75

See Table 14.
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Table 15. Summary of Cost-Effectiveness Case Studies

C a s e
Tropical Atmosphere Ocean Array
Maintenance

S t u d i e s

California Current
Cetacean and
Ecosystem
Assessment Survey

Sanctuary
Ecosystem
Assessment
Surveys: Greater
Farallones and
Cordell Bank

Pacific Reef
Assessment and
Monitoring
Program: American
Samoa

a.

b.

National Weather
Service

National Weather
Service

National Marine
Fisheries Service

National Ocean
Service

National Ocean
Service

2015

2015

2014

2016

2015

Mission

Mooring
maintenance and
servicing and float
deployment

Mooring
maintenance and
servicing and float
deployment, plus
related scientific
sampling and
research

Study of cetacean
species and their
ecosystem, plus
physical
oceanographic and
El Nino sampling

Assessment of
National Marine
Sanctuary
conditions,
resources, and
ecosystem

Location

Tropical Pacific

Tropical Pacific

U.S. West Coast

U.S. West Coast

Tropical Pacific

Days at Sea

40a

40a

120a

9b

103b

NOAA Ship
Estimated
Costc

Ronald H. Brown :
$1,446,800

Ronald H. Brown :
$1,446,800

Reuben Lask e r:
$7,131,120

Bell M. Shimada :
$416,997

Hi'ialak ai :
$3,229,050

Contract
Vessel
Estimated
Costd

Contract vessel:
$955,560

University National
Oceanographic
Laboratory System
vessel:
$1,710,000

Contract vessel:
$2,459,353

Monterey Bay
Aquarium Research
Institute vessel:
$403,300

New Zealand
Institute of Water
and Atmospheric
Research vessel:
$5,404,185

Most CostEffective
Option

Contract vessel
(by 34%)

NOAA ship
(by 15%)

Contract vessel
(by 66%)

Contract vessel
(by 3%)

NOAA ship
(by 40%)

Vessel
Actually Used

Contract vessel

NOAA ship and
UNOLS ships

Contract vessel

NOAA ship

NOAA ship

Not the top priority
for UNOLS ship

Contract vessel
may be near end of
useful life

NOAA Line
Office
Year

Other Factors

a.
b.
c.
d.

Scope does not
include related
research

Contract vessel
available only on a
case-by-case basis

Ecosystem
monitoring and
research in coral
reef habitat, plus
data collection on
ocean acidification

Foreign vessel

Same mission length, including transit time, for NOAA ship and contract vessel substitute.
Contract vessel cost incorporates additional days at sea for transit.
Based on the marginal cost estimated in Table 14.
Estimated costs to supply the same mission requirements as NOAA ship, including adjustments to make the comparison equivalent.
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4.3

Capacity, Availability, and Other Factors Affecting the Use of Contract Vessels

As part of the cost-effectiveness analysis, we also examined available data about the capacity and availability of
contract vessels, along with other factors that could affect NOAA’s use of contract vessels. A primary source for this
part of the assessment included a set of informal, voluntary interviews with nine contract vessel providers. We also
used data downloaded from USAspending.gov, a publicly accessible U.S. government website that provides
searchable, transaction-level information on federal contracts and grants.76 Appendix B provides more details on both
of these sources. Observations from this part of the analysis, also discussed in greater detail in Appendix B, include
the following:


Data are not available on the number of vessels with capabilities useful to NOAA that might be available
under contract. Statistics, for example on the total number of research and fishing vessels, however, suggest
that the overall size of the industry is large. NOAA successfully contracts with a variety of different
providers. Data on vessel contracts filtered from USAspending show that NOAA had transactions with more
than 130 individual vendors under approximately 200 unique contracts in fiscal year 2015.77



Individual vendors interviewed are generally willing and available to provide support, even to the extent of
modifying their vessels to suit project needs. It is important to note, however, that the vessel availability is
greater for smaller vessels with more limited capabilities. The individual vessels that are the most obvious
substitutes for NOAA ships (UNOLS vessels) are also the least available.



Most of the vendors interviewed (six of the nine) reported that their availability is greater with more advance
planning. The lead time required to access contract vessels varies depending on the length of the project and
on the size of the vessel. For longer projects aboard larger vessels, more planning is required, however: often
a year or more in advance. For context, the missions conducted by NOAA’s fleet in fiscal years 2015 and
2016 spanned a range of lengths (Figure 4), with an average of approximately 25 days at sea.78



A majority of the vendors interviewed (five of the nine) reported that their vessels are busiest during the
summer months. In spite of competing priorities during the summer, however, the interviewees reported
good availability, particularly with advance planning. NOAA ships execute missions year-round, but, like
contract vessels, they are busiest during the summer (particularly June). The NOAA fleet, however, also
executes a significant number of days at sea outside of summer (particularly March through April and
October).79 These schedule data suggest there may be opportunities to utilize contract vessels when those
vessels have greater availability.



Despite the overall size of the contract vessel industry and the reports from vendors interviewed of generally
good availability, specific projects may have requirements (e.g., vessel capabilities, project scheduling, or
location) that are not a good match for a very large number of vessels. The number of such NOAA projects
could be significant, based on the available data about the number of vendors bidding on these projects.
These data show that, of NOAA contracts for vessel services active in fiscal year 2015, just over half
received only one offer and almost 70 percent had two or fewer offers.80 Data are not available on the
number of solicitations that received no bids.
Figure 4. Length of Missions Conducted by NOAA Fleet

76

Data downloaded for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for fiscal year 2015 from
https://www.usaspending.gov/DownloadCenter/Pages/DataDownload.aspx. Accessed November 18, 2016.
77
See Appendix B for information on how we identified charter contracts in the USAspending data.
78
Based on data provided by OMAO. Excludes fleet services and program support activities (e.g., inspections, shakedowns, sea
trials, and transit not assigned to a specific line office) and scheduled missions where actual days at sea were reported as zero.
79
Based on total days at sea in each month for the entire fleet, as derived from data provided by OMAO (Ibid).
80
Data downloaded for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for fiscal year 2015 from
https://www.usaspending.gov/DownloadCenter/Pages/DataDownload.aspx. Accessed November 18, 2016.
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R



All
A nine of the vendors
v
intervieewed identified
d fuel prices as the major facttor that would aaffect future prrices
fo
or their servicess. Outside of major
m
changes in
n fuel prices, m
most intervieweees predicted oonly small annuual
in
ncreases (in thee range of two to
t three percentt) in the prices for their servicces. The U.S. B
Bureau of Laboor
Sttatistic’s produ
ucer price index
x for the water transportation industry likew
wise shows that prices in this
in
ndustry have remained fairly stable
s
during th
he last five yearrs, changing byy less than 3 peercent per year (with
th
he exception off a 5 percent deecrease in between 2015 and 22016).81



In
nstitutional facttors that differ across NOAA programs also affect the use of contract vesssels. Some
prrograms have contract
c
vehiclees in place thatt allow easy acccess to contractt vessels. Otheer programs do not
haave the mechan
nisms or budgeet to access con
ntract vessels. F
For still other pprograms, the fl
fleet allocation
prrocess may create an incentiv
ve to use contraact vessels for pparts of their m
mission by limitting the total N
NOAA
fleet time availab
ble to the program (i.e., thesee programs receeive a fixed allocation of NOA
AA fleet time aabove
which
w
they mustt use contract vessels).
v
See Ap
ppendix B for specific exampples of each of these institutioonal
faactors.

81

Time seriies data downloaaded for produceer price index forr NAICS categoory 483 from httpps://www.bls.gov/ppi/data.htm.
Accessed March
M
7, 2017.
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5. Summ
mary of Lessons Learned and Recomme
R
endations ffor Next S
Steps
5.1

Concclusions and
d Lessons Leearned

This study demonstrates the value of data collection
c
activ
vities and otherr services the N
NOAA Fleet provides throughh the
products it sup
pports. The NO
OAA Fleet supp
ports a wide raange of benefitss, including thee protection of key resources and
species, increased revenues for economic sectors,
s
and inccreased safety aand economic pprosperity for U
U.S. residents. For
the five produ
ucts that we mo
onetized as partt of this researcch, the benefitss attributed to thhe NOAA Fleeet amount to beetween
approximately
y $0.77 and $3.39 billion per year, which is significantly ggreater than thee annual OMAO
O operating buudget
for NOAA veessels.
This study pro
ovides NOAA with a systemaatic process forr assessing the value of indiviidual observingg systems and ddata
streams throu
ugh the develop
pment of value chains for the products
p
and seervices that deppend on them. The project teaam
relied on dataa from the TPIO
O NOSIA-II mo
odel as well as structured inteerviews with N
NOAA subject m
matter experts to
develop the value chains, an
nd to inform ou
ur valuation of fleet-dependen
f
nt products.
While this stu
udy represents a significant firrst step in demo
onstrating the vvalue of the NO
OAA Fleet, it iis limited in scoope.
Under this contract the projeect team was on
nly able to dev
velop value chaains for 12 of m
more than 600 pproducts, and qquantify
the value of 5 products, that are dependentt on data collected from the fleeet and/or the oobserving systeems it supportss. In
addition, we were
w not able to
o conduct origiinal valuation analyses;
a
our m
monetary estimaates of value thherefore dependd on
existing data and
a estimates from
f
the literatu
ure. We were also
a only able tto conduct a lim
mited number oof interviews, w
which
we conducted
d with product experts
e
from within
w
NOAA.
In addition, th
hroughout the study
s
we learneed that it is diffficult to isolate the effect of inndividual data streams on the
performance of
o a given prod
duct, given the interdependenccy of data that most products rely on. Thus, it is difficult too
attribute an ex
xact percentagee of product vaalue to the NOA
AA Fleet. We hhave attemptedd to reflect this uncertainty byy
providing a reeasonable rangee of values usin
ng Fleet data dependency
d
estiimates provideed by TPIO andd the subject matter
experts.
Another sourcce of uncertainty stems from the
t studies thatt the project teaam relied on too develop moneetary estimates for the
subset of five NOAA produccts. While thesse studies rely on
o standard ecoonomic methodds and models, they are also ssubject
to limitations and caveats. To
T address this uncertainty, wee have attempteed to provide rreasonable rangges and describbe key
assumptions embedded
e
in th
he studies.
The data used
d as inputs to th
his analysis rep
present the best available inforrmation. Howeever, the studies upon which tthe
quantification
ns are based weere often few in
n number and, as
a with any stuudy, limited in ttheir accuracy,, completeness,, and
broader appliccability. Estimaates of the conttribution of thee NOAA fleet tto final productts and services are based on
extensive reseearch and analy
ysis by NOAA’s Technology,, Planning and Integration forr Observation ooffice (TPIO) bbut this
work has its own
o limitationss and the results have not been
n independently
ly verified (as w
with a “denial oof data” analyssis). In
short, the resu
ulting values reepresent an emp
pirical first step
p in the directioon of developinng more accuraate and compleete
estimates of th
he value of NO
OAA products and
a services an
nd the share of that value attriibutable to the N
NOAA fleet. A more
scientifically rigorous analysis would requ
uire additional primary
p
data coollection and annalysis which, if performed
comprehensiv
vely, would be cost-prohibitiv
ve. This study does
d
establish a scientifically sound processs for assessing tthe
societal beneffits of the NOA
AA fleet and ideentifies criticall information reequirements thhat should be ussed to inform fu
future
research agen
ndas.
Despite these challenges, wh
hich are inherent in most econ
nomic analysess, our use of puublished studiess and extensivee
interviews wiith subject mattter experts estaablished a highlly credible rangge of value estiimates. We aree confident thatt these
estimates estaablish the signifficant value off the fleet’s con
ntributions and pprovide materiially relevant ddata to support future
decisions at NOAA
N
regardin
ng the fleet.
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a examined the
t cost-effectiiveness of usinng contract vesssels as a substittute for NOAA
A’s
As part of thiss research we also
marine fleet for
f certain data collection activ
vities. In termss of the numberr of days at seaa executed, NO
OAA’s current uuse of
contract vesseels is approxim
mately equal to its
i use of own fleet. In many cases, howeverr, the missions conducted by these
two types of vessels
v
are not directly compaarable for a varriety of reasonss. For example,, NOAA ships often collect m
multiple
data streams and/or
a
conductt multiple missiions simultaneo
ously. Althouggh some contracct vessels, suchh as certain UN
NOLS
ships, have sim
milar multi-datta stream/multii-mission capab
bilities, many vvessels are bettter suited for inndividual projeccts and
a more limited
d set of data. These
T
“economiies of scope” mean
m
that multiiple contract veessels can someetimes be requiired to
replace the ou
utput of a NOA
AA vessel.
To account fo
or these factors and make equivalent comparrisons betweenn contract vesseels and NOAA ships, we exam
mined
several case studies
s
of specific missions th
hat could be con
nducted by eithher type of vesssel. The single case study invvolving
a single purpo
ose mission of limited scope (TAO
(
maintenaance without suupplemental sccientific researcch) showed a ccontract
vessel to be th
he most cost-efffective option.. The case studies of multi-dissciplinary reseaarch missions iindicated that th
there
are examples where contractt vessels are more
m cost effectiive and others w
where NOAA ships are moree cost effective.. These
case studies were
w not conclu
usive regarding
g the factors thaat determine coost-effectivenesss. Geography could be one fa
factor.
NOAA ships appeared moree cost effective for the researcch missions connducted in the rremote tropicaal Pacific, whilee
contract vesseels appeared more cost effectiive for those co
onducted in U.S
S. coastal wateers. These resullts, however, coould
also be related
d to the specific NOAA shipss examined. Th
he case studies w
where contractt vessels were m
more cost effecctive
involved NOA
AA ships with higher marginaal costs than th
he average for N
NOAA’s fleet ooverall.
We also cond
ducted a limited
d examination of
o the capacity and availabilitty of contract vvessels, along w
with other factoors that
could affect NOAA’s
N
use off contract vesseels. NOAA successfully contrracts with a largge number of ddifferent contraact
vessel provideers and individ
dual vendors rep
port good availlability to provvide support. Sppecific projectss, however, maay have
requirements (e.g., vessel caapabilities, projject scheduling
g, or location) thhat are not a goood match for a very large nuumber
of contract veessels. Of NOA
AA contracts for vessel servicees active in fisccal year 2015, jjust over half rreceived only oone
offer and almost 70 percent had two or few
wer offers.82 In general, contraact vessel availlability appearss to be greater ffor
smaller vessells with more lim
mited capabilitties. The indiviidual vessels thhat are the mostt obvious substtitutes for NOA
AA
ships (UNOL
LS vessels) are also
a the least av
vailable. Theree may, howeverr, be opportuniities for NOAA
A to make greatter use
of contract veessels during peeriods when tho
ose vessels hav
ve greater availlability (i.e., ouutside of the sum
mmer months)).

5.2

Reco
ommended Next
N Steps

There are several ways that NOAA
N
could further
f
refine th
he estimates froom this study. First, many of the value chainns and
quantitative sttudy estimates could benefit from
f
additional interviews wiith NOAA expperts as well as external produuct
users. These interviews
i
wou
uld provide a beetter understanding of the deccisions that useers make based on the informaation
that the produ
ucts provide, ass well as how th
he NOAA Fleeet contributes too each product. Additional annalyses could aalso be
conducted to further refine our
o monetary estimates, particcularly our estiimates for Nauttical Charts andd the ENSO Ouutlook.
However, thiss would requiree primary data collection. Fin
nally, to furtherr inform investm
ment decisionss and focus resoources,
NOAA may also
a want to exp
pand this analy
ysis to include more
m fleet-deppendent productts and/or additiional observingg
systems (e.g., OMAO aircraaft).
To better exam
mine the factorrs that determin
ne the cost-effeectiveness of coontract vessels,, NOAA couldd conduct additiional
case studies. If
I carefully seleected, additionaal case studies could help isollate the factorss that contributee to costeffectiveness (e.g., geograph
hy, specific NO
OAA ships used
d, length of misssion, time of yyear).
A more detailled assessment of existing and
d future contracct vessel capaccity and availabbility would alsso be useful. Thhe
voluntary inteerviews with veendors that we conducted for this study weree limited in num
mber and not ggeographically
representativee. A more thoro
ough, perhaps statistically
s
selected, survey in
incorporating m
more detailed qquestions aboutt vessel
availability an
nd capabilities could provide a greater underrstanding of thee industry. A ddetailed examinnation of NOAA
A’s
contract recorrds, beyond thee limited descriiptive data in USAspending,
U
m
might also provvide more com
mprehensive datta on
the industry’ss size and capab
bilities.

82

Data are not available on thee number of soliccitations that recceived no bids.
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Appendix A: NOAA Fleet Data Value Chains for
Select Products and Services
Appendix A contains the full value chain descriptions for the 12 NOAA products and services evaluated as part of the
NOAA Fleet Societal Benefits Study, including:













Coral Reef Status and Trends Report
Sea Level Rise (SLR) and Coastal Flooding Impacts Viewer
Nautical Chart Products
El Nino Southern-Oscillation (ENSO) Outlook
National Marine Sanctuary Conditions Reports
Fisheries Stock Assessments
Tsunamis Inundation Forecast Models
Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) Forecasts and Mitigation Capability, Gulf of Maine
Hypoxia Watch, Gulf of Mexico
Ocean Noise Mapping
Hurricane Outlook
Emergency Response Services
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1. Coral Reefs: Co
oral Statuss and Tren
nds Reporrt
1.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

The National Coral Reef Mo
onitoring Progrram (NCRMP), as part of
the Coral Reeef Conservation
n Program (CR
RCP), is develop
ping
Status and Treends Report Caards for high-leevel decision-m
makers,
along with maany other moree detailed reporrts for local resource
managers. Th
he Status and Trrends Report Cards
C
are a new
w product,
currently under developmen
nt, that will prov
vide a summarry of
standardized indicators
i
for all
a U.S. coral reeef jurisdictions
monitored by NOAA’s CRC
CP. In addition,, the CRCP pro
oduces
more extensiv
ve, tailored reports for the juriisdictional leveel.

Product: Coraal Reef Status aand Trends
Report
Line Office: N
National Oceann Service, Coraal
Reef Conservaation Program
Mission Serviice Area: Proteect and Monitoor
Coral Reefs

The CRCP, a matrix program
m spanning NO
OS, NMFS, OA
AR and
NESDIS and headquartered from the Natio
onal Ocean Serrvice’s Office ffor Coastal Man
anagement, has monitored corral
reefs to develop status indicaators since the program was established
e
in 22000. Between 2010 and 20133 NOAA
consolidated and
a standardizeed sampling methodologies
m
so
o that trends inn coral reef ecoosystems could be compared aacross
jurisdictions and
a presented at
a the national level.
l
CRCP usses data from sships, buoys, ccharter ships, annd satellites to
develop 15 to
o 19 biologic (fi
fish and benthicc) and climate indicators,
i
andd uses surveys tto collect socioeconomic indiccators
that reflect thee health of speccific coral reeff attributes and ecosystem servvices relative too a historical sttandard. The
indicators witthin each category (e.g. fish, benthic,
b
climatee, socioeconom
mic) and regionn are then averaaged, comparedd to
thresholds, an
nd presented in a report card to high-level deecision-makerss such as the U..S Congress annd NOAA leadeership
to set funding
g priorities need
ded to ensure th
he continued heealth and produuctivity of thesse resources annd the economicc
activity that th
hey support. Prrior to this effo
ort to standardizze sampling meethodologies accross jurisdictions, the CRCP
P could
not roll-up ind
dicators across sites and thereefore could not provide a natioonal picture off coral reef heallth. The CRCP
P is in
the process off developing th
he first two pilo
ot Status and Trrends Report C
Cards.

1.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data that Feeed the Produ
uct

The report carrd and underlying indicators require
r
the colllection of data by multiple obbservation systeems over a widde
geographic reegion. The strattified random sampling
s
design
n that NCRMP
P uses to collect data for the S
Status and Trennds
Report is heav
vily reliant on benthic
b
and oth
her habitat map
pping performeed in part by NO
OAA cruises. N
NOAA ships suuch as
the Nancy Foster provide multi-beam
m
sonaar, echo soundeer sonar, and otther capabilitiees for coral reeff and fish habittat
mapping.83 Bu
uoys and satelllites also collecct data on ocean
n acidification and thermal str
tress, which feeed into the repoort
card’s climatee indicators alo
ong with ocean profile data co
ollected during marine biologiical ship surveyys.
Using NOAA
A ships and observation system
ms to perform data
d collection helps the CRC
CP adhere to thhe standardized
sampling metthodology that underpins the national
n
status and trends repoort. Other ship-based data colllection options, such
as charter personal dive boatts, are more ex
xpensive and sccarce, limiting tthe timeframe ffor critical sam
mpling. Some efforts
such the Paciffic Reef Assesssment and Mon
nitoring Prograam (RAMP) whhich is NCRMP
P in the Pacificc, conducted byy the
Pacific Island
ds Fisheries Sciience Center an
nd funded by th
he CRCP, couldd not be done w
without the usee of NOAA vesssels.
The long distaances and remo
ote locations off the Pacific co
oral reef jurisdicctions make soome of these prrograms only possible
with NOAA ships.
s

1.3

Pro
oduct Interm
mediaries an
nd Dissemin
nation

83

“Two NOAA
A ships deployed
d to Caribbean to
o map coral reefss, explore deep sea”. Office of M
Marine and Aviatiion Operations.
National Ocean
nic and Atmosph
heric Administrattion. Accessed Jaanuary 25, 2017: http://www.om
mao.noaa.gov/finnd/media/articles//201511-26/two-noaaa-ships-deployed
d-caribbean-map
p-coral-reefs-exp
plore-deep-sea
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NOAA contraacts with The University
U
of Maryland
M
Centeer for Environm
mental Science Integration andd Application
Network (IAN
N) to generate the
t final reportt card. IAN inteegrates multiplle datasets and compares the ddata to threshollds,
then organizes it in a formatt that is more acccessible to thee report card’s audience.84
The CRCP is in the final staages of develop
ping its official roll-out plan, aand the program
m targets the U
U.S. Congress, N
NOAA
ons, and the puublic for its repport card. NOA
AA works on ann
and other fedeeral agency leaadership, nonprrofit organizatio
individual bassis with jurisdicctional coral reeef managers an
nd other managgement partnerrs to disseminaate the more dettailed
jurisdiction-leevel reports.

1.4

Useers of the Prroduct

U.S. Congressional leaders and
a NOAA leaadership will usse the Coral Staatus and Trendds Report to maake decisions too
allocate resou
urces to coral reeef protection. Jurisdiction-lev
vel decision-m
makers, includinng local resourcce managers annd
Marine Proteccted Area manaagers, can use the
t Status and Trends Report Card to effectiively monitor rreefs and desiggn
education pro
ograms that furtther enhance th
he ecosystem’s health.85 Outsiide of the decission-making spphere, the data and
indicators included in the rep
ports provide a wealth of info
ormation for accademic and prrivate researcheers, as well as tthe
public.
The Status an
nd Trends Repo
ort Card provid
des decision-maakers at all leveels with a basicc understandingg of the status aand
condition of these ecosystem
ms in the contex
xt of three geneeral topics of inndicators: bioloogical, climate,, and socioeconnomic.
Monitoring biiological trendss such as coral diversity, fish abundance, annd habitat compposition allowss researchers,
scientists, and
d coral reef man
nagers to evalu
uate managemeent strategies inn response to fiishing, climate,, and pollution
stressors.86 Cllimate indicators, including th
hermal stress, ocean
o
acidificattion, and variouus ecological impacts, identiffy
87
resilient or vu
ulnerable reef areas.
a
While biological
b
and climate
c
indicatoors influence thhe value of corral reefs, whichh we
discuss in the next section, socioeconomic
s
indicators in particular
p
link th
the economic vvalues of coral rreefs to managgement
decisions.

1.5

Soccietal Benefiits

Coral reefs prrovide the Unitted States with valuable goodss and services iincluding foodd, coastal protecction, habitat, aand
opportunity fo
or recreational activities. These goods and services in turn provide differeent types of ecoonomic benefitts,
including: usee values (e.g., snorkeling)
s
and
d associated tou
urism benefits; non-use valuees (e.g., values people hold for the
existence of coral
c
reefs); and
d amenity values (e.g., as meaasured by increeases in propert
rty values due tto proximity to coral
reefs).88 Severral studies havee estimated theese benefits for the United Staates using standdard economic techniques. Baased on
a meta-analyssis of these stud
dies,89 Table A.1 presents the sum of coral reeef benefits by U.S. state or teerritory, while Figure
A.1 shows peer-hectare valuees for specific ecosystem
e
serv
vices.
Various stresssors threaten co
oral reefs and the ecosystem services
s
they prrovide. Both thhe status and trrends report andd the
jurisdiction-leevel report are effective tools for presenting coral reef heallth to various uusers. By incorpporating data frrom
the NOAA Flleet into severaal indicators, the CRCP createes a product thaat stakeholders can use to infoorm decision-m
making,
thereby helpin
ng to protect co
oral reefs and th
he important eccosystem serviices they providde.

84

“Environmen
ntal Report Card
d Production: How
w healthy is you
ur ecosystem?” Inntegration and A
Application Netw
work. University of
Maryland Centter for Environm
mental Science. Accessed
A
January
y 25, 2017:
http://ian.umces.edu/work_with
h_us/environmen
ntal_report_card_
_production/
85
“National Co
oral Reef Monito
oring Plan Socioeeconomic Monito
oring Componennt”. Coral Reef C
Conservation Proogram. National Ocean
and Atmospherric Administratio
on. Accessed Jan
nuary 20, 2017:
https://www.co
oris.noaa.gov/mo
onitoring/resourcces/ncrmp_socio_
_econ_onepagerr.pdf
86
“National Co
oral Reef Monito
oring Program: Tracking
T
Biologiccal Trends”. Corral Reef Informaation System. Naational Ocean andd
Atmospheric Administration.
A
Accessed
A
January
y 20, 2017: https://www.coris.no aa.gov/monitorinng/biological.htm
ml
87
“National Co
oral Reef Monito
oring Program: Monitoring
M
Climaate-Driven Impaacts”. Coral Reeff Information Sysstem. National O
Ocean
and Atmospherric Administratio
on. Accessed Jan
nuary 20, 2017: https://www.cori
h
is.noaa.gov/monnitoring/climate.hhtml
88
Brander, Luk
ke and Pieter van
n Beukering, 201
13. “The Total Economic Value oof U.S. Coral Reeefs: A Review oof the Literature””. Coral
Reef Conservattion Program. Naational Ocean an
nd Atmospheric Administration.
A
Available:
https://data.nod
dc.noaa.gov/coriss/library/NOAA//CRCP/other/oth
her_crcp_publicaations/TEV_US__Coral_Reefs_Literature_Review
w_2013.
pdf. Accessed 1/20/2017.
1
89
Ibid.
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Ta
able A.1. Totall coral reef vallues for the Un
nited States (22007 USD)
State/T
Territory

Area
a of coral reef value
v
(ha)

Total vaalue (millions, US$)

Americcan Samoa

22,2200

$111

Floridaa

36,0000

$1744

Guam

7,1159

$1399

165,9990

$1,7477

Hawaiii
Puerto Rico

12,6642

$1,0933

CNMI

6,4494

$655

USVI

34,4400

$1877

284,8885

$3,4166

United
d States

Source: Edwards, Peter E.T. 2013. “Sum
mmary Report: The
T Economic V
Values of U.S. Cooral Reefs, 2001--2011”. NOAA
Coral Reef
R Conservation
n Program.

Figure A.1. Mean
M
ecosystem service valu
ues (2007 USD
D).
Number of vaalue estimates from
f
the differeent studies are provided in paarentheses.
Source: Brandeer, Luke and Pietter van Beukerin
ng, 2013

Figure A.2 deemonstrates thee value chain asssociated the Status and Trendds Report Cardds, including thhe data from thee
NOAA fleet and
a other sourcces that it depen
nds on, and how
w it ultimately provides valuee to society.
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Figure A.2. NOAA
N
Fleet Data
D
Value Chain: Coral Reefs Status and
d Trends Repoort
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2.

Sea
a Level Rise: Sea Leevel Rise Viewer
V

2.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

Productt: Sea Level Rise and Coastal
Sea level rise threatens many
y U.S coastal areas,
a
which aree some of the
Floodingg Impacts View
wer
most developed, populous, and
a economicaally viable areass in the countryy.
Low-lying coastal areas are especially vuln
nerable to flood
ding, erosion,
Line Offfice: National O
Ocean Service,,
habitat loss, and
a seawater in
ntrusion. 90 The Sea Level Risee and Coastal
Office foor Coastal Mannagement
Flooding Imp
pacts Viewer (S
SLR Viewer), developed
d
by NOAA’s
N
Officee
of Coastal Maanagement (OC
CM), is a web-b
based map view
wing tool that
Mission Service Area:: Climate Mitiggation
provides coasstal managers, community
c
plaanners, and otheer users with
and Adapptation Strateggies
visuals, corressponding data, and explanatory information concerning seea
level rise inun
ndation, flood frequency,
f
marrsh impacts, and
socioeconomiics91 This inforrmation allows users to identify potential
community vu
ulnerabilities and
a assess appro
opriate adaptattion options andd strategies. Ass of 2015, the S
SLR viewer coovers
all coastal terrritory in the Un
nited States exccept Alaska. NOAA publishees a companionn Lake Level Viewer tool for tthe
Great Lakes region,
r
but dataa collection for that product does not involvee NOAA Fleet vessels.92

2.2

Datta that Feed
d the Producct

NOAA ships contribute to th
he SLR Viewerr through the collection
c
of hyydrographic andd geospatial daata for US coasttal
areas. VDatum
m, a software tool developed by multiple NO
OAA line officces, combines tthe data collectted from NOAA
A
vessels into bathymetric-top
pographic Digittal Elevation Models
M
(DEMs)) for specific arreas. OCM incoorporates thesee
DEMs, as well as LIDAR an
nd Conditioned
d DEMs (DEM
Ms conditioned tto a higher speecification), tidee gauge observvations,
coastal flooding thresholds, and other jointtly developed in
nputs, into the SLR Viewer. O
OCM updates tthe SLR Vieweer as
new data inpu
uts become avaailable. For exaample, in 2015, OCM added nnew land coverr, elevation, andd levee data uppdates
for San Franccisco Bay, coastal Texas, Oreg
gon, and the U.S. Virgin Islannds. Most recenntly, NOAA reemapped seven states
with new postt-Sandy LIDAR
R elevation datta.93 In 2017, OCM
O
released aan enhanced Beeta viewer thatt includes locall sea
level rise scen
narios from thee 3rd National Climate
C
Assessm
ment.
Several other federal agencies and educatio
onal institution
ns contribute daata to the SLR vviewer. For exxample, the US
Geological Su
urvey, in additiion to collaboraating with the OCM
O
on two S
SLR mapping toools that led too the developmeent of
the SLR View
wer, provides base elevation data
d for Louisiaana. The NOAA
A Center for O
Operational Oceeanographic Prroducts
and Services conducts
c
analy
yses that supporrt tool’s flood frequency
f
capaabilities, and thhe Bureau of Laabor Statistics hhas
provided blocck group analyssis in the past, and
a may do so again for futurre versions of tthe viewer. Thee University off
Hawaii Schoo
ol of Ocean and
d Earth Sciencee and Technolo
ogy performed mapping for seeveral outlyingg coastal territoories,
and the Univeersity of South Carolina Hazaards and Vulnerrability Researcch Institute proovides Social V
Vulnerability Inndex
data.

2.3

Useers of the Prroduct and Related
R
Pro
oducts

The primary users
u
of the SL
LR viewer are coastal
c
plannerss, floodplain m
managers, scienttists and engineeers, and muniicipal
representativees who are interested in assesssing communitty-level vulneraability to sea leevel rise and cooastal flooding..
Several comm
munities in the United
U
States have
h
incorporatted the SLR Viiewer or underrlying data into their adaptatioon
planning. Forr example, in 20
013, the City of Charleston, South
S
Carolina began to workk with OCM to analyze the pootential
impacts of seaa level rise on the
t city.94 As part
p of this proccess, OCM usedd the SLR View
wer to demonsstrate the effectt of sea
90

“Climate Action Benefits: Coastal Property””. Climate Action
n Benefits Reporrt. US EPA. Avaailable:
pa.gov/cira/climaate-action-beneffits-coastal-propeerty. Accessed JJanuary 26, 20177.
https://www.ep
91
“Sea Level Rise
R – Map View
wer: Sea Level Rise
R and Coastal Flooding Impaccts”. Climate.govv. National Oceaanic and Atmosppheric
Administration
n. Available: http
ps://www.climatte.gov/maps-dataa/dataset/sea-levvel-rise-map-view
wer. Accessed Jaanuary 26, 20177.
92
“Coastal Lou
uisiana added to NOAA Sea Lev
vel Rise Viewer””. National Oceaanic and Atmosppheric Administrration. Availablee:
http://www.noaaanews.noaa.gov
v/stories2015/12
21715-coastal-louisiana-added-too-noaa-sea-levell-rise-viewer.htm
ml. Accessed Jannuary
26, 2017.
93
“Sea Level Rise
R Viewer: Datta Updates”. Dig
gitalCoast. NOA
AA Office for Cooastal Managemeent. January 26, 2017. Availablee:
https://coast.no
oaa.gov/digitalco
oast/tools/slr.htm
ml. Accessed Jan
nuary 27, 2017.
94
City of Charrleston, 2015. Seea Level Rise Strrategy. Decembeer, 2015. Availabble at: http://ww
ww.charlestonsc.gov/DocumeentCenter/View//10089. Accesseed February 5, 20
017.
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level rise on streets,
s
landmarrks, and infrasttructure to city planners and eengineers. The City subsequenntly developedd a sea
level rise strattegy, and has received a coasttal resilience grrant of $766,8887 on behalf off the Charlestonn Resilience N
Network
to implement the strategy.95 In another case, the City of New
N York usedd the SLR View
wer to incorporrate coastal floooding
and sea level rise risks into a post-Hurrican
ne Sandy comp
prehensive resillience plan. Thhe city’s Officee of Long-Term
m
Planning and Sustainability worked with FEMA,
F
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, aand NOAA to ddevelop the Saandy
Recovery Too
ol, which helpeed the city conssider coastal an
nd emergency pplanning, coasttal protection, ccritical infrastruucture
and services, and building co
ode upgrades during
d
the post--Sandy recoverry.96
Other users in
nclude universiities, scientific and engineerin
ng groups, and NGOs who use the SLR view
wer and underlyying
data for research. The Univeersity of Florida, for example,, combined floood data from thhe SLR viewerr with critical
infrastructure data, land use data and vulneerability indices to develop a nnew SLR view
wer specificallyy for the Tampaa Bay
area. The new
w viewer allowss local, non-exp
pert planners in
n the Tampa Bay area to priorritize adaptatioon options undeer
different sea level
l
rise scenaarios, including
g adaptation opttions related too transportationn, institutional, and emergencyy
infrastructure.97
Various privaate entities also use the data un
nderlying the SLR
S
Viewer to develop their oown sea level rrise assessmentt tools.
Zillow and Sy
yndeste LLC, for
f example, aree two private sector companiees that use NO
OAA’s SLR datta or DEMs to
perform assesssments. Zillow
w uses the data to assess the vu
ulnerability off home values too sea level risee, while Syndesste,
LLC has deveeloped a uniquee flood vulneraability applicatiion.98 While thhere are many aadditional toolss available to aassess
SLR vulnerab
bility, as part off OCM’s DigitalCoast platforrm, the SLR Viiewer, enables users to accesss a mapping toool and
the underlying
g data, as well as a variety off other coastal vulnerability
v
toools, easily and quickly.
The SLR view
wer is availablee, along with seeveral other coaastal analysis toools, on OCM’s DigitalCoastt website. In adddition,
NOAA provid
des technical assistance for th
he tool via Digiital Coast. Userrs can access uunderlying dataa through a dataa
access viewerr and data regisstry, and metad
data is availablee in a separate ddata catalog. Inn addition, OCM
M conducts ouutreach
on the SLR Viewer
V
to differrent groups thro
ough workshop
ps and conferennces; these grouups include fedderal, state, couunty,
and local agen
ncies, universitties, research ag
gencies, privatte companies, aand non-governnmental and intternational
organizations. Several of theese entities creaate apps that fu
urther disseminnate or use NOA
AA’s data. Addditionally, the S
SLR
viewer and un
nderlying data gain recognitio
on through articcles, presentations, and througgh social media outlets.99

2.4

Soccietal Benefiits

The SLR View
wer allow plan
nners, emergenccy managers, and
a others to viisualize the local potential inuundation level
associated witth future sea leevel rise and un
nderstand the po
otential impactt on coastal prooperties and asssociated resourrces.
This in turn in
nforms plannin
ng decisions, wh
hich helps to av
void property ddamage, mainttain critical infrrastructure, minnimize
impacts on vu
ulnerable popullations, and preeserve or enhan
nce coastal ecoosystems.
Several studiees have estimatted the costs off sea level rise and
a coastal floooding. The U.S
S. EPA estimattes that the costts of
property aban
ndonment and protective
p
adap
ptation actions (plus
(
some addditional costs) aassociated withh sea level rise and
storm surge will
w amount to $5
$ trillion throu
ugh the end of the century.100 Zillow, using NOAA’s SLR
R maps, estimatees that
approximately
y 1.9 million homes worth $8
882 billion are at
a risk of beingg underwater byy 2100.101

95

‘Stories from
m the field: Build
ding the Case forr a Comprehensiive Sea Level Riise Strategy in C
Charleston, Southh Carolina. Avaiilable
at: https://coastt.noaa.gov/digitaalcoast/stories/ch
harleston-slr.htm
ml. Accessed Febbruary 5, 2017.
96
The City of New
N York, 2014
4. Background naarrative to suppo
ort New York Ciity’s cooperationn with the Federral Administratioon
regarding New
w York City’s Reesiliency Plan. Th
he Office of the Mayor.
97
“Stories from
m the Field: Creaating a Customizzed Sea Level Riise Viewer to Asssist Planners inn Florida”. NOAA
A Office for Coaastal
Management. Available
A
at: http
ps://coast.noaa.g
gov/digitalcoast/stories/tampa-viiewer.html. Acceessed February 55, 2017.
98
“Stories from
m the Field: Und
derstanding Com
mprehensive Floo
od Risk with NO
OAA Data”. NOA
AA Office for C
Coastal Managem
ment.
Available at: htttps://coast.noaaa.gov/digitalcoasst/stories/beyond
d-floods.html. Acccessed February
ry 5, 2017.
99
“SLRViewerr – Outreach Cap
pture”. Doug Maarcy, NOAA. Peersonal communiication. January 10, 2017.
100
“Climate Action
A
Benefits: Coastal
C
Property
y”. U.S. EPA. Co
oastal Action Beenefits Report. A
Available at:
https://www.ep
pa.gov/cira/climaate-action-beneffits-coastal-propeerty. Accessed F
February 5, 20177.
101
“Climate Ch
hange and Housiing: Will a Risin
ng Tide Sink all Homes?” Zillow
w.com. Availablee at:
http://www.zilllow.com/researcch/climate-chang
ge-underwater-ho
omes-12890/. A
Accessed Februarry 5, 2017.
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The SLR viewer has enabled communities and areas to assess vulnerability in dollar terms on a local scale. An analysis
performed by the Southeast Florida Regional Climate Change Compact Counties (Monroe, Miami-Dade, Broward, and
Palm Beach), as well as the South Florida water Management District, local universities, NOAA and other federal
agencies, revealed that a one-foot rise in sea level could yield $4 billion-worth of vulnerable homes, and a three-foot
scenario could result in $31 billion in vulnerable homes in the Southeast Florida region102
Figure A.2 presents the value chain for the SLR Viewer, including the data from the NOAA Fleet and other sources that
the tool depends on, and how the tool ultimately results in value to society.

102

Southeast Florida Regional Climate Change Compact Inundation Mapping and Vulnerability Assessment Work Group. 2012.
Analysis of the Vulnerability of Southeast Florida to Sea Level Rise.
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Figure A.2. NOAA
N
Fleet Data
D
Value Chain: SLR View
wer
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3.

Batthymetry//Hydrogra
aphic Surv
veys: Nauttical Chartt Productss

3.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

NOAA provid
des nautical charts and related
d hydrographicc
information for
fo the safe navigation of mariitime commercce,
engineering, scientific
s
and other
o
commerciial and industriial
activities.103 NOAA’s
N
nauticcal charts and associated
a
hydrrographic
data support safe
s and efficieent navigation, homeland secu
urity,
protection of the marine env
vironment, coasstal zone management,
and economicc prosperity forr the Nation. NOAA’s Nation
nal Ocean
Service (NOS
S), Office of Co
oast Survey (OCS) is responsible for
producing a suite of over 1,0
000 nautical ch
harts that cover the coasts
1
of U.S. states and territories, as well as the Great Lakes. 104

Product: Naautical Charts
Line Office: National Oceaan Service,
Office of Coast Survey
Mission Servvice Area: Ressilient Coastal
Communitiess and Economiies, Marine
Transportatioon

NOAA’s nauttical charts sho
ow water depths, shoreline of adjacent land, prominent topoographic featurres, aids to
navigation (in
ncluding locatio
ons of dangers to navigation),, anchorages, aand other featurres.105 Nauticall charts come iin two
forms, as paper charts and electronically. Paper
P
charts aree more traditionnal, and are lesss in use today.. NOAA used tto print
NOAA lithog
graph nautical charts
c
in large runs
r
and sell th
hem to commerrcial chart agennts who would then distributee them
to the public. However, the Federal
F
Aviatio
on Administrattion took over ffederal chart prroduction in 19999 and closedd the
printing operaation as a cost-saving measuree on April 13, 2014.
2
Instead, NOAA has forrmed partnershhips with print-ondemand (POD
D) distributors. These distribu
utors take orderrs from the pubblic and print thhe most up-to-ddate version off the
chart from thee NOAA websiite. NOS updattes each chart online
o
every weeek. Thus, indiividuals can be certain that theey are
purchasing th
he most up to daate version of the
t chart the mo
oment it is prinnted.106 NOAA
A-certified venddors print and ssell
paper charts throughout the world. Individu
uals can also purchase and prrint charts for fr
free directly froom NOAA’s OCS
website.
In today’s wo
orld, electronic charts are morre popular and mandated
m
for ccertain commerrcial vessels. T
There are two diigital
formats for ellectronic chartss, Raster Nauticcal Charts (RN
NC) and Electroonic Navigationnal Charts (ENC). The RNC is a
simple digitall image of the paper
p
chart, wh
hile the ENC caarries a significcantly greater aamount of inforrmation that caan help
warn mariners of dangers ah
head and provid
de other inform
mation critical tto a safe passagge. ENCs are bbasically geograaphic
information sy
ystems; they uttilize a computterized system called an Electtronic Chart Diisplay and Infoormation System
m
(ECDIS) to diisplay the chartt data and the ship's
s
position. The ENCs diggital format alloows quicker uppdates, which m
means
the mariner haas the most up to date inform
mation to make a safe passage. This same daata can also be uused for ocean
modeling and
d other scientifiic activities. Th
he ENC and theeir associated E
ECDIS system rely on satellitte positioning ssystems
like the Globaal Positioning System
S
(GPS) and
a have differrent capabilitiees, and limitatioons compared tto their paper
counterparts. Electronic charts are the legaal equivalent off a paper chart iif the ENC andd ECDIS meet International
Hydrographicc Organization (IHO) and Inteernational Mariitime Organizaation (IMO) speecifications.107

3.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data that Feeed the Produ
uct

The NOAA fleet
fl conducts hydrographic
h
su
urveys that prov
vide some of thhe bathymetry data NOS usess to maintain N
Nautical
Charts. Four of
o the ships in NOAA’s
N
fleet are primarily dedicated
d
to hyydrographic surrveying, includding Fairweatheer,
Ferdinand R. Hassler, Rainiier, and Thoma
as Jefferson. Eaach of these shiips use full botttom coverage echo soundingg
103

NOAA is reesponsible for prroducing nauticaal charts pursuan
nt to the Coast annd Geodetic Survvey Act of 1947 and the Hydroggraphic
Services Impro
ovement Act of 1998
1
(and amend
dments). NOAA
A’s mapping and surveying activities for safe navvigation are a priimary
contributor to U.S.
U commitmen
nts for nautical charts
c
under the international
i
Saffety of Life at Seea Treaty, directtly sustaining Cooast
Guard chart carrriage regulation
ns.
104
“NOAA’s Suite
S
of Nauticall Charts.” NOAA
A Office of Coasst Survey.
https://www.naauticalcharts.noaaa.gov/mcd/learn
nnc_chartsuite.httml
105
“What is a Nautical
N
Chart?”” (2002). NOAA
A Office of Coastt Survey. https:///www.nauticalchharts.noaa.gov/m
mcd/learnnc_chaart.html
106
Personal Co
ommunication with
w Rachel Medlley, Chief of Customer Affairs B
Branch of the Naavigation Servicees Division on JJanuary
11, 2017.
107
“What is a Nautical
N
Chart?”” (2002) NOAA Office of Coast Survey. https://w
www.nauticalchharts.noaa.gov/m
mcd/learnnc_charrt.html
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technology to
o measure water depth and ideentify navigatio
onal hazards. T
The Fairweatheer, Rainer, and Thomas Jefferrson
also have 2-6 smaller boats or
o launches to survey shallow
w areas.108 The ship's officers and crew acquuire and processs the
data on board
d the ship. The data
d is passed to
t NOAA hydrrographers and cartographers at the Office oof Coast Surveyy's
shoreside processing centerss for quality control and comp
pilation to the nnation’s Nauticcal Charts.
i
report any hazard
dous features ffound during thhese surveys thhat might endannger
In addition, crrew members immediately
vessels to NO
OAA cartograph
hers, who updaate the correspo
onding nauticall chart right aw
way. The U.S. C
Coast Guard
Navigation Center also publlishes this inforrmation in the appropriate
a
Local Notice to M
Mariners to enssure that the pub
ublic is
made aware of
o the change.1009

3.3

Com
mplementarry Data

NOS also receeives hydrograaphic survey daata from other federal
f
and statte agencies, as well as the privvate sector. Forr
example, Hyd
drographic Surv
vey Services Contractors
C
prov
vide a about hhalf of the hydroographic data tthat NOAA usees to
develop nautiical charts. In addition,
a
the Offfice of Coast Survey
S
operatess six Navigatioon Response Teeams (NRTs) w
which
consist of 27--foot small boatts and the Bay Hydro II, a 55'' aluminum cattamaran. Thesee vessels have m
many of the sam
me
sonar capabiliities as the NOAA survey vesssels and focus on surveying tthe depths of thhe ever-changinng seafloor andd
searching for dangers to nav
vigation.110 Beccause of their sm
maller size, theese vessels cann be more econoomically deplooyed
and can be used in shallow, inland waterwaays where the NOAA
N
fleet veessels cannot ggo – for examplle, they are
responsible fo
or surveying the near shore arreas of the natio
on's 175 major U.S. ports.111
A significant source of pertinent data is fro
om the U.S. Arm
my Corps of E
Engineers, whicch provides NO
OAA with surveey data
and underwatter construction
n permit inform
mation for federral channels, annchorages and inland waterwaays. NOAA
cartographerss analyze these surveys and peermits to determ
mine necessaryy updates to nauutical charts beecause of shoalling or
1
dredging in ch
hannels or new
w construction.112
Finally, NOA
AA also receivees information from
f
the recreaational boating community thrrough a Coopeerative Chartingg
Program with
h the U.S. Poweer Squadrons (U
USPS) and the Coast Guard A
Auxiliary. USP
PS members annd the Coast Guuard
can report any
y chart discrepaancies to NOA
AA online. If thee update is deeemed critical it is applied to thhe nautical charrt.

3.4

Com
mplementarry Products

In addition to nautical chartss produced by NOAA
N
and cerrtified POD venndors, there aree several softw
ware companiess that
use electronicc nautical charts to build mapp
ping applicatio
ons for recreatioonal boaters. T
The developers of these apps rrely on
the RNCs and
d ENCs that NO
OS produces to
o provide nauticcal chart inform
mation to their users. Any tim
me changes are made
to the NOAA nautical chartss, these apps arre automatically
y updated. NO
OS is currently w
working to form
mat the data that goes
into Nautical Charts in a way that makes itt easier for thesse software devvelopers to use..

108

“Survey Vessels.” (2016). NOAA
N
Office off Coast Survey. https://www.nau
h
uticalcharts.noaaa.gov/hsd/surveyyplatforms.html
“How Publiications are Updated.” NOAA Office
O
of Coast Su
urvey.
https://www.naauticalcharts.noaaa.gov/mcd/learn
n_chartupdate.httml
110
“Navigation
n Response Team
ms.” NOAA Offi
fice of Coast Surrvey. https://www
w.nauticalchartss.noaa.gov/nsd/nnrt.html
111
“NOAA R/V
V Bay Hydro II.” NOAA Officee of Coast Survey
y. https://www.nnauticalcharts.nooaa.gov/nsd/bayhhydro.htm
112
“How Publiications are Updated.” NOAA Office
O
of Coast Su
urvey.
https://www.naauticalcharts.noaaa.gov/mcd/learn
n_chartupdate.httml
109
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3.5

Useers of the Prroduct and Related
R
Pro
oducts

Nautical Charrts and their rellated products have
h
many usees. Federal reguulations requiree certain vessells to carry
“navigational charts and pub
blications publiished by the Naational Ocean S
Service.”113 Thhese regulations are set by thee Coast
Guard and thee by the internaational maritim
me community.
Commercial and
a light comm
mercial sector vessels
v
that tran
nsit the same U
U.S. waters on eeach trip, such as cruise lines,,
ferries, tug an
nd tow vessels, rely heavily on
n NOAA Nautiical Charts. Thhe Coast Guardd requires each of these vessells to
have a large-sscale, detailed paper
p
chart of the
t waters in which
w
they operrate. This chartt can be printedd through any oof the
NOAA-certifi
fied print-on-deemand vendors that sell Nautiical Charts.114 T
The vendors prrovide a Certifiicate of Authennticity
with each chaart to ensure thaat it meets regu
ulatory requirem
ments. There arre 20 to 25 of tthese vendors tthat work directly
1
with NOAA.115
In 2011, direect users and vendors
v
downlo
oaded 210,843 ppaper nautical charts from NO
OAA, and therre were
18,695 publicc sales of the Coast Pilot chartt books.116
Most users rely on electronic Nautical Chaarts for navigatiion purposes, in
including both ENCs and RNCs. In 2011
downloads off ENCs totaled 141.6 million, while downloaads of RNCs am
mounted to 97..6 million.117 L
Larger vessels inn the
SOLAS class (meaning they
y are regulated under the Safeety of Life at Seea (SOLAS) coonvention) are required to usee
ENCs.118.
Recreational boaters
b
are not required to usee NOAA nautical charts by laaw. However, tthey often indirrectly use NOA
AA
nautical chartt products throu
ugh third-party software appliications on elecctronic chart pllotters using Global Positioning
Systems (GPS
S) or mobile deevices.
Nautical chartts are also important for the in
nternational sh
hipping industryy. Cargo ships continue to inccrease in size aand
draft and need
d more logistical support to navigate new waaters. When a nnew ship arrivees at an Americcan port, they aare
required to usse NOAA nautiical charts to un
nderstand wateer depths and thhe port shorelinne infrastructurre to determinee
whether their ship can enter.. If mariners caannot rely on naautical charts aas an accurate aand up-to-date product, ships may
avoid U.S. po
orts and go elseewhere to unloaad their cargo.119
In addition, NOAA’s
N
nautical charts are th
he authoritative source for marritime regulatioon and politicaal boundaries (ee.g.
Exclusive Eco
onomic Zone, EEZ).
E
Further, when a marinee accident occuurs, the Nauticaal Chart in use at the time servves as
a record for reeconstructing th
he event and asssigning liability in a court off law. These evvents include grrounding, colliision,
and other acciidents. Charts that
t are used to
o reconstruct th
hese incidents ccan also be usedd for training ppurposes.120 Finnally,
nautical chartts directly inforrm several otheer NOAA produ
ucts, as well ass products deveeloped other goovernment agenncies
and the privatte sector. Figurre A.3 presents the official NO
OAA products and services thhat directly deppend on nauticaal
charts.

3.6

Soccietal Benefiits

113

Personal Co
ommunication with
w Rachel Medlley, Chief of Customer Affairs B
Branch of the Naavigation Servicees Division on JJanuary
11, 2017.
114
“Print-on-D
Demand Paper Ch
harts.” NOAA Office
O
of Coast Survey.
S
https://w
www.nauticalchar
arts.noaa.gov/podd/index.html
115
Personal Co
ommunication with
w Rachel Medlley, Chief of Customer Affairs B
Branch of the Naavigation Servicees Division on JJanuary
11, 2017.
116
Leveson, I., (2012). Socio-E
Economic Study: Scoping the Vaalue of NOAA’ss Coastal Mappinng Program Finaal Report. Leveson
Consulting. p. 27
117
Ibid.
118
Personal Co
ommunication with
w Rachel Medlley, Chief of Customer Affairs B
Branch of the Naavigation Servicees Division on JJanuary
11, 2017.
119
Ibid.
120
“What is a Nautical
N
Chart?”” (2002) NOAA Office of Coast Survey. https://w
www.nauticalchharts.noaa.gov/m
mcd/learnnc_charrt.html
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The greatest value that NOAA’s nautical charts provide is safety for navigators. By providing the most up to date
information, ships do not navigate blindly and can chart out the safest and most efficient route to their destination. They
can also avoid navigational hazards with confidence, which in turn
allows them to avoid unnecessary slow-downs. Thus, much of the
Figure A.3. NOAA Key Products that
value of this product can be estimated based on avoided losses from
Rely Directly on NOAA Nautical Charts
collisions and grounding, injury and possibly death. Because ship time
• Marine Cadastre: Political Boundaries;
can be expensive, Nautical Charts also provide value in terms of
Marine Infrastructure, Habitat,
savings in the amount of time spent at sea.
Mammals; Renewable Wind/Tide
Energy Potential
Because of its unique use in the international shipping industry, another
way to consider the value of Nautical Charts is to examine the value of
• National Marine Sanctuary Condition
U.S. ports to the national economy. According the American
Reports
Association of Port Authorities, U.S. seaports generate nearly $4.6
• National Marine Sanctuary: Monitoring
trillion in total economic activity, and provide $1.2 billion in personal
income and local consumption.121 This would likely be significantly
Reports
lower without up-to-date Nautical Chart information.
• Sanctuary Science Reports:
Conservation Series, BiologicalIn 2007, Kite-Powell conducted a study for the NOAA Office of the
Geographic Reports
Coast Survey to estimate the benefits of ideal nautical charts for
recreational and commercial vessels, based on a survey asking users
• Sea Level Rise Impacts: Coastal
what they would be willing-to-pay for ‘ideal’ nautical charts.122
Ecosystems
Assuming a minimal difference between the nautical charts that were
available at the time and ideal charts, the author estimated that the
• Operational Response Services:
combined benefits of nautical charts amounted to $47.5 million (2007
National Marine Sanctuary
USD),123 including $15.3 million/year in consumer surplus for
recreational users, $27.5 million/year in consumer surplus for
Source: TPIO (2017)
commercial users, and $2 million/year in producer surplus. We
estimate that today, this value amounts to approximately $57.9
million/per year (2016 USD), accounting for the increase in foreign flag ships visiting U.S. ports between 2007 and
2016.124
While this study provides an order of magnitude estimate of the value of nautical charts, the authors acknowledge that it
serves as a lower bound estimate, largely because the study did not include military users, commercial fishing vessels, or
marine resource managers, among others. In addition, since the study was conducted in 2007, electronic nautical charts
have become even more popular, allowing for more frequent updates that provide additional value to users.125 The study
also does not include the economic activity generated by value-added products that use ENC data as inputs. The
development of these products creates jobs, wages, and additional economic output.
Figure A.4 demonstrates the value chain for nautical charts, including the data from the NOAA Fleet and other sources
that the charts depend on, and how the charts ultimately result in value to society.

121

“Exports, Jobs & Economic Growth.” American Association of Port Authorities. http://www.aapaports.org/advocating/content.aspx?ItemNumber=21150
122
Kite-Powell, H. 2007 Use and Value of Nautical Charts and Nautical Chart Data in the United States. Prepared for NOAA Office
of Coast Survey.
123
Leveson, I., (2012). Socio-Economic Study: Scoping the Value of NOAA’s Coastal Mapping Program Final Report. Leveson
Consulting. p. 47
124
Values for recreational and commercial consumer surplus and producer surplus increased to 2016 USD using BLS Consumer
Price Index.
125
In addition, because survey respondents knew how much they paid for nautical charts, this could have resulted in an anchoring
bias, leading to more conservative estimates of value.
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Contraacts for hydroggraphic services

Figure A.4. NOAA
N
Fleet Data
D
Value Chain: Nautical Charts
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4. Season
nal Foreca
ast: El Nin
no – South
hern Oscilllation Outtlook
4.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

The El Nino – Southern Osccillation (ENSO
O) cycle represents yearProduct: Ell Nino Southernn Oscillation
to-year chang
ges in sea surfacce temperatures, convective rainfall,
r
Outlook
surface air preessure and atm
mospheric circullation over the equatorial
126
Pacific.
Ell Nino describees a year in which sea-surfacee
Line Office:: National Weaather Service,
temperatures are above the long-term
l
averaage, while La Nina
N
Climate Preddiction Center
describes a yeear in which sea-surface temp
peratures are co
ooler than
127
average. During
D
El Nino and La Nina years,
y
changes in
i Pacific
Mission Serrvice Area: Cliimate, Climate
Ocean temperratures affect seeasonal tropicaal rainfall patterrns from
Predictions aand Projectionss
Indonesia to the
t west coast of
o South America. These chan
nges in
tropical rainfaall affect weath
her patterns thro
oughout the wo
orld,
including the frequency and severity of sto
orms, floods, drroughts, hurricaanes, tornadoess, and other weeather-related eevents,
as well as tem
mperature and precipitation.
p
To help the pu
ublic and privaate sector betterr prepare for ex
xpected ENSO--related condittions in a givenn season, NOAA
A’s
National Weaather Service (N
NWS) Climate Prediction Cen
nter (CPC) creaates and dissem
minates the EN
NSO Outlook. T
The
ENSO Outloo
ok describes the status of El Nino
N and La Niina conditions. CPC uses the E
ENSO Outlookk and other toools to
inform season
nal temperaturee and precipitattion predictionss for the U.S.

4.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data That Feeed the Prod
duct

One of the maain inputs to th
he ENSO Outlo
ook is data from
m the Tropical A
Atmosphere/Ocean (TAO) arrray. The TAO array
128
consists of 70
0 buoys moored
d (“moorings”)) in the Pacific Ocean that colllect oceanograaphic and meteoorological dataa.
129
The NOAA fleet
fl maintains the
t TAO array and transmits the data from tthese mooringss electronicallyy through satellites.
Ships go to eaach buoy once a year to perform necessary maintenance
m
inncluding repairiing any damage caused by
biological acttivity, or local fisherman.
f
Basic measurements on TAO
O moorings incclude wind speeeds, air temperrature, relative humidity, sea surface temperrature,
13
30
and subsurfacce temperaturess at 10 levels. Additional seensors can colleect data on rainnfall, short wavve and long-waave
131
radiation, baro
ometric pressure, salinity and
d ocean currents. The ENSO Outlook reliies on weekly ssea surface
temperature readings and salinity profiles from
f
the TAO array.
In addition to data from the TAO array, CP
PC also relies on
o ocean profile data collectedd directly from
m NOAA fleet vvessels,
including con
nductivity, temp
perature, and depth
d
(CTD) an
nd expendable bbathythermograaph (XBT) datta, to develop thhe
ENSO Outloo
ok. The Volunttary Observing Ship Program,, which the NO
OAA fleet is a ppart of, also proovide sea surfaace
temperature and
a weather datta.

4.3

Com
mplementarry Data

A second sou
urce of data for the ENSO outllook is the ARG
GO array. Thiss global array oof 3,800 floats pprovides data oon
subsurface tem
mperature, salinity, and veloccity of the uppeer 2000 meters of the ocean.1332 The ARGO floats go underrwater
to a depth of about
a
2 km and
d then come baack to the surfacce to automaticcally transmit ttheir data. Theyy require muchh less
126

“What is EN
NSO (El Nino/So
outhern Oscillation)?” (2012). NOOA
N
National Weather Servicee Climate Predicction Center.
http://www.cpcc.ncep.noaa.gov//products/analyssis_monitoring/eensostuff/ensofaqq.shtml#ENSO
127
Ibid.
128
“Project: Trropical Atmosph
here Ocean Buoy
y Service.” (2016
6). NOAA Officce of Marine andd Aviation Operaations.
http://www.om
mao.noaa.gov/fin
nd/projects/3418--tropical-atmosp
phere-ocean-buoyy-service
129
For examplee the Ronald H. Brown provided
d maintenance fo
or TAO Buoy in November 20155.
http://www.om
mao.noaa.gov/fin
nd/projects/2751--tropical-atmosp
phere-ocean-tao--buoy-array-mainntenance
130
“TAO Refreesh Sampling.” (2011).
(
NOAA’ss National Data Buoy Center.
http://tao.ndbc..noaa.gov/proj_o
overview/sampliing_ndbc.shtml
131
Ibid.
132
“What is Arrgo?” Argo – parrt of the integratted global observ
vation strategy. hhttp://www.argoo.ucsd.edu/
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maintenance than
t
the TAO array
a
because there
t
are no van
ndalism issues.. ARGO floats are not supporrted by the NO
OAA
Fleet.
The ENSO Outlook also usees satellite dataa on Outgoing Longwave
L
Raddiation (OLR) tto develop preccipitation prediictions.
Data from thee TAO array an
nd other sourcees is incorporateed into numericcal models throough the Climaate Forecast Syystem
and the North
h American Mu
ulti-Model Enseemble. CPC usses the results oof these modelss to develop thee ENSO Outlook.

4.4

Pro
oduct Dissem
mination

The ENSO Outlook is dissem
minated in fourr ways: through
h web disseminnation, weeklyy presentations, monthly discuussions,
and a blog. Th
he ENSO week
kly updates, pro
ovided by CPC
C, describe the rrecent evolutioon, status, and ppredictions for El
Nino/La Ninaa conditions in the world. Thee update contain
ns a value for tthe Oceanic Niino Index (ONII), the status off EL
Nino/La Ninaa conditions thrrough the ENSO
O Alert System
m Status, and U
U.S. seasonal prrecipitation andd temperature
outlooks.133 CPC
C updates thiis information every Monday
y.
CPC also issu
ues monthly EN
NSO Diagnostic Discussions in
i partnership w
with the Internnational Researcch Institute forr
Climate and Society.
S
These diagnostic disccussions provid
de more techniccal detail on cuurrent El Nino// La Nina condiitions,
and include precipitation and
d temperature predictions
p
for the upcoming months.134
Finally, CPC disseminates in
nformation from the ENSO Outlook
O
throughh its ENSO bloog. This blog ggives informatioon
about ENSO and
a other shortt-term climate forecasts
f
in a leess technical annd more readabble manner. Thhe blog also proovides
monthly ENS
SO updates.135

4.5

Useers of the Prroduct and Related
R
Pro
oducts

CPC providess information contained
c
in thee ENSO weekly
y updates and ddiagnostic disccussions primarrily to governm
ment
stakeholders. Internal users of
o this informaation within NO
OAA include N
NWS weather fo
forecast offices. Other governnment
users include FEMA, DOD, USAID, and state
s
and local agencies
a
whosee operations orr decisions are impacted by shhortterm climate variations.
v
CPC
C provides brieefings on the in
nformation conttained in the EN
NSO Outlook to these variouus
federal, state and
a local stakeeholders.
The ENSO bllog is meant forr the public and
d is mostly useed by people wiith an interest iin short-term cllimate forecastts. The
blog uses lesss technical lang
guage than the other
o
products and is more reeadable. NOAA
A has received ppositive feedbaack on
the blog as means of commu
unication from various stakeh
holders.136
The informatiion provided in
n the ENSO Ou
utlook and asso
ociated dissemiination venues can affect the ddecisions and
management actions of man
ny different types of stakehold
ders. For exampple, a water ressource managerr, such as the T
Tampa
Bay Water Au
uthority may lo
ook at predicted
d precipitation levels in the E
ENSO Outlook and make deciisions about resservoir
releases. Emeergency manageement agenciess use ENSO-reelated informatiion to appropriiately prepare aand allocate ressources
to areas that will
w likely expeerience adversee effects as a result of El Ninoo or La Nina. O
Other state and llocal agencies
affected by EN
NSO-related co
onditions inclu
ude those relateed to transportaation and energy
gy.

There are also
o many private sector users off the ENSO outtlook, includinng agriculture, rretail, energy, ffisheries, and ooutdoor
recreation/tou
urism. For exam
mple, CPC has a longstanding
g collaboration with the U.S. D
Department off Agriculture
(USDA). Thee ENSO inform
mation can inforrm farmers’ deccisions on whicch crops to plaant and when too plant based onn
expected preccipitation levelss and other facttors. In Decem
mber 2016, the D
Department of Interior’s Clim
mate Hub hostedd a
133

“ENSO: Recent Evolution, Status and Prediictions.” (2017). NOAA Climatee Prediction Cennter and National Centers for
Environmental Prediction. http
p://www.cpc.ncep
p.noaa.gov/prod
ducts/analysis_m
monitoring/laninaa/enso_evolutionn-status-fcsts-weeb.pdf
134
“El Nino/So
outhern Oscillatiion (ENSO) Diag
gnostic Discussiion - 8 Decembeer 2016” (2016). NOAA Climatee Prediction
Center/NCEP/N
NWS/Internation
nal Research Insstitute for Climatte and Society.
http://www.cpcc.ncep.noaa.gov//products/analyssis_monitoring/eenso_advisory/ennsodisc.pdf
135
“ENSO Blo
og.”(2016). Clim
mate Prediction Center.
C
https://ww
ww.climate.gov//news-features/ddepartment/enso--blog
136
Personal com
mmunication wiith
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briefing in West Texas with private stakeholders and scieentists to discusss ENSO foreccasts. The goal was to help
stakeholders understand
u
sho
ort-term climatee forecasts including the ENS
SO Outlook andd use that inforrmation to decide
when to plantt their winter wheat.
w
Through these briefingss, stakeholders have the tools necessary to gget the maximuum
benefit from the
t forecasting information prrovided by the CPC.
Private retaileers or grocery chains
c
may usee the data to reaarrange merchaandise based onn seasonal expeectations. Mildd or
warmer winteers may affect private
p
retail stock purchasing
g decisions. Thhe CPC recentlyy held a briefinng with over 1000
participants frrom various gro
ocery chains in
ncluding Walm
mart on the recoord El Nino from
m last year. Thhe briefing incluuded
the same information from the
t Diagnostic Discussions an
nd Weekly Upddates. The partiicipants also assked specific
questions and
d used this inforrmation to adju
ust their invento
ory for seasonaal products. Foor example, theyy would not waant to
send many sn
now shovels or winter coats to
o areas expected
d to have mild winters.
The energy seector serves as another examp
ple of a private industry that iss affected by E
ENSO conditionns, and that theerefore
benefit from the
t information
n provided in th
he ENSO Outlo
ook. For exampple, mild and w
warmer winterss due to El Ninoo can
have a large im
mpact on fuel markets
m
due to changes in win
nter heating deemand.137 If fueel market decission makers leaarn of
expected norm
mal or below normal temperattures, the fuel market
m
can adjust depending on where theree will be more heat
days or less heat
h days.
OAA productss, including thee Hurricane Outtlook,
Finally, the in
nformation in th
he ENSO Outlo
ook feeds several different NO
the 1-Month and
a 3-Month Climate
C
Outlook
k, Sea Ice Foreecast, and climaate analysis toools. These prodducts reach an eeven
greater numbeer of users, thereby increasing
g the value of this
t product.

4.6

Soccietal Benefiits

For a forecastt to have econo
omic value, it must
m be true thaat better decisioons can be madde if a better weeather forecast is
available. Sev
veral studies haave shown that predicting the life cycle and sstrength of a Pacific warm orr cold episode iis
critical in help
ping farmers pllan for, avoid or
o mitigate poteential losses.1388 For example, Solow et al. (11998) found thaat by
incorporating NOAA’s ENS
SO forecasts intto planting deccisions, farmerss in the United States could inncrease agriculltural
output and pro
oduce benefits to the U.S. eco
onomy of up to
o $300 million pper year (19988 USD), dependding on the acccuracy
of the forecasst.139 McKnew (2000) estimated that the valu
ue to society off ENSO forecaasts on corn storage decisions can be
as high as $24
40 million (200
00 USD)—or one
o to two percent of the valuee of productionn.140 In additionn to these sectoors,
ENSO-related
d predictions caan result in sign
nificant benefitts for the waterr, energy, transsportation, retaiil, and tourism
sectors.
ENSO-related
d forecasts of th
he potential forr extreme climaate episodes likke floods and ddroughts could also save the U
United
States billionss of dollars in damage
d
costs. For
F example, national
n
and staate emergency m
managers can uuse ENSO foreecasts
to better prepaare for predicteed events, whicch can reduce response
r
costs aand avoid weatther-related dam
mages. Individdual
households an
nd businesses can
c also use thee ENSO Outloo
ok to make apppropriate prepaaratory decisionns, resulting in
avoided damaage costs. Tiesb
berg (2000) rep
ports that on the U.S. West Cooast, where El Niño frequentlly brings a greaat
increase in wiinter precipitatiion, prior to thee winter of 199
97-98, there weere reports of hheavy demand ffor the servicess of
roofing contraactors, as people repaired or replaced
r
roofs in
i anticipation of predicted El Niño storms. The benefit off this
accelerated maintenance
m
is a reduction in the
t risk or exten
nt of damage too the inside of structures due to leaking rooffs
during heavy winter storms.
Figure A.5 deemonstrates thee value chain asssociated the El
E Nino Outlookk, including thee data from thee NOAA Fleet tthat it
depends on, and
a how this ulttimately resultss in value to so
ociety.

137

“Strong El Nino
N
helps reducce U.S. winter heating demand and
a fuel prices.” (2016). U.S. Ennergy Informatioon Administratioon.
http://www.eiaa.gov/todayineneergy/detail.php?iid=25952
138
Weiher, R. Improving
I
El Niiño Forecasting: The Potential Economic
E
Benefiits. NOAA.
139
Solow, A.,ett al. 1998. The value of improved
d ENSO prediction to U.S. agricculture. Climaticc Change 39:47-60.
140
McNew, K. 2000. The Valu
ue of El Niño Forrecasts in Agricu
ultural Commoddity Markets: The Case of U.S. C
Corn Storage.
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Figure A.5. NOAA Fleet Data Value Chain: ENSO Ou
utlook
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5.

Eco
osystem Manageme
M
nt: Nation
nal Marinee Sanctuarries Condiitions Rep
ports

5.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

NOAA’s Natiional Ocean Seervice (NOS) currently maintaains 13
National Marine Sanctuariess (NMS) and tw
wo national maarine
monuments. Together,
T
thesee protected marrine ecosystems encompass
more than 600
0,000 square miles
m
of marine and Great Lak
kes waters.
The sanctuariies support thou
usands of endan
ngered speciess and a variety
of habitats ran
nging from corral reefs, to deeep-sea canyons,, to
underwater arrcheological sittes.141 The goall of the sanctuaaries is to
promote the responsible and
d sustainable usse of the ocean’s resources
through conseervation, researrch and monito
oring, education
n and
outreach, and community en
ngagement.142

Product: N
National Marinne Sanctuary
Conditionss Reports
Line Officce: National Occean Service,
Office of N
National Marine Sanctuaries
Mission Seervice Area: R
Resilient Coastaal
Communitties and Econom
mies, Planningg
and Managgement

NMS Conditiion Reports serrve as an imporrtant tool for managing
m
and
protecting thee resources with
hin marine sanctuaries from outside
o
pressurres. The Condittion Reports heelp sanctuaries
determine if th
hey are achieviing their resourrce protection and
a improvemeent goals, and iinforms future management pplans
for the sanctu
uary.143 Specificcally, the reporrts summarize the
t current conndition of resouurces in the Sannctuary, the preessures
that threaten these
t
resourcess, and the propo
osed management responses tto these pressurres.144
Individual san
nctuaries within
n the NOS Offfice of NMS pro
oduce the repoorts, with suppoort from NMS hheadquarters. E
Each
sanctuary releeases an updateed Condition Report
R
every fiv
ve years. The fiirst condition reeport serves as a baseline
assessment off sanctuary reso
ources and focu
uses on charactterizing the speecies and habitaats in the sancttuary. Subsequent
condition repo
orts are meant to examine tren
nds, identify ho
ow the status oof various resouurces has changged, and establlish
appropriate management
m
ressponses. Towarrds that end, alll of the reports answer the sam
me set of 17 quuestions that toouch on
a variety of to
opics including keystone speccies, keystone habitats,
h
humann influences, annd climate channge impacts.1455 Each
sanctuary answers the questiions with the goal
g of relating the report resuults back to sannctuary-specificc regulation,
education and
d outreach, and
d management actions.
a

5.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data That Feeed the Prod
duct

The NOAA fleet
fl provides key data that serrves as the basiis for many connclusions in thee NMS Condittion Reports. Foor
example, NOA
AA vessels parrticipate in hab
bitat characterizzation for NMS
S through seafloor mapping suurveys. They aalso
collect data on
n species abundance, diversitty and distribution of fish andd marine mamm
mals within the sanctuary throough
bird and mam
mmal observatio
on stations and acoustic surveeys. Other NOA
AA ship data thhat are often inncorporated intoo the
Conditions Reeports include information fro
om water qualiity surveys (e.gg., harmful algaal blooms), oceean profile dataa that
informs hypox
xia forecasts, and
a processed hydrographic
h
data
d from NOA
AA ship bathym
metry surveys.
While most saanctuaries havee access to a saanctuary vessel, these vessels can be smallerr and less effective than the N
NOAA
Fleet. The NO
OAA research vessels
v
are critiical for gathering data in seassons where the sanctuary vesssel is too harsh for the
operation of smaller
s
vessels,, such as April,, May and Junee.146 Some sancctuaries see largge seasonal changes in speciees
composition, so it is importaant to get measu
urements durin
ng each season. NOAA vesseels also allow saanctuary staff tto
spend more days at sea, and reach parts of the sanctuary that
t are not acccessible using tthe sanctuary vvessel because oof the
distance from
m ports. They arre also able to conduct
c
researcch in deeper areeas of individuual sanctuaries.
Ultimately, NOAA
N
vessels streamline
s
the data
d collection process ensuriing that it is coomprehensive aand timely. For
example, for their
t
2010 Con
ndition Report the
t Greater Farrallones Nationnal Marine Sannctuary was able to complete
141

Gittings, S. R., Broughton, K.
K (2016). “Guid
de for Developin
ng National Marrine Sanctuary C
Condition Reportts.” NOAA National
Marine Sanctuaaries., pp. 2
142
“About.” (2
2016). NOAA Naational Marine Sanctuaries.
S
http://sanctuaries.nooaa.gov/about/
143
“Frequently
y Asked Question
ns.” (2015). NOAA National Maarine Sanctuariees.
http://sanctuariies.noaa.gov/scieence/condition/fa
faq.html
144
Ibid.
145
Personal com
mmunication wiith Jan Roletto, Research
R
Coordiinator at the Greeater Farallones N
National Marinee Sanctuary on Jaanuary
10, 2017.
146
Ibid.
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sampling for the
t entire sancttuary in nine daays using the Bell
B M. Shimadda vessel.147 Thhe data gatheredd by NOAA veessels
like the Bell M.
M Shimada on habitat characterization and species
s
compo sition are usedd to answer the 17 questions w
within
each Conditio
on Report.
NOAA weath
her buoys, many
y of which are serviced by th
he NOAA Fleett, also serve as a data source ffor the Conditioon
Reports of eacch sanctuary. These
T
buoys co
ollect data on weather
w
and oceean conditions, including oceaanographic varriables
that contribute to these Cond
dition Reports.148

5.3

Com
mplementarry Data

Some of the data
d used for th
he NMS Condittion Reports is collected by otther vessels, inncluding sanctuuary vessels andd
chartered vesssels. For examp
ple, the Monterrey Bay, the Grreater Farallonnes, and the Corrdell Bank Nattional Marine
Sanctuaries alll use one sancttuary vessel, th
he R/V Fulmar.. The Fulmar ggoes about 40 m
miles offshore tto collect data aand its
cruises are ab
bout 10 hours in
n length.149 Thee vessel collectts baseline dataa on emerging m
management isssues such as innvasive
species and marine
m
reserves.150 This data helps
h
inform maanagement deccisions and Conndition Reportss.151
The Condition
n Reports also rely on data co
ollected on charrtered vessels. One such vesssel is the E/V N
Nautilus, which
explored five National Marine Sanctuaries in 2016 along the U.S. Westt Coast.152 The Nautilus suppoorted a variety of
projects withiin each sanctuaary by collectin
ng important daata including sppecies surveys and sonar bathhymetry and subbbottom profiliing data.153 Theese data are alsso often used in
n the Conditionn Reports.

5.4

Useers of the Prroduct and Related
R
Pro
oducts

The primary purpose
p
of the NMS
N
Conditio
on Reports is to
o inform sanctuuary managemeent decisions. E
Effective
management of the sanctuarries, in turn, ben
nefits society by
b []. The Conndition Reports serve as an im
mportant input iinto the
Sanctuary Maanagement Plan
n Review Proceess. Aside from
m sanctuary staaff, the process also involves S
Sanctuary Advvisory
Councils com
mprised of sancttuary staff, mem
mbers of the pu
ublic that repreesent different iinterests and inndustries, and
jurisdictional partners from local, state, trib
bal and federal agencies.154 Inn addition to suummarizing thee current condittion of
key resourcess in the sanctuaary, each Condiition Report alsso describes preessures that thrreaten these ressources. In mosst
cases, NOS NMS
N
will publish a managemeent plan a few years
y
after theyy develop a Coondition Reportt that addressess the
threats describ
bed in the repo
ort.155 The Sancctuary Managem
ment Plan sum
mmarizes existinng programs annd regulations, lays
out the goals and priorities for
f sanctuary, and
a guides the future
f
project pplanning and m
management decision-making at the
sanctuary.156 The Managem
ment Plan affectts all sanctuary
y activities incluuding resourcee protection, coonservation scieence,
research, and education.
The Condition
n Reports also serve as an internal reporting
g tool for NOAA
A and the Department of Com
mmerce.157 Thee
Reports notess where the san
nctuaries are ach
hieving resourcce protection an
and improvemeent goals, and w
where more woork may
need to be don
ne. Together, the reports help
p NOAA betterr understand thee state of the saanctuary netwoork, and develoop
appropriate management
m
acttions.
In addition, th
he sanctuaries also
a work closeely with organiizations, such aas universities aand independennt non-profit
organizations that use the daata from the Co
ondition Reportts in their indeppendent researcch projects. Thhis research leaads to
147
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further undersstanding and beetter managem
ment of importan
nt marine habittat and protecteed species. Forr example, NMS often
provides fund
ding to indepen
ndent academic researchers an
nd organizationns to conduct reesearch to help them tackle
information gaps
g
identified in
i the Conditio
ons Reports.158 Non-profit res earch groups aalso sometimes partner with fe
federal
and state agen
ncies to use thee datasets from the Condition Reports to infoorm important conservation aand regulation w
work.
For example, in the San Fran
ncisco Bay area, an organizattion called Poinnt Blue Conserrvation Sciencee has used data from
the Bell M. Sh
himada (a ship in the NOAA fleet) and the Fulmar
F
cruises to study the diistribution of w
whales and krilll and
identify feedin
ng hot spots.1599 Based on the results of this research,
r
Pointt Blue worked w
with the sanctuuaries, NOAA
National Marine Fisheries Service, and thee U.S. Coast Gu
uard to redesign
gn ship traffickiing lanes that leead into San
Francisco Bay
y. The new lanes reduced oveerlap of foragin
ng areas and coommercial ship traffic. This reesearch also heelped to
identify when
n NOAA should
d install speed advisories to minimize
m
whalee deaths due to ship strikes.1600
Finally, the Condition
C
Reporrt is an importaant tool for the sanctuaries’ edducation and ouutreach prograams. The inform
mation
in the Conditiion Reports hellp sanctuary staaff design site-specific educattion and outreaach programs thhat teach membbers of
the public abo
out what key reesources are in the sanctuary, why they are iimportant, and what behaviorral changes are
needed to pro
otect them.161 Each
E
site design
ns classroom an
nd website activvities, outdoor events, summeer camps,
mental stewarddship within eaach visitor.162
symposiums etc.
e with the ultimate goal of instilling a deg
gree of environm
Universities also
a support and
d fundraise forr education and
d outreach efforrts conducted bby the sanctuariies.

5.5

Soccietal Benefiits

The NMS Condition Reportts directly contrribute to regulaations and policcies related to m
marine sanctuaaries, which proovide
for the protection of key reso
ources, the con
ntinued use and
d enjoyment off these resourcees, and the econnomic activity tthat
they support.
NMSs are dessignated for theeir irreplaceablle resources, making them ideeal travel destinnations for oceaan lovers, mariine
wildlife vieweers and recreatiion seekers.163 The ecosystem
m services and oopportunities thhat the sanctuaaries provide reesult in
a range of ben
nefits, including direct on-sitee user benefits (e.g., such as aassociated withh educational prrograms, recreaational
or commerciaal fishing) and indirect
i
benefitts accruing to individuals
i
whoo do not use thhe marine ecosyystem directly bbut
who value theeir existence orr enjoy them paassively. Thesee use and non-uuse benefits aree often referredd to as non-marrket
benefits, becaause there is no
o established prrice for them in
n the marketplaace.
Further, many
y of the on-site activities associated with maarine sanctuariees generate incoome for busineesses and individuals
in coastal eco
onomies that serrvice the activiities – these aree known as marrket benefits. F
For example, N
NMS reports thaat the
success of maany businesses,, millions of do
ollars in sales, and
a thousands oof jobs, directlyy depend on thhriving nationall
marine sanctu
uaries. NMS research indicatees that togetherr, national mariine sanctuaries generate approoximately $8 billion
annually in lo
ocal coastal and
d ocean depend
dent economiess from diverse aactivities like ccommercial fishhing, research and
recreation/tou
urism-related acctivities.164
In addition, th
he NMS Condition Reports heelp to identify research
r
and innformation gapps, which are inn turn filled by
NOAA, and academic
a
and other
o
research organizations.
o
This
T research ccan serve to furrther protect annd maintain sannctuary
resources, inccluding endangered species an
nd key habitat, as well as infoorm regulationss that affect all marine resourcces. A
good examplee of this is the research
r
condu
ucted by Point Blue
B that directtly informed N
NOAA’s recomm
mendations to the
Coast Guard on
o actions to reeduce whale deeaths by ship sttrikes.
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Finally, the educational value of the sanctuaries cannot be understated. As noted above, NMS uses the Condition Reports
to inform sanctuary outreach and education programs. These programs serve to educate the general public about the
sanctuaries, and marine resources in general. These efforts can further protection through education, and increase the
value that society places on these resources.
Figure A.6 demonstrates the value chain associated NMS Condition Reports, including the data from the NOAA fleet
that they depend on, and how this ultimately results in value to society.
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Figure A.6. NOAA
N
Fleet Data
D
Value Chain: National Marine Sancttuary Conditioons Report
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6.

Fisheries Ma
anagementt: Fisheriees Stock Assessmentt

6.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

As part of fulfilling NOAA’s responsibility
y for the stewarrdship of the nnation's
ocean resourcces and their haabitat, NOAA conducts
c
stock assessments too help
manage comm
mercial and reccreational fish species.
s
A stock
k assessment
involves colleecting, analyzin
ng, and reportin
ng demographiic information tto
determine chaanges in the abu
undance of fish
hery stocks in response
r
to
commercial and
a recreationall fishing and, to
o the extent possible, predict future
trends of stock abundance. The
T NOAA Naational Marine Fisheries
F
Serviice
(NMFS) manages roughly 500
5 fish stocks, with data and resources to asssess
approximately
y 200 of those stocks each year.165 The NMF
FS Office of Sccience
and Technolo
ogy coordinatess NOAA’s natio
onal stock asseessment enterprrise.
Stock assessm
ments fall underr the Healthy Oceans
O
Fisheriees Monitoring,
Assessment, and
a Forecast MSA.
M

Prooducts: Fish Sttock Assessmennts
Lin
ne Office: Natiional Marine
Fishheries Service
Misssion Service A
Area: Healthy
Oceeans Fisheries M
Monitoring,
Asssessment, and F
Forecast

Fisheries man
nagers primarily
y use NOAA stock
s
assessmen
nts to set catchh limits and othher regulations tthat prevent
overfishing an
nd provide optiimal yield for commercial
c
fish
hermen. This inncludes each oof the eight regiional fishery
management councils in the U.S., which arre required by mandate
m
of thee Magnuson-Sttevens Fishery Conservation A
Act to
set annual cattch limits for th
heir region baseed on best availlable scientificc data. Coastal, state and interrnational
organizations also rely on NOAA’s
N
stock assessments
a
forr non-federal aand joint jurisdiictional management of fish sstocks.
Stock assessm
ments are also used
u
in other NOAA
N
productss such as the LiivingOceans reeport, which infforms the publlic of
the status of fish
f stocks, and
d FishWatch, a national databaase that helps iinform consum
mers of the sustaainability of seafood.

6.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data That Feeed the Prod
duct

NOAA uses three
t
primary ty
ypes of data to develop standaard fish stock aassessments, inncluding abunddance data, catcch data,
and biologicaal data. NMFS uses
u NOAA sh
hips and charterr vessels to connduct abundancce surveys, as w
well as to colleect
biological datta that inform stock
s
the assesssments, while catch
c
data typiccally comes froom dockside m
monitoring,
fishermen’s lo
ogbooks, obserrvations from fishing
f
vessels, and telephonee interviews. Coollecting abunddance and bioloogical
fish stock dataa is a primary purpose
p
for 10 of the 16 shipss in NOAA’s fl
fleet. These shipps are equippedd with special
technologies and
a experienceed crew membeers that supportt various data ccollection methhodologies, including electronnic
catch monitorring, advanced monitoring equ
uipment attach
hed to traditionaal sampling geear, visual surveeys using imagging
systems and robotic
r
and auto
onomous underwater vehicless, non-extractivve hydroacousttic technology for abundance
sampling, and
d electronic fish
h tags.166
Data collectio
on methodologiies depend on which
w
category
y the sampling falls under, annd can include eelectronic catchh
monitoring, advanced monittoring equipmeent attached to traditional
t
sam
mpling gear, vissual surveys using imaging syystems
and robotic an
nd autonomouss underwater veehicles, non-ex
xtractive hydroaacoustic technoology for abundance samplingg, and
electronic fish
h tags.167 NMFS feeds the abu
undance, catch,, and biologicaal data
into mathemaatical models th
hat produce tim
me series of histtorical, current,, and forecast ffish abundance and fishing moortality
rates.168
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N
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on. Available at:: http://www.st.n
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6.3

Pro
oduct Interm
mediaries an
nd Dissemin
nators

NOAA dissem
minates the resu
ults of the fish stock assessmeents to scientissts, fishery mannagers, and the public in severral
ways. The Species Information System (SIIS) houses both
h regional and nnational stock assessment datta for public
consumption. Scientists, maanagers, and meembers of the public
p
can acceess this web-baased portal and download sum
mmaries
and results fro
om the most recent stock asseessments.169 NO
OAA also releaases the Fish Sttock Sustainabiility Index (FSSI), an
index that meeasures the perfformance of Feederally-manag
ged fish stocks aand ranks them
m based on impportance to
commercial and
a recreationall fishing.170 Eig
ghty-five of thee roughly 185 aannual assessm
ments performedd by NOAA annd its
affiliates are included
i
in the FSSI.171 Both the FSSI and SIS
S provide thee public and fisshery managerss with up-to-daate and
vital informattion on the statu
us of U.S. fish stocks.
Additionally, NOAA fisheriies disseminatees fish stock asssessment data tthrough discusssions and workkshops it conduucts
with scientistss and related paartners who advise or particip
pate in regionall management councils. NOA
AA also providees
scientists and fishery manag
gers up-to date fishery-indepen
ndent data throough digital maapping and tabuular reporting.1172 The
Fishery-Indep
pendent Survey
y System (FINS
SS) allows userrs to view and qquery data colllected by NOA
AA and chartereed
vessels.173 Ev
very year, NMF
FS provides an annual report to
t Congress onn the status of U
U.S. fish stockss.
Fish stock asssessment data feed
f
into two ad
dditional NOA
AA products. NO
OAA producess a more comprrehensive repoort card
of the status of
o living marinee resources in the
t United Stattes called the O
Our Living Oceeans Report. Thhis includes ressource
analyses as well
w as featured articles on imp
portant and releevant issues.1744 NOAA also pproduces FishW
Watch, a web-baased
national datab
base on sustainable seafood th
hat includes datta on specific sspecies as well as informationn on various asppects
of consumer issues
i
related to
o seafood, such
h as fraud, insp
pection, and heaalth.175

6.4

Useers of the Prroduct

Fish stock asssessments supp
port sustainablee fisheries by prroviding fisherries managers w
with the inform
mation necessarry to
make sound decisions.
d
For example,
e
by pro
oviding historical and currentt data, stock assessments allow
w scientists and
Regional Fish
heries Managem
ment Councils to compare thee status of stockks to establisheed targets, and adjust catch lim
mits
and stock mettric targets acco
ordingly. Stock
k assessment daata also allowss managers to ddetermine how much catch is
sustainable in
n general, and decide
d
the best way to replenish depleted stoocks.176 In addittion, states cann use stock
assessments to manage non--Federal stockss. International management eentities similarlly use the assesssments to overrsee
jointly-manag
ged stocks that straddle intern
national boundaaries.177
Outside of inffluencing catch
h limits, fish sto
ock assessmentts permit regionnal managemennt councils to ddevelop short-,,
medium-, and
d long-term pro
ojections of fish
h population an
nd catch trends.178 This in turnn helps fishery management
councils decid
de between varrious managem
ment options, an
nd allows scienntists to developp research prioorities.179
169
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While the pub
blic probably does
d
not use thee stock assessm
ment data and reesults as much as fishery mannagers and scieentists,
the publicly-aavailable inform
mation through
h web portals an
nd the national FishWatch daatabase allow anny user to see w
which
fish species arre overfished and
a adjust their consumption or
o recreational fishing habits accordingly.

6.5

Soccietal Benefiits

Effective man
nagement of fissheries is essen
ntial for the com
mmercial fishinng industry, as well as the poppulations that rely on
them for food
d consumption and recreation.. U.S. commerccial fisheries coontribute $153 billion ($54 biillion without
imports) and 1.4 million job
bs to the U.S. ecconomy each year
y (0.81 milliion jobs withouut imports). Recreational saltw
water
fishing generaates $61 billion
n in sales.180 Co
ommercial fish
hermen harvesteed $5.5 billion worth (9.4 billlion pounds) off fish
in 2014.181
Even though only
o 20 of the 179 fish stockss for which NO
OAA determineed a stock statuus in 2016 weree overfished, fissheries
are under a co
onstant threat of
o overfishing.182 Given the hiistory of overfiishing for manyy fish stocks inn U.S. and
international fisheries,
f
regio
onal managemeent councils maay set overly strrict limits on caatch to avoid sttock depletion..
NOAA’s fish stock assessm
ments provide management
m
cou
uncils with stocck status inform
mation so that tthey can more
accurately sett catch limits, th
hereby allowin
ng commercial fisherman to caatch more thann would otherw
wise be permitteed.
While some in
nformation on stocks would be
b available thrrough more lim
mited stock asseessments, it is llikely that limitted
assessments would
w
not provide enough datta for regional management
m
coouncils and theeir scientific addvisory councills to
feel comfortab
ble setting anything other thaan conservativee catch limits. A
Accurate stock assessments alllow fishery
managers and
d scientists to more
m confidentlly estimate stocck status and thherefore set moore appropriate catch limits. A
As an
example, 3.1 billion
b
pounds of Walleye Po
ollock were landed in 2014, w
worth $400 milllion dollars. NO
OAA estimatess that
without the fishery-independ
dent surveys, reegional fishery
y managers wouuld have to redduce their catchh quotas by
approximately
y 10%, resultin
ng in a loss of approximately
a
$40 million doollars due to ovverly conservatiive catch limitss.183
Figure A.7 prresents the valu
ue chain for fish
h stock assessm
ments, showingg the different ddata sources thaat the assessmeents
depend on, an
nd how the asseessments ultimately result in benefits
b
to sociiety.
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N
Fleet Data
D
Value Chain: Fisheries Stock Assessm
ments
Figure A.7. NOAA
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7.

Tsu
unamis: Tsunami
T
In
nundation Forecast Modeling

7.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

NOAA’s Tsun
nami Inundatio
on Forecast Mo
odels represent a series of
models that caalculate the heiight and extentt of tsunami flo
ooding in U.S.
coastal region
ns.184 These mo
odels, also know
wn as standby inundation
models (SIMss), are used in real-time
r
tsunaami forecasting and to create
tsunami inund
dation maps (T
TIMs) for speciffic regions and
d communities.

Product: Tsunami Inunddation Forecasst
Model
Line Offiice: Office of O
Oceanic and
Atmospheeric Research

SIMs, and thee site-specific TIMs,
T
play an important
i
role in
i long-term
Mission S
Service Area: W
Weather Readyy
community pllanning for tsun
nami events. NOAA’
N
s National Tsunami
Nation - T
Tsunami
Research Cen
nter (NTRC) crreates SIMs and
d supports the development
d
of TIMs in paartnership with the National Tsunami
T
Hazard
d Mitigation
Program (NTH
HMP).185 NTH
HMP is a conso
ortium of federaal and state
agencies form
med by NOAA at the direction
n of Congress in
i 1995 with thhe objective of rreducing the pootential impactts of
tsunamis in th
he U.S.
NTHMP work
ks with local an
nd state officiaals and commun
nities to build eevacuation mapps based on TIMs.186 A seriess of
TIMs are typiically developeed for potentially affected areaas, showing inuundation levelss associated wiith alternative ttsunami
forecast scenaarios and wave heights. In thee event of a tsun
nami, state andd local officialss use short-term
m forecast
information from
fr the Nation
nal Tsunami Warning
W
Centerss (NTWC) and the pre-run TIMs to guide thheir immediate
response and keep their com
mmunities safe. The mapping data from TIM
Ms also support community rissk assessments,
planning, and
d mitigation acttions related to tsunamis.
NOAA’s NTW
WCs also rely on
o SIMs to dev
velop short-term
m tsunami foreecast informatioon. However, tthe informationn from
the SIMs that support these forecasts does not rely on datta collected by NOAA vesselss.

7.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data that Feeed the Produ
uct

Tsunami Inun
ndation Forecasst Model depen
nds on Digital Elevation
E
Moddels (DEMs) crreated by NOAA
A’s National C
Centers
for Environm
mental Informatiion (NCEI). DE
EMs map out the
t elevation off various featurres in a certain geographic areea.
This informattion is importan
nt for knowing how tsunamis of various wavve heights and amplitudes wiill translate intoo
inundation zo
ones and levels in various com
mmunities. The NCEI producees approximateely 200 DEMs that cover smaall and
large geograp
phic areas in sellect U.S. coastaal regions to su
upport tsunami forecasting annd modeling effforts. NCEI hass also
begun to deveelop DEMS forr select internattional locationss at the requestt of the NTWC
C.187
NCEI relies on
o high resolutiion bathymetry
y data and hydrographic surveeys, some of whhich is collecteed/conducted by
188
NOAA vessells, to develop DEMs.
D
The DEMs
D
rely on this
t data to acccurately map ouut the areas of interest.
To develop th
he Tsunami Forrecast Inundation Model, NTR
RC also uses oocean profile daata directly colllected from NO
OAA
vessels, as weell as data from
m the Voluntary
y Observing Sh
hip Program, whhich the NOAA
A fleet is a partt of.

7.3

Com
mplementarry Data

There are man
ny other data so
ources that feed into the DEM
Ms and the Tsunnami Inundatioon Forecast Moodel overall. Aside
from bathymeetry data from the
t NOAA fleeet, DEMs rely on
o coastal and marine Light D
Detection and R
Ranging (LIDA
AR),
and historic so
oundings, as well
w as bathymeetry data collectted by private vvessels.189
184

Personal co
ommunication wiith Michael Ang
gove, NOAA Tsu
unami Program M
Manager, on Jannuary 5, 2017.
Wiley, P. C., Honeycutt, M., Rolleri, J., and
d Huffer, H. (201
13). “Towards a Better Understaanding of the Vaalue of NOAA
Inundation Pro
oducts and Servicces.” National Oceanic
O
and Atm
mospheric Admin istration.
186
Ibid.
187
Personal com
mmunication wiith Kelly Strokerr, Associate Scieentist at Cooperaative Institute forr Research in Ennvironmental Sciences,
on January 27, 2017.
188
Ibid.
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To develop th
he Tsunami Forrecast Inundation Model overrall, NOAA alsso relies on dataa from the Deeep-Ocean Assesssment
and Reporting
g of Tsunami (D
DART) networrk and the Natiional Water Lev
evel Observatioon Network (NW
WLON). The D
DART
network is an array of 39 bu
uoy systems. Eaach buoy consiists of a bottom
m pressure centeer at the bottom
m of the ocean that is
tethered to a surface
s
buoy. This
T detects and
d measures tsun
nami waves as they pass overr and plays a keey part in the fo
forecast
process.190 Cu
urrently, a charrtered ship nam
med the Bluefin conducts all neecessary mainttenance on DA
ART buoys;191
however, the NOAA fleet maintained
m
DAR
RT as recently as 2014, and m
may do so in thee future. Tidal gauge observaations
from the National Water Lev
vel Observation
n Network (NW
WLON) also faactor into the m
models. This daata is importantt in
developing SIIMs because it is used to valid
date the model and can be useed in real-time forecasting.1922
In addition to the DEMs, thee Tsunami Inun
ndation Model also relies on tthe results of tw
wo other models, the Propagaation
Database and the Method off Splitting Tsun
nami (MOST) model.
m
NCTR creates and maaintain the Proppagation Databbase.
The database is made up of a collection of tsunami propaagation model rruns that are prre-computed foor tsunami sourrce
functions at certain locationss along known and potential earthquake
e
zonnes. The MOST
T numerical sim
mulation model helps
researchers sttudy tsunami beehavior and maake long-term predictions
p
aboout tsunamis.1933 NCTR uses thhe results from
m these
models, the DEMs,
D
and info
ormation from the
t DART and NWLON, to uultimately creatte SIMs and suubsequent TIMs.

7.4

Useers of the Prroduct and Related
R
Pro
oducts

Information from
fr the Tsunam
mi Inundation Forecast Modeel directly inforrms communityy and regional planning efforrts
related to tsun
nami response and evacuation
n. First, NTHM
MP works with llocal emergenccy managers too convert SIMs and
site-specific TIMs
T
into mitig
gation and evaccuation plans for
fo various tsunnami scenarios. NOAA funds these processees and
sets guidelinees for how mitig
gation plans an
nd evacuation maps
m
should bee created.194
During an acttual tsunami, co
ommunities refference the TIM
Ms to understannd how NWTC
C’s forecasted ttsunami wave hheight
would affect their
t
communitty and related response
r
action
ns. For examplee, after an earthhquake of a cerrtain magnitude,
NOAA’s Tsun
nami Emergen
ncy Centers worrk as quickly as
a possible to asssess the likelyy wave height/aamplitude of a
subsequent tsu
unami, and pin
npoint the locattions most at rissk. This processs takes approxximately five m
minutes from thhe time
an earthquakee occurs off thee coast to the tim
me that the firsst amplitude nuumbers and loccations are publlished. The alerrt
along with thee first bulletin goes
g
to Weatheer Forecast Offfices, NOAA W
Weather Radio,, Emergency A
Alert System Neetwork
(banner along
g the bottom off the TV), and the
t National Weather
W
Service standard disseemination proceedures.195 Statee and
local emergen
ncy officials recceive this inforrmation from th
hese sources.

After the firstt alert, emergen
ncy managers begin
b
to executte their full respponse protocol and issue evaccuation orders bbased
on the predictted wave ampliitude and the reesults of their pre-run
p
site-speecific TIMs. M
Meanwhile,
NTWC workss to get out more refined inforrmation in a seecond and thirdd alert, which alllows managerrs to re-examine their
TIMs, scale back
b
their respo
onse and take a more measureed approach, if warranted. Theese alerts are uusually out withhin 20
minutes.196
It is important to note that th
he time and distance from the earthquake souurce and the cooast varies by eevent. In some areas,
including partts of Washingto
on and Oregon
n, the time to th
he coast can be as short as 20 minutes. In theese cases, emerrgency
managers will not have timee to adjust theirr response baseed on up-to-datee forecast inforrmation and wiill have to rely solely
189
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Inundation Pro
oducts and Servicces.” National Oceanic
O
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mospheric Admin istration.
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Manager, on Jannuary 5, 2017.
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on the first waarning. In otherr cases, such ass Hawaii, the tiime to the coasst is much longger so local offiicials can use thhe
second and th
hird alerts proviided by the em
mergency centerr to modify theiir response.197
States and ind
dividual commu
unities also usee SIMs and TIM
MS to develop appropriate tsuunami mitigatioon actions befoore an
event occurs. For example, planners
p
use in
nformation from
m SIMs and TIM
Ms to assess innundation riskss and to make
h as nuclear poower plants, waater and wastew
water infrastruccture,
decisions about the location of critical infraastructure, such
hospitals, and
d implement oth
her preparatory
y actions. In th
he event that criitical infrastruccture is locatedd within an expected
inundation zo
one, communitiies can develop
p alternative ressponse actions,, such as the usse of alternativee power sourcees or
shelters for peeople directly affected
a
by inun
ndation.198
There is also a large demand
d for the data frrom SIMs and TIMs from U.S
S. universities.. Academics usse this data to cconduct
further research on tsunamiss. In particular, these users ex
xamine ways too better predict the tsunami thrreats that manyy
people face. They
T
also consiider the potentiial for tsunami threats in areass that are not tyypically considdered threat areeas.199

7.5

Soccietal Benefiits

The National Tsunami Inund
dation Model helps
h
communiities to better pllan for and resppond to potentiial tsunami eveents,
thereby decreasing the impaacts of these eveents, including
g property damaage and other eeconomic lossees, and the num
mber of
potential livess lost. In terms of mitigation planning,
p
havin
ng accurate TIM
Ms allows com
mmunities to maake more inform
med
decisions relaated to the locattion of critical infrastructure, as well as the pplanning of effficient evacuatiion routes and other
response prep
paratory actionss. In the event of
o a tsunami, having
h
the pre-rrun SIMs and T
TIMs and assocciated responsee plans
provide for more
m effective evacuation proccesses, reducing
g damage to peeople and propeerty.200
The value of tsunami
t
mitigaation practices is
i still relatively unknown. W
While some studdies have calcuulated the amouunt of
damage causeed by tsunamis, it is difficult to
t quantify the damages that w
would have occcurred if effecttive evacuationns
and/or mitigattion actions had not been imp
plemented (or alternatively
a
thee extent to whiich damages were reduced byy
mitigation acttions). In additiion, the extent of damages asssociated with tssunami events not only depennd on effectivee
response, prep
paration, and evacuation, but also on the maagnitude and loocation of the tssunami, the am
mount of time a
community haas to implemen
nt response/evaacuation actions, the accuracyy of the forecasst, and the effecctiveness of thee
warning systeem/communicaation.

However, it iss clear that welll-planned mitig
gation efforts and
a response acctions, combineed with an effeective warning
system, can siignificantly red
duce the impacts of tsunamis. For example, experts often ccite the differennce in damagess
associated witth two tsunamii events that im
mpacted Crescen
nt City, CA. A tsunami prodduced by the 19964 Great Alaskka
Earthquake caaused over $50
0 billion in dam
mage and 11 deaaths in Crescennt City. A tsunaami produced bby the 2011 Grreat
Tohoku, Japaan, earthquake resulted
r
in $5 billion
b
in damage and no deatths in the same location. Thesse events produuced
waves with siimilar amplitud
des and duration
n, even though
h they originateed in different llocations. The 1964 event didd not
benefit from having
h
a respon
nse/evacuation plan in place while
w
the 2011 event did.201 W
While this signiificant decreasee in
impacts canno
ot all be attribu
uted to tsunami mitigation, ou
utreach & educaation, and disasster planning, iit does speak too the
potential beneefits associated
d with having a comprehensiv
ve Disaster Respponse Plan in pplace, as well aas the value thaat the
information in
n models such as SIMs and TIMs
T
provide.
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200
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An additional value of the Tsunami Inundation Forecast Model is the educational value it provides to universities looking
to learn more about tsunami threats.202 Using these data scientists can improve their forecasting abilities allowing
emergency managers to improve their responses during these events. This in turn will lead to further future benefits in the
form of avoided losses and injuries or deaths due to future tsunamis.
Figure A.8 demonstrates the value chain associated Tsunami Inundation Forecast Models, including the data from the
NOAA fleet that they depend on, and how this ultimately results in value to society.

202

Wiley, P. C., Honeycutt, M., Rolleri, J., and Huffer, H. (2013). “Towards a Better Understanding of the Value of NOAA
Inundation Products and Services.” National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
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Figure A.8. NOAA
N
Fleet Data Value Chain: Tsunami Inundation F
Forecast Modeeling
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8.

Ha
armful Alg
gal Bloomss: Forecastts and Mittigation C
Capability, Gulf of
Ma
aine

8.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

Prroduct: Harmfu
ful Algal Bloom
ms Forecasts

Algae are sim
mple plants that live in both saaltwater and
freshwater. In
n some cases, colonies of algaae can grow outt of
control creatin
ng Harmful Algal Blooms (H
HABs) or “red tides,”
t
which producce toxic or harm
mful effects on people, fish, sh
hellfish,
2
marine mamm
mals and birds.203
There are seeveral species of
o
HABs that can lead to wild and
a domestic animal
a
deaths,
shellfish toxiccity, adverse pu
ublic health efffects, and taste and
204
odor problem
ms in drinking water.
w
HABs have been spo
otted in
all coastal areeas of the Uniteed States, with different species
affecting diffeerent regions of the country. NOAA
N
has iden
ntified
seven regionss where HABs and can have laarge impacts on
n local
and regional economies:
e









Liine Office: Offfice of Oceanicc and Atmospheeric
Reesearch - Greatt Lakes Environnmental Researrch
Laaboratory, Natioonal Ocean Serrvice - Nationaal
Ceenters for Coasstal Ocean Scieence
M
Mission Service Area: Resiliennt Coasts-Coasstal
Water Quality
W

Floriida and eastern
n Gulf of Mexicco (Karenia brrevis),
Wesstern Gulf of Mexico
M
(Karenia
a brevis),
Lakee Erie (cyanobaacteria),
Gulff of Maine (Aleexandrium fund
dyense),
Wasshington Coast (Pseudo-nitzscchia),
Califfornia Coast (m
multiple speciess), and
Chessapeake Bay (m
multiple species).205

In response to
o this threat Co
ongress passed the
t Harmful Algal
A
Bloom andd Hypoxia Ressearch and Conntrol Act
(HABHRCA)) in 1998.206 Th
he HABHRCA
A led to the dev
velopment and ffunding of inteegrated regionaal programs,
coordinated by
b NOAA’s Naational Centers for Coastal Occean Science (N
NCCOS), that ffocus on develooping tools forr
detecting and predicting HA
ABs, monitoring
g their toxicity and determininng their effectss on local wildllife, humans annd
local economies.207 Today laarge regional ecosystem
e
prog
grams have beeen implementedd in the Gulf off Mexico (in Fllorida
he Gulf of Main
ne and the Greeat Lakes. Thesse programs maake up the NNC
CCOS’s Harmfful Algal Bloom
m
and Texas), th
Operational Forecast
F
System
m (HAB-OFS).
The HAB-OF
FS relies on datta from a varietty of sources, in
ncluding data ccollected from the NOAA fleet, to develop
operational HAB
H
forecasts. The forecasts predict
p
and asseess the extent oof algal bloomss, allowing statte and local maanagers
to more effecttively sample and
a monitor HA
AB areas.208 Th
his in turn inforrms decisions aabout beach closures, shellfisshing
restrictions, an
nd other HAB response actions. NOAA’s goal is to ultimaately develop a national forecast capacity thrrough
the HAB-OFS
S. NOAA anticcipates that sev
veral new region
ns will be operrational over thhe next decade.209
This discussio
on focuses on HAB
H
forecasts for the Gulf off Maine becausse NOAA shipss contribute daata that support HAB
forecasts in th
his region and several
s
studies have estimated
d the economicc value of thesee forecasts. HA
AB forecasts forr the
Gulf of Mainee will transform
m from a pilot program
p
started
d in 2008, to opperational seassonal and weekkly forecasts staarting
203

“Harmful Algal
A
Blooms,” NOAA
N
National Ocean
O
Service. Available
A
at: httpp://oceanservicee.noaa.gov/hazarrds/hab/
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A
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AB) Forecasting”” (2016). NCCO
OS Projects Exploorer. Available aat:
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v/projects/detail??key=144
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206
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ng200years.noaaa.gov/transformaations/habs/welccome.html#then
http://celebratin
207
“Harmful Algal
A
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AB) Forecasting,,”(2016). NCCO
OS Projects Exploorer. Available aat:
https://coastalscience.noaa.gov
v/projects/detail??key=144
208
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OS Projects Exploorer. Available aat:
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in 2017. In the Gulf of Main
ne, the primary concern associated with HAB
Bs is paralytic shellfish poisooning, which caan
result in adverse public health effects. Thu
us, HABs resultt in restrictionss on shellfish haarvesting.

8.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data That Feeed the Prod
duct

The HAB foreecasts for the Gulf
G of Maine rely
r on data fro
om several NOA
AA ships. Thee NOAA ship P
Pisces helped buuild a
map of cysts of
o harmful algaae along the Neew England coast for use in H
HAB forecasts. The ship wentt on a seven-daay
voyage during
g which scientiists collected more
m than 55 seediment core saamples throughhout the Gulf off Maine. Reseaarchers
will use thesee sediment samp
ples to determiine the presencce and abundannce of cysts of tthe harmful algga A. fundyensee to
incorporate in
nto the forecastting of HAB ev
vents along the New England coast in 2017.2210 The Pisces also provides
maintenance for
f the Northeaastern Regionall Association of
o Coastal Oceaan Observing S
Systems (NERA
ACOOS)
moorings.211 These
T
mooring
gs collect real-tiime weather an
nd ocean data aalong with otheer platforms in the area whichh is
incorporated into
i HABs foreecast models.212
Ships from th
he NOAA fleet also support HAB
H
Forecasts by conducting NMFS NFSC Hydrographic Surveys. In 20015
and 2016, thee Gordon Gunteer helped cond
duct Ecosystem
m Monitoring Suurveys for the N
NMFS NFSC.2213 In Novembber
2015, the Hen
nry B. Bigelow conducted a Harmful
H
Algal Bloom
B
Forecasst Support Survvey of the Gulff of Maine overr the
course of fivee days.214

8.3

Com
mplementarry Data

In addition to the cyst map, the NERACOO
OS moorings, and
a the NMFS NFSC Hydroggraphic Surveyys provided by N
NOAA
ships, the HA
AB Forecasts alsso rely on dataa from several other
o
sources. F
For example, thhe HAB-OFS uuses satellite im
magery,
field observattions, models, public
p
health reeports, and buo
oy data to proviide large spatiaal scale and a hhigh frequency of
observations required
r
for theese forecasts.215 NOAA, Natio
onal Science F oundation, andd the National IInstitute of
Environmentaal Health Scien
nces have fundeed research since the early 19990s, including both field andd laboratory datta, that
has been used
d for developing and validatin
ng the HABs fo
orecast model.2216
Specific data sources for thee HAB Forecassts include the NOAA
N
Nationaal Weather Serrvice, the GNO
OME Oceanogrraphic
Data Server, the
t NOAA Nattional Data Buo
oy Center (win
nd data), and NO
OAA CoastWaatch (remote seensing data). Thhe
NOAA Centeer for Operation
nal Oceanograp
phic Products and
a Services coonducts bloom analysis, and ssupports forecaast
production an
nd outreach. NO
OAA Coastal Services
S
Centerr and NOAA N
National Centerrs for Coastal O
Ocean Science bboth
supported thee scientific deveelopment.217
Many institutiions outside off government arre also involveed in this researrch. In the Gulff of Maine, threee universities help
gather and analyze data, the University of Massachusetts
M
– Dartmouth, U
University of N
New Hampshirre, and the Univversity
of Maine. In addition,
a
the Woods
W
Hole Oceeanographic In
nstitution particcipates in the reesearch for the Bulletin. Canaadian
scientists have also been inv
volved in the deevelopment of HAB Forecastts in the Gulf off Maine, as theere are large

210

“Harmful Algal
A
Cyst Samplling Lays Groun
ndwork for 2017 Gulf of Maine F
Forecast.”(2016)). NCCOS Newss and Features
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“Project: NE
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http://www.om
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212
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“Project: Sp
pring Ecosystem
m Monitoring Surrvey.” (2016). NOAA
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Office of M
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http://www.om
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Survey of the Northeast
N
U.S. Shelf.”
S
(2015). NOAA
N
Office of Marine
M
and Aviaation Operationss. Available at:
http://www.om
mao.noaa.gov/fin
nd/projects/3423--ecosystem-mon
nitoring-integrateed-pelagic-surveey-northeast-us-sshelf
214
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vailable at: http:///www.omao.noaa.gov/find/projects/3486-gulf-m
maine-harmful-aalgal-bloom-foreecast-support-surrvey
215
“NOAA Haarmful Algal Blo
oom Operational Forecast System
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w.html#overview
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216
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Alexandrium blooms and hig
gh shellfish tox
xicity in the Baay of Fundy, whhich borders booth Maine and the Canadian
provinces of New
N Brunswick and Nova Sccotia.218

8.4

Pro
oduct Dissem
mination

HAB forecastts for the Gulf of
o Maine have been distributeed in two form
ms during the pillot phase: 1) a seasonal forecast
issued prior to
o the bloom seaason, usually in
n March, and 2)
2 weekly updat
ates that providee both a hindcaast of the bloom
m up to
that date, and a forecast of bloom
b
condition
ns for the comiing week (HAB
B Bulletin). It iis expected thatt future forecassts will
follow this same format.219
Both forecasts depend on high-resolution modeling
m
of thee region, in whhich regional m
models are nesteed in a global m
model.
The global mo
odel used for forecasts
fo
is bein
ng transitioned from the HYC
COM (HYbrid C
Coordinate Occean Model) to the
NOAA Real Time
T
Operation
nal Forecast Sy
ystem (RTOFS
S). The nested sset of models fo
for the Gulf of M
Maine will be
referred to as the Gulf of Maaine Operational Forecast Sysstem (GoMOFS
S).
The weekly updates
u
are emaailed to a subsccriber list of varrious stakeholdders including sstate and local coast resource
managers, pub
blic health offiicials and reseaarch scientists tw
wice a week duuring a HAB evvent and once a week during the
HAB season. The format of each Bulletin varies
v
by regio
on but generallyy provides blooom analysis inccluding informaation
about the locaation, size and movement
m
trajectory of algal blooms, prediccting its locatioon within the nnext 3-4 days.2220 In
some cases, th
he Bulletin inclludes graphs off the winds and
d currents affeccting the bloom
m.221 This inform
mation is used by
stakeholders to
t make importtant managemeent decisions th
hat minimize risks to the locall population.

8.5

Useers of the Prroduct and Related
R
Pro
oducts

There are man
ny users of the HABs forecassts, many of wh
hom subscribe tto receive HAB
B forecasts from
m NOAA.
Subscribers reeceive seasonal and weekly fo
orecasts and arre kept informeed via the NE P
PSP Listserv. Subscribers incllude a
variety of types of users, inccluding federal and state goveernment agencies, research/accademic instituttions, industry
representativees, regional obsserving system
m representativees, and Canadiaan scientists.2222 Industry subsccribers includee
members of th
he fishing/aquaaculture industrry, makers of HAB
H
sensors annd toxin tests, aand consultingg firms. Federall users
are primarily within NOAA and the FDA (with
(
indirect in
nterest due to ttheir responsibiility to regulatee food sources)), but
also include users
u
in the EPA
A and the Mid--Atlantic Fishery Council.223
HABs forecassts are used by local authoritiees and other pu
ublic decision-m
makers to guidde their efforts tto protect publiic
health. State shellfish
s
manag
gers are respon
nsible for samplling and testingg different areaas of the coast tto assess the tooxicity
levels of the water
w
and the sh
hellfish. Thesee resource manaagers use the H
HAB forecasts tto determine w
where they shouuld
sample and peerform these teests. If toxic lev
vels of shellfish
h poison are fouund in the sam
mpled shellfish, state shellfish
managers must determine ho
ow much of thee beach or the intertidal
i
and ssubmerged landds will be closeed to shellfishinng until
subsequent tests show that th
he HAB has diissipated.224 These closures arre motivated byy public health concerns and tthese
officials do no
ot consider the commercial co
osts associated with these clo sures when maaking these deccisions.225
The HAB foreecasts allow staate shellfish maanagers and pu
ublic health offficials to close ffishing areas annd beaches moore
selectively an
nd precisely, theereby minimiziing economic impacts
i
due to lost landings oor lost tourism.2226 In Maine, w
weekly
218
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1 2016.
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forecasts also help managerss carve out excception areas where
w
shell fish harvesters cann work even whhen much of thee coast
is closed.227 In
n some cases, these
t
forecasts can help state officials securee resources to m
mitigate the efffects of HABs. One
former manag
ger in the Main
ne Department of
o Marine Reso
ources used thee seasonal HAB
B forecast to coonvince the Staate
Legislature to
o budget enough funds for mo
onitoring for thee season.228
Members of the
t aquaculturee industry can also
a use the HA
AB forecasts to make managem
ment decisionss. For example,, when
a HAB is pred
dicted, harvesteers can use HA
AB forecast info
ormation to harrvest their shellfish early.229 A
As climate channge
leads to an inccrease in frequency, intensity
y, duration and geographic disstribution of HA
ABs, fish are m
more likely to bbe
recurrently ex
xposed to HAB
Bs. More effortss are being mad
de to understannd the longer-teerm effects of tthe resulting tooxins
on fish at indiividual, populaation, and comm
munity levels.2330 The results oof this researchh may indicate tto fisheries maanagers
the extent to which
w
HAB forrecasts should influence fisheery managemennt actions.

8.6

Soccietal Benefiits

HAB forecastts allow state sh
hellfish manag
gers and public health officialss to close fishinng areas and beeaches more
selectively an
nd precisely, theereby minimiziing economic impacts
i
associaated with lost laandings, lost toourism, and/or
adverse public health outcom
mes. Several stu
udies have estimated the sociioeconomic imppact of HABs. For example, oone
study estimateed the impact of
o lost harvesteer sales of shellfish due to a sttrong HAB eveent in 2005. Thhe study estimatted
losses in Main
ne to be $1.98 million for soft
ft-shell clams.2331 A separate sttudy estimated the direct econnomic impacts of the
same event in
n Maine and Maassachusetts ussing data from the NMFS, thee Division of M
Marine Fisheriees in Massachussetts
and other sources. This study estimated theese impacts ran
nged from $2.44 million in Maaine to $18 milllion in Massachhusetts.
This estimate includes lost revenue
r
in the softshell
s
clam and
a mussel fishheries.232 The sstudy also founnd that the 20055 HAB
event led to an
n increase in sh
hellfish imports to make up fo
or the drop in llocal supply. Thhis increase in imports may m
mitigate
the indirect im
mpacts of a HA
AB event on thee seafood indusstries. Finally, tthe study foundd that soft-shelll clam price inncreases
were spatially
y linked, meaniing that shellfissh closures in Maine
M
may resuult in price incrreases in New Y
York.233
A more recen
nt study examin
ned the impact of temporary pollution
p
closurres (either due to HAB eventss or sewer overrflows)
on commerciaal soft-shell claam harvests in Machias
M
Bay, Maine.
M
Over thheir nine-year sstudy period froom 2001-2009,
temporary pollution closuress contributed to
o a loss of $3.6
6 million in forggone revenue, 27.4% of total revenue.234
Knowing the extent of past economic
e
impaacts due to strong HAB eventts, it becomes cclear how valuaable a timely annd
accurate HAB
B forecast can be.
b Before thesse forecasts werre available, puublic health offficials would haave to close larrge
portions of beeaches to ensurre public safety
y. However, as forecasts improove, decision-m
makers can narrrow the scope of
these closuress and cut the len
ngth of time th
hat they are clossed, minimizinng economic im
mpacts to manyy industries inclluding
shellfishing an
nd tourism.235
One study exaamined the valu
ue of HAB forrecasts in the Gulf
G of Maine, cconsidering botth the frequenccy of the HAB event,
the accuracy of
o the forecast, and the effectiiveness of the response.
r
Assuuming a HAB ooccurs every 100 years, the forecast is
perfect, and th
he responses arre highly effecttive, the study found
f
that the aannual value oof HAB forecassts amounts to
$713,000. This value falls to
o $61,000 per year
y if HAB ev
vents are less frrequent, the forrecast is not perrfect, and the
227
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responses are not effective. However,
H
if a HAB
H
event occcurs every otheer year, and thee responses are effective, the ttotal
value of a perrfect forecast in
ncreases to over $3 million peer year. Resultss indicate that tthe net present value over 30 yyears
of HAB foreccasts ranges fro
om $51.3 millio
on to $0.9 milliion, depending on HAB frequuency, accuracyy of prediction,, and
responses.236
Figure A.9 prrovides a diagraam of the valuee chain associatted with HABss in the Gulf off Maine.

Figure A.9. NOAA
N
Fleet Data
D
Value Chain: Harmful Algal Bloom F
Forecasts in th
he Gulf of Maaine

236

Jin, D. and P.
P Hoagland. (20
008). “The Value of Harmful Allgal Bloom Predi
dictions to the Neearshore Commeercial Shellfish F
Fishery
in the Gulf of Maine.”
M
Woods Hole
H Oceanogra
aphic Institution Marine Policy C
Center.
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9.

Hy
ypoxia Watch, Gulf of
o Mexico

9.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

The hypoxic zone
z
in the Gullf of Mexico iss the largest areea of oxygendepleted coastal waters in th
he US, and the second largest in the
world’s coastal oceans.237 In
n addition to im
mpacting fisheriies, hypoxic
conditions can
n cause food web
w alterations, faunal mortaliities, and
habitat loss.238
Since 2001, NOAA’s
N
Gulf of
o Mexico Hyp
poxia Watch pro
ogram
(Hypoxia Waatch) has publisshed near real-ttime, web-based contour
maps and dataa on Gulf regio
on dissolved ox
xygen (DO) forr the peak
annual hypox
xic period. The maps and data form an imporrtant part of
the scientific basis
b
upon whiich policymakeers, fishermen, the public,
and others base their understtanding of the Gulf Hypoxic Zone.
Z
In
addition, Hyp
poxia Watch maaps and data prrovide a 15-yeaar baseline of
the Gulf hypo
oxic zone.

Product: H
Hypoxia Watchh: Gulf of Mexiico
Line Officee: National Envvironmental
Satellite, Daata, and Inform
mation Service,
National Ceenters for Envirronmental
Informationn
Mission Seervice Area: R
Resilient Coastaal
Communitiies & Economies, Coastal Waater
Quality

Hypoxia Watch is a cooperaative project am
mong the Nation
nal Marine Fissheries Service (NMFS), Natiional Centers foor
Environmentaal Information (NCEI), and Coast
C
Watch-Caaribbean/Gulf oof Mexico Reggional Node.239

9.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data That Feeed the Prod
duct

Each year from early June th
hrough mid-Jully, as part of th
he combined staate/federal Souutheast Area M
Monitoring and
Assessment Program
P
(SEAM
MAP), scientistts aboard the NOAA
N
researchh vessel Oregonn II take measuurements of DO
O and
other water qu
uality variabless near the sea floor
fl
over the continental shellf from Texas too northwest Florida. Every onne to
three days, they transmit thee data to NCEI scientists at Stennis Space Ceenter, MS, whoo create contouur maps based oon
these data, pu
ublish the mapss and underlyin
ng data online for
f public use, aand transmit thhe latest data annd maps to Gullf
hypoxia scien
nce partners.240

9.3

Useers of the Prroduct and Related
R
Pro
oducts

Hypoxia Watch offers the fiirst look at the season’s
s
hypox
xia conditions aand provides crritical informattion for managgement
of the hypoxicc zone in the Gulf.
G
This inform
mation is accesssed by users inn two main waays – either direectly from the
Hypoxia Watch website thro
ough contour maps
m
and the un
nderlying DO ddata, or throughh forecast and m
management m
models
of Gulf hypox
xia, for which the
t DO data fro
om Hypoxia Watch
W
data are ccritical inputs. T
The Hypoxia W
Watch product itself is
not a forecast of hypoxic con
nditions, but raather a mapping
g of current andd historical DO
O data. Howeveer, the Hypoxiaa
Watch DO daata are critical inputs
i
to 3D tim
me-variable, hy
ydrodynamic, aand biogeochem
mistry models tthat characterizze the
hypoxic zone and its ecological impacts.

The informatiion provided in
n the Hypoxia Watch
W
can direectly affect bothh up- and downnstream managgement practicees, and
is an essentiall baseline datasset for research
hers, educators,, and decision-m
makers. The innteragency Misssissippi River//Gulf
237

Scientific Assessment
A
of Hy
ypoxia in U.S. Coastal
C
Waters (C
CENR 2010):
https://www.co
oastalscience.noaaa.gov/publicatio
ons/detail?resou
urce=d596/N/PZ7790pPMbl3+Mee3eaMWtPPGzV
VXDW7CdGobG
GM=
238
NCEI, 2016
6. Gulf of Mexico Hypoxia Watcch. National Cen
nters for Environnmental Informaation. National O
Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
A
https://www.ncdd
h
dc.noaa.gov/hyp
poxia/
239
NCEI, 2016
6. Gulf of Mexico Hypoxia Watcch. National Cen
nters for Environnmental Informaation. National O
Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
A
https://www.ncdd
h
dc.noaa.gov/hyp
poxia/
240
NCEI, 2016
6 Maps and Dataa from 2015 to Present. National Centers for Envvironmental Infoormation. Nationnal Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
A
https://www.ncdd
h
dc.noaa.gov/hyp
poxia/products/
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of Mexico Waatershed Nutrieent Task Force (Hypoxia Task
k Force, HTF),, which has a C
Coastal Goal too reduce the sizze of
the hypoxic zone by watersh
hed nutrient red
ductions, relies on Hypoxia W
Watch maps andd data for inforrmation on seassonal
dynamics of the
t hypoxic zon
ne. This inform
mation is imporrtant to delineaate natural from
m manmade (e.gg. nutrient loadding)
causes of the hypoxic zone, and to differen
ntiate between hypoxic
h
regionns driven by Mississippi Riveer runoff and thhose
m runoff from Texas
T
rivers. Hypoxia
H
Watch
h products are rroutinely presennted by NOAA
A NCCOS to thhe HTF
resulting from
through reporrts and presentaations.
In every year since 2010, Hy
ypoxia Watch products
p
have been
b
used to innform proceediings of the Annnual NOAA/NG
GI
Gulf Hypoxiaa Research Coo
ordination Worrkshop, which has
h an overarchhing goal to strrengthen comm
munication and
coordination between
b
investted researchers and stakeholders to advance management oof the hypoxic zone and its im
mpacts.
Hypoxia Watch outputs are particularly im
mportant to meeeting workshopp objectives on advancing Gullf hypoxia
monitoring an
nd mitigation of
o ecosystem im
mpacts. For ex
xample, the 5th Annual Worksshop focused onn prioritizing ffishery
management needs,
n
and iden
ntifying ways to
t “best predictt and assess thee effects of diveersions and hyppoxia on fisherries
through ecolo
ogical modeling
g tools”.241 Hyp
poxia Watch daata will be critiical to the succcess of three neew projects supported
through the NOAA
N
Northern
n Gulf of Mexiico Ecosystemss and Hypoxia Assessment Prrogram (NGOM
MEX), which aare
focused on ad
dvancing ecolog
gical models used to inform water
w
quality annd resource maanagers of the ppredicted respoonses
of fisheries to
o future scenarios of hypoxia extent
e
and seveerity.242
NOAA-suppo
orted scientists use the DO daata and maps to
o help plan shipp and glider surrveys of the hyppoxic zone.
Maintaining these
t
data is im
mportant to the HTF
H and otherr management eefforts that aim
m to mitigate Guulf hypoxia (e.g.
Louisiana Maaster Plan, Land
dscape Conserv
vation Cooperaative Mississipppi River Basin/
n/Gulf Hypoxiaa Initiative) or tthat
target ecosysttem restoration
n goals that incllude the hypoxiic zone region””.243 Other systtems such as fixxed observation
systems, chartered research vessels, and glliders compliment the NOAA
A-supported andd state cruises tto complete thee
244
picture of the Gulf hypoxic zone.
z
Hypoxia Watch and forecastt/management model results that
t rely on Hyypoxia Watch ddata are also a ssource of inform
mation
for educating stakeholders, politicians,
p
man
nagers and citizzens about Gullf of Mexico hyypoxic zone. T
These models alllow
managers to characterize
c
thee multiple facto
ors affecting the hypoxic zonee, including nuutrient loading ffrom the Mississippi
River watersh
hed. Twelve staate agencies wiithin the Mississsippi Watersheed have nutriennt loading reduuction goals, annd data
provided by th
he HTF, includ
ding the Hypox
xia Watch data,, helps these aggencies better uunderstand the status and proggress
of hypoxia miitigation allowiing them to usee the most effecctive managem
ment strategies. Data on the hyypoxic zone alsso
influence the U.S.D.A.’s Miississippi Riverr Basin Healthy
y Watersheds IInitiative, which supports nutrrient, tillage, annd
residue manag
gement projectts to reduce hyp
poxic effects in
n the Gulf.245 W
While state actioons to reduce w
watershed nutriient
loading are vo
oluntary, a stro
ong scientific fo
oundation with increased monnitoring effortss helps ensure eeffective
2
management.246

9.4

Soccietal Benefiits

Hypoxia impaacts the food su
upply for comm
mercially and reecreationally-im
mportant fish sspecies in the G
Gulf of Mexicoo. As
their food sou
urces leave due to lack of oxygen, fish and sh
hrimp crowd innto areas with bbetter oxygen llevels, which ccan
241

5th Annual NOAA/NGI
N
Hyp
poxia research Coordination
C
Wo
orkshop: Advanccing Ecosystem Modeling of Hyypoxia and Diverrsion
Effects on Fish
heries in the Nortthern Gulf of Mexico:
http://sero.nmffs.noaa.gov/habittat_conservation
n/hcd_headlines//homenews_hyp oxiamodeling.httml
242
2016 NOAA
A Press Release on Gulf hypoxicc zone seasonal forecast: http://w
www.noaa.gov/m
media-release/avverage-dead-zonne-forgulf-of-mexico
o-predicted
243
NOAA Norrthern Gulf of Mexico Ecosystem
ms and Hypoxia Assessment Proogram:
https://coastalscience.noaa.gov
v/research/pollutiion/hypoxia/ngo
omex
244
Meckley, T. et al., 2016. Gu
ulf of Mexico Hy
ypoxia Monitoring Strategy. Sixxth Annual NOA
AA/NGI Hypoxiaa Research
W
Septeember 12-13, 2016. Accessed:
Coordination Workshop.
https://service.n
ncddc.noaa.gov//rdn/www/mediaa/documents/actiivities/2016-worrkshop/HypoxM
MonStrat.pdf
245
Mississippi River Basin Heaalthy Watershed
ds Initiative. United States Deparrtment of Agricuulture. Accessedd January 4, 20177:
https://www.nrrcs.usda.gov/wpss/portal/nrcs/detail/la/programs/ffarmbill/rcpp/?ccid=stelprdb10977321
246
Gulf Hypox
xia Monitoring Stakeholder
S
Com
mmittee, 2007. Teerms of Referennce. September 33, 2007. Accesseed:
https://service.n
ncddc.noaa.gov//rdn/www/mediaa/documents/actiivities/stakeholdders/Hypoxia-Staakeholder-Comm
mittee-Terms-offReference.pdf
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lead to compeeting for food in smaller habittats where it is easier for fishees and shrimp tto be consumedd by predators or
harvested by fishermen.
f
Hyp
poxia can also affect shrimp spawning
s
and m
migration, negaatively as well as the amount of
catch availablle for harvest. Tourism
T
can also be affected as fish availablle for recreatioonal fishing cann be reduced.
Hypoxia Watch can help com
mmercial and recreation
r
fisheermen better pllan where to fissh to avoid hyppoxic areas.
y of the Gulf off Mexico includ
des significant fishery and touurism activity. L
Louisiana and Texas accountted for
The economy
approximately
y $470 million, or two-thirds,, of total U.S. revenue
r
for shri
rimp landings. W
While knowleddge gaps still exxist on
the impact of the hypoxic zo
one on individu
ual species, scieentists and econnomists have aalready demonsstrated habitat lloss,
migration shiffts, and reprodu
uctive disruptio
on.247 These im
mpacts not onlyy alter commerccial and recreattional fishing
patterns, but can
c also reducee the economic vitality of thesse fishing indusstries. While thhe hypoxic zonne has not yet bbeen
demonstrated to affect overaall population levels
l
of brown
n shrimp in the northern Gulff of Mexico, duuring hypoxic
conditions, larger shrimp aree priced signifiicantly higher in
i relation to sm
maller shrimp tthan when hypooxic conditionss are
not present.2488
Figure A.10 shows
s
the valuee chain for the Hypoxia Watcch and related pproducts.

Figure A.10. NOAA Fleet Data
D
Value Ch
hain: Hypoxia
a Watch, Gulff of Mexico

247
Committee on Environmentt and Natural Reesources. 2010. Scientific
S
Assesssment of Hypoxxia in U.S. Coastal Waters. Interaagency
p on Harmful Allgal Blooms, Hy
ypoxia, and Hum
man Health of thee Joint Subcomm
mittee on Ocean Science and
Working Group
Technology. Washington,
W
DC. Available at: htttps://obamawhittehouse.archivess.gov/sites/defauult/files/micrositees/ostp/hypoxia-report.pdf.. Accessed February
y 3, 2017.
248
Smith, Marttin D. et al. 2017
7. Seafood pricess reveal impacts of major ecologgical disturbancee. PNAS 2017. A
Available at:
http://www.pnaas.org/content/eaarly/2017/01/24//1617948114.fulll?tab=author-innfo.. Accessed Feebruary 3, 2017..
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10.

Ocean Noise: Ocean Noise
N
Mapp
ping

10.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

Ocean noise, which is causeed by commercial shipping traaffic, oil and
gas exploratio
on and extractio
on, military son
nar, and other sources,
s
threatens marrine life and eco
osystems in maany ways. Oceaan animals
use sound signals to commu
unicate with oth
her animals, such as when
communicatin
ng with potentiial mates or offfspring. They also
a rely on
environmentaal sound cues th
hat are vital to survival.249 NO
OAA’s
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Office of Sciience and
Technology (OST) developeed two web-bassed mapping to
ools through
NOAA’s Cetaacean & Sound
d Mapping effo
ort (CetSound),, to better
understand th
he impacts of rising man-madee ocean noise levels on
marine life. CetSound
C
consists of two work
king groups thaat develop the
mapping toolss, CetMap and SoundMap.

Products: CetMap and S
SoundMap
Mapping T
Tools
Line Officce: National Maarine Fisheries
Service, Offfice of Science and Technoloogy
Mission Seervice Area: H
Healthy Oceanss
Protected S
Species Monitooring and
Assessmennts

CetSound’s cetacean mappin
ng working gro
oup, or CetMap
p, produced tim
me-, region-, annd species-speccific maps that use
predictive env
vironmental facctors to estimatte density and distribution
d
of cetacean and ffish invertebrates.250 CetMap
complements these maps wiith information
n on biologically
y important areeas (BIAs) for which sufficient data do not eexist.
BIAs include areas within th
he U.S. Exclusiive Economic Zone
Z
(EEZ) thaat are critical fo
for animal reprooduction, feediing,
migration, or habitat for smaall and residentt populations.2551
CetSound’s underwater
u
soun
nd mapping wo
orking group, SoundMap,
S
gennerated maps oof temporal, spaatial, and frequuency
characteristicss of man-madee underwater no
oise. SoundMap
p’s website offfers larger (regional or ocean basin) scale annnual
examples of shhort-term noisee events.252 Theese
average sound
d field maps ass well as more localized
l
and comprehensive
c
maps incorporate two aspectts of mapping developed
d
by separate
s
workinng subgroups: eextensive prediictive modelingg of
areas in U.S. EEZ
E waters off the continentaal U.S., Hawaii,, and Alaska w
where sound is llikely to be prooduced; and maapping
of four localizzed events of known
k
noise-prroducing human
n activity such as military sonnar training andd oil and gas
exploration an
nd activity.253
Having both cetacean
c
and so
ound maps at th
heir disposal alllows ocean plaanners to betterr understand thhe effect of mann-made
noise for prop
posed activitiess. CetSound’s products
p
formed the initial sciientific effort toowards NOAA
A’s 10-year visiion for
addressing occean noise impaacts, known as the Ocean Noiise Strategy, inncluding the im
mplementation oof the Ocean N
Noise
Policy and Occean Noise Pro
ocedure.

10.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data that Feeed the Produ
uct

OST worked with more than
n 30 other NOA
AA agencies, fiisheries sciencee centers, and ooutside private and academic
groups to dev
velop CetSound
d mapping toolss.254 CetMap in
ncorporates thee best availablee datasets for paarticular areas and
species, including from outsside entities succh as universitiies and conservvation groups, aand is heavily rreliant on NOA
AA
Fleet habitat and
a protected species
s
surveyss. A recently pu
ublished cetaceean density
model for the U.S Atlantic and
a Gulf of Meexico, for exam
mple, utilized daata from Northeast and Southheast NOAA Fiisheries
Science Centeers, the New Jeersey Departmeent of Environm
mental Projectiion, the Univerrsity of St. Anddrews, the Univversity
249

“Underwateer Noise and Maarine Life”. Cetacean & Sound Mapping.
M
Nationnal Oceanic and Atmospheric Addministration. A
Available
at: http://cetsou
und.noaa.gov/ind
dex. Accessed Jaanuary 30, 2017.
250
“Phase 1 – CetSound”.
C
Cetaacean & Sound Mapping.
M
Nation
nal Oceanic and Atmospheric Addministration. A
Available at:
http://cetsound
d.noaa.gov/cetsou
und. Accessed Jaanuary 30, 2017.
251
“Biologicallly Important Areeas”. Cetacean & Sound Mappin
ng. National Oceeanic and Atmosspheric Administtration. Availablle at:
http://cetsound
d.noaa.gov/imporrtant. Accessed January
J
30, 2017
7.
252
“Phase 1 – CetSound”.
C
Cetaacean & Sound Mapping.
M
Nation
nal Oceanic and Atmospheric Addministration. A
Available at:
http://cetsound
d.noaa.gov/cetsou
und. Accessed Jaanuary 30, 2017.
253
“What is So
oundMap?” Cetaacean & Sound Mapping.
M
Nation
nal Oceanic and A
Atmospheric Addministration. Available at:
http://cetsound
d.noaa.gov/sound
d-index. Accesseed January 30, 20
017.
254
“Participantts.” Cetacean & Sound Mapping
g. National Ocean
nic and Atmosphheric Administraation. Available at:
http://cetsound
d.noaa.gov/particcipants. Accessed
d January 30, 20
017.
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of North Caro
olina, and the Virginia
V
Aquariium and Marin
ne Science Centter.255 NOAA sselects surveyss from these souurces
based on an established hierrarchy of inform
mation and mod
deling types: hhabitat-based deensity models, stratified densiity
models, probaability of occurrrence models, records of pressence, and expert knowledge.. After an initiaal data assessm
ment of
cetacean data availability, NOAA
N
models or
o re-models deensity primarily
ly using habitatt-based densityy models.256
milarly utilized
d a variety of NOAA
N
and non
n-NOAA data ssources to map ocean noise. F
For known mann-made
SoundMap sim
noise sources due to oil and gas exploration
n, BP Explorattion (Alaska) Innc. and JASCO
O research LTD
D provide sound
modeling resu
ults from the Beaufort Sea, an
nd the Resourcee Evaluation O
Office of Bureauu of Ocean Eneergy Managem
ment
(BOEM) prov
vides 2D and 3D seismic surv
vey results from
m the Gulf of M
Mexico.257 The U.S Navy provvides data on sppecific
sound-produccing naval activ
vities such as acctive sonar traiining in Hawaiii. NOAA shipss also contributte in a couple w
ways.
Ten ocean noise reference sttations are placced throughout U.S. waters too track changess in ocean noisee trends over tim
me.
NOAA ships service these buoys
b
and may drop new oness or replacemennts. The Fleet aalso provide ann opportunity too
collect empiriical evidence of
o man-made no
oise and its imp
pacts, as oppossed to relying oon predictive m
modeling.

10.3

Pro
oduct Interm
mediaries an
nd Dissemin
nation

Members of CetMap’s
C
work
king group from
m Duke Univerrsity’s Marine G
Geospatial Ecoology Lab creatte the standardized
GIS files for CetMap,
C
both for
f new modeliing results as well
w as previouss model resultss that lacked GIIS layers. NOA
AA
OST subsequently takes the data and mapss and develops website portalss that the publiic can easily acccess. Similarlyy, Heat,
Light, and Sound Research Inc.
I helps Soun
ndMap generatte the predictivee models of annthropogenic unnderwater noisee.
Both CetMap and SoundMaap are web-baseed products avaailable to the puublic. Additionnally, NOAA m
makes availablee
underlying daata (including GIS
G layers) and
d metadata for both
b mapping ttools, either thrrough the webssite or by requeest.
NOAA perforrms outreach to
o educate the general public and
a specific meembers of the ooceanic commuunity who havee an
interest in sou
und-producing activities. In 20
012, NOAA deemonstrated neear-final CetMaap and SoundM
Map products too
approximately
y 170 representtatives from go
overnment agen
ncies, scientistss, consultanciees, regulated inddustries, mediaa, and
conservation advocacy grou
ups.258 NOAA also
a participateed in an internat
ational workshoop on underwatter sound mappping
and impacts in
n 2014 that inccluded the Interrnational Whaling Commissioon, the Office oof Naval researrch Global, the
Netherlands Organisation
O
fo
or Applied Scieentific Research
h, and the Nethherlands Ministtry of Infrastruucture and the
Environment..259
NOAA has a close relationsh
hip with the U.S. Navy, who not only providdes data for sound field mappping but is alsoo a
high-profile emitter
e
of ocean
n noise, the Bu
ureau of Ocean Energy Managgement (BOEM
M) and various non-governmeental
organizations. Through proffessional relatio
onships and wo
orking groups N
NOAA further disseminates C
CetSound produucts to
these users.
Additionally, the Ocean Noiise Strategy garrners press cov
verage that helpps NOAA educcate the public on ocean noisee
impacts.

10.4

Useers of the Prroduct

255

“Habitat-Baased Cetacean Density Models fo
or the U.S. Atlan
ntic and Gulf of Mexico (2015 vversion)”. Marine Geospatial Ecoology
Lab. Duke Uniiversity. Availab
ble at: http://seam
map.env.duke.ed
du/models/Duke--EC-GOM-20155/. Accessed Januuary 30, 2017.
256
“What is CeetMap?” Cetaceaan & Sound Map
pping. National Oceanic
O
and Atm
mospheric Admiinistration. Avaiilable at:
http://cetsound
d.noaa.gov/cda-in
ndex. Accessed January
J
30, 2017
7.
257
“Phase 1 – CetSound”.
C
Cetaacean & Sound Mapping.
M
Nation
nal Oceanic and Atmospheric Addministration. A
Available at:
http://cetsound
d.noaa.gov/cetsou
und. Accessed Jaanuary 30, 2017. And
“Sound Field Data
D Availability
y: Overview”. Ceetacean & Sound
d Mapping. Natiional Oceanic annd Atmospheric Administration.
Available at: htttp://cetsound.no
oaa.gov/sound_d
data. Accessed Jaanuary 30, 20177.
258
National Occeanic and Atmo
ospheric Administration. 2012. Mapping
M
Cetaceaans and Sound: M
Modern Tools or Ocean Manageement.
Final Symposiu
um Report of a Technical
T
Worksshop held May 23-24
2
in Washinngton, D.C. 83 ppp. Available at:
http://cetsound
d.noaa.gov/Assetts/cetsound/docu
uments/symp-doccs/CetSound_Syymposium_Repoort_Final.pdf
259
National Occeanic and Atmo
ospheric Administration. 2014. “Joint
“
Workshopp Report: Predictting Sound Fieldds-Global Sounddscape
Modelling to In
nform Managem
ment of Cetacean
ns and Anthropog
genic Noise”. Appril 15-16, 20144. Available at:
“http://cetsound.noaa.gov/Asseets/cetsound/doccuments/Predicting%20Sound%220Fields%20Repport_Final.pdf”. Accessed Januaary 31,
2017.
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CetMap and SoundMap’s
S
mapping
m
tools help
h NOAA ach
hieve its’ four pprimary goals ffor the Ocean N
Noise Strategy:: filling
knowledge gaaps and buildin
ng understandin
ng of noise imp
pacts; integratinng managemennt actions to miinimize effects of
noise on mariine species; dev
veloping tools for
f assessmentt, planning, andd mitigation of noise-making activities; and
educating the public and stak
keholders on noise
n
impacts.2660 Both mappinng tools and datta can help resoource managerrs plan,
m
decisionss on how to red
duce adverse im
mpacts. The breeadth of knowlledge gained from these two ttools
analyze, and make
allows for imp
proved charactterization and management
m
off noise impactss on marine lifee and habitat, inn particular on
seasonally ressident marine species
s
that are not captured by
b empirical soound data collecction.
NOAA’s Oceean Noise Strattegy Roadmap includes two case
c studies thaat highlight thee ability of oceaan managers too
understand no
oise impacts on
n critical marine life and habittat through cetaacean and sounnd modeling. Inn the first, scienntists
combined CettMap’s mappin
ng tool methodology with higher resolution shipping data tto identify and characterize nooise
impacts of shiipping vessels to Baleen Whaales off Southerrn California. T
The scientists rrecognized the need for uncerrtainty
and risk metriics in the modeel, but their fram
mework could be used to eval
aluate the conseequences of pottential shippingg
2
traffic management actions.261
In the secon
nd study, a sepaarate team studdied the impactts of noise on sppawning grounnds
using SoundM
Map model pred
dictions and prroduced recomm
mendations to pprotect these ccritical spawninng grounds. These
recommendattions, which NO
OAA usually communicates
c
to
t relevant actiion agencies thrrough consultaations, includedd
spatial and tem
mporal measurres such as avoiiding certain arreas or time perriods to reducee impact, waterr noise monitorring,
and assessmen
nt of transiting
g vessel noise. The
T team suggeested that NOA
AA work with tthe U.S. Coast Guard and U.S
S.
Maritime Adm
ministration to evaluate chron
nic impacts in acoustically
a
sennsitive federallly designated arreas, evaluate
impacts in key
y spawning loccations associatted with federaal actions and ppredicted growtth in East Coasst shipping trafffic,
and encourage the implemen
ntation of new,, voluntary guid
delines to quiett commercial sships. These sciientists also prooposed
that NOAA work
w
with the U.S.
U Navy to assess overlap off training activiity with acousttically sensitivee federally desiignated
areas. 262
NOAA’s ONS identifies thirrteen domestic policy acts succh as the Endanngered Speciess Act and the M
Mitchell Act unnder
which ocean managers
m
may be able to addrress noise issuees.263 Howeverr, organizationss and entities ouutside of the feederal
government are
a responsible for many of th
he decisions thaat can reduce nooise impacts onn critical marinne species and
habitat, and CetSound’s
C
products can still influence
i
thesee decisions. In 22014, for exam
mple, the Marinne Environmentt
Protection Co
ommittee appro
oved guideliness for voluntary underwater nooise reduction ffor member govvernments in thhe
International Maritime
M
Orgaanization, the UN
U agency thatt creates regulat
ation and standaards for the shiipping industryy.264

10.5

Soccietal Benefiits

CetMap and SoundMap
S
toolls provide a varriety of benefitts to different uusers. CetMap pproducts provide current and
consolidated density
d
data for compliance, identify
i
data gaaps and necessaary specificatioons for data inttegration, proviide a
useful tool forr ocean plannin
ng for proposed
d activities and
d for alternativee NEPA analyssis, and improvve current
understanding
g of migratory patterns.
p
Sound
dMap similarly
y provides a usseful tool for occean planners tto predict noisee

260

“Phase 2 - NOAA’s
N
Ocean Noise
N
Strategy”. Cetacean & So
ound Mapping. N
National Oceanicc and Atmospheric Administratiion.
Available at: htttp://cetsound.no
oaa.gov/ons. Acccessed January 31,
3 2017.
261
Gedamke, J.
J et al. Ocean No
oise Strategy Ro
oadmap. Nationaal Oceanic and A
Atmospheric Adm
ministration. Sepptember, 2016.
Available at: htttp://cetsound.no
oaa.gov/Assets/ccetsound/documeents/Roadmap/O
ONS_Roadmap__Final_Completee.pdf. Accessed January
31, 2017.
262
Ibid.
263
National Occeanic and Atmo
ospheric Administration. “Spread
dsheet of Potentiial Authorities (ee.g. Statutes, Exxecutive Orders) to
Address Ocean
n Noise Issues”. Ocean Noise Strrategy Roadmap
p Appendix C. Seeptember, 2016.. Available at:
http://cetsound
d.noaa.gov/Assetts/cetsound/docu
uments/Roadmap
p/ONS_Roadmaap_Final_AppenddixC.pdf. Accesssed January 31, 2017.
264
Internationaal Maritime Orgaanization. “Guid
delines for the Reeduction of Undderwater Noise fr
from Commerciaal Shipping to Adddress
Adverse Impaccts on Marine Life”. April 7, 201
14. Available at: http://cetsound..noaa.gov/Assetss/cetsound/docuuments/MEPC.1-Circ%20883%20Noise%20Guidelines%20Aprril%202014.pdf. Accessed Januaary 31, 2017.
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impacts of proposed activities. In addition, it offers a more robust picture of the cumulative effects of noise on marine
species and habitat and an improved tool for forecasting and scenario building.265
Private firms have created sound mapping tools in the past, but not on the geospatial scale achieved by SoundMap.
SoundMap’s products provide a cost-efficient single web portal for ocean planners, decision-makers, and regulators to
assess current and potential impacts on marine life and habitat.
Reductions in man-made noise can provide protection for and increase the population of species by allowing natural
defense and mating sound cues to operate normally and by permitting normal migratory patterns. Economists and
scientists have conducted numerous studies over the past couple decades to estimate economic values for similar species
protection and rehabilitation. These studies use established survey methods to determine what people are willing to pay
for particular ecosystem services related to specific species. This can include recovery or protection programs, improved
status, and population increases. While these programs are not specifically tied to man-made noise, the overall benefits
can be similar. This review of the studies have shown that households are willing to pay up to $80 per household or more
266
(in 2013 dollars) to benefit charismatic mammal species in US waters (such as right whales), which can add up to a
significant value for species preservation and habitat improvement.
Figure A.11 shows the value chain diagram for ocean noise mapping.

265

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 2012. Mapping Cetaceans and Sound: Modern Tools or Ocean Management.
Final Symposium Report of a Technical Workshop held May 23-24 in Washington, D.C. 83 pp. Available at:
http://cetsound.noaa.gov/Assets/cetsound/documents/symp-docs/CetSound_Symposium_Report_Final.pdf
266
Lew, D.K (2015). Willingness to Pay for Threatened and Endangered Marine Species: A Review of the Literature and Prospects
for Policy Use. Front. Mar. Sci. 2:96. Available at: http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fmars.2015.00096/full
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Value Ch
hain: Ocean Noise
N
Mappingg
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11.

Hu
urricanes: Hurricanee Outlook
k

11.1

Pro
oduct Backg
ground

NOAA’s Natiional Weather Service (NWS) Climate Pred
diction
Center (CPC)) produces the Atlantic
A
Hurriccane Outlook in
n
collaboration with hurricanee experts at NO
OAA’s Hurrican
ne
Research Div
vision and Natio
onal Hurricane Center.267

P
Product: Hurrricane Outlook
L
Line Office: N
National Weathher Service
M
Mission Servicce Area: Clim
mate, Climate
P
Predictions andd Projections

The Hurricane Outlook serv
ves as a generall guide on expeected
activity for th
he upcoming hu
urricane season
n in the Atlanticc Region,
including the number of nam
med storms, hurrricanes, majorr
hurricanes, an
nd accumulated
d cyclone energ
gy. It does not predict
p
which oof these stormss will make lanndfall or levels of
activity for an
ny particular geeographic area. The Outlook is
i probabilistic in nature, which means that iit states the “likkely”
ranges of activity. It is based
d on prediction
ns of large-scalee climate factorrs that influencce hurricane acctivity, as well aas
climate models that directly predict hurricaane activity.268
Various stakeeholders use thee Hurricane Ou
utlook to impro
ove hurricane ppreparedness. W
With the hurricaane season spannning
June to Novem
mber, CPC releeases the Outlo
ook in late May
y, prior to start of season, andd updates it in eearly August, m
midway through the
t season. NO
OAA publishes the Hurricane Outlook onlinee and issues a ppress release abbout it, sendingg it to
more than 3,0
000 reporters. CPC
C also publisshes a technicaal write-up of thhe Outlook, whhich explains thhe science and data
behind the analysis and sum
mmarizes key fin
ndings.

11.2

NO
OAA Fleet Data that Feeed the Produ
uct

The Hurricane Outlook usess data from variious sources in
ncluding data coollected by thee Tropical Atmoosphere Oceann
(TAO) array, which is mainttained by the NOAA
N
Fleet. The
T TAO array consists of 70 buoys moored (“moorings”) in the
Pacific Ocean
n that collect occeanographic and
a meteorolog
gical data.269 Thhe NOAA fleett maintains the TAO array andd
transmits the data from thesee moorings electronically thro
ough satellites. 270 Monitoringg data from the TAO array telll
researchers ab
bout the state of
o the ocean and
d the atmospheere. Basic meassurements on T
TAO moorings include wind sspeeds,
air temperaturre, relative hum
midity, sea surfface temperaturre, and subsurfa
face temperaturres. Additional sensors can coollect
data on rainfaall, short wave and long-wavee radiation, baro
ometric pressurre, salinity andd ocean currents. 271
Ships go to eaach buoy once a year to perform necessary maintenance,
m
inncluding repairring any damagge caused by
biological acttivity or local fiisherman. The data from the TAO
T
array is pparticularly impportant becausee of the information it
provides on th
he El Niño and
d La Nina pheno
omenon. El Niiño and La Ninna strongly influuence the hurriicane pattern inn the
Atlantic Oceaan and the Centtral and Eastern
n Pacific Ocean
n.
The Outlook does
d
rely on so
ome data colleccted directly by
y the NOAA fleeet,272 including ocean profilee data and sea ssurface
temperature and
a weather datta collected thrrough the Volun
ntary Observinng Ship Program
m, which the N
NOAA fleet is a part
of.

11.3

Com
mplementarry Data and
d Intermedia
ate Productss

267

“NOAA 2016 Atlantic Hurrricane Season Ou
utlook Issued: 11 August 2016.”” (2016). Nationnal Weather Servvice Climate Prediction
www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/productts/outlooks/hurriicane.shtml
Center. http://w
268
Ibid.
269
“Project: Trropical Atmosph
here Ocean Buoy
y Service.” (2016
6). NOAA Officce of Marine andd Aviation Operaations.
http://www.om
mao.noaa.gov/fin
nd/projects/3418--tropical-atmosp
phere-ocean-buoyy-service
270
For examplee the Ronald H. Brown provided
d maintenance fo
or TAO Buoy in November 20155.
http://www.om
mao.noaa.gov/fin
nd/projects/2751--tropical-atmosp
phere-ocean-tao--buoy-array-mainntenance
271
“TAO Refreesh Sampling.” (2011).
(
NOAA’ss National Data Buoy Center.
http://tao.ndbc..noaa.gov/proj_o
overview/sampliing_ndbc.shtml
272
Personal com
mmunication wiith Dr. Gerry Beell, Lead Forecasster and Meteoroologist at the NO
OAA Climate Preediction Center oon
January 5, 2017
7.
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A second sou
urce of data for the Hurricane Outlook is the ARGO array. This global arrray of 3,800 flooats provides ddata on
subsurface tem
mperature, salinity, and veloccity of the uppeer 2000 meters of the ocean.2773 The ARGO floats go underrwater
to a depth of about
a
2 km and
d come back to
o the surface to automatically transmit their ddata. They requuire much less
maintenance than
t
the TAO array
a
because there
t
are no van
ndalism issues.. The NOAA F
Fleet does not ssupport these flloats
but the floats provide importtant data used in
i the Hurrican
ne Outlook. Othher sources of gglobal ocean teemperature data come
from land-bassed stations, weeather balloonss, and satellite measurements.
m
.274
Data from thee TAO array, th
he ARGO array
y, and other sou
urces feed
into climate models
m
that syn
nthesize this datta. These modeels create
a long archivee of gridded mo
odel climate daata that is used to make
predictions ab
bout the upcom
ming hurricane season.
s
The Hu
urricane
Outlook inclu
udes dynamicall model predicttions from the NOAA
N
Climate Foreccast System (C
CFS), NOAA Geophysical
G
Flu
uid
Dynamics Lab
b (GFDL), the European Cen
ntre for Medium
m Range
Weather Foreecasting (ECMW
WF), and the United
U
Kingdom
m
Meteorology (UKMET) offiice.275 Data from the TAO arrray also
feeds into the El Niño South
hern Oscillation
n (ENSO) outlo
ook.
Forecasters reely on the ENSO outlook to predict
p
hurrican
ne activity
because of thee impact of La Nina and El Niño
N on seasonaal
hurricane pattterns.

Figure A.12. H
Hurricane Ou
utlook Online
V
Viewership S
Statistics
May 2016 Outtlook. Headline
e: Nearnormal Atlantic hurricane se
eason is most
likely this yearr
Unique visito
ors (users) - 131,517
Page views - 158,271
Unique page views - 145,2
274
(82% of reade
ers were new vvisitors)

11.4

Useers of the Prroduct and Related
R
Pro
oducts

A
August 2016 O
Outlook. Head
dline: Atlantic
The Hurricane Outlook is ussed by a variety
y of interests to
o prepare
hurricane
seas
son
still
expec
cted to be
for the hurricaane season and
d is widely distrributed and pub
blicized.
sstrongest sincce 2012 (August)
As shown in Figure
F
A.12, th
he May 2016 Outlook
O
garnereed
approximately
y 131,500 view
ws online (uniqu
ue visitors), wh
hile the
Unique visito
ors (users) - 124,581
August 2016 Outlook had 13
34,000 (uniquee visitors). Wheen it is
published, thee authors of thee Outlook hold briefings with key
Page views - 146,710
stakeholders, including statee, local and emergency manag
gers,
federal departtments such as the Hurricane Center and thee NOAA
Unique page views - 133,9
956
Atlantic Oceaanographic and
d Meteorologicaal Laboratory, Congress,
the President, and members of the public. The
T authors alsso
ers were new vvisitors)
(76% of reade
participate in interviews with magazines an
nd interact with
h the
public on sociial media throu
ugh Reddit Ask
k Me Anything question
S
Source: Perso
onal Communiications,
sessions, the most
m popular of
o which had 27
7,000 participan
nts. These
S
Susan Buchan
nan, Acting Director of
interviews and other interacttions with the public
p
and otheer
Public Affairs, National Wea
ather Service,
stakeholders focus
f
on preparredness. In gen
neral, more than
n 80
May 1, 2017.
million U.S. citizens
c
are pottentially threateened by hurricaanes.
Agencies likee FEMA with th
heir ready.gov website, the National
N
Hurricane Cen
nter, and the Red
R Cross, use this
t Outlook to instruct the puublic on preparring for these sttorms.276 The
Hurricane Ou
utlook helps ageencies and deciision-makers to
o better focus ttheir resources when preparinng for the upcom
ming
hurricane seasson.

Members of the
t business secctor also use th
he Hurricane Ou
utlook. The Sm
mall Business A
Administration promotes the
277
Outlook and recommends
r
prreparedness effforts for small businesses.
b
C
CPC does not ccollect data on how the inform
mation
provided in th
he Outlook direectly impacts bu
usiness decisio
ons. Nonethelesss, it is not hardd to imagine hoow the informaation

273

“What is Arrgo?” Argo – parrt of the integratted global observ
vation strategy. hhttp://www.argoo.ucsd.edu/
Personal com
mmunication wiith Dr. Gerry Beell, Lead Forecasster and Meteoroologist at the NO
OAA Climate Preediction Center oon
January 5, 2017
7.
275
“NOAA 2016 Atlantic Hurrricane Season Ou
utlook Issued: 11 August 2016.”” (2016). Nationnal Weather Servvice Climate Prediction
www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/productts/outlooks/hurriicane.shtml
Center. http://w
276
Personal com
mmunication wiith Dr. Gerry Beell, Lead Forecasster and Meteoroologist at the NO
OAA Climate Preediction Center oon
January 5, 2017
7.
277
Ibid.
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could significcantly impact ceertain businesss sectors. For ex
xample, coastaal tourism comppanies make seeasonal operatioonal
changes based
d on the inform
mation found in
n the Outlook.

11.5

Soccietal Benefiits

Since 1980, 35 major hurricanes (those cau
using at least $1 billion in dam
mages) have strruck the Unitedd States with tootal
losses exceed
ding $500 billio
on. The averagee annual losses from these 35 storms is nearrly $16 billion.2278The Hurricanne
Outlook helpss key stakehold
ders to better prrepare for the hurricane
h
seasoon, which can lead to reductioons in property
damage, morttality and morb
bidity, societal costs
c
associated with evacuattion, and lost buusiness activityy.
Several studiees have attemptted to value hu
urricane forecassts based on thee costs and dam
mages that theyy can help to avvoid,
for both socieety and individu
ual industry secctors. For exam
mple, using dataa from 1900 too 1990, Jamiesoon and Drury (1997)
determined th
hat loss of life associated
a
with
h hurricanes exp
ponentially deccreased over thhis time period because of impproved
hurricane foreecasts.279 Consiidine et al. (200
04) used the co
ost-of-evacuatioon to estimate tthe value of im
mproved hurricaane
forecast inform
mation to crude oil and naturaal gas producerrs in the Gulf oof Mexico. Theey found that thhe current valuee of
existing hurricane forecast in
nformation is $8
$ million per year,
y
and that tthe value rises bby more than $$15 million perr year
when this foreecast is 50% more
m accurate.2880 Emmanuel ett al. (2012) alsoo found potentiially significannt savings for thhe
insurance indu
ustry associated with improveements in seaso
onal hurricane forecasts.281
Figure A.13 demonstrates
d
th
he value chain associated
a
the Hurricane
H
Outllook, includingg the data from
m the NOAA Fleeet that
they depend on,
o and how thiis ultimately reesults in value to
t society.

278

NOAA Natiional Centers forr Environmentall Information (N
NCEI) U.S. Billioon-Dollar Weathher and Climate D
Disasters
(2017). https:///www.ncdc.noaaa.gov/billions/
279
Jamieson, G.,
G and Drury, C. 1997. Hurricane mitigation effo
orts at the U.S. F
Federal Emergenncy Managementt Agency, FEMA
A,
Washington, D.C.
D
280
Considine, T.,
T Jablonowski, C., Posner, B., and
a Bishop, C. 2004.
2
“Value of hhurricane forecassts to oil and gass producers in the Gulf
of Mexico.” Journal of Applied
d Meteorology., 43, 1270–1281.
281
Emmanuel, K.,
K F. Fondriest,, and J. Kossin. 2012.
2
Potential Economic
E
Valuee of Seasonal Huurricane Forecastts. Weather, Clim
mate,
and Society, 4((110 – 117).
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Figure A.13. NOAA Fleet Data
D
Value Ch
hain: Hurrica
ane Outlook
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12.

Fleeet Emergeency Resp
ponse Serv
vices

12.1

Bacckground

Many maritim
me-related natu
ural disasters an
nd emergency situations
s
requiire a coordinateed response byy U.S. governm
ment
and non-goveernment organizzations. These events includee hurricanes, oill spills, terrorisst attacks, and oother disasters..
During, and im
mmediately folllowing these events,
e
highly skilled
s
crew meembers and vesssels equipped with specific
technologies are
a often needeed to perform search
s
and rescu
ue activities, prrovide relief seervices, re-openn affected portss,
assess damages, and/or colleect scientific daata.
Depending on
n the nature and
d extent of the disaster or emeergency, the U .S. has a varietty of potential m
maritime-basedd
responders, in
ncluding the U..S. Coast Guard
d (USCG), U.S
S. Army Corps of Engineers ((USACE), U.S. Navy, and muultiple
NOAA Line Offices
O
and div
visions. These agencies
a
work with other fedeeral, state, locaal, and non-profit organizationns,
including portt authorities, maritime
m
ship piilots, Air Natio
onal Guard, Fedderal Emergenccy Managemennt Agency (FEM
MA),
Red Cross, an
nd others, to lau
unch coordinatted land-, air-, and
a ocean-baseed response effforts.
The NOAA Fleet
F
is a key paart of the ocean
n-related emerg
gency and disasster response nnetwork, and arre often called uupon to
provide the fo
ollowing emerg
gency responsee services:






Surv
vey our nation’s ports and watterway in respo
onse to nationaal security threaats
Deliv
ver emergency
y supplies, cond
duct hydrograp
phic surveys so that ports can be re-opened, and assess hazardous
mateerials, during an
nd after hurricaanes and other major storm evvents
Locaate and map deebris fields in th
he ocean for av
viation and marritime disasterss
Cond
duct a range off scientific surv
veys in responsse to major oil sspills
Perfo
form search, resscue, and evacu
uation services

NOAA vessells have unique technologies th
hat, when comb
mbined with theiir availability aacross an expannsive geographhic
area, can prov
vide superior, tiimely, and costt-effective resp
ponse services iin many emerggency situationns. In addition, in the
event of an em
mergency, OMAO can easily coordinate fleeet response actiivities across N
NOAA’s line offices, resultingg in a
more seamlesss response effo
ort.282

12.2

NO
OAA Fleet Capabilities that
t
Supporrt Emergenccy Responsee Efforts

As described below, NOAA
A Fleet emergen
ncy response acctivities most ccommonly incluude hydrographhic surveys/datta
collection and
d mapping. Forr example, afterr hurricanes an
nd large storm eevents, crewmeembers on NOA
AA vessels connduct
hydrographic surveys to enssure safe navigaation and re-op
pening of affectted ports as dirrected by the U
U.S. Coast Guarrd.
NOAA also uses
u ship hydro
ographic survey
y technologies, which includee complete seaffloor mapping ssystems, to map
ap
debris fields from
f
aviation and
a maritime diisasters. This enables the quicck recovery of victims and fliight recorders.
Four NOAA ships,
s
including
g Fairweather,, Ferdinand R. Hassler, Rainiier, and Thomaas Jefferson, coonduct hydrogrraphic
surveys, whicch NOS primarily uses to update the nation’ss suite of 1,0000 nautical chartts. These ships each have 2-6
smaller boats (called launches) that can be lowered into th
he water for suurveying in shaallow areas. NO
OAA’s hydrogrraphic
survey ships are
a equipped with
w side-scan sonar (SSS) and
d single- or muulti-beam sonarr technology, w
which provides
detailed and precise
p
data on subsurface obsstructions.2832844 In addition, thhe hydrographiic surveys that NOS conducteed prior
to an event prrovide an immeediate baseline comparison to
o conditions aftter a hurricane oor disaster.
Besides hydro
ographic survey
y capabilities, many
m
NOAA vessels
v
are equiipped with biological, chemiccal, and acousttic data
collection equ
uipment necesssary for toxicity
y and water quaality testing, w
which can be beeneficial to respponse efforts foor
major oil spillls and hurrican
nes, where a ran
nge of immediaate testing is offten required.
282

Pers. comm
m. Megan Greenaaway, Technical Advisor, Office of Coast Surveyy, NOAA, Februuary 2, 2017.
SSS is a speecialized system contained in a small,
s
towed insttrument that cann provide accuratte acoustical imaaging up to a rannge of
200 meters. SS
SS is normally ussed with single beam
b
or multi-beeam sonar to gatther all necessaryy bottom coveraage specificationns. “Side
Scan Sonar”. NOAA
N
Office off Coast Survey. Available
A
at: http
ps://www.nauticcalcharts.noaa.goov/hsd/SSS.htmll. Accessed Febrruary 6,
2017.
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“NOAA’s Hydrographic
H
Su
urvey Ships Aid the Nation Durin
ng Disaster Recoovery Efforts”. N
NOAA.gov. Avaailable at:
http://www.pub
blicaffairs.noaa.g
gov/grounders/d
disasterresponse..html. Accessed February 6, 20117.
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The vast geog
graphic area acrross which the NOAA Fleet operates
o
also coontributes to N
NOAA’s responnse capabilities,
because it typ
pically means th
hat at least one fleet vessel caan respond to ann emergency loocation in a tim
mely manner. N
NOAA
vessels can allso enter areas that
t require military or securiity clearance (ee.g., military poorts), whereas m
most charter veessels
cannot. Finallly, as the admin
nistrator of all NOAA
N
fleet acctivities, OMA
AO can easily cooordinate acrosss line offices tto
ensure that NO
OAA’s other critical
c
needs arre being met throughout the em
emergency respponse period.
Together, thesse factors often
n make it much
h more feasible and cost-effecctive to utilize N
NOAA Fleet vessels for emerrgency
response activ
vities, rather than having to paay charter vesssels, which willl likely charge premium pricees (e.g., throughh time
and materials contracts) for emergency situ
uations, or even
n using other ggovernment-ow
wned vessels. Foor example,
NOAA/OMA
AO has a standaard agreement in
i place with th
he Federal Emeergency Managgement Agencyy (FEMA) so thhat
they can respo
ond quickly in the event of an
n emergency; USACE
U
requirees that an arranngement be in pplace for each
incident beforre they respond
d.

12.3

Em
mergency ressponse serviices

The following
g sections prov
vide an overview
w of the emerg
gency and disasster response seervices, and associated value,, that
the NOAA Flleet provides, in
ncluding servicces related to hurricanes,
h
aviaation disasters, oil spills, natioonal security, annd
routine search
h and rescue acctivities.
12.3.1

Hurrricanes

Aside from ro
outine search an
nd rescue activ
vities, the emerg
gency responsee activities thatt NOAA ships most commonnly
provide relatee to hurricanes and large coasttal storms. Durring and after hhurricanes and other major stoorm events, NO
OAA
ships conductt hydrographic surveys of porrts and importan
nt waterways, assess hazardoous materials, aand provide
emergency relief.
USCG typically closes poten
ntially-affected
d ports and ship
pping lanes 24 to 48 hours before a hurricanne strikes. Durinng the
storm, a hurricane can causee hazardous situ
uations for watter-based trafficc in and aroundd ports by sinkking harbored shhips,
knocking oveer/damaging oill platforms, waashing land-bassed objects suchh as cars and shhipping containners out to sea,,
moving the lo
ocation of main
n shipping chan
nnel navigation
n buoys, and byy changing the natural topograaphy of the seaa floor.
These changees create a poten
ntially hazardo
ous situation for commercial, recreational, orr government-oowned vessels trying
to enter the po
ort. Accurate post-hurricane mapping
m
of watterways allowss partner agenccies, such as US
SCG and USAC
CE, to
immediately clear
c
sub-surface hazards so that
t vessels can
n re-enter econoomically signifficant waterwayys and ports.
wed commerciial and
Reopening po
orts and harbors, such as New
w York, Baltimo
ore and Norfolkk after Hurricaane Sandy, allow
naval vessels to continue normal operation
ns. USCG reporrts that 95% off all goods in thhe U.S. econom
my come througgh U.S.
ports.285 Seveeral estimates have been placeed on the value of cargo that m
moves through U.S. ports. Thhe Port of New York
and New Jersey, for example, estimated that the value off all cargo that ppassed throughh that port alonee was greater thhan
$200 billion ($550
(
million per
p day, on averrage).286 A 201
12 study by NO
OAA’s Nationaal Ocean Servicce (NOS) reporrts that
that ocean com
mmerce for thee entire nation is
i worth more than
t
$1 trillionn.287 By speedinng up the proceess of clearing
waterways, NOAA’s
N
emergency response capabilities can
n reduce the nuumber of days a port is closedd, allowing hunndreds
of millions off dollars of dailly commercial activity
a
to resu
ume.
In some casess, the re-openin
ng of ports can allow for the delivery
d
of esseential relief suppplies, such as ffuel and food
supplies. For example, durin
ng Hurricane Sandy, NOAA vessels’
v
rapid ssurveying and ccharting responnse allowed thee U.S
Navy to makee a relatively qu
uick determinaation on possiblle subsurface oobstructions. Thhis led to the U
USCG Captain oof the
Port re-openin
ng of many afffected ports, wh
hich directly allleviated a regioonal fuel shortaage that occurrred in the days
following the hurricane. In addition,
a
naval vessels from Norfolk
N
Naval B
Base that weree scrambled to ssea to avoid daamage
285

Young, Step
phanie. 2012. “O
Opening U.S. porrts after disaster: An all-hands oon deck evolutionn.” Coast Guardd Compass, Officcial
Blog of the U.S
S. Coast Guard. November 1, 20
012. Available att: http://coastguaard.dodlive.mil/22012/11/openingg-u-s-ports-afterdisaster-an-all--hands-on-deck-eevolution/. Acceessed February 7,
7 2017.
286
“About the Port”. The Port Authority
A
of New
w York and New
w Jersey. Availaable at: http://ww
ww.panynj.gov/pport/about-port.hhtml.
Accessed Febru
uary 7, 2017.
287
National Occean Service, 20
012. “Hurricane Response”.
R
Natiional Oceanic annd Atmospheric A
Administration. May, 2012.Avaailable
at: http://ocean
nservice.noaa.gov
v/hazards/hurriccanes/nosresponsse12.pdf. Accesssed February 7, 22017.
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were able to return to port. Unnecessarily operating naval vessels at sea can be extremely expensive, not only monetarily
but also operationally in terms of disrupting normal naval activities.
As part of the hydrographic data collection efforts associated with hurricane response, scientists and engineers on NOAA
vessels work closely with mapping partners from sister agencies, such as USACE and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS),
to coordinate mapping efforts using an Integrated Ocean and Coastal Mapping approach. The objective of this approach
is to reduce redundancies and meet multiple missions with the same datasets. These datasets help state and federal
partners with recovery from an event and to begin preparing for the next one.288
In addition to hydrographic surveys, the NOAA Fleet also provides scientific support to hazardous materials response
efforts in the wake of hurricanes. For example, NOAA ships have conducted post-hurricane surveys to identify vessels
or containers that may be leaking fuel, oil, or other hazardous materials. During Hurricane Katrina, NOAA ships
collected data to assess potential seafood contamination from these sources. In many cases, NOAA Fleet crew members
also conduct search and rescue activities and deliver emergency supplies during or directly following a hurricane event.
Figure A.14 provides several examples of emergency response activities that NOAA ships have provided for major
hurricane events.
12.3.2

Aviation disaster search

NOAA Fleet vessels have assisted in aviation disaster searches by conducting hydrographic surveys and field scans, and
developing detailed maps of the search areas. For example, after the 1996 TWA Flight 800 crash off the coast of New
York State, NOAA Ship Rude, in conjunction with a shore-side NOAA team, created accurate maps of the debris field,
allowing U.S. Navy divers to quickly recover the crash victims and the flight data recorder. After the Egypt Air Flight
990 crash in 1999 (31 October 1999), the NOAA ship Whiting scanned the seafloor south of Nantucket to find the
primary debris field. NOAA’s efforts allowed a remotely operated U.S. Navy vehicle to complete the search. Finally, the
NOAA ship Rude also played key roles in the 1999 plane crash involving John F. Kennedy, Jr, ultimately finding the
wreckage using side-scan and multi-beam sonar.

288
Written Statement by Jeffrey L. Payne Ph.D., Acting Director, Office for Coastal Management, NOAA, U.S. Department of
Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Homeland Security, Subcommittee on Oversight and Management
Efficiency. November 21, 2014.
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Hurricane Katrina (2005)

NOAA Ship Nancy Foster quickly outfitted with multi-beam and SSS technology to conduct seafloor surveys on
approaches to Mobile, Alabama, helping to reopen the port. The ship then conducted environmental damage and toxic
contamination surveys.

NOAA Ship Thomas Jefferson diverted from its working grounds to conduct surveys around entrances to Pascagoula and
Gulfport, Mississippi, helping to quickly reopen those ports. The ship’s crew also replaced lost and damaged tide gauges,
which measure oceanographic and meteorological parameters.
Hurricane Irene (2011)
•
NOAA Ship Ferdinand Hassler conducted 300 lineal miles of hydrographic surveys in Hampton Roads, Virginia in less
than 48 hours to assess seafloor changes and search for underwater hazards, helping U.S. Coast Guard to restore port
operations. The value of commerce through Hampton Roads amounts to $5 million per hour.
Hurricane Sandy (2012)
•
NOAA Ship Thomas Jefferson surveyed for possible hazards to navigation throughout the Ports of New York and New
Jersey before those ports were reopened, and later conducted surveys in Long Island Sound. In 2012, the value of cargo
through the Ports of New York & New Jersey was $24 million per hour.
•
NOAA Ship Ferdinand Hassler supported U.S. Coast Guard efforts to reopen Port of Virginia by surveying Chesapeake
Channel.
Pacific Island Hurricanes (2015)

July 2015 – NOAA Ship Oscar Elton Sette delivered water and provided emergency transportation support to inhabitants
of Agrihan and Pagan Islands, Northern Mariana Islands

August 2015 – NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer diverted track and evacuated four researchers from a monk seal camp on
Tern Island, French Frigate Shoal ahead of Hurricanes Kilo and Loke.

August 2015 – NOAA Ship Hi’ialakai evacuated three researchers from Laysan Island, and 3 more from Pearl and
Hermes Atoll, and 2 more from Lisianski Island ahead of Tropical Storms Kilo and Loke.
Hurricane Matthew (2016)

NOAA Ship Ferdinand Hassler rode out the storm in North Charleston, South Carolina. The day after the storm the ship
conducted channel clearance operations in Charleston Harbor per request of the USCG Captain of the Port (COTP). As soon as
the sea state permitted, the ship transited to Savannah, Georgia to conduct channel clearance operation also per request of the
COTP.
Source: OMAO. Undated. Presentation: NOAA Fleet Disaster Response.

Figure A.14. Examples of Major Hurricane Response Activities by OMAO Fleet, 2005 – 2016
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Responses to crash sites are typically joint efforts with USCG, U.S. Navvy, and the NT
TSB. Once a NO
OAA vessel loccates
(and maps) a debris field, th
he U.S. Navy caan send out rem
motely operatedd vehicles or diivers to perform
m a more detailled
search of the area. Trajectory
y analysis from
m the National Ocean Service’s Hazardous M
Materials Response Division aids
NOAA ships in the search fo
or floating debrris, and NOAA
A has used this analysis for booth plane crashh response plannning as
T
weatheer forecasts from
m the Nationall Weather Servvice allow for safer and more
well as oil spiill responses. Tailored
efficient searcch and recovery
y operations. 2889
NOAA’s detaailed surveys prrovide agencies such as the US.
U Navy, U.S C
Coast Guard (U
USCG), Nationnal Transportattion
Safety Board (NTSB) and Federal Bureau of Investigatio
on (FBI) the reqquired informattion to supportt focused and
localized searrches. These prrocesses signifiicantly increasee likelihood of discovery and reduce the tim
me and effort to
conduct and complete
c
the seearch and salvaage mission.
12.3.3

Oil spill
s
response

NOAA vessells have provideed sophisticated
d scientific data collection cap
apabilities for m
major oil spill reesponses. Most
notably, after the Deepwaterr Horizon oil sp
pill in 2010, seven NOAA shiips collected fiish habitat, oceeanographic waater
quality, seafood safety, and other critical sccientific data, and
a conducted subsurface oil monitoring acttivities. An eigghth
ship, the Nanccy Foster, inveestigated the intteraction of oil, dispersants, aand tar balls wiithin the Gulf oof Mexico Loopp
Current. Many of these ships were involveed in this effort for six monthss or more. The DWH data colllection activitiies
directly suppo
orted spill containment and cllean-up efforts,, as well as NO
OAA’s efforts too assess and reestore resourcess
injured by thee oil spill and to
o compensate the
t public for itts’ lost use of rresources.
NOAA ships also performed
d hydrographicc, biological, an
nd sediment toxxicity surveys iin response to tthe 1989 Exxonn
Valdez oil spiill, and oceanog
graphic researcch to study the effects of the 11990-91 Persiaan Gulf War oill spills. 290
12.3.4

Natiional Security

The fleet’s dissaster responsee capabilities allso yield cost reeductions and bbenefits relatedd to national seecurity, as witnessed
in the responsses to the terrorrist attacks on September
S
11, 2001. Immediaately followingg this event, in collaboration w
with
the Oceanographer of the Naavy and the US
SCG, NOAA vessels
v
conductted hydrographhic surveys to suupply critical
baseline cond
ditions as an inp
put to a secure USN seafloor change comparrison database.. The intent waas to allow for quick
detection of any
a changes in seafloor condittions that migh
ht indicate potenntial threats in the navigationn approach channnels
to major portss across the cou
untry, such as the
t Port of New
w York and Neew Jersey. The NOAA vessel Whiting perforrmed
this strategic commercial
c
rou
ute survey in Boston
B
one mon
nth after the 9/111 attack, usingg similar technnologies to thosse
employed by the U.S. Navy to sweep for mines.
m
These effforts allowed tthe U.S. Navy tto ensure that tthere were no
additional nattional security threats
t
in thesee areas. NOAA
A reports that w
without NOAA ships, more extensive surveyiing
would have been required to
o provide an acccurate assessm
ment of potentiaal threats near tthe port.
Based on the success of the commercial route survey in Boston
B
followinng September 111, 2001, NOA
AA’s Office of Coast
Survey began
n coordinating its
i commerciallly valuable harrbor approach ssurveys to meeet the Maritime Domain Awarreness
priorities of th
he USCG and US
U Naval Oceaanographic Offfice, with the obbjective of idenntifying potenttial national seccurity
risks and threats at major po
orts.
12.3.5

utine search an
nd rescue response
Rou

The dispersal of NOAA vessels throughou
ut U.S. coastal waters
w
makes th
them well-suiteed to perform search and rescuue
operations forr stranded sailo
ors, fishermen, and recreational boaters. Acccording to NOA
AA representattives, these typees of
activities are a relatively rou
utine occurrencce.

12.4

Soccietal Benefiits

289
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NOAA.gov. Avaailable at:
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NOAA ships’ disaster response capabilities are often essential to subsequent efforts in each emergency scenario. For
example, pre- and post-event hydrographic surveying allows major ports and harbors to reopen to commercial shipping
after hurricanes and other disasters. The ability of NOAA ships to immediately survey these areas allows important
economic activity to resume. In 2015 alone, 1.39 billion short tons accounting for $1.56 trillion worth of U.S. goods
moved through U.S. ports. Imports and exports via water represented 71% of U.S. imports and exports by weight and
almost 42% of cargo value.291
Debris field location and mapping helps other federal, state, and local groups tailor search and rescue operations for air
disasters. Ships already designed for scientific data collection can easily be redeployed to help with critical sampling after
major oil spills. These efforts save lives, allow for the continuation of commercial activities and the assessment of natural
resource damages. In addition, crew members on NOAA vessels often perform relatively routine search and rescue
activities as required by International Maritime law (International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, 1979) and
provide relief supplies to affected populations during emergencies. These activities have saved many lives over the
course of the fleet’s history.
The ability of the fleet to respond to emergencies also can result in cost savings for U.S. taxpayers. NOAA vessels have
unique technologies and are staffed with scientists and engineers with expertise in hydrographic and scientific data
collection, which accounts for a large majority of response activities. In addition, NOAA ships are typically relatively
easy to reroute with minimal impact to normal program activities. As a result of these factors, and combined with their
availability across a wide geographic area, NOAA fleet vessels can often provide superior, more cost-effective and timely
response capabilities compared with other potential responders.
The benefits associated with emergency response by NOAA vessels can vary significantly depending on the nature and
extent of the emergency or disaster. However, the fleet’s unique capabilities (particularly related to hydrographic
surveying), geographic distribution, and skilled crewmembers contribute to its’ key role as part of the U.S. emergency
response network.
Figure A.15 depicts the value chain associated with the NOAA fleet emergency response activities.

291

Foxx, A., Perez, T. and Pritzker, P. (2016, March 7). U.S. Ports: Investing in Engines of Economic Development and American
Competitiveness [U.S. Department of Transportation Blog]. p.1. Retrieved March 14, 2017 from
https://www.commerce.gov/news/blog/2016/03/us-ports-investing-engines-economic-development-and-american-competitiveness.
Statistics available at North American Transportation Statistics at http://nats.sct.gob.mx/go-to-tables/table-7-international-merchandisetrade/table-7-1-international-merchandise-trade-by-mode/
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Figure A.15. NOAA Fleet Value Chain: Emergency Response
R
Activvities
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Appendix B: Efficiency and Effectiveness of Using Contract Vessels
1.

Introduction

This appendix provides the detailed analysis supporting the discussion in Section 4 of the main body of this report, which
addresses the cost-effectiveness of using contract vessels as a substitute for NOAA’s marine fleet for certain data
collection activities. This analysis includes several case studies that compare the marginal cost of using the existing
capacity of NOAA’s fleet to the cost of using contract vessels. As a basis for analysis, it uses cost data for the NOAA
fleet for fiscal year 2015, the most recent year for which complete cost data were available at the outset of this project. It
also relies on cost data from NOAA’s recent contracts with contract vessel providers, as well as information, both
quantitative and qualitative, from interviews with NOAA subject matter experts and contract vessel providers, both
private and public sector.
This appendix is organized as follows:


Section 2 presents data on the marginal cost of using the NOAA fleet



Section 3 discusses NOAA’s current use of contract vessels, including the aggregate cost of this usage



Section 4 presents several case studies that compare the cost of using NOAA ships to contract vessel substitutes
for specific example missions



Section 5 discusses factors other than cost-effectiveness that can affect the decision between using NOAA’s
fleet and contract vessels, including the capacity and availability of such vessels.



Section 4 in the main body of this report summarizes the results of the analysis.

Note that this Appendix repeats certain narrative and exhibits from the summary in Section 4 of the main body of the
report. This repetition is so that readers can see the information presented in context with the complete supporting details
without needing to refer back to Section 4.
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2.

Marginal Cost of Using the NOAA Fleet

The purpose of this analysis is to compare the marginal cost of operating the NOAA fleet to the cost of using contract
vessels to accomplish the same goals. Underlying this comparison is the assumption that NOAA will not make dramatic
changes to the overall mix of contract versus fleet ship time employed or radically alter the composition of its fleet in the
immediate future. In other words, the assumption is that substitutions take place at the margins.
Given this assumption, it is not appropriate to account for the entire budget associated with NOAA’s marine operations in
the comparison. Some elements of the budget (e.g., fixed maintenance costs, certain support and management costs) are
not reduced when NOAA fleet missions are accomplished using contract vessels. Some of these fixed costs would be
reduced only by extreme substitution to the extent of eliminating one or more ships from the NOAA fleet. Other fixed
costs would still be required even in a hypothetical scenario where the NOAA fleet were completely replaced by contract
vessels. These costs are associated with functions (e.g., safety and compliance) that would be required regardless of
which vessels NOAA uses to acquire ocean observations.
Because the costs derived here reflect variable costs only, they are not comparable to costs for the NOAA fleet reported
in certain other sources. For example, costs developed for the NOAA Fleet Recapitalization Team292 cover the total cost
of all of the Office of Marine and Aviation Operations’ (OMAO’s) observing systems, including fixed costs.
To identify the appropriate variable costs, this analysis relies on a document provided by OMAO entitled “Proposal to
Document 100% of OMAO Ship Lifecycle Costs”.293 This document identifies and categorizes the costs involved in
operating the fleet. For those costs that are not directly attributable to a specific ship, it recommends a method of
allocation. This analysis uses the recommended method of allocation to further categorize costs as variable or fixed. The
variable costs appropriate for use in this analysis include:


Variable direct costs: direct operating and maintenance costs are those specifically attributable to a given ship.
Variable direct costs are those that are proportional to level of effort and include, for example, fuel, supplies,
and wages for personnel operating the ship.



Variable indirect costs: although not specifically attributable to a given ship, these costs can be allocated across
the fleet in a manner that is proportional to direct operating costs. Therefore, they can be considered proportional
to the level of effort expended and part of the marginal operating cost. They include, for example, engineering
support costs, which are not directly attributed to a particular ship, but are proportional to the level of
maintenance required to keep a ship operational.

The costs used in this analysis do not include:


Fixed indirect costs: like variable indirect costs, these costs are not specifically attributable to a given ship.
Although fixed indirect costs can be allocated across the fleet, the recommended method of allocation (e.g.,
dividing evenly by the number of ships) is not proportional to operating costs. Therefore, unlike variable indirect
costs, fixed indirect costs are not proportional to the level of effort.



Maintenance costs from the procurement, acquisition, and construction (PAC) account: although these costs
are directly attributable by ship, they are fixed costs (i.e., not proportional to level of effort) based on
information provided by OMAO’s Office of the Chief Financial Officer.294



Sunk capital costs or depreciation costs: these costs reflect the initial acquisition cost of the existing fleet.
Because these costs have already been expended, they cannot be reduced by substituting contract vessels.

292

The NOAA Fleet Recapitalization Team was a team of senior subject matter experts from across NOAA established to summarize
the relevant legal, policy and programmatic at-sea mission needs to describe the NOAA Fleet core capabilities to support NOAA’s
missions. The Team documented the extent to which these needs are currently addressed and describe the capability gap that will
exist absent fleet recapitalization. The Team developed a Fleet Plan, sequencing the planned end of service life of current vessels,
and acquisition of new vessels (to include all phases of acquisition).
293
Draft, July 29, 2013.
294
E-mail communication with Linda Malinoff, OMAO Office of Chief Financial Officer. January 19, 2017.
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New ship acquisition costs: these costs are for acquisition of new ships and, therefore, not allocable to the
existing fleet.

Exhibit B - 1 provides a more detailed listing of the specific costs included and excluded from this analysis. Given this
categorization, OMAO’s Office of the Chief Financial Officer provided data for fiscal year 2015 for each of the costs to
be included.295 This analysis focused on fiscal year 2015 because it is the most recent year for which complete cost data
were available at the outset of the project. After allocating the variable indirect costs according to the methods
recommended in Exhibit B - 1, Exhibit B - 2 shows the variable (or marginal) operating cost for the each ship in the
NOAA fleet for fiscal year 2015.

295

“OMAO Ship Cost Effectiveness Combined Submission_022317.xlsx.” Spreadsheet received via e-mail from Linda Mallinoff,
OMAO Office of Chief Financial Officer. February 23, 2017.
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Exhibit B - 1: Categorization and Allocation of Operating and Maintenance Costs
Method of Allocationa

Proportional to Level of Effort / Included
in this Analysis

Cost
Variable Direct Costs:
Ship Variable Operations (overtime, fuel, ready/provisioning costs)
Wage Marine Salaries and Benefits
Maintenance (ORF)
Salaries and benefits for NOAA Corps officers assigned directly to ships
Construction Work-In-Progress (CWIP)
Variable Indirect Costs:

Directly attributable by ship

MOC: Resource Management Branch

Proportional to variable operations cost

MOC: Engineering

Proportional to maintenance cost

MOC: Marine Personnel Branch

Proportional to ship authorized
complement (i.e., permanent crew)

MOC: Relief Pool/Augmentation Indirect

Proportional to NOAA Corps salaries
and benefits by ship

CPC: general operating budget
MOC: Director’s Staff

Not Proportional to Level of Effort /
Not Included in this Analysis

MOC: Safety, Training, and Environmental Compliance
CPC: Salaries and benefits for NOAA Corps officers assigned to MOC
Shoreside billets

Divide evenly by the number of ships

CPC: Salaries and benefits for NOAA Corps officers assigned to OMAO HQb
OMAO HQ Divisions other than Platform Acquisition
MOC: Atlantic Commanding Officer, Operations, and Health Services
MOC: Pacific Commanding Officer, Operations, and Health Services

Divide evenly by the number of ships
assigned to given ports

MOC: Port Offices
CPC: Salaries and benefits for NOAA Corps officers assigned to other line
offices

Not allocable to fleet

Maintenance (PAC)

Not proportional to level of effort

Sunk capital or depreciation costs

Already expended and not reduced by
substitution

New ship acquisition costs
Not allocable to existing fleet
OMAO HQ: Platform Acquisition Division
a.
b.

Per “Proposal to Document 100% of OMAO Ship Lifecycle Costs,” Draft, July 29, 2013.
Some officers are assigned directly to CPC. In theory, the salaries and benefits for these officers could be allocated in the same manner as the CPC
general operating budget. Data are not available, however, to differentiate salaries and benefits for these officers from the total for those assigned
to OMAO HQ.
Acronyms and Abbreviations: CPC = Commissioned Personnel Center; MOC = Marine Operations Center; OMAO HQ = Office of Marine and
Aviation Operations Headquarters; ORF = Operations, Research, and Facilities; PAC = Procurement, Acquisition, and Construction
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Exhibit B - 2: Fiscal Year 2015 Marginal Cost of Using the NOAA Fleet

Ship

2015 Days at
Sea

Variable Direct Cost
Total ($)
$/Day at Sea

Variable Direct Plus Variable
Indirect Cost
Total ($)
$/Day at Sea

Bell M. Shimada

190

7,251,994

38,168

8,803,356

46,333

Fairweather

136

6,640,315

48,826

8,027,114

59,023

Ferdinand R. Hassler

203

4,225,987

20,818

5,180,034

25,517

Gordon Gunter

175

5,192,584

29,672

6,290,749

35,947

Henry B. Bigelow

172

5,229,886

30,406

6,151,592

35,765

Hi’ialakai

202

5,350,602

26,488

6,332,617

31,350

Nancy Foster

166

4,434,007

26,711

5,345,956

32,205

Okeanos Explorer

168

7,956,552

47,360

9,722,189

57,870

Oregon II

191

4,195,047

21,964

5,079,373

26,594

Oscar Dyson

192

7,122,348

37,096

8,538,806

44,473

Oscar Elton Sette

145

4,449,664

30,687

5,366,281

37,009

Pisces

131

5,110,911

39,015

6,169,307

47,094

Rainier

141

6,639,398

47,088

8,100,746

57,452

Ronald H. Brown

233

7,074,440

30,362

8,427,715

36,170

Reuben Lasker

80

4,053,373

50,667

4,754,080

59,426

Thomas Jefferson

119

5,143,833

43,225

6,278,611

52,761

2,644

90,070,940

34,066

108,568,526

41,062

TOTAL

Note: Because the totals presented here only include those costs that are proportional to level of effort, they are not comparable
to costs derived elsewhere (e.g., for the NOAA Fleet Recapitalization Team), which cover the total cost of all OMAO observing
systems, including fixed costs
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3.

Aggregate Cost of Using Contract Vessels

NOAA currently uses contract vessels to support a variety of operations. Examples include fisheries surveys and
deployment and maintenance of buoys. Vessels employed by NOAA also include research vessels, both public sector and
privately owned, for scientific data collection. NOAA also uses vessels from partner federal agencies, including the U.S.
Coast Guard and the National Science Foundation. In some cases, this usage is a no-cost exchange of ship time. In other
cases, NOAA reimburses the partner agency.296,297
As an overview of the extent of NOAA’s use of contract vessels, this section presents data collected to inform the NOAA
Fleet Independent Review Team.298 These data represent the best information available from OMAO’s databases
associated with NOAA’s use of contract vessels. These data do not include no-cost exchanges of ship time with partner
agencies. Exhibit B - 3 shows data on the use of contract vessels for fiscal year 2015.299 Note that the total days at sea for
contract vessels (2,736.5) is approximately equal to the total fiscal year 2015 days at sea for the NOAA fleet (2,644, as
shown in Exhibit B - 2).
Exhibit B - 3: Fiscal Year 2015 NOAA Use of Contract Vessels

2015 Days at Seaa
Program
NMFS

Days

Cost

% of Total

Dollars

% of Total

1,598

58%

13,231,360

30%

NOS Hydrographic Servicesb

610

22%

19,804,427

45%

Other NOS Programs

35.5

1%

278,000

<1%

NWS

286

10%

6,854,000

15%

OAR

198

7%

3,841,852

9%

NESDIS

9

<1%

257,300

<1%

TOTAL

2,736.5

100%

44,266,939

100%

a.
b.
c.

Does not include no-cost exchanges of days at sea with partner agencies.
Days at sea for hydrographic services estimated assuming 2 nautical square miles surveyed per day at sea.
Acronyms and Abbreviations: NESDIS = National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service; NMFS =
National Marine Fisheries Service; NOS = National Ocean Service; NWS = National Weather Service; OAR = Oceanic and
Atmospheric Research

Exhibit B - 4 shows the same fiscal year 2015 data as Exhibit B - 3 in comparison to equivalent data for fiscal year 2014
and planned data for fiscal year 2016. As shown in Exhibit B- 4, NOAA’s use of contract vessels has remained fairly
stable during the last few years. Days at sea have varied by 11 percent or less from year to year and spending has changed
by 16 percent or less.

296

NOAA. 2016. The NOAA Fleet Plan: Building NOAA’s 21st Century Fleet. V3.1. NOAA Internal Use Only – Pre-decisional.
October 4.
297
O’Clock, Bill. 2016. “Charters.” Presentation at NOAA Fleet Independent Review Team Meeting and Supporting Spreadsheets.
Office of Marine and Aviation Operations. May 10.
298
The NOAA Fleet Independent Review Team (IRT) was a senior-level team of outside experts established to assess the health of
the NOAA Fleet of research vessels, requirements for recapitalization, and analysis of operational, maintenance practices and
technology infusion. The IRT considered the compelling data-collection requirements that need access to the oceans; the applicable
technologies and how they change the requirements; the appropriate fleet size and composition to meet needs; and best approaches to
meet this need.
299
O’Clock, Bill. 2016. “Charters.” Presentation at NOAA Fleet Independent Review Team Meeting and Supporting Spreadsheets.
Office of Marine and Aviation Operations. May 10.
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Exhibit B - 4: Use off Contract Vesssels over Time

mpting to use the
t aggregate data
d on NOAA’s use of contraact vessels in E
Exhibit B - 3 to calculate an av
verage
It might be tem
cost per day at
a sea for comparison to the co
ost of the NOA
AA fleet presennted in Section 2. Such a compparison, howevver,
would not be complete or acccurate. Specifiically, the contrract vessel costts presented heere are contractt costs only. Soome
contracts coveer “bare boat” costs only, whiile others encom
mpass a more ccomplete scopee of support for the mission (e.g.,
fuel, crew to operate
o
deck eq
quipment supporting the misssion). Even whhen the contractt covers more tthan “bare boatt”
costs, there caan be other costs associated with
w the use of contract
c
vessels that are not reeflected in the contract price.
Examples of these
t
additionaal costs can incllude: costs for provisions for NOAA staff abboard the contrract vessel,
mobilization and
a demobilizaation of NOAA
A staff and equiipment, and callibration of insstruments used aboard the conntract
vessel. On thee other hand, so
ome contracts encompass
e
other services in aaddition to use of vessels. In pparticular, NOA
AA
contracts for hydrographic
h
surveys
s
are stru
uctured as data buys that purchhase a quantityy of data insteaad of a number of
days at sea. In
n addition to prroviding ship tiime to collect th
he data, the conntractor also prrovides qualityy assurance/quaality
control and daata processing and formatting
g according to detailed
d
specifiications.300
Furthermore, the aggregate data
d presented here reflect a wide
w range of ccontract vesselss of differing tyypes and with
differing capaabilities. Due to
o these differen
nces, data colleected from USA
Aspending.govv and interviewss with contractt vessel
providers301 show that unit costs
c
(i.e., dollaars per day at sea) can vary byy an order of m
magnitude. Therrefore, an average
calculated fro
om the aggregatte data is not necessarily representative, partticularly for coontract vessels tthat might be thhe
most effectivee substitutes fo
or NOAA shipss. Factors that must
m be consideered in comparring unit costs ffor NOAA shipps and
contract vesseels include the following:
300

NOAA. 201
16. NOS Hydrog
graphic Surveys: Specifications and
a Deliverabless. Office of Coasst Survey, Natioonal Ocean Serviice,
NOAA, U.S. Department
D
of Co
ommerce. March
h.
301
See Section
n 5 for discussion
n of these data so
ources.
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A day at sea aboard a contract vessel is not necessarily equal to a day at sea aboard a NOAA vessel. NOAA
ships often collect multiple data streams and/or conduct multiple missions simultaneously. Although some
contract vessels, such as certain University National Oceanographic Laboratory System (UNOLS) ships,302 have
similar multi-data stream/multi-mission capabilities, many vessels are better suited for individual projects and a
more limited set of data. These “economies of scope” mean that multiple contract vessels can sometimes be
required to replace the output of a NOAA vessel. In addition, NOAA uses NOAA ships for advancing
technology through testing new equipment and procedures, maintaining and building expertise within the
science field and marine operations.



NOAA ships have greater endurance than many smaller contract vessels. Therefore, they can remain at sea for
the duration of long projects without returning to port. In addition, NOAA ships often can be scheduled and
positioned to transition directly from one project to the next without significant travel time. Both of these factors
mean that the use of contract vessels can, in some cases, entail more transit days (i.e., at the start and finish of
the discrete projects for which they are hired and, in some cases, to resupply during longer projects).



Contract vessels used for missions with NOAA personnel aboard must meet certain safety standards. The
aggregate data in Exhibit B - 3 include missions without NOAA crew aboard. The vessels used for these
missions might not meet these standards and, therefore, not be comparable to NOAA ships. Section 5 includes a
more detailed discussion of safety standards.



Conversely, some contract vessels provide services that the NOAA fleet cannot (e.g., data collection in shallow
waters). The aggregate data in Exhibit B - 3 include such missions.

Given these factors, unit costs calculated from aggregate data are not an appropriate basis for comparing costeffectiveness. Instead, the comparison must account for mission-specific details. Section 4 uses a case study approach to
compare cost-effectiveness while accounting for such details.

302

NOAA’s use of UNOLS ships includes both no-cost exchange of ship time and cases where NOAA pays the institution operating
the UNOLS ship in a manner similar to a commercial charter.
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4.

Cost-Effectiv
veness Casse Studies

This section examines
e
cost-eeffectiveness on
o a mission-sp
pecific basis usiing selected case studies. Theese case studiess
attempt to acccount for the faactors discussed
d in Section 3 and
a provide a oone-to-one com
mparison of conntract vessel coosts to
NOAA fleet costs.
c
These fou
ur case studies were identified
d during discusssions with NO
OAA subject m
matter experts.
Additional daata used in the case
c studies inccludes interview
ws with contrac
act vessel providers (see Section 5), data for
individual con
ntracts downloaded from USA
Aspending.gov
v, price index ddata from the U
U.S. Bureau of L
Labor Statisticss
(BLS), and th
he marginal cosst of using speccific NOAA shiips estimated inn Section 2.
The four casee studies reflectt missions that support three different
d
NOAA
A line offices. The first two ccase studies aree of
missions supp
porting the Nattional Weather Service (NWS
S) and Nationall Marine Fisherries Service (N
NMFS), respectiively,
which are the two line officees that account for the greatesst amount of sppending on conntract vessels otther than contraact
data buys for hydrographic surveys
s
(see Exxhibit B - 3). The other two caase studies are of missions suupporting the N
National
Ocean Service (NOS). Each
h of the cases sttudies involves a different NO
OAA vessel. Thhree of the fourr case studies
(Sections 4.1,, 4.3, and 4.4) are
a of missionss that support NOAA
N
productss and services for which the m
main body of thhis
report describ
bes societal ben
nefits.

4.1

Tro
opical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) Array
A
Mainttenance

Mission Desccription: The Tropical
T
Atmossphere Ocean (TAO)
(
array coonsists of 70 buuoys moored (““moorings”) in the
tropical Pacifi
fic Ocean that collect
c
oceanog
graphic and meteorological daata. Each of thee moorings colllects data from
m just
above, at, and
d below the oceean surface and
d transmits thesse data in real-ttime via satellitte.303,304 The daata collected suupport
a number of NOAA
N
productts and services,, including the El Nino Southhern Oscillationn Outlook, a prooduct for whichh the
main body off this report desscribes societal benefits. Many
y other U.S. annd internationall organizationss also use TAO
3
observations.305
The NWS Naational Data Bu
uoy Center (ND
DBC) uses vesssels to service tthe TAO array by performingg necessary
maintenance including
i
repaiiring any damaage caused by biological
b
activvity or local fishhermen.306 Prioor to 2012, ND
DBC
relied on the NOAA
N
ship Ka
a'imimoana to maintain
m
the arrray. After the K
Ka'imimoana w
was removed ffrom service in 2012,
data availabiliity from the TA
AO array sufferred, dropping to
t as low as 28 percent in Mar
arch 2014.307 Siince then, NDB
BC has
used a combin
nation of the NOAA
N
ship Ron
nald H. Brown,, UNOLS shipss, and commerrcial contract veessels to servicce the
array and maiintain data avaiilability above the 80 percent target perform
mance level.308,3309 Cruises to m
maintain the TA
AO
array also rou
utinely support the deploymen
nt of Argo proffiling floats for the Pacific Maarine Environm
mental Laboratoory and
surface driftin
ng floats for thee Atlantic Oceaanographic and
d Meteorologiccal Laboratory ((both part of N
NOAA’s Officee of
310
Oceanic and Atmospheric
A
Research).
R
In conjunction
n with the main
ntenance, TAO
O cruises also so
ometimes incorrporate scientiffic research thaat is directly rellated
to operating th
he array. Such research includ
des meteorolog
gical and oceann observations during the maiintenance operaations,
as well as while the vessel iss underway to/ffrom and withiin the cruise traack, to validatee the sensors onn the moorings.
Research also
o includes testin
ng and evaluatiion of new senssors, systems aand, technologiies that could uultimately refresh,

303

“Project: Trropical Atmosph
here Ocean Buoy
y Service.” NOA
AA Office of Mar
arine and Aviatioon Operations. A
Available at:
http://www.om
mao.noaa.gov/fin
nd/projects/3418--tropical-atmosp
phere-ocean-buoyy-service. Accesssed March 8, 20017.
304
E-mail and personal commu
unication with Kathleen
K
O’Neil, National Weathher Service, Natiional Data Buoy Center. Januaryy 10 and
12, 2017.
305
Ibid.
306
Ibid.
307
“NDBC – TAO
TA Performance Continues to Improve.”
I
NOAA
A National Data Buoy Center. A
Available at:
http://www.ndb
bc.noaa.gov/tao--performance-co
ontinues-to-imprrove.shtml. Pagee last modified A
August 5, 2014.
308
“NOAA TA
AO Equatorial Paacific Ocean Datta Availability Exceeds
E
Targets. ” Global Ocean Observing System. Available att:
http://goosoceaan.org/index.php
p?option=com_content&view=arrticle&id=27:no aa-tao&catid=133&Itemid=247. Published Marchh 23,
2015.
309
E-mail and personal commu
unication with Kathleen
K
O’Neil, National Weathher Service, Natiional Data Buoy Center. Januaryy 10 and
12, 2017.
310
“TAO Cruisse Information: reports
r
of activitties.” National Data
D Buoy Centeer. Available at:
http://tao.ndbc..noaa.gov/refresh
hed/taoCruiseInfo.php?hist=truee. Accessed Apriil 26, 2017.
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upgrade, and/or replace the legacy moorings. In a typical year, NDBC requires that at least some of the TAO
maintenance cruises incorporate this type of research.311
Mission Requirements: NDBC usually requires about 160 days at sea each year to support TAO servicing, typically
using four discrete cruises of 40 days each, including transit.312 In a typical year, these cruises include some that
accomplish maintenance only and some that also incorporate related scientific research. Therefore, this case study
examines a typical 40-day cruise, given two different scenarios:
1.
2.

The cruise includes routine maintenance and servicing of the TAO array, along with deployment of Argo and surface
drifting floats.
The cruise incorporates related supplemental science in addition to TAO maintenance and float deployment.

Under either scenario, the vessel used to support the mission must provide the following:








Global class endurance, capable of operating for 40 days at sea, including 10 days of transit time into the project
area and 10 days of transit out of the project area.313
Accommodations and provisions for a NOAA scientific team of three to five people.
Heavy lift capability and large (400 square feet) adjacent deck space for handling the buoys, moorings, and
anchors.
Stowage for the deep-sea mooring components, buoys, and bridles (2,000 square feet and 100,000 pounds).
Access to, and support in launching and recovering, one small work boat capable of carrying four passengers.
Fuel for the voyage.
Personnel to run the ship, navigate, and operate deck equipment.

Under the second scenario including related supplemental science, the vessel must also provide the following:314




On-board equipment including: real-time data acquisition and processing system, fathometer or multi-beam
sonar with a maximum depth of 6,000 meters, salinometer, thermosalinograph, hull-mounted acoustic doppler
current profiler with altitude control, dry lab, and dedicated chamber for conducting salinity measurements.
Additional stowage for additional equipment supplied by NOAA including: conductivity, temperature, and
depth (CTD) rosette, associated recording and processing system, and additional electronics (total 350 square
feet and 3,200 pounds).
Equipment and personnel support for deployment and handling of the CTD rosette, salinometer, and
thermosalinograph.

NOAA Ship Cost: The NOAA ship Ronald H. Brown can supply the requirements described above under either scenario
(although she is better equipped than necessary for the first scenario involving TAO maintenance and float deployment
only). For example, in fiscal year 2015, NDBC used approximately 80 days at sea on the Ronald H. Brown for TAO
array maintenance.315 At the marginal cost of $36,170 per day estimated in Section 2, the cost of using the Ronald H.
Brown for a typical 40-day TAO cruise under either scenario is $1,446,800.
Cost of Contract Vessel Substitute: NDBC has access to several commercial vessels that perform mooring maintenance
(including TAO and other buoy systems) through its marine services basic ordering agreements. In fiscal year 2015,
NDBC used one of these commercial vessels for TAO maintenance for 9 days at sea at a cost of $215,000, or $23,889 per
day.316 Using this same cost per day, the cost of using a commercial contract vessel to substitute for the Ronald H. Brown
on a typical 40-day TAO cruise would be $955,560. This cost, however, only covers supplying the requirements for the
311

E-mail and personal communication with Kathleen O’Neil, National Weather Service, National Data Buoy Center. January 10 and
12, 2017.
312
Ibid.
313
These operational and transit days are as recommended by the NDBC subject matter expert for a typical TAO cruise, regardless
of the provider used (NOAA ship or charter vessel).
314
For example, see Ship Time Request for Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) Array RHB1 (subset of TAO 2015 O&M Primary
request). May 9, 2014.
315
E-mail communication with Kathleen O’Neil, National Weather Service, National Data Buoy Center. January 18, 2017.
316
E-mail communication with Kathleen O’Neil, National Weather Service, National Data Buoy Center. January 18, 2017.
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first scenario involving TAO maintenance and float deployment. It does not cover a vessel equipped to supply the
requirements of the second scenario that includes related supplemental science.
To substitute for the Ronald H. Brown in the second scenario would require the use of a UNOLS ship, such as the R/V
Thomas G. Thompson or R/V Roger Revelle, which are equipped to collect the underway ocean observations and support
the related supplemental science.317,318 In fiscal year 2015, NDBC used a UNOLS vessel for TAO maintenance for 40
days at sea at a cost of $1.71 million, or $42,750 per day.319,320 This cost would cover supplying the requirements
discussed above for the second scenario.321
Discussion: Exhibit B – 5 compares the costs for a typical 40-day TAO cruise (including transit time) under the two
scenarios discussed above. Under the first scenario, where the cruise only includes TAO maintenance and deployment of
Argo and surface drifting floats, a commercial contract vessel is the less costly than the Ronald H. Brown. In the second
scenario where additional equipment and support are required to complete scientific research that is directly related to
operating the array, the marginal cost of using the Ronald H. Brown is 15 percent less than an appropriately equipped
substitute in the form of a UNOLS vessel.
Exhibit B - 5: Cost-Effectiveness Comparison for Typical 40-Day Cruise Servicing the TAO Array

Scenario

Vessel Used

Cost ($)

Routine maintenance and float
deployment only

Commercial contract vessel
NOAA ship

1,446,800

Maintenance, float deployment, and
related supplemental science

NOAA ship

1,446,800

UNOLS ship

1,710,000

955,560

Notes:
 Commercial contract vessel and UNOLS ship cost based on 40 days at sea using the fiscal year 2015 data
from NDBC described in the text.
 NOAA ship cost based on 40 days at sea using the Ronald H. Brown at the marginal cost estimated in Section
2.

317

E-mail and personal communication with Kathleen O’Neil, National Weather Service, National Data Buoy Center. January 10 and
12, 2017.
318
Personal communication with Doug Russell, University of Washington and UNOLS Vessel R/V Thomas G. Thompson. February
23, 2017. See Appendix C for interview notes.
319
This rate is slightly higher than approximate rate identified in the interview conducted with the captain of the Thomas G.
Thompson (see Appendix C). The cost-effectiveness analysis here uses the data from NDBC because it is in fiscal year 2015 dollars
and reflects the rate paid by NOAA, instead of the rate received by the University of Washington. The difference may be due to costs
involved in transferring the funds through the National Science Foundation.
320
E-mail communication with Kathleen O’Neil, National Weather Service, National Data Buoy Center. January 18, 2017.
321
An UNOLS vessel would also be capable of supplying the requirements of the first scenario (maintenance and float deployment
only), but it is unclear whether or not there would be a reduced cost if NOAA did not employ the vessel’s observational and scientific
capabilities.
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In addition to the differences in cost, there are differencess in availabilityy for the vessells suitable to prrovide servicess under
each scenario. The approxim
mately 80 days at sea on the Ronald
R
H. Brow
wn that NDBC was able to schhedule in fiscall year
2015 is no lon
nger typical sin
nce the Ronald H. Brown has returned to its Atlantic coast home port. Shee is scheduled for
only 42 days at sea to suppo
ort TAO serviciing in fiscal yeaar 2017, and thhis level of avaailability (or lesss) may be morre
typical in the future.322
As discussed above, NDBC accesses comm
mercial vessels through marinne services basiic ordering agrreements with sseveral
different vend
dors. Although the commerciaal vessels are not
n outfitted forr research, NDB
BC prefers thiss mechanism inn some
cases due to ease
e of access and
a scheduling.323 These agreements providee NDBC with aaccess to at leaast six differentt global
class vessels (and
(
several sm
maller vessels). In addition to supporting NO
OAA mooring m
maintenance, thhe NDBC subject
matter expert indicated that these commerccial vessels also
o likely supporrt other uses inccluding the offfshore oil and ggas
industry, offsh
hore constructiion, and marinee salvage. In sp
pite of these com
mpeting uses, N
NDBC has nott experienced aany
lack of availab
bility with thesse vessels. In faact, NDBC hass received multtiple responses to support several mooring
maintenance cruises
c
for whiich it has issued
d requests for proposals
p
(see S
Section 5 for fuurther informattion in the typiccal
number of bid
ds received for NOAA’s vessel contracts in general).324
As discussed in more detail in Section 5, sccheduling UNO
OLS ships requuires a long leaad time (a year or more) and thhe
Navy and Nattional Science Foundation
F
som
metimes have higher
h
priority in the scheduliing process. Thhe TAO cruisess,
however, also
o receive high priority
p
in the UNOLS
U
schedu
uling process bbecause they are consistently ffunded from yeear-toyear. The R/V
V Roger Revellee, one of the tw
wo UNOLS shiips NDBC has used for TAO servicing, is sccheduled for m
mid-life
maintenance during
d
2018, which
w
will reducce her availability.325

4.2

Callifornia Currrent Cetaceean and Eco
osystem Assessment Surrvey (CalCu
urCEAS)

Mission Desccription: The California
C
Currrent Cetacean and
a Ecosystem Assessment Suurvey (CalCurC
CEAS) was a m
multidisciplinary expedition, cond
ducted by the NMFS
N
in 2014, with the prim
mary purpose off estimating thee abundance off
cetacean speccies (whales, do
olphins, and po
orpoises) in the California Currrent and studyying factors thaat affect their
distribution. Additional
A
objeectives included
d characterizing the ecosystem
m within the sttudy area, reseaarch on mid-troophic
level organism
ms (prey) and non-protected
n
apex
a
predators (sea birds), andd identificationn of cetacean sppecies of special
interest. Operrations conductted included: viisual surveys, biopsy
b
samplinng, photographyy, opportunistic retrieval of m
marine
mammal body
y parts and bird
d specimens, paassive acousticc sampling to loocate and recorrd organisms, ooceanography, and El
Nino biologiccal sampling.3266

Mission Requ
uirements: CaalCurCEAS 2014 consisted off 117 days at seea in five legs, plus three days of staging and set
up (total 120 days), with 15 or 16 scientificc personnel abo
oard for each leeg. The missionn departed from
m and ultimately
322

Ibid.
E-mail and personal commu
unication with Kathleen
K
O’Neil, National Weathher Service, Natiional Data Buoy Center. Januaryy 10 and
12, 2017.
324
E-mail com
mmunication with
h Kathleen O’Neeil, National Weaather Service, N
National Data Buuoy Center. Aprill 26, 2017.
325
Personal com
mmunication wiith Doug Russelll, University of Washington
W
andd UNOLS Vesse l R/V Thomas G
G. Thompson. Feebruary
23, 2017. See Appendix
A
C for interview
i
notes.
326
NOAA. 201
14. Cruise Instru
uctions – Califorrnia Current Cettacean and Ecosy
system Assessmeent Survey: CalC
CurCEAS. Nationnal
Marine Fisheries Service, Soutthwest Fisheries Science Center. July 17.
323
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returned to San Diego with additional port stops between legs in Newport, Oregon, and San Francisco. Requirements for
the vessel used to support the mission were the following:327












Capable of operating for up to 24 days at sea.
Accommodations and provisions for a NOAA scientific team of up to 16 people.328
Observation platform (e.g., flying bridge) with canopy for visual surveys.
Access to, and support in launching and recovering, one small rigid inflatable hull boat.
Hydrographic winch with minimum 2,500 meter cable for net tows.
Lab space including freezer space for biological samples, refrigerator for cell culture, and fume hood.
Stowage for equipment supplied by NOAA including: expendable bathythermograph (XBT) launcher and 18
boxes of probes, two bongo net frames, three pallets of sonobuoys (125 square feet and 1,200 pounds), two
boxes of acoustics equipment, acoustic winch (36 square feet and 1,200 pounds), 75 cubic feet of sample jars,
four boxes of mammal sampling equipment, five drifting autonomous spar buoy recorder (DASBR), and
additional electronics.
Additional on-board equipment including: depth sounder, hydraulic power and connections for winches, power
and global positioning system (GPS) connections for NOAA computers, deck hose with water supply, and
grappling hook and line.
Fuel for the voyage.
Personnel to run the ship, navigate, and operate deck equipment.

NOAA Ship Cost: CalCurCEAS 2014 was originally planned for the NOAA ship Reuben Lasker, which would have
supplied the requirements described above.329 In 2015 dollars, at the marginal cost of $59,426 per day estimated in
Section 2, the cost of using the Reuben Lasker for 120 days (including three days of staging and set up) would have been
$7,131,120.
Cost of Contract Vessel Substitute: When the Reuben Lasker did not come on line as scheduled, the expedition was
instead conducted aboard the R/V Ocean Starr, a contract vessel.330 The Ocean Starr was a formerly the NOAA ship
David Starr Jordan, which was decommissioned and sold in 2010.331 During CalCurCEAS 2014, the 171-foot research
vessel was owned and operated by Ocean Services LLC, a subsidiary of Stabbert Maritime.332,333 The Ocean Starr
supplied all of the requirements described above for the cruise, including staging and ship setup, provisioning for the
scientific personnel, and a crew willing to do everything asked of them to support the research.
Data from USAspending.gov show that, in fiscal year 2014, NOAA had three transactions with Ocean Services LLC for
a west coast charter for a trawl capable vessel, totaling $2,343,280.334 A NOAA subject matter expert confirmed that the
cost of using the Ocean Starr for CalCurCEAS was approximately $2.4 million. To escalate this 2014 cost to 2015
dollars, we used the producer price index (PPI) for the water transportation industry – specifically, for North American
Industry Classification System (NAICS) category 483.335 Applying the annual average values for 2014 and 2015 for this

327

Ibid.
This count includes up to two oceanographic science technicians, who were included as part of the NOAA scientific team on the
mission as conducted. As discussed below, these additional personnel would not have been required had a NOAA ship been
employed.
329
In addition, it would have required fewer NOAA personnel in addition to the Reuben Lasker’s permanent crew. As discussed
below, the cost estimate of the charter substitute has been adjusted to accounts for this difference.
330
Personal communication with Annette Henry, National Marine Fisheries Service, Southwest Fisheries Science Center. December
15, 2016.
331
“David Starr Jordan.” Office of Marine and Aviation Operations. Available at: http://www.omao.noaa.gov/learn/marineoperations/ships/decommissioned/david-starr-jordan. Accessed March 7, 2017.
332
NOAA. 2014. Cruise Instructions – California Current Cetacean and Ecosystem Assessment Survey: CalCurCEAS. National
Marine Fisheries Service, Southwest Fisheries Science Center. July 17.
333
“Ocean Starr.” Stabbert Maritime. Available at: http://www.stabbertmaritime.com/vessels/ocean-starr/. Accessed March 7, 2017.
334
Data downloaded for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for fiscal year 2014 from
https://www.usaspending.gov/DownloadCenter/Pages/DataDownload.aspx. Accessed December 20, 2016.
335
Time series data downloaded for producer price index for NAICS category 483 from https://www.bls.gov/ppi/data.htm. Accessed
March 7, 2017.
328
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industry-specific index to the contract cost results in an escalated cost of $2,350,048.336 Although this adjustment is
small, it reflects the change between 2014 and 2015 in prices received by producers in the NAICS category to which
Ocean Services LLC belongs, allowing a consistent basis for comparison to the 2015 data on the cost of the NOAA fleet.
The data collected aboard the Ocean Starr were the same as would have been collected aboard the Reuben Lasker. There
were, however, certain trade-offs that included the following:337
1.

The Reuben Lasker has its own dedicated oceanographic science technicians; the cruise as conducted aboard the
Ocean Starr required additional oceanographic technicians among the NOAA personnel.

2.

Small boat operations were acceptable aboard the Ocean Starr, but more difficult than they would have been
aboard the Reuben Lasker, primarily due to crew training and familiarity.

3.

The Reuben Lasker is quieter, so passive acoustic data collection would probably have been improved due to
less noise interference.338

4.

The Ocean Starr is more maneuverable and the bow deck is closer to the water; these factors improved NOAA’s
ability to collect biopsy samples from animals near the bow.339

To account for the labor-related differences identified in items (1) and (2) above, we adjusted the estimated cost of using
the Ocean Starr as discussed below. Data are not available to monetize the data collection/data quality differences
identified in the other items. Because there are advantages to each ship, these latter items might offset one another to
some extent.
The NOAA scientific team aboard the Ocean Starr for CalCurCEAS 2014 included one oceanographic technician. As
noted in item (1) above, aboard the Reuben Lasker, the ship’s existing complement of oceanographic science technician
would have supplied this labor, the cost of which is included in the marginal cost for the Reuben Lasker estimated in
Section 2. Therefore, in using the Ocean Starr, there was an additional labor cost to NOAA, over and above the contract
cost. Data are not available on salary and benefits for the specific NOAA oceanographic technicians employed during
CalCurCEAS 2014. To estimate the value of the additional NOAA labor, we used a rate of $503 per person-day. This
rate reflects the average salary and benefits for fiscal year 2015 for crew serving aboard the NOAA fleet, calculated from
the same data underlying the marginal cost estimates for the NOAA fleet in Section 2. Applying this average rate to the
120 person-days of additional NOAA oceanographic technician labor required aboard the Ocean Starr, results in an
additional labor cost of $60,360.340 Because this value is based on a 2015 labor rate, no escalation is required.
According to one NOAA subject matter expert, the difficulties with small boat operations aboard the Ocean Starr could
have been alleviated by an additional contract deckhand. The subject matter expert estimated the cost of the additional
deckhand would have been approximately $400 per day, based on an estimated salary of $200 to $250 per day and
incorporating overhead and profit.341 Applying this rate to 120 days at sea results in a labor cost of $48,000 in 2014
dollars.342 Escalating this labor using the appropriate annual average employment cost index (ECI) increases the labor

336

The annual average PPI for NAICS category 483 was 138.5 for 2014 and 138.9 for 2015. Applying these values to the contract
cost results in the following calculation: $2,343,280 x 138.9/138.5 = $2,350,048.
337
Personal communication with Annette Henry, National Marine Fisheries Service, Southwest Fisheries Science Center. December
15, 2016; and E-mail communication with Jeff Moore, National Marine Fisheries Service, Southwest Fisheries Science Center.
February 15, 2017.
338
Although not a requirement for CalCurCEAS 2014, the Reuben Lasker also has side-scanning sonar, which is often useful for
mid-water detection.
339
Note, however, that the Reuben Lasker does have observation decks of appropriate height.
340
120 person-days x $503/person-day = $60,360.
341
Personal communication with Annette Henry, National Marine Fisheries Service, Southwest Fisheries Science Center. December
15, 2016
342
120 days x $400/day = $48,000.
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cost to $48,94
46 in 2015 dolllars.343 Again, although
a
this ad
djustment is sm
mall, it results iin a consistent bbasis for compparison
(2015 dollars)).
Adding these labor adjustmeents to the escaalated contract cost results in a total cost for using the Oceaan Starr of
3
$2,459,353 in
n 2015 dollars.344
This estimatted cost accoun
nts for supplyinng all of the reqquirements disccussed above.
Discussion: Exhibit
E
B - 6 co
ompares the cost of using the Ocean Starr foor CalCurCEA
AS 2014 to the ccost of using thhe
Reuben Laskeer. Even after accounting
a
for the
t additional labor
l
required tto make the coomparison equivvalent, the costt of
using the Oceean Starr for CaalCurCEAS 20
014 was much lower
l
than the estimated costt of using the R
Reuben Lasker.
Ex
xhibit B - 6: Co
ost-Effectiveneess Comparison
n for CalCurCEAS 2014

Vessel Used

C
Cost ($)

Commercial contract
c
vessell

2,459,3353

NOAA ship

7,131,1120

Notes:
 Conttract vessel cosst based on acttual contract co
ost for the Oceaan Starr, escalated to 2015 dollars and
incorporating the additional
a
laborr costs describeed in the text.
AA ship cost based on 120 daays at sea using
g the Reuben L
Lasker at the maarginal cost esttimated in
 NOA
Section 2.

One explanatiion for the low
w cost of the Occean Starr may be that she is nnearing the endd of her useful life and not beeing
maintained fo
or longevity, acccording to onee NOAA subjecct matter expert
rt.345 The Oceann Starr was stilll in operation as of
July 2016, however, when sh
he completed a cruise supporrting the Califoornia Cooperatiive Oceanic Fissheries Investiggations
program.346 Ocean
O
Services LLC did not reespond to a req
quest for an inteerview, so infoormation about the vessel’s fuuture
availability an
nd price is not available.
a
Another explaanation for the large differencce in cost may be
b that the estim
mated fiscal yeear 2015 margiinal costs may nnot be
representativee of normal opeerations for thee Reuben Laskeer. The vessel w
was at the start of her service life and only
executed 80 days
d
at sea. Alth
hough more recent cost data for
f the Reuben Lasker might show the difference to be less
dramatic, they
y are unlikely to
t change the conclusion. Thee cost of the Occean Starr for C
CalCurCEAS 22014 was less tthan
120 days at seea even aboard the NOAA shiip with the low
west fiscal year 2015 marginall cost.

4.3

San
nctuary Ecosystem Asseessment Surrveys (SEAS
S): Greater Farallones and Cordelll
Ban
nks Nationa
al Marine Sa
anctuaries

Mission Desccription: The Sanctuary
S
Ecossystem Assessm
ment Surveys ( SEAS) for the Greater Faralloones and Cordeell
Banks Nation
nal Marine Sancctuaries was a project
p
for the NOS Office off National Marrine Sanctuaries conducted in 2016.
The two sancttuaries were un
ndergoing an ad
dministrative process
p
for expaansion to the nnorth. The SEA
AS project was
designed to co
ollect data to id
dentify nearsho
ore or offshore pressures, charracterize sensittive resources, and support
development of managemen
nt plans and reg
gulatory actionss in conjunctioon with this exppansion.347 Thiss type of data is the
same as that which
w
informs National
N
Marin
ne Sanctuary Condition
C
Repoorts, a product ffor which the m
main body of thhis
report describ
bes societal ben
nefits. Activitiees conducted du
uring the SEAS
S project includded bird and m
marine mammall
343

This calculaation uses the em
mployment cost index
i
(ECI) for total
t
compensatiion for private inndustry workers in construction,
extraction, farm
ming, fishing, an
nd forestry occup
pations download
ded from https://
//www.bls.gov/eeci/data.htm, Marrch 8, 2017. Thee annual
average of this ECI was 121.8 for 2014 and 124.2 for 2015. Ap
pplying these vaalues to the 20144 labor cost estim
mate results in thhe
ulation: $48,000 x 124.2/121.8 = $48,946
following calcu
344
$2,350,048 contract cost + $60,030
$
of addittional NOAA lab
bor + $48,946 off additional conttract labor.
345
E-mail com
mmunication with
h Michael Gallag
gher, National Marine
M
Fisheries Service. Februar
ary 9, 2017.
346
“2017 Cruisse Schedule.” Caalifornia Cooperrative Oceanic Fisheries
F
Investiggations. Availablle at: http://calccofi.org/cruises/5561cruise-schedulee.html. Accessed
d March 8, 2017.
347
Ship Time Request
R
for Sancctuary Ecosystem
m Assessment Su
urveys: GFNMS
S and CBNMS vv3. January 12, 22015.
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observation, acoustic monitoring, habitat characterization, launch and recovery of CTDs, krill sampling during nighttime
vertical migration of zooplankton, and corresponding sampling during daylight.
Mission Requirements: The SEAS project consisted of nine days at sea, departing from and returning to San Francisco,
traveling into the northern expansion areas of the sanctuaries, distant from the nearest port. Requirements for the vessel
used to support the mission were the following:348










Capable of operating for nine days at sea, remaining on station for day and night sampling.
Accommodations and provisions for a NOAA scientific team of 10 people.
Observation platform for bird and marine mammal observation.
Hydrographic winch for CTD with secondary cable of 500 meters for net tows.
Lab space including fume hood, refrigerator, and freezer.
Stowage for equipment supplied by NOAA including: CTD, hoop net, tucker trawl net, and computer and
monitors (total 69 square feet and 1,600 pounds).
Additional on-board equipment including: depth sounder and power and global positioning system (GPS)
connections for NOAA computers.
Fuel for the voyage.
Personnel to run the ship, navigate, and operate deck equipment.349

NOAA Ship Cost: The Greater Farallones and Cordell Banks sanctuaries share the use of the ONMS vessel, R/V Fulmar
with the nearby Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. The Fulmar, however, typically is limited to about 40 miles
offshore and cruises of 10 hours in length.350 She berths a maximum of six scientists overnight.351 Therefore, the Fulmar
was not capable of supplying the requirements discussed above, especially given the need to investigate the distant
northern expansion areas.352 To meet the mission requirements, the project was instead conducted during nine days at sea
aboard the OMAO ship Bell M. Shimada.353 In 2015 dollars, at the marginal cost of $46,333 per day estimated in Section
2, the cost of using the Bell M. Shimada for nine days is $416,997.
Cost of Contract Vessel Substitute: Commercial contract vessels available nearby share similar endurance and/or
berthing limitations similar to the Fulmar, such that multiple vessels or trips would be required to substitute for the Bell
M. Shimada.354 More capable vessels are generally located a greater distance away. For example, the UNOLS fleet in
California does not currently include a regional class vessel.355 The transit time involved in bringing in a more capable
vessel would be significant, particularly compared to the relatively short nine-day project duration.
Given the limitations and/or distance away of other options, a NOAA subject matter expert suggested that a vessel
operated by the nearby Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) might be an efficient substitute if the Bell
M. Shimada were not available.356 MBARI is a private, non-profit research institution that operates several research

348

Ship Time Request for Sanctuary Ecosystem Assessment Surveys: GFNMS and CBNMS v3. January 12, 2015.
Although not part of the SEAS project as conducted in 2016 and examined in this case study, piggyback research conducted on
this mission can include: ocean acidification studies and exploration for deep sea corals and sponges using an autonomous
underwater vehicle, remotely operated underwater vehicle, or camera sled. Both the NOAA ship and the contract vessel substitute
can accommodate these types of vessels, although the cost of supplying this requirement is not included in the cost estimates here.
350
Personal communication with Jan Roletto, Research Coordinator at the Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary.
January 10, 2017.
351
“MBNMS: R/V Fulmar Specifications.” NOAA Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. Available at:
http://montereybay.noaa.gov/marineops/about/fulmar/specifications.html. Accessed March 8, 2017.
352
Ship Time Request for Sanctuary Ecosystem Assessment Surveys: GFNMS and CBNMS v3. January 12, 2015.
353
“Project: Sanctuary Ecosystem Assessment Surveys (GFNMS and CBNMS).” NOAA Office of Marine and Aviation Operations.
Available at: http://www.omao.noaa.gov/find/projects/3499-sanctuary-ecosystem-assessment-surveys-gfnms-and-cbnms. Accessed
March 8, 2017.
354
Ship Time Request for Sanctuary Ecosystem Assessment Surveys: GFNMS and CBNMS v3. January 12, 2015.
355
Sanctuary Advisory Council, Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. Letter supporting a new coastal research vessel for
California. December 8, 2016.
356
Personal communication with Jan Roletto, Research Coordinator at the Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary. January
10, 2017.
349
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vessels, including the 117-foot R/V Western Flyer. MBARI’s Director of Marine Operations confirmed that the
requirements of the SEAS project as described above are within the Western Flyer’s capabilities.357
MBARI’s current rate for using the Western Flyer is $31,100 per day.358 Although the website lists this rate as
corresponding to a 12-hour day, the same rate would apply for extended voyages like that for the SEAS project.359 The
rate would also cover all of the other requirements described above (e.g., including provisioning for the NOAA science
party aboard). Although MBARI is located close to Greater Farallones and Cordell Banks sanctuaries, one day of transit
time would still be required at both ends of the project. One day in port would also be required at each end for
mobilization and demobilization.360 Therefore, using the Western Flyer would require a total of 13 days (11 at sea and
two in port). Using MBARI’s current rates, the total cost for 13 days of using the Western Flyer would be $404,300.361
Discussion: Exhibit B - 7 compares the cost of using the Western Flyer as a substitute for the Bell M. Shimada for the
SEAS project. Even with the additional days required to complete the mission, the Western Flyer would be slightly less
costly (3 percent) than the Bell M. Shimada.
Exhibit B - 7: Cost-Effectiveness Comparison for SEAS: Greater Farallones and Cordell Banks National Marine
Sanctuaries 2016

Vessel Used

Cost ($)

MBARI ship

404,300

NOAA ship

416,997

Notes:
 MBARI ship cost assumes 13 days to accomplish the mission at MBARI’s current rates for the Western
Flyer.
 NOAA ship cost assumes nine days at sea to accomplish the mission using the Bell M. Shimada at the
marginal cost estimated in Section 2.

Although the results for this case study show the MBARI ship to be slightly more cost-effective, it is important to note
that MBARI is not a commercial provider and does not actively seek out research assignments for its vessels from other
organizations. MBARI does collaborate with staff from NOAA’s Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, who
sometimes conduct piggyback research on MBARI vessels. The Institute has conducted two dedicated cruises for NOAA
in the last decade, but usually only considers such missions on case-by-case basis, such as when the capabilities provided
by MBARI not available elsewhere in the NOAA or academic fleet. Scheduling an MBARI ship would also require
substantial lead time: approximately a year to guarantee availability for longer missions.362
In addition, budgetary constraints limit individual sanctuaries’ options with regard to the use of contract vessels. When a
sanctuary program receives ship time on the NOAA fleet, such as on the Bell M. Shimada for the SEAS project, that
357

E-mail communication with Michael Kelly, Director of Marine Operations, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute. March 6,
2017.
358
“MBARI: Rates for Vessels, Vehicles, MARS, Labor, Test Tank.” Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute. Available at:
http://www.mbari.org/at-sea/mars-ship-rates/. Accessed March 2, 2017.
359
Personal communication with Michael Kelly, Director of Marine Operations, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute. March
2, 2017. See Appendix C for interview notes.
360
E-mail communication with Michael Kelly, Director of Marine Operations, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute. March 6,
2017.
361
Note that this total is based on current rates, while the NOAA ship costs are in fiscal year 2015 dollars. It might be tempting to use
the PPI for the water transportation industry, used elsewhere in this analysis, to de-escalate the MBARI costs to 2015 dollars for
more accurate comparison. That PPI has actually decreased in in the last 12 months, however, whereas MBARI’s rates have recently
increased slightly, according to the MBARI’s Director of Marine Operations. Therefore, applying this index would not be accurate
for MBARI. Since MBARI is not a commercial organization, an appropriate industry-specific price index is not available. Applying a
more general index of prices (e.g., the Consumer Price Index) to de-escalate the costs to 2015 dollars would result in a small decrease
in the estimated cost for the MBARI ship, but would not change the conclusions about cost-effectiveness substantially.
362
Personal communication with Michael Kelly, Director of Marine Operations, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute. March
2, 2017. See Appendix C for interview notes.
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allocation is paid
p out of the larger
l
NOS bu
udget, not out of the sanctuaryy’s budget. If thhe NOAA ship time is not avaailable,
the sanctuary does not receiv
ve additional budget
b
to replacce that time usiing a contract vvessel or vessells.363

4.4

Paccific Reef Asssessment an
nd Monitoring Program
m: Americaan Samoa

Mission Desccription: The National
N
Coral Reef Monitoring Program (N
NCRMP) is an iintegrated and focused monittoring
effort with go
oals that includee delivering hig
gh‐quality dataa, data productss, and tools to tthe coral reef conservation
community.3664 The NCRMP
P is part of the Coral
C
Reef Con
nservation Proggram, which iss headquarteredd from the NOS
S
Office for Coastal Managem
ment. The NCR
RMP provides scientific
s
inform
mation requiredd to track the hhealth of coral rreefs
and delivers a variety of pro
oducts to support resource man
nagers and deccision-makers, including coraal reef Status annd
Trends Reporrt Cards, a prod
duct for which the
t main body of this report ddescribes socieetal benefits.
The NCRMP relies on vesseels to collect beenthic and otheer habitat mappping data over a wide geograpphic region. The
specific vesseels that NCRMP
P uses, howeveer, vary depend
ding on the reggion of the worlld.365 This casee study providees a
quantitative cost-effectiveneess comparison
n specifically fo
or an example m
mission in the P
Pacific. The diiscussion sectioon
below, howev
ver, also provid
des a qualitativee discussion off the NCRMP’ss use of contracct vessels for A
Atlantic coral reeef
areas.
The example mission consid
dered here was conducted in 2015
2
under thee Pacific Reef A
Assessment andd Monitoring
Program (whiich is NCRMP in the Pacific). The objectivee of the Americcan Samoa Reeef Assessment and Monitoringg
Program (RA
AMP) was to co
onduct ecosysteem monitoring and research inn the coral reeff habitats of Am
merican Samoaa and
the Pacific Reemote Islands Marine
M
Nationaal Monument. Activities
A
condducted includedd: self-containeed underwater
breathing app
paratus (SCUBA
A) dives from small
s
boats, tow
wed-diver survveys of coral reeef ecosystems and marine liffe,
recovery and replacement off biological and
d oceanographiic sea-floor insstruments, colleection and anallysis of water
samples, and coral reef mapp
ping using mullti-beam sonar.. In addition to supporting thee NCRMP, the data collected also
supported NO
OAA’s ocean accidification pro
ogram to monittor and understtand the effectss of ocean acidiification on corral reef
ecosystems.3666,367
Mission Requ
uirements: Th
he 2015 Americcan Samoa RA
AMP consisted oof 103 days at sea departing ffrom and returnning to
Oahu, Hawaiii, including a to
otal of nine day
ys of transit to and from the sttudy area. The voyage was coonducted in thrree legs
with an interm
mediate port beetween legs in American
A
Samoa. Requiremeents for the vesssel used to support the missioon were
the following:368







bal class enduraance, capable of
o operating forr 34 or more daays at sea.
Glob
Acco
ommodations and
a provisions for a NOAA sccientific team oof 24 people.
Stow
wage for equipm
ment supplied by
b NOAA inclu
uding: a lab vaan (80 square fe
feet and 8,000 ppounds), two 199-foot
smalll boats and spaare outboard (9
9,500 pounds to
otal), SCUBA aand survey geaar for the NOAA science team
m
inclu
uding spare com
mpressor (1,400 pounds), and
d additional electronics.
Acceess to, and supp
port in launchin
ng and recoverring, three addiitional small woork boats capabble of carryingg two to
seveen passengers with
w SCUBA an
nd survey gear..
Multti-beam sonar for
f reef mappin
ng and access to a mapping laaunch capable oof deploying m
multi-beam sonaar in
shalllow waters.
Acceess to on-board
d hyperbaric deecompression chamber
c
for em
mergency use.

363

Personal com
mmunication wiith Jan Roletto, Research
R
Coordiinator at the Gullf of the Farallonnes National Marrine Sanctuary. JJanuary
10, 2017.
364
“NOAA's National
N
Coral Reeef Monitoring Program.”
P
NOA
AA Coral Reef Innformation Systeem. Available at:
https://www.co
oris.noaa.gov/mo
onitoring/. Accesssed March 9, 20
017.
365
Personal com
mmunication wiith Justine Kimb
ball and Susie Ho
olst, National Cooral Reef Monitooring Program. D
December 21, 20016.
366
“About: Hi’’ialaki.” NOAA Office of Marin
ne and Aviation Operations.
O
Avaailable at: http://w
www.omao.noaaa.gov/learn/mariineoperations/ship
ps/hiialakai/abou
ut. Accessed Marrch 9, 2017.
367
“Multi-agen
ncy Team of Scieentists Conductiing Interdisciplin
nary Monitoringg of Coral Reef E
Ecosystems in A
American Samoa and the
Pacific Remotee Islands Marinee National Monu
ument.” NOAA Pacific
P
Islands F
Fisheries Sciencee Center. Availabble at:
https://www.piifsc.noaa.gov/cru
uise/ha1501.php. Accessed April 13, 2017.
368
Ship Time Request
R
for Ameerican Samoa an
nd Pacific Remotte Island Areas - Reef Assessmeent and Monitoriing Program (RA
AMP).
February 13, 20
014.
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Certified operator for hyperbaric decompression chamber.
Wet and dry lab space.
Personnel support for operation of multi-beam sonar and electronics interface.
Fuel for the voyage.
Personnel to run the ship, navigate, and operate deck equipment.

NOAA Ship Cost: The 2015 American Samoa RAMP project was conducted using the NOAA ship Hi'ialakai in
conjunction with the RAMP program’s 25-foot mapping launch R/V AHI (Acoustic Habitat Investigator). With the
exception of the mapping launch, the Hi'ialakai supplied all of the other requirements described above, including access
to her three work boats and permanent hyperbaric chamber with dedicated operator.369 In 2015 dollars, at the marginal
cost of $31,350 per day estimated in Section 2, the cost of using the Hi'ialakai for 103 days is $3,229,050.
Cost of Contract Vessel Substitute: In the Pacific, the NCRMP does not use contract vessels and relies solely on the
Hi'ialakai to conduct its mission. The NCRMP subject matter expert was unable to identify a commercial alternative to
using the Hi‘ialakai, given the remote locations and length of typical cruises.370 Outside of the commercial sector,
however, an alternative might be the R/V Tangaroa, operated by the New Zealand National Institute of Water and
Atmospheric Research (NIWA). The 230-foot Tangaroa has multibeam sonar and dive support capabilities and operates
throughout the Pacific.371,372 Its listed endurance of 60 days is actually greater than the Hi‘ialakai’s (35 days).373,374
Personnel with NIWA confirmed that the Tangaroa could supply the requirements described above.375
NIWA provided a detailed cost estimate for using the Tangaroa to conduct the mission and supply all of the above
requirements. For example, NIWA’s estimate includes the use of NIWA’s 22-foot survey boat Rukuwai to conduct
mapping in shallow waters. It also includes supplying an approved hyperbaric decompression chamber housed in a 20foot container with a certified chamber operator. In addition to the 103 mission days, using the Tangaroa would require
an additional 34 days, including mobilization and demobilization, in transit between Wellington, New Zealand and
Hawaii. NIWA’s estimate includes this additional transit, but it also includes a 20 percent discount, which NIWA would
provide in the interest of continuing and strengthening its working relationship with NOAA. NIWA’s estimate to supply
all of the requirements above using the Tangaroa, including the additional transit and incorporating the discount, is
7,399,840 New Zealand dollars.376
At the current exchange rate of 0.6834 U.S. dollars to New Zealand dollars,377 NIWA’s estimate coverts to $5,131,049
(U.S.). To convert this current cost to 2015 dollars, we applied the annual average values for 2016 and 2015 for the PPI
for the water transportation industry.378 The resulting cost in 2015 dollars is $5,404,185.379

369

Ibid.
E-mail communication with Justine Kimball, National Coral Reef Monitoring Program. February 13, 2017.
371
Personal communication with Rob Christie, Manager – Marine Resources, NIWA. February 24, 2017. See Appendix C for
interview notes.
372
“Specifications and principal features.” NIWA. Available at: https://www.niwa.co.nz/vessels/rv-tangaroa/specifications-andprincipal-features. Accessed March 9, 2017.
373
Ibid.
374
“Specifications.” NOAA Office of Marine and Aviation Operations. Available at: http://www.omao.noaa.gov/learn/marineoperations/ships/hiialakai/about/specifications. Accessed March 9, 2017.
375
E-mail communication with Greg Foothead, General Manager – Vessel Operations, NIWA. April 19, 2017.
376
“Preliminary Proposal for Marine Survey in American Samoa and the Pacific Remote Islands Marine National Monument.” April
25, 2017.
377
“NZD to USD Exchange Rate – Bloomberg Markets.” Bloomberg. Available at:
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/NZDUSD:CUR. Accessed May 2, 2017.
378
Although NIWA is a governmental organization, it operates like a business and tries to maintain its rates in line with the rest of
the industry, according to NIWA’s Manager of Marine Resources. Therefore, assuming that this industry-specific PPI could be
applicable to NIWA’s prices is reasonable. The analysis applies the annual average index value for 2016 to the current total because
2016 is the most recent full year for which data are available.
379
The annual average PPI for NAICS category 483 was 131.5 for 2016 and 138.9 for 2015. Applying these values to the total cost
results in the following calculation: $5,131,049 x 138.9/131.5 = $5,404,185. Note that prices in this sector actually decreased
between 2015 and 2016, resulting in a higher cost in 2015 dollars.
370
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Discussion: Exhibit B - 8 compares the cost of using the Tangaroa as a substitute for the Hi‘ialakai for the 2015
American Samoa RAMP. The cost of using the Tangaroa would be substantially higher than using the Hi‘ialakai.
Another factor to consider, if the Tangaroa were to be used, is scheduling. According to NIWA’s Manager of Marine
Resource, NIWA’s vessels are committed to certain fisheries projects that have inflexible schedules.380 Any use of the
Tangaroa might have to be scheduled around these projects. NIWA’s cost estimate further emphasizes that the Tangaroa
has “a busy yet fluid schedule,” so that scheduling her would require advance planning.381 Thus, scheduling the Tangaroa
could require substantial lead time for a mission of this length: possibly a year or more.382
Exhibit B - 8: Cost-Effectiveness Comparison for RAMP: American Samoa

Vessel Used

Cost ($)

NOAA ship

3,229,050

NIWA ship

5,404,185

Notes:
 NOAA ship cost based on 103 days at sea using the Hi‘ialakai at the marginal cost estimated in Section 2.
 NIWA ship cost based on NIWA’s cost estimate to supply the mission requirements, including 34
additional days of transit time, converted to U.S. dollars and de-escalated as described in the text.

The quantitative analysis presented here is specifically for an example coral reef mission in the Pacific, where the
NCRMP has historically relied on NOAA ships, not contract vessels. In comparison, for Atlantic coral reef areas, the
NCRMP has primarily used small contract vessels to collect data. The NOAA ship Nancy Foster, however, could also be
an option for this region if it were available. In fact, at the time of this study, the NCRMP was considering making a ship
time request for the Nancy Foster to collect coral reef data near Puerto Rico. If the Nancy Foster were available, one to
two weeks of ship time might replace three to four months of sporadic sampling using small contract boats, entailing
multiple transits and multiple contracts.383 The NCRMP has not proceeded with the request for the Nancy Foster,
however, because the program is allocated a limited budget for days at sea aboard NOAA ships. Using the Nancy Foster
would take up part of that allocation and subtract from the days at sea available for the NCRMP’s other missions (e.g.,
using the Hi‘ialakai where options are scarce). The NCRMP subject matter expert has not yet identified the specific
contract vessels that will be used as an alternative to the Nancy Foster in Puerto Rico or developed a cost estimate for
them.384 Therefore, a quantitative comparison of the two alternatives is not possible at this time.

380

Personal communication with Rob Christie, Manager – Marine Resources, NIWA. February 24, 2017. See Appendix C for
interview notes.
381
“Preliminary Proposal for Marine Survey in American Samoa and the Pacific Remote Islands Marine National Monument.” April
25, 2017.
382
Personal communication with Rob Christie, Manager – Marine Resources, NIWA. February 24, 2017. See Appendix C for
interview notes.
383
Personal communication with Justine Kimball and Susie Holst, National Coral Reef Monitoring Program. December 21, 2016.
384
E-mail communication with Justine Kimball, National Coral Reef Monitoring Program. February 13, 2017.
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5.

Capacity, Availability, and Other Factors Affecting the Use of Contract
Vessels

This section discusses the capacity of contract vessels to support NOAA, including the factors affecting the availability of
individual vessels. It also presents available information on future prices for contract vessel services. It concludes by
touching on other factors that could affect NOAA’s use of contract vessels.
A primary source for this section is a set of informal, voluntary interviews with contract vessel providers conducted
specifically for this study. Exhibit B - 9 identifies the providers interviewed, along with some summary information on
the services they provide. Appendix C lists the questions that guided the interviews, along with detailed notes from each
interview.
All of the providers interviewed have performed services for NOAA in the past. The interviewees are evenly split
between commercial providers and research institutions. They represent a range of vessel capabilities, from small coastal
vessels to large research ships with global range and multi-mission capabilities. A limitation is that the interviews only
encompassed providers serving the U.S. west coast and Pacific Ocean. Providers serving the east coast, Gulf of Mexico,
or Atlantic did not respond to requests for interviews. Note, however, that given the voluntary nature of the interviews
and the small sample size, the interview process was not designed to be a statistical survey, only to collect qualitative
information.
Exhibit B - 9: List of Contract Vessel Providers Interviewed
Organization

Vessels
Commercial Providers

Geographic Region

Alaska Charter Boats

Broker for fleet of research vessels

Southeast Alaska

Auklet Charter Services

R/V Auklet

Southeast Alaska

Homer Ocean Charters

Broker for fleet of research vessels

Southeast Alaska

Miss Linda Charters

R/V Miss Linda

Oregon, Washington, and California
Research Institutions

MBARI

R/V Western Flyer, R/V Rachel Carson, and
R/V Paragon

Canada to Mexico and Hawaii (Western
Flyer, Rachel Carson), Monterey Bay
(Paragon)

NIWA

R/V Tangaroa, R/V Kaharoa, and R/V
Ikatere

Pacific and Indian Ocean (Tangaroa,
Kaharoa), New Zealand coast (Ikatere)

Oregon State University

R/V Elakha, R/V Pacific Storm, and UNOLS
R/V Oceanus

Oregon coast (Elakha), Alaska to Mexico
(Pacific Storm), Pacific Ocean (Oceanus)

University of Washington

UNOLS R/V Thomas G. Thompson and R/V
Clifford A. Barnes

Pacific Ocean

Acronyms and Abbreviations: MBARI = Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute; NIWA = New Zealand National Institute of
Water and Atmospheric Research; UNOLS = University National Oceanographic Laboratory System

Another source used in this section is data from USAspending.gov, a publicly accessible U.S. government website that
provides searchable, transaction-level information on federal contracts and grants.385 Specifically, this study uses data
downloaded from USAspending for NOAA contracts for fiscal year 2015.386 To identify contracts specifically for
vessels, the analysis examined contract descriptions in conjunction with the vendor’s NAICS code and the product or
385

“About: USAspending.gov.” Available at: https://www.usaspending.gov/about/usaspending/Pages/default.aspx. Accessed March
10, 2017.
386
Data downloaded for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for fiscal year 2015 from
https://www.usaspending.gov/DownloadCenter/Pages/DataDownload.aspx. Accessed November 18, 2016.
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service code identified
i
in thee system. Becaause USAspend
ding’s contract descriptions arre brief, this appproach is impeerfect
and was not able
a to identify all of NOAA’ss vessel contraccts. Exhibit B - 10 compares tthe value of coontracts identifiied in
the USAspend
ding data with NOAA’s actuaal spending on contract vessells presented inn Section 3.
Exhibit
E
B - 10: Completenesss of Vessel Con
ntract Data from
m USAspendin
ng for Fiscal Yeear 2015

Program

Actual
A
($)

NMFS

13,231,3600

NOS Hydrographic Servicces

19,804,4277

Other NOS Programs
P

Identifiied in
USAspend
ding ($)

Peercent Identifiied

122,024,810

91%

381,284

2%

278,0000

NWS

6,854,0000

66,823,830

>99%

OAR

3,841,8522

418,225

11%

NESDIS

257,3000

0

0%

TOTAL

44,266,9399

199,648,149

44%

Total exclud
ding Hydrograp
phic Services

24,462,5122

199,648,149

80%

Notes:



Acttual spending is as presented in Section
S
3.
NO
OS Hydrographic Services contraccts are structured
d as data buys innstead of traditionnal charters, covvering services
abo
ove and beyond vessel
v
use.

Speending identified
d in USAspending is the total base and all exercissed options valuee of transactions filtered as
described in the textt from all NOAA
A contracts for fiiscal year 2015.
d Abbreviations:: NESDIS = Nattional Environmeental Satellite, D
Data, and Inform
mation Service; N
NMFS = Nationaal
Acronyms and
Marine Fisherries Service; NO
OS = National Occean Service; NW
WS = National W
Weather Servicee; OAR = Oceannic and
Atmospheric Research

For NMFS an
nd NWS, the vaalue of contractts identified in the USAspendding data for fisscal year 2015 accounts for m
more
than 90 percent of the actuall spending on contract
c
vesselss by each of theese programs. F
For NOS, on thhe other hand, tthe
approach used
d to identify veessel contracts appears
a
to misss most of the sppending on hyddrographic servvices. This resuult is
not unexpecteed, given that th
hese contracts are structured as
a data buys innstead of traditiional charters. T
The approach aalso
misses most contract
c
vessel spending by Oceanic
O
and Atm
mospheric Reseearch and the N
National Envirronmental Satellite,
Data, and Info
formation Serviice. Even with these limitatio
ons, however, tthe data extractted from USAsspending capturre 44
percent of NO
OAA’s total speending on conttract vessels, an
nd 80 percent oof the total if hyydrographic serrvices are excluuded.
Therefore, data derived from
m examining th
he selected conttracts may be rreasonably reprresentative of thhe majority of
NOAA’s vesssel contracts, esspecially for NMFS
N
and NOS
S. This represenntativeness is im
mportant becauuse the USAsppending
data allow exaamining detailss about NOAA
A’s vessel contrracting that are not readily avaailable elsewheere (i.e., numbeer of
vendors used,, number of offferors).

5.1

Cap
pacity and Availability
A

Collection of comprehensivee information on
o the total num
mber of vesselss with capabilitties useful to N
NOAA that migght be
available under contract wass beyond the sccope of this anaalysis. Databases do exist thatt identify reseaarch ships or ceertain
types of fishin
ng vessels. For example, the Ocean
O
Informaation Center at tthe University of Delaware m
maintains a dataabase
of internation
nal research ship
p specifications and schedulees.387 Similarly,, the Inter-Ameerican Tropicall Tuna Commisssion
has a databasee of vessels, by
y country of oriigin, authorized
d by their goveernment to fish for species undder the purview
w of

387

“Research Vessel
V
Specificattions Search.” Ocean
O
Informatio
on Center, Univeersity of Delawaare. Available at::
http://www.ressearchvessels.org
g/qryshipinfo.asp
p.
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the Commission.388 These databases, however, do not provide information regarding whether the vessels are available for
use under contract or have capabilities suitable for NOAA’s purposes.
In addition to being suitable for the mission and available for hire, vessels used by NOAA under contract must meet
certain minimum safety standards and regulatory requirements, particularly if NOAA staff are to be aboard as passengers.
The process of determining the specific requirements applicable to a given contract vessel can be complex.389
Requirements can include that the vessel has a U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) Letter of Designation as an oceanographic
research vessel, a USCG Certificate of Inspection, or a USCG Certificate of Documentation as a fishing vessel and
Commercial Fishing Vessel Decal.390 These requirements may limit the pool of available contract vessels.
The data on charter contracts filtered from USAspending show that NOAA had transactions with more than 130
individual vendors under approximately 200 unique contracts in fiscal year 2015. Exhibit B - 11 shows data on the
number of bids received for each of these contracts. Although a few contracts had a large number of bidders, just over
half received only one offer and almost 70 percent had two or fewer offers.391 Therefore, while the overall size of the
charter industry may be large, these data suggest that the number of vendors with the capability to support the specific
requirements of a given project can be small (i.e., one or two).
Exhibit B - 11: Number of Offers Received for NOAA Charter Vessel Contracts Active in Fiscal Year 2015

Program
NMFS

Number of
Contracts

Offers Received per Contract
Average
Range

Percent of Contracts
Only one offer
One or two offers

151

2.1

1 to 9

51%

70%

NOS

20

2.2

1 to 8

55%

70%

NWS

17

4

1 to 18

41%

53%

OAR

4

1.25

1 to 2

75%

100%

192

2.3

1 to 18

51%

69%

TOTAL

Acronyms and Abbreviations: NESDIS = National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service; NMFS = National Marine
Fisheries Service; NOS = National Ocean Service; NWS = National Weather Service; OAR = Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

The interviews with charter providers also addressed several topics related to capacity and availability. All of the vendors
interviewed expressed interest in NOAA work and a willingness to continue supporting it. Nearly all of them predicted
they would have very good availability to do so, both in the immediate future and in coming years.
A key exception to the generally high availability is among the larger ships of UNOLS fleet, where there are competing
demands for limited ship time. In particular, the R/V Thomas G. Thompson just completed a mid-life maintenance
overhaul that reduced her availability during the past year. The R/V Roger Revelle is scheduled for mid-life maintenance
during 2018, which will likewise limit availability.392 A commercial vessel broker also indicated that, while overall
availability is good, it is dependent on vessel capability, specifically size. Smaller vessels are always more available.393
Most of the vendors (six of the nine) reported that their availability is greater with more advance planning. The lead time
required to access charter services varies depending on the length of the project and on the size of the vessel. Operators of
388

“IATTC Vessel Database.” Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. Available at:
https://www.iattc.org/VesselRegister/VesselList.aspx?List=RegVessels&Lang=ENG#United_States.
389
For example, see the Minimum Requirements Flowchart available at:
https://www.omao.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Visio-Vessel%20Chartering%20Requirements%20Flowchart%20V4.pdf.
390
“Vessel Chartering Info.” Office of Marine and Aviation Operations. Available at:
http://www.omao.noaa.gov/learn/headquarters/safety-environmental-compliance/vessel-chartering-info. Accessed January 12, 2017.
391
Data are not available on the number of solicitations that received no bids.
392
Personal communication with Doug Russell, University of Washington and UNOLS Vessel R/V Thomas G. Thompson. February
23, 2017. See Appendix C for interview notes.
393
Personal communication with Linda Kadrlick, Alaska Charter Boats. March 2, 2017. See Appendix C for interview notes.
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smaller vessells report that pllanning early in
n the year for operations
o
in thhe summer is iddeal. Some of tthese operatorss also
report being able
a to respond
d very quickly when
w
needed, within
w
a week oor even a day. F
For longer projjects aboard larrger
vessels, more planning is req
quired, howeveer: often a yearr or more in advvance. For conntext, the averagge length of miissions
conducted by NOAA’s fleett in fiscal yearss 2015 and 2016 was approxim
mately 25 dayss at sea.394 Exh
hibit B - 12 shoows the
distribution of these mission
ns by length.
2. Length of Missions
M
Condu
ucted by NOA
AA Fleet
Exhibit B - 12

n
reported that
t their vesseels are busiest dduring the summ
mer months. O
Only
The majority of the providerrs (five of the nine)
oned fishing seaason.395 A NOA
AA subject maatter expert, how
wever, identified this
one of the inteerviewees speccifically mentio
competing ob
bligation as partticularly imporrtant in the scheeduling of NM
MFS charters, m
most of which arre commercial
fishing vessells.396 Based on the interviews,, research vesseels, like fishingg vessels, also hhave greater avvailability outsiide of
summer. Even
n during summ
mer, however, th
he intervieweess reported goodd availability, pparticularly witth advance plannning.
Exhibit B - 13
3 shows the totaal days at sea executed
e
by thee NOAA fleet iin each month of fiscal years 2015 and 20166.
NOAA ships execute missio
ons year-round,, but, like chartter vessels, theyy are busiest duuring the summ
mer (particularlly
June). The NO
OAA fleet, how
wever, also exeecutes a significcant number off days at sea ouutside of summ
mer (particularlyy

394

Based on daata provided by OMAO.
O
Excludees fleet services and program sup
upport activities ((e.g., inspections, shakedowns, ssea
trials, and transsit not assigned to
t a specific linee office) and scheeduled missions where actual daays at sea were rreported as zero.
395
Personal com
mmunication wiith Roark Brown
n, Homer Ocean Charters. Februuary 15, 2017. Seee Appendix C ffor interview nottes.
396
E-mail com
mmunication with
h Michael Gallag
gher, National Marine
M
Fisheries Service. Februar
ary 9, 2017.
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March throug
gh April and Occtober).397 Thesse schedule datta suggest theree may be opporrtunities to utillize charters whhen
those vessels have greater av
vailability.
Exhibit B - 13
3. Days at Sea Executed
E
by N
NOAA Fleet by Month

mmercial vendo
ors, also reporteed a willingnesss to modify theeir vessels to suupport
Most of the prroviders, particcularly the com
project requirrements, more so
s for longer-teerm projects an
nd contracts. Onne commerciall vendor even nnoted that his vvessel
evolved into its
i current reseaarch configurattion precisely because
b
of moddifications baseed on customerr
recommendattions.398 One reesearch institutiion, on the otheer hand, reporteed a more consservative approoach. Althoughh
willing to mak
ke changes, thiis institution co
onsiders safety carefully beforre making majoor modificationns, including
engaging the services of a marine
m
architectt when needed.399
Examining th
he information from
f
interview
wees in conjunction with the ddata from USAsspending suggeests the followiing
conclusions about
a
capacity and
a availability
y. The overall size
s of the charrter vessel induustry is large annd NOAA
successfully contracts
c
with a variety of diff
fferent providerrs. Individual vvendors are gennerally willing and available tto
provide suppo
ort, even to the extent of mod
difying their vesssels to suit prooject needs. Sppecific projects,, however, mayy have
requirements (e.g., vessel caapabilities, projject scheduling
g, or location) thhat are not a goood match for a very large nuumber
of vessels. Th
he number of su
uch projects maay be large, bassed on the avaiilable data abouut the number oof bids receiveed.

397

Based on daata provided by OMAO.
O
Excludees fleet services and program sup
upport activities ((e.g., inspections, shakedowns, ssea
trials, and transsit not assigned to
t a specific linee office) and scheeduled missions where actual daays at sea were rreported as zero.
398
Personal com
mmunication wiith Bob Pedro, Miss
M Linda Chartters. March 6, 20017. See Appenddix C for interviiew notes.
399
Personal com
mmunication wiith Monita Cheever, Oregon Statte University. Feebruary 28, 20177. See Appendixx C for interview
w notes.
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5.2

Futture Prices

All of the chaarter providers interviewed
i
ideentified fuel prrices as the majjor factor that w
would affect fuuture prices for their
services. Chan
nges in fuel priices would, of course, affect both
b charter veessels and the N
NOAA fleet. Thherefore, the im
mpact
of such chang
ges on relative cost
c effectiveness would be liimited to somee extent.
Outside of maajor changes in
n fuel prices, most intervieweees, including alll of those williing to make a pprediction, preddicted
only small inccreases in the prices
p
for their services. The most
m common pprediction was in the range off a two to threee
percent annuaal increase. As a point of referrence for their predictions,
p
tw
wo of the intervviewees noted thhat prices havee not
changed substtantially recenttly. These stateements are geneerally consistennt with the trennds observed inn the PPI for thee water
transportation
n industry, used
d elsewhere in this
t analysis. PPIs
P
measure thhe average channge over time iin the selling prices
received by U.S.
U producers of
o goods and seervices. The U.S. Bureau of L
Labor Statisticss publishes PPIIs for various
industries and
d groups of products. In this case,
c
we examin
ned the PPI forr the water trannsportation induustry (NAICS
category 483,, which is the category to which many of NO
OAA’s contractt vessel providders belong). PP
PIs measure price
changes with respect to a baase period, for which
w
the index
x is set to 100. The PPI for thhe water transpoortation industrry
specifically measures
m
price changes
c
in relaation to a base period
p
of Decem
mber 2003. Thhus, the differennce between thhe
current value of the index an
nd 100 reflects the percent change in prices since Decembeer 2003.400 So, if the annual aaverage
PPI for 2016 was
w 131.5, it means
m
that pricees in 2016 weree, on average, 331.5 percent hiigher than in D
December 2003.
Exhibit B - 14
4 shows annuall average valuees for the PPI fo
or the water traansportation inddustry for the llast five years.4401

With the exceeption of a mod
derate decreasee in 2016, pricees in this industtry have remainned fairly stable.
Exhibit B - 14: Produceer Price Index (PPI) for the W
Water Transpoortation Industtry

5.3

Year

Annual Average Index V
Value

Change from
m Previous Yeaar

2012

136.4

2.2%

2013

135.1

-11.0%

2014

138.5

2.5%

2015

138.9

0.3%

2016

131.5

-55.3%

Oth
her Barrierss and Incenttives

Three of the case
c studies preesented in Sectiion 4 identified
d institutional ffactors that affeect NOAA’s usse of charter veessels.
These factors differ across NOAA
N
program
ms. For examplle, the NDBC hhas a marine seervices contractt vehicle that alllows
it to access co
ommercial vesssels to perform mooring main
ntenance. Becauuse of this mecchanism, when contract vessels can
meet the misssion requiremen
nts (e.g., ancillary science is not
n required), N
NDBC finds it easy to access and schedule
them.402 Otheer programs, ho
owever, do not have the mechanisms or budgget to readily aaccess charters. For example, when
an individual marine sanctuaary receives sh
hip time on the NOAA
N
fleet, thhat allocation iis paid out of thhe larger NOS
budget, not ou
ut of the sanctu
uary’s budget. If
I the NOAA sh
hip time is not available, the sanctuary doess not receive
additional bud
dget to replace that time using
g a charter vesssel or vessels.4003 For still otheer programs, thhe fleet allocatioon
process may create
c
an incen
ntive to use charrters. Specificaally, the NCRM
MP did not procceed with a shipp time request for the

400

“Producer Price
P
Index Frequ
uently Asked Qu
uestions.” U.S. Bureau
B
of Laborr Statistics. https://www.bls.gov//ppi/ppifaq.htm.
Accessed May 24, 2017.
401
Time series data downloadeed for producer price
p
index for NAICS
N
category 483 from https:///www.bls.gov/pppi/data.htm. Acccessed
March 7, 2017.
402
E-mail and personal commu
unication with Kathleen
K
O’Neil, National Weathher Service, Natiional Data Buoy Center. Januaryy 10 and
12, 2017.
403
Personal com
mmunication wiith Jan Roletto, Research
R
Coordiinator at the Gullf of the Farallonnes National Marrine Sanctuary. JJanuary
10, 2017.
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Nancy Foster, because using the Foster would take up part of the program’s ship time allocation and subtract from the
days at sea available for the NCRMP’s other missions.404
From the vendor perspective, the charter providers interviewed did not identify major barriers to working for NOAA. A
few interviewees identified paperwork requirements as a minor issue that they have learned to handle. They specifically
mentioned difficulties with invoicing procedures that can require additional effort and result in delays in payment of up to
several months.405,406 One vendor noted that they account for this effort and the potential delays in their pricing.407
Several interviewees identified incentives to working for NOAA. Most frequently identified was the detailed planning
that NOAA does in advance of its projects. Two of the interviewees specifically noted that this planning is better than
that of other science parties or organizations, making it easier to work with NOAA.408,409

404

E-mail communication with Justine Kimball, National Coral Reef Monitoring Program. February 13, 2017.
Personal communication with Monita Cheever, Oregon State University. February 15, 2017. See Appendix C for interview notes.
406
Personal communication with Roark Brown, Homer Ocean Charters. February 28, 2017. See Appendix C for interview notes.
407
Ibid.
408
Personal communication with Doug Russell, University of Washington and UNOLS Vessel R/V Thomas G. Thompson. February
23, 2017. See Appendix C for interview notes.
409
Personal communication with Bob Pedro, Miss Linda Charters. March 6, 2017. See Appendix C for interview notes.
405
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6.

Appendix C: Interviews with Charter Providers

As discussed in Appendix B, this project included informal interviews with charter providers in order to gather
information capacity within the contract vessel industry to support NOAA and the cost of that support. The following
substantive questions guided each of these interviews:
1.
2.

Can you provide a brief description of the services that you have provided for NOAA in the past?
Do you have additional current or planned capabilities (e.g., additional vessels, other services that that NOAA
might not have used in the past) that you’d be interested in making NOAA aware of?
3.
How willing would you be to modify your vessel (e.g., adding hull mounted transducers, adding oceanographic
winches, etc.) to make it more suitable for NOAA charter work? Would the possibility of long term contracts
(multi-year) make you more amenable to modifying the vessel?
4.
Given competing requirements or requests for your services, what do you predict your availability and capacity
to support NOAA might be in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
5.
What is the lead time required for NOAA to access your services (i.e., from initial scheduling through issuance
of a contract to actually going to sea)?
6.
Are there limitations on the geographic region in which you can provide support?
7.
Are there specific periods of the year when you can or cannot provide support (e.g., seasons where you have
other priorities)?
8.
Are there other barriers to or incentives for working with NOAA?
9.
What are typical prices of the services you’ve provided NOAA in the past?
10.
How do you expect these prices to change in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
11.
What factors drive these prices?
This appendix provides the detailed notes from each of the interviews.
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Interview with Roark Brown, Homer Ocean Charters, Homer, Alaska
(907) 399-1269, homer.ocean.charters@gmail.com, 2/15/2017
1.

Can you provide a brief description of the services that you have provided for NOAA in the past?

Homer Ocean Charters owns/operates a fleet of vessels up to 60 feet and contracts out for additional vessels, including
larger ships. Some example projects for NOAA have included deployment of tidal current meters and deployment of a
weather buoy. The weather buoy project used a 100 foot vessel when NOAA had difficult scheduling time using a USCG
vessel. Projects usually involve at least one NOAA person aboard.
2.

Do you have additional current or planned capabilities (e.g., additional vessels, other services that that NOAA might
not have used in the past) that you’d be interested in making NOAA aware of?

Willing to do just about any type of mission.
3.

How willing would you be to modify your vessel (e.g., adding hull mounted transducers, adding oceanographic
winches, etc.) to make it more suitable for NOAA charter work? Would the possibility of long term contracts (multiyear) make you more amenable to modifying the vessel?

They often make modifications. For example, they installed a hull-mounted acoustic Doppler current profilers. This
definitely depends on the duration of the contract. For a one-day project, they are not likely to make extensive
modifications, but they are willing to “saw the boat in half” if the contract is long enough.
4.

Given competing requirements or requests for your services, what do you predict your availability and capacity to
support NOAA might be in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?

Good, they are almost always able to find an appropriate vessel.
5.

What is the lead time required for NOAA to access your services (i.e., from initial scheduling through issuance of a
contract to actually going to sea)?

[This question was not answered]
6.

Are there limitations on the geographic region in which you can provide support?

Their vessels operate in Cook Inlet and throughout the Gulf of Alaska.
7.

Are there specific periods of the year when you can or cannot provide support (e.g., seasons where you have other
priorities)?

June to August is always busy in the region because of salmon season. There are also Navy exercises that have engaged a
large number of private vessels during late June for the last few years.
8.

Are there other barriers to or incentives for working with NOAA?

Not really, although Federal government contracts are always a paper shuffle, although state contracts are sometimes
worse. Changing invoicing procedures can result in months of delays in getting paid. They often anticipate this and build
a premium into their pricing because of it.
9.

What are typical prices of the services you’ve provided NOAA in the past?

Varies depending on the project, but $3,000 to $8,000 per day is typical, including for the buoy deployment project.
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10. How do you expect these prices to change in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
Expect small annual increases, but nothing significant unless there are substantial changes in fuel prices.
11. What factors drive these prices?
See above regarding fuel prices.
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Interview with Captain Doug Russell, University of Washington and UNOLS Vessel R/V Thomas G. Thompson,
Seattle, Washington
(206) 543-5062, dgruss@uw.edu, 2/23/2017
1. Can you provide a brief description of the services that you have provided for NOAA in the past?
The Thompson has supported NOAA extensively over the last few years through the UNOLS ship time request process.
Projects have included dedicated NOAA cruises, as well as smaller NOAA projects that piggyback on other cruises. The
NOAA exclusive cruises include 40 day mooring maintenance projects (primarily TAO buoys). On these cruises, the
University supplies two marine technicians to do the actual maintenance, in addition to the ship time. There will also be a
NOAA science team of up to ten people aboard to do ancillary science. When supporting piggyback projects, the
University ends up charging NOAA for a portion of the total cruise costs (e.g., one to two days of a 20 to 40 day cruise).
The University’s partnership vehicle with NSF makes the charge-back process easy.
2.

Do you have additional current or planned capabilities (e.g., additional vessels, other services that that NOAA might
not have used in the past) that you’d be interested in making NOAA aware of?
The University also has a smaller (55 foot), older vessel (the Barnes) that NOAA has occasionally used. They are
partnering with NOAA on design of a new smaller vessel to support fisheries projects and hope for a contribution from
NOAA on the construction costs through UNOLS. They also have a pool of scientific equipment available and often
consider potential NOAA uses when investing in new equipment.
3.

How willing would you be to modify your vessel (e.g., adding hull mounted transducers, adding oceanographic
winches, etc.) to make it more suitable for NOAA charter work? Would the possibility of long term contracts (multiyear) make you more amenable to modifying the vessel?
They have made modifications, albeit minor, for NOAA in the past. They are more than willing to do large modifications.
For example, they added large through-ports to support NASA projects during the recent overhaul. It all depends on lead
time and funding.
4.

Given competing requirements or requests for your services, what do you predict your availability and capacity to
support NOAA might be in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
The Thompson is just coming out of a major, mid-life maintenance overhaul which reduced her availability during the
past year. Her sister ship, the Revelle, will be in her mid-life maintenance during 2018. This means there will be high
demand during 2018-2019. NOAA is involved in the UNOLS ship time process, although it sometimes comes to the
table later in the process. The prioritization process is complex. The Navy and NSF get a slightly higher priority in the
process, but as a federal agency NOAA also has high priority over other competing organizations. The TAO (and DART)
cruises get high priority, in particular, because they are consistently funded from year-to-year.
5.

What is the lead time required for NOAA to access your services (i.e., from initial scheduling through issuance of a
contract to actually going to sea)?
Ideally, requests are made in February, and firmed up during March and April, for operations during the following year
(e.g., requests in early 2017 are made for cruises during 2018). The ship scheduling process is dynamic and changes
during the course of a year, but plans made earlier in the calendar year have the best chance for the following year. The
lead time, however, can depend on the length of the project. Small projects may be piggybacked in, if the opportunity is
there once the major projects have been decided.
6. Are there limitations on the geographic region in which you can provide support?
The Thompson operates primarily in the Pacific, sometimes the Indian Ocean. The Revelle operates more frequently in
the Indian Ocean. Of the other class UNOLS ships:
 The Atlantis travels back and forth between the Atlantic and Pacific
 The Kilo Moana (University of Hawaii) is primarily near Hawaii in the Pacific
 The Sikuliaq is in Alaska in the summer and fall, the rest of the Pacific during the remainder of the year
The new ocean class vessel planned for UNOLS will support the northern Pacific. It won’t have quite the endurance of
the Thompson.
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7.

Are there specific periods of the year when you can or cannot provide support (e.g., seasons where you have other
priorities)?
Summer, really May through October, is jam packed and the Thompson operates mostly in the Washington and Oregon
region during this period. In November, it is usually dedicated to student cruises in the same region -- the ship spends a
total of 45 days a year, of its usually 260 to 300, supporting University of Washington research. During other parts of the
year, the Thompson operates farther out of the region.
8. Are there other barriers to or incentives for working with NOAA?
NOAA is easy to work for, because their detailed planning is often better than that of other science parties. The only
barrier can be uncertain funding (especially early in the planning process), but the TAO and DART cruises have been
consistently funded.
9. What are typical prices of the services you’ve provided NOAA in the past?
Rates for the TAO cruises are around $35,000 per day for the ship plus $4,500 per day for the marine technicians (a total
of $39,500 per day). Because NOAA requires day rates to be set up front, instead of adjusted at the time of billing (which
is the practice NSF employs), there is a 5 percent markup included in what we charge NOAA. Also, there is some fee
involved in passing the money through NSF.
10. How do you expect these prices to change in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
The prices were high this past year because the Thompson was out of service for a time, meaning increased demand.
However, typical increases are in the 2 to 3 percent range per year.
11. What factors drive these prices?
Fuel is the key factor. For UNOLS in general, there are differences because of the overhead of the different university
systems and the geographic regions of operation. The Revelle is more expensive, for example, both because of the
University of California system and costs in California in general.
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Interview with Rob Christie, New Zealand National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA),
Wellington, New Zealand
+64-4-386-0881, Rob.Christie@niwa.co.nz, 2/24/17
1.

Can you provide a brief description of the services that you have provided for NOAA in the past?

NIWA is a government-owned organization, but operates like a business. Their research includes atmospheric, marine,
freshwater, fisheries, geophysical science, etc. About the only thing they don’t do is deep sea geology; in New Zealand,
that particular capability is held by a different organization. NIWA consists of about 605 people in 14 offices. About half
of their work is through contracts with organizations in New Zealand and the other half with organizations throughout the
rest of the world.
NIWA operates three vessels: the 70-meter (330-foot) R/V Tangaroa, the 28-meter (92-foot) R/V Kaharoa, and a smaller,
coastal vessel, the R/V Ikatere. NIWA has had very few direct contracts with NOAA, but NOAA has accessed its vessels
through subcontracts with the University of Washington and Scripps. NIWA’s vessels have conducted 19 previous
cruises for NOAA. They are currently planning the next cruise for NOAA, 15 percent of which will be funded by
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Australia’s equivalent to NOAA. NIWA meets
annually with NOAA leadership and attends the International Research Ship Operators’ (IRSO) conference to talk about
collaborating on research worldwide.
2.

Do you have additional current or planned capabilities (e.g., additional vessels, other services that that NOAA might
not have used in the past) that you’d be interested in making NOAA aware of?

NIWA’s ships have permanent crews of their own employees, not contractors. Their crews have long-standing tenures
with the organization, an average of 15 years. Their crews are not unionized, so they are quicker to deploy and more
responsive. NIWA potentially has a new 35-meter (115-foot) vessel in the pipeline, which will add the capability to
deploy ROVs. They currently have a cost-effective drone that can get seabed imagery, but the new ship will add full
ROV capability. They also have warehouses of equipment with their own technicians, so they can provide turnkey
services.
3.

How willing would you be to modify your vessel (e.g., adding hull mounted transducers, adding oceanographic
winches, etc.) to make it more suitable for NOAA charter work? Would the possibility of long term contracts (multiyear) make you more amenable to modifying the vessel?

NIWA modifies its vessels all the time, sometimes extensively, but financial viability is the bottom line. For big
modifications, it’s necessary to have a long-term contract or be reimbursed directly.
4.

Given competing requirements or requests for your services, what do you predict your availability and capacity to
support NOAA might be in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?

Both the Kaharoa and Tangaroa have about 150 to 160 days a year available. The limitations are a couple of voyages that
are set in stone and unmovable, usually fisheries work set around repeated trawling. Most other projects are not timespecific, which offers some flexibility.
5.

What is the lead time required for NOAA to access your services (i.e., from initial scheduling through issuance of a
contract to actually going to sea)?

Lead time depends on the complexity of the voyage. NIWA is pretty agile. The geographic region requested and the
number of permits required are big factors in determining lead time. This year they already have quite a few months tied
up. Ultimately, lead time could be a year for a longer or more complex voyage, two months for less complex trips.
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6.

Are there limitations on the geographic region in which you can provide support?

NIWA’s ships can travel across the Pacific and the Indian Oceans, as far west as Mauritius, including voyages of 45 days
at sea without returning to port. They have done about 13 voyages to the Antarctic. They would not rule out working in
the Atlantic, but this would require considering the next projects on the schedule because of transit time.
7.

Are there specific periods of the year when you can or cannot provide support (e.g., seasons where you have other
priorities)?

Except for the set fisheries voyages, they are available year-round. Each ship has two crews that alternate months on and
off, year-round.
8.

Are there other barriers to or incentives for working with NOAA?

No real barriers. NIWA has a lot of respect for NOAA. Working for NOAA is seen as a prestige job that offers good
exposure, so there is an incentive to do it.
9.

What are typical prices of the services you’ve provided NOAA in the past?

Prices are dependent on the project. The last subcontracted project for NOAA on the Kaharoa was deploying ARGO
floats and the rate was 11,500 New Zealand dollars per day including fuel. The Tangaroa has not worked recently for
NOAA, but has in the past. Their current target day rate for the Tangaroa is 57,500 New Zealand dollars per day
including fuel. These prices are ship rates only. Additional science support and equipment would increase the price,
possibly up to 80,000 New Zealand dollars per day.
10. How do you expect these prices to change in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
Prices will change in line with the rest of the industry. The new 35-meter vessel would probably replace the Kaharoa and
be more expensive.
11. What factors drive these prices?
Fuel and demand from other missions/cruises.
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Interview with Monita Cheever, Oregon State University, Newport, Oregon
541-867-0295, hantzecm@oregonstate.edu, 2/28/17
1.

Can you provide a brief description of the services that you have provided for NOAA in the past?

Oregon State owns and operates the 84 foot R/V Pacific Storm and the 54 foot R/V Elakha. It also operates the UNOLS
R/V Oceanus. NOAA has used all of these ships for many different projects, including trawls, CTD deployment, water
flow measurement, buoy deployment (including DART buoys), and equipment recovery. The vessels have supported
both daytime and nighttime operations for NOAA.
2.

Do you have additional current or planned capabilities (e.g., additional vessels, other services that that NOAA might
not have used in the past) that you’d be interested in making NOAA aware of?

The University is not planning any major vessel acquisitions. They are, however, enhancing the Pacific Storm to install a
flow-through seawater system for sampling like that on the Oceanus and Elakha. They are installing interface systems
that will allow equipment to be transferred and used across vessels. They are installing a new crane at their jetty to
support equipment loading. They also have another small vessel (17 foot).
3.

How willing would you be to modify your vessel (e.g., adding hull mounted transducers, adding oceanographic
winches, etc.) to make it more suitable for NOAA charter work? Would the possibility of long term contracts (multiyear) make you more amenable to modifying the vessel?

Modifications are possible, but safety is the key factor. In the past, when major modifications were requested, they have
engaged a marine architect to evaluate the proposal. Thus, modifications require careful planning; they are not done in a
day. But the University is willing to make modifications, subject to this planning, particularly if there is a long term
contract involve or the installed equipment could be of future benefit to other projects. For example, after evaluation, they
have added major equipment in the past to support a project for researchers from another college.
4.

Given competing requirements or requests for your services, what do you predict your availability and capacity to
support NOAA might be in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?

There is currently availability on their ship schedules and that availability is not expected to change that much. Weather is
a bigger challenge than competing demands. The availability of the Elakha has actually increased over the last five years,
due to certain projects ending or losing funding. The Pacific Storm also now supports year-round operations.
5.

What is the lead time required for NOAA to access your services (i.e., from initial scheduling through issuance of a
contract to actually going to sea)?

The Pacific Storm and Elakha are normally ready to go, since they do maintenance during bad weather. The University
has even supported projects on one-day notice in the past. And they are willing and able to reschedule projects, even
long-term ones, for example, when there are weather delays. Ideally and typically, though, a couple of weeks lead time is
required. For NOAA specifically, it is typical to plan and schedule, for example, in January or February for operations in
May or June.
6.

Are there limitations on the geographic region in which you can provide support?

The Elakha supports coastal operations (out to 50 nautical miles) close to home, from the Columbia River to Coos Bay.
The Pacific Storm has travelled from Baja, Mexico up to Alaska. The Oceanus is global, although it stays on the Pacific
side for the most part, because other UNOLS vessels support the Atlantic. Voyages have included South America and the
Galapagos Islands, west of Hawaii, the Orient, Dutch Harbor, and Mexico.
7.

Are there specific periods of the year when you can or cannot provide support (e.g., seasons where you have other
priorities)?
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For the larger vessels, summer (April through August) is busy. The Pacific Storm is mostly scheduled for long blocks
starting in April, but has open availability for short periods (4 to 5 days) here and there. November through January are
less busy, weather permitting. The Elakha has availability all year round, currently scheduled for no more than 15 days a
month.
8.

Are there other barriers to or incentives for working with NOAA?

NOAA is easy to work for, and provides cruise plans in advance. Paperwork and invoicing can be challenging with the
federal government in general. There are varying invoicing procedures for different groups within NOAA, and some
make post-cruise invoicing smoother than others. There can sometimes be delays in payment (a worst case has been six
months), which require follow-up effort.
9.

What are typical prices of the services you’ve provided NOAA in the past?

Oregon State’s rates for the Pacific Storm and Elakha are available at: https://fees.oregonstate.edu/. NOAA uses the
external rates.
10. How do you expect these prices to change in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
Fuel drives pricing, so it is difficult to forecast. The University’s marine operations are not meant to make huge profits or
support the expansion of services, so prices are meant to reflect what the market will bear.
11. What factors drive these prices?
See above.
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Interview with David Janka, Auklet Charter Services, Cordova, Alaska
info@auklet.com, answers received via e-mail, 2/28/17
1.

Can you provide a brief description of the services that you have provided for NOAA in the past?

Auklet Charter Services provides vessel support for extended periods of time throughout the Pr. Wm. Sound region of
Alaska. Licensed captain, cook/crew, meals & snacks, bunking w/bedding, skiff use, open deck with hydraulic boom and
block, shuttle crews ashore, communications, navigation, general assistance and logistical support. See www.auklet.com
for further descriptions and photos.
2.

Do you have additional current or planned capabilities (e.g., additional vessels, other services that that NOAA might
not have used in the past) that you’d be interested in making NOAA aware of?

Possible portable wet lab on deck. Additional hydraulics on the boom. Possibly a transducer well.
3.

How willing would you be to modify your vessel (e.g., adding hull mounted transducers, adding oceanographic
winches, etc.) to make it more suitable for NOAA charter work? Would the possibility of long term contracts (multiyear) make you more amenable to modifying the vessel?

I have done this for the Pr. Wm. Sound Science Center and would be more than willing to do it for NOAA. Long-term
contracts: definitely.
4.

Given competing requirements or requests for your services, what do you predict your availability and capacity to
support NOAA might be in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?

Our charter season is made up of about 80 percent research/work trip support trips. I try to keep the vessel available
throughout the year and always look forward to working with federal agencies especially those I have worked with in the
past; NOAA, NMFS, USFWS, USGS, USFS, NRCS, USCG.
5.

What is the lead time required for NOAA to access your services (i.e., from initial scheduling through issuance of a
contract to actually going to sea)?

If available, very little, less than a week.
6.

Are there limitations on the geographic region in which you can provide support?

Prefer inland waters, especially within Pr. Wm. Sound but depending on the nature, time of year and duration of the
charter - Kenai Fiords, Kodiak Is. area, Southeast Alaska, Glacier Bay, Yakutat Bay, Icy Bay. Again, prefer inland
waters.
7.

Are there specific periods of the year when you can or cannot provide support (e.g., seasons where you have other
priorities)?

We operate year-round although winter does have its limitations.
8.

Are there other barriers to or incentives for working with NOAA?

Not really. Paperwork is paperwork.
9.

What are typical prices of the services you’ve provided NOAA in the past?

Basic rate is $1200.00 per day with up to 4 passengers. $100.00 per day each additional passenger. Six passenger
maximum. Possibly more if a great deal of running time is required, if odd hours are required, if extra assistance is
needed on my or my crew’s part, if any special, if location is distant from our homeport of Cordova or additional
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equipment is needed for me to purchase. More Sept-March (off season for regular insurance). An additional $300.00 per
day if more than 12 hours of running time is required (second captain required). Possibly more.
10. How do you expect these prices to change in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
We expect prices to change very little unless fuel prices rise substantially or inflation sets in.
11. What factors drive these prices?
Fuel, food, insurance, location, time of year, nature of work.
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Interview with Linda Kadrlick, Alaska Charter Boats, 907-523-0897, Juneau, Alaska
linda@alaskacharterboat.com, 3/2/2017
1.

Can you provide a brief description of the services that you have provided for NOAA in the past?

Alaska Charter Boats owns and operates one vessel, but primarily represents a fleet of vessels, including research vessels,
fishing vessels, and pleasure vessels, as a broker. Their fleet has worked for several groups within NOAA. Alaska
Charter Boats watches the federal procurement process and prepares bids for the vessels they represent.
2.

Do you have additional current or planned capabilities (e.g., additional vessels, other services that that NOAA might
not have used in the past) that you’d be interested in making NOAA aware of?

Alaska Charter Boats replies to specific requests for proposals. If nothing in their fleet matches the requirements, they
sometimes try to locate a vessel for specific projects, although this is not typical of the process for NOAA. A key
advantage of the vessels they represent is that their captains and crews are knowledgeable of local waters.
3.

How willing would you be to modify your vessel (e.g., adding hull mounted transducers, adding oceanographic
winches, etc.) to make it more suitable for NOAA charter work? Would the possibility of long term contracts (multiyear) make you more amenable to modifying the vessel?

Most of the time, Captains are willing to modify their vessels, if the changes are not too radical. There is definitely more
willingness with longer-term contracts.
4.

Given competing requirements or requests for your services, what do you predict your availability and capacity to
support NOAA might be in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?

There’s always availability for the types of vessels NOAA uses. Vessel size is key, though. The smaller vessels are more
available. It is hard to predict, though, what the makeup of the fleet of vessels they represent will be in the future.
5.

What is the lead time required for NOAA to access your services (i.e., from initial scheduling through issuance of a
contract to actually going to sea)?

Alaska Charter Boats reacts to the requirements of the specific request for proposal. More lead time is better, though.
Four or five months is ideal for planning, longer for longer jobs.
6.

Are there limitations on the geographic region in which you can provide support?

They represent vessels that serve Prince William Sound, Kodiak, and southeast Alaska waters.
7.

Are there specific periods of the year when you can or cannot provide support (e.g., seasons where you have other
priorities)?

The primary determinant is weather, so obviously there are limitations to going to sea in winter.
8.

Are there other barriers to or incentives for working with NOAA?

Most of the time, the contracting process works well. The specificity of the contracts is helpful in finding the right vessel.
9.

What are typical prices of the services you’ve provided NOAA in the past?

Prices depend greatly on the specific vessel. For the larger research vessels it is around $5 to $6 thousand per day dry rate
(without fuel).
10. How do you expect these prices to change in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
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Prices have remained stable over the last few years. It’s difficult to predict the future, but prices might go up a little.
11. What factors drive these prices?
Fuel.
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Interview with Michael Kelly, Director of Marine Operations, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
(MBARI), Moss Landing, California
831-775-1902, mkelly@mbari.org, 3/2/2017
1. Can you provide a brief description of the services that you have provided for NOAA in the past?
MBARI owns and operates the 117 foot R/V Western Flyer and the 135 foot R/V Rachel Carson. It also operates the
smaller (32-foot) near-coastal vessel R/V Paragon under lease from the University of California, Santa Cruz. MBARI
collaborates with NOAA’s Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, so there are sometimes one to two NOAA staff
from the Sanctuary conducting piggyback research on MBARI cruises. NOAA has used the MBARI ships for dedicated
cruises only twice in the last decade, in 2006 and 2010. The more recent project supported mapping a wreck using an
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV).
2.

Do you have additional current or planned capabilities (e.g., additional vessels, other services that that NOAA might
not have used in the past) that you’d be interested in making NOAA aware of?
With the exception of collaborating with the Sanctuary, MBARI usually only supports NOAA when they have
capabilities that are not available elsewhere in the NOAA or academic fleet. The Institute does not actively seek out
dedicated research missions for other organization.
3.

How willing would you be to modify your vessel (e.g., adding hull mounted transducers, adding oceanographic
winches, etc.) to make it more suitable for NOAA charter work? Would the possibility of long term contracts (multiyear) make you more amenable to modifying the vessel?
MBARI’s existing vessels have some adaptability in configuration. More extensive modification would have to be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
4.

Given competing requirements or requests for your services, what do you predict your availability and capacity to
support NOAA might be in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
If NOAA requested support from MBARI ships, short-term availability would be questionable. Their schedules do
include contingency days, so shorter projects (5 to 6 days) might be feasible in the short term. For longer cruises, a one
year lead time would be best.
5.

What is the lead time required for NOAA to access your services (i.e., from initial scheduling through issuance of a
contract to actually going to sea)?
See above.
6. Are there limitations on the geographic region in which you can provide support?
The Western Flyer and Rachel Carson support research along the entire West Coast from Canada to the Gulf of
California in Mexico. Occasionally, they have travelled as far west as Hawaii.
7.

Are there specific periods of the year when you can or cannot provide support (e.g., seasons where you have other
priorities)?
Winter would be more available.
8. Are there other barriers to or incentives for working with NOAA?
Not to note.
9. What are typical prices of the services you’ve provided NOAA in the past?
MBARI's rates for the Western Flyer and Rachel Carson are available at: http://www.mbari.org/at-sea/mars-ship-rates/.
These rates have been very recently updated (in the last several days). Note that although the rates for the Western Flyer
are listed as for a 12 hour day, these same rates would apply to extended time at sea without returning to port and could
include some nighttime work, subject to crew rest regulations. The rates for the Rachel Carson do reflect a 10 to 12 hour
day.
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10. How do you expect these prices to change in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
The recent update to their prices did not incorporate a large change, maybe a 3 percent increase. MBARI would not
anticipate huge changes in the future unless there are dramatic changes in fuel prices.
11. What factors drive these prices?
See above.
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Interview with Bob Pedro, Miss Linda Charters, Charleston, Oregon
541-888-2128, misslindacharters@gmail.com, 3/6/2017
1. Can you provide a brief description of the services that you have provided for NOAA in the past?
The Miss Linda is 76 foot charter research vessel. Her biggest projects for NOAA have involved the deployment and
retrieval of current measurement devices (upwelling and subsurface) in the San Francisco Bay and adjacent rivers. With a
NOAA scientific team aboard, she deployed the devices and retrieved them after a few weeks to change batteries,
download data, and redeploy them at new locations.
2.

Do you have additional current or planned capabilities (e.g., additional vessels, other services that that NOAA might
not have used in the past) that you’d be interested in making NOAA aware of?
The Miss Linda has also done research charters for Oregon State University, the Navy, and the States of Oregon and
California. She has bid on additional work for NOAA in the Puget Sound region. She is well configured for the
deployment and retrieval of remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROVs) and autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUVs). For example, she just recently finished a project deploying and testing wave gliders for a private company.
3.

How willing would you be to modify your vessel (e.g., adding hull mounted transducers, adding oceanographic
winches, etc.) to make it more suitable for NOAA charter work? Would the possibility of long term contracts (multiyear) make you more amenable to modifying the vessel?
Absolutely willing: modifications to better support customers are how the ship has evolved to its current configuration.
For example, the A-frame was installed to support the Navy. Existing davits and winch were based on customer
recommendations.
4.

Given competing requirements or requests for your services, what do you predict your availability and capacity to
support NOAA might be in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
The ship is dedicated to supporting research projects, so is generally available as needed. There aren’t competing uses
(e.g., fishing) and no current long-term research commitments.
5.

What is the lead time required for NOAA to access your services (i.e., from initial scheduling through issuance of a
contract to actually going to sea)?
NOAA typically plans early in the year for operations in the summer and this is ideal; the earlier the better. The ship is
not always totally booked, though, so there is the potential for quick turnaround.
6. Are there limitations on the geographic region in which you can provide support?
Oregon, Washington, and California.
7.

Are there specific periods of the year when you can or cannot provide support (e.g., seasons where you have other
priorities)?
Winter is not busy because most users don’t want to put their equipment in jeopardy, although Miss Linda has done and
is currently doing projects during winter. Spring and summer are busier.
8. Are there other barriers to or incentives for working with NOAA?
NOAA projects are well organized and the NOAA science teams are professional. This makes them much easier to work
with than some other organizations.
9. What are typical prices of the services you’ve provided NOAA in the past?
The Miss Linda has standard day rates for a minimum of 6 hours with hourly rates beyond that. However, for multi-day
projects like NOAA’s, they typically incorporate a discount, especially on transit days.
10. How do you expect these prices to change in the future (i.e., in the next year, in the next five years)?
There haven’t been major price changes recently because fuel hasn’t changed much. Miss Linda’s standard fuel rate
(about $20/hour) is not likely to change much unless there’s a major spike in fuel prices (e.g., $1/gallon).
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11. What factors drive these prices?
See question 10 above.
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Nautical Charts
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Ashley Chappell, Chief, Integrated Ocean and Coastal Mapping

National Marine Sanctuary Condition Reports


Jan Roletto, Research Coordinator, Greater Farallones National Marine Sanctuary

El Nino Southern Oscillation Outlook


David DeWitt, Director, NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center

Fisheries Stock Assessments


Doug Lipton, Senior Scientist for Economics, NOAA Fisheries

Harmful Algal Bloom Forecasts




Quay Dortch, Program Coordinator, Ecology and Oceanography of Harmful Algal Blooms
Program
Steve Ruberg, Acting Supervisor, Observing Systems and Advanced Technology Branch
Kimberly Puglise, Oceanographer, NOAA's Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research
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Tsunamis Inundation Models and Forecasts
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Michael Angove, Tsunami Program Manager
Kelly Stroker, Leader, Coastal Sciences Team/Natural Hazards, NOAA National Centers for
Environmental Information

Ocean Noise Mapping Products


Jason Gedamke, Director, Ocean Acoustics Program

Hypoxia Forecast, Gulf of Mexico
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Hurricane Outlook
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Gerry Bell, Lead Forecaster, Meteorologist, NOAA's Climate Prediction Center

Emergency and Disaster Response
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Sam DeBow, OCS Market Manager, Vice President, Lynker Technologies,

Oil Spill Response and Research (Deepwater Horizon Incident Data Collection)


Scott Cross, East Coast Regional Science Officer, NOAA National Centers for Environmental
Information

Endangered Species Support, Mammals


Annette Henry, Survey Coordinator, Marine Mammal and Turtle Division, NOAA Fisheries

Technical Support for NOAA Data Streams and Associated Products









Martin Yapur, Director, NOAA’s Technology, Planning and Integration for Observation Program
(TPIO)
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Program
Robert Reining, Principal Economic/Business Analyst, MITRE Corporation, TPIO Integrated
System Analysis Team
Brant Priest, Research Scientist, Riverside Technology, Inc, TPIO Observation Team
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Matthew Austin, Physical Scientist, Requirements, Planning & Integration Division, TPIO
Louis Cantrell, Consultant, Profitable Weather, LLC, TPIO Integrated System Analysis Team
Vincent Ries, Senior Analyst, Integrity Applications Incorporated, TPIO Integrated System
Analysis Team
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Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
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Contract Vessel Providers
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